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Abstract 
An in-depth qualitative investigation into mental toughness combining phenomenological interview, 
interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) and emergent grounded theory (EGT) was conducted, 
in order to understand how advcnturers/explorcrs, elite coaches and elite athletes perceived the concepL 
Twenty-one adventurers/ explorers, thirty-three elite coaches and thirty-seven elite athletes (total -9 1) 
were interviewed 'in depth' about their perceptions of mental toughneis from which 3 discrete 
grounded theories emerged. Strict sampling criteria were applied and 86% of elite athletes and 88% of 
elite coaches had either won medals or coached medal winning athletes at World, Olympic or 
Commonwealth level. 71c adventurcr/explorer sample contained successful Everest Mountaineers and 
world renowned climbers (11), polar explorers (3), round the world yachtswomen and travelling 
adventurers (6). Phenomenological interviews were conducted, transcribed, member checked and 
returned by over 93% of the sample. Preliminary IPA analysis provided the resonant and meaningful 
data themes for the emergent grounded theory analysis (Glaser, 1989). 71e research approach was 
unique to the study of mental toughness from within the naturalistic paradigm and compliments 
existing research which has attempted to understand the phenomenon (Fourie and Potgietcr., 200 1; 
Jones et aL. 2002; Middleton et aL, 2004; Bull et al., 2005). 
Ile findings demonstrate evidence of huge individual diversity of meaning of what mental toughness 
means to participants within all samples. Such diversity was clouded when findings were assumed 
under collective conceptual headings which combined related themes. 
When conceptual and category data is considered the findings show support for previous work. 
I lowever, findings show the real meaning attached to what mental toughness is to people lies beneath 
the broader category and conceptual frameworks. Such meaning is only understood when deeper levels 
of analysis are explored. I'liese findings offer evidence that such diversification of personal meaning 
exists when alternative methodology is applied. As a result there will be no attempt to offer an all 
encompassing operational definition of what mental toughness is from within each of the three discrete 
samples. 
Findings showed striking similarity in elite athletes and elite coach perceptions of mental toughness 
with major categories emerging in self confidence and belief, dealing with event pressure, effective 
mental application, physical coping ability, training and situational toughness and commitment and 
determination. Athletes perceived the Additional category of self control and discipline to be centrally 
related to the concept, a category not strongly supported by elite coaches. Ile categories were 
supported by 20 and 24 inter-rclated concepts within the elite coach / athlete samples and by 16 
concepts within the adventure/ explorer sample. Adventurer/ explorers perceived mental toughness to 
be more related to safety and survival, coping with stress and anxiety, knowing onescIC coping with 
success and failure, having undivided attention and physical coping ability. 
Findings support preliminary work of Jones et aL (2002) Middleton et aL (2004 )and Dull-et aL 
(2005) which suggests mental toughness is strongly related to self belief, dealing with pressure and 
anxiety. focus and dealing with pain. The findings also show that mental toughness is perceived by all 
three samples to be a complex integration of psychological concepts that support the major Categories 
and is contextually driven. It is a multi-dimensional psychological phenomenon. I'liese findings 
provide a clearer conceptual understanding of mental toughness is that may assist future research. 
Overall, this study has advanced existing research understanding in the provision of a well grounded 
theoretical framework for mental toughness and provides evidence in the value of adopting a 
phenomenological approach which is unique in attempting to understand the concept. I lowever, it also 
appeals for further qualitative studies which explore different methodologies within the naturalistic 
paradigm in an attempt to further explain mental toughness. 
The investigation was principally focused on establishing what mental toughness 'is' based on people's 
perceptions and 'lived experience'. Future research should focus on how it can possibly be developed 
and if mental toughness trartsfers across different contexts. 71c nature of the situation (Le. adventure v 
elite spoil) is thought to be an influential factor in differing perceptions and future research may also 
target more diverse populations attempting to provide more evidence that it is situational specific, 
contextually driven or indeed transferable. 
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CHAPTER I 
RATIONALE AND INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Rationale: 
Mental toughness is arguably one of the most frequently used terms but least 
understood in applied sports psychology (Jones, Hanton, and Connaughton, 2002). In 
disciplines such as sport, adventure, business or lifestyle management it is considered 
to be a fundamental prerequisite if performers are to become high achievers 
(Goldberg, 1997; Kubistant, 1986; Lochr, 1982,1986). Nearly twenty years ago, 
Gould, Hodge, Peterson and Pctlichkoff (1987) emphasiscd that coaches considered 
that mental toughness was extremely important in achieving success. 
In 2006 there seems to be widespread agreement on the importance and benefits of 
mental toughness, yet literature on mental toughness is characterized by a lack of 
conceptual clarity and consensus to its dcrinition. Despite the concept being a popular 
applied sports psychology area over the past fifteen years there remains a need to fully 
explore the psychological concept in order to provide a more scientific understanding 
of the term based on systematic research techniques. Previous attempts to explain the 
concept have resulted in the use of synonymous terminology, which has only served 
to provide wide ranging and confusing explanations of mental toughness. There 
remains no clear conceptual understanding within the field of applied sports 
psychology as to what the term mental toughness actually is. Previous work is 
ch=cterizcd by Minitions and characteristics of mental toughness that are too wide. 
ranging to be of significant help to scientists and practitioners alike (Jones et aL, 
2002). 
Recent work investigating the important psychological characteristics and their 
development in USA Olympic champions (n - 10, and winners of 32 Olympic 
mcdals) their coaches (n-10) and significant others (n-10), found that such athletes 
were characterized by having high levels of mental toughness amongst twelve other 
2 
important psychological factors (Gould, Dieffcnbach, & Moffet, 2002). Mental 
toughncss was mentioned by over 73% of the sample as a crucial psychological 
characteristic linked to the development of potential Olympic champions. Yet the 
authors acknowledge that although athletes, coaches and si gnificant others often talk 
about mental toughness, seldom is it precisely def incd. They also state that the 
participants in the investigation were certainly not uniform in their views of mental 
toughness. 
This study attempts to explore the pcrccptions of mental toughness of three distinct 
sample groups, thcsc bcing advcnturcrs / explorers, clite athletes and elite coachcs, in 
order to gain a more scientific undcrstanding of the psychological construct and to 
provide greater conceptual clarity for scientists and practitioners. 
The attention that psychological preparation has received during the past twenty years 
has been rcflcctcd in published literature dcvoted to the topic (Suinn, 1986; Orlick, 
1986; Nidcffcr, 1985; Bull, Albinson, & Shambrook, 1996; Goldberg, 1997). 
Unfortunately, only one text by I lardy, Jones, and Gould (1996) concerns itself 
spccifically with the psychological preparation of elite pcrformcrs and attempts to 
explicitly relate current theory and research to personal understanding and expcricnce 
with clitc performers and coaches from a variety of sports. Morcovcr, the concept of 
mental toughness remains conspicuously abscnt. From a critical pcrspcctive the lack 
of scientific rigor that has been applied in attempting to understand mental toughness 
serves only to contribute to the gcncral lack of conceptual clarity within the area. 
The scicntiric literature availablc on the topic remains scarce and contains 
acknowledged methodological flaws (Tbomas, Schlinkcr, &. Over 1996; Fourie and 
Potgictcr, 2001; Jones et at., 2002). Only recently, more rigorous scicntif ic attempts 
have cxamincd the psychological concept (Middleton, Marsh, Martin, Richards, Savis 
& Perry 2003; Middleton, Marsh, Martin, Fichards & Perry, 2004; Bull, Shambrook, 
James, & Brooks, 2005). Such work is discussed in depth in chapter two when a 
review of mental toughness literature will be considered. 
Because of the lack of alternative research approaches to piovide evidence which 
furthers our understanding of the concept, the researcher feels that the current 
investigation is well justificd in adopting a phenomenological approach in attempting 
to investigate the perceptions of mental toughness in adventurers / explorers, elite 
athletes and coaches from a naturalistic paradigm. 
Ile investigation attempts to provide such conceptual clarity to what is still on; of 
the least understood areas of applied sports psychology through more rigorous 
scicntiric research procedures. Ile investigation addresses fundamental issues, which 
remain unanswered in explanation to the question 'What exactly is mental 
toughness? ' It will consider the possibility that the difficulty in the provision of a 
consensual dcrinition of mental toughness and a general failure to opcrationalizc the 
construct in a consistent manncr lays in the possibility that it has multiple meanings 
and interpretations to different people. 711rough investigating peoples different 
perceptions from a qualitative approach the aim is to provide a more coherent 
understanding of mental toughness and to provide greater conceptual clarity to what 
must still be considered one of the most frequently reported psychological 
characteristics which determines performance success and failure. 
1.2 Background to thc3ludy / Introduction 
TIc researcher is a member of the British Olympic Association and a Registered and 
Accredited Sports Psychologist with the British Association of Sport and Exercise 
Scientists (BASES). It is through the association with such bodies that the background 
and rationale for the proposed research project began in March 1995. 
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In preparation for the 1996 Olympic gamcs in Atlanta (USA) the British Olympic 
Association Coaches' Advisory Group (CAG) responsible for all disciplines were 
asked by the BOA Psychology Advisory Group (PAG) to identify areas of mental 
preparation which they rated as vitally important for future Olympic games success in 
Atlanta (1996). The coaching body rated the concept of mental toughness as the most 
important area of psychological preparation (above any other single quality) which 
given the opportunity, they would instil within each of their athletes prior to a major 
championship. Five Olympic squads (yachting, canoe slalom, track and ficid, canoe 
racing and archery) rated it the quality that distinguishes mcdallists from the rest. 
Sports pychologists within the psychology advisory group linked with elite squads 
reported that the quest for mental toughness remains an ongoing issue for many of the 
worlds leading athletes and coaches (BOA, Coaches Advisory Group meeting 7th 
March 1995). 
Since the series of meetings in 1995 within the British Olympic Association, mental 
toughness remains on the agenda as a crucial performance factor that rcquircs further 
understanding and development in applied settings. Yet, ten years and five and a half 
Olympic cycle's later (Atlanta 1996 to Turin 2006), mental toughness remains 
somewhat of an elusive concept. The question remains whether our athictes arc in fact 
mentally tough enough to compete at the highest level? Is it the ones who return with 
the mcdals that in fact arc able to demonstrate such desirable mental characteristics in 
competition, which serve to compliment and support their technical and physical 
skills? 
Conversely, the lack of mental toughness continues to be a popular rcason offcrcd by 
athletes for disappointing performances (Backley, 1997, Equinox C4). It remains a 
readily available causal attribution for explaining success and failure, but it may not 
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always be correct to assume that those who do not achieve the ultimate prize are 
lacking in mental toughness. It may be that mental toughness is developed from being 
able to cope with previous failure and using such situations as positive learning 
experiences. 
1.3 Implications for study design 
Given existing understanding of the concept, there remains a need for further research 
to be conducted, particularly with elite coach and elite athlete sarnple groups to strive 
to increase our understanding of the concept. Results may allow sports psychologists 
to develop and design spccific intervention programmes for athletes to improve their 
performances in top-level competition. Howcvcr, clarifying what mental toughness is 
maybe needs to precede finding out how it may be developed and this research 
specifically addresses the former question. 
In order to develop a broader understanding of what being mentally tough actually is 
within different social contexts and situations, it maybe necessary to investigate 
individuals who have been publicly rccogniscd as mentally tough people, individuals 
who consistently demonstrate such desirable psychological characteristics in 
abundance. Personal characteristics of being mentally tough may be general and apply 
across different disciplines and situations, and notjust in competitive sport. We may 
be able to learn more about the concept by studying individuals who readily display 
such characteristics and question them on how and when they display them. It is 
arguable for example, that those people who continue to persist in the face of 
adversity and refuse to give up, as in the case of adventurers and explorers, display 
incredibly high levels of mental toughness. The question must be asked, whether the 
dcgrce of mental toughness required by athletes in sporting situations compares to 
more serious life situations and circumstances which require people to deal with 
challenge and adversity, such as in adventure and exploration situations where people 
deal with life and death experience. 
This research project will initially attempt to investigate populations through 
purposive sampling, similar to Kubistant (1986) who studied high achievers in the 
world of business, art, music and sport. This study will then attempt to investigate 
mental toughness from two different perspectives, elite sport and the world of 
exploration and adventure and let such findings emerge rather than propose 
hypotheses. Tbcrc has been no previous attempt to investigate the perceptions of such 
populations on the topic of mental toughness and comparc them with elite sporting 
samples. Jones el at (2002) and Middleton et at (2004) suggest that such elite 
samples should bc targeted for investigation to further our understanding of the 
concept. The opportunity to possibly develop a broad understanding of the concept 
and then to share and transfer the knowledge and experience across athletic 
disciplines is very appealing. 
1.4 Summary 
71is chapter has presented a rationale and introduction for conducting the 
investigation. This rationale is justif icd from a number of different standpoints. 
7liere is a lack of previous scientific research work conducted and published within 
the specific area of mental toughness within adventure and exploration and very little 
in sports psychology. Because of this, much of the previous work published remains 
questionable in terms of its scicntiric integrity and trustworthiness. Mental toughness 
has yet to receive af Ned, agreed and accepted explanation, which allows a clear 
conceptual understanding of the concept. Previous attempts, to explain the concept 
from the perspective of elite coaches / elite athIctes have been fairly limitcd in terms 
of restricted sample selection of sports disciplines (Jones et al., 2002) or do not 
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consider highly selective s=plcs of mcdallist's, only contenders for medals ( Fourie 
and Potgicter, 2001). 
This study which adopts phenomenological method and grounded theory analysis 
challenges previous work and questions if a gencraliscd operational dcrinition is 
required or warranted as the concept is possibly capable of being interpreted in many 
different ways. Given peoples life experiences differ and the 'lived experience' within 
an individuals' social world is unique, the provision of an operational dcrinition may 
not be the most appropriate way of explaining a concept which possibly has multiple 
meaning attached to it. 
This investigation will consider a selection of discrete sample groups and involve 
purposive sampling. The research is directed towards adventurers/ explorers, elite 
coaches and athletes, and how they perceive and explain the concept. It adopts 
alternative phenomenological method and cmcrgcnt grounded theory analysis in 
contrast to previous attempts to explain the concept. Such work employed the use of 
focus group / and individual interview (Jones et al., 2002), written open ended 
statements (Fouric and Potgictcr, 2001) and semi structured interviews Middleton et 
al. (2004). By investigating the concept from different perspectives (i. e. adventure / 
explorer, elite coach and elite athletes perceptions ) and providing rc-intcrprctation 
and understanding with increased conceptual clarity, it may increase our general 
understanding of the misunderstood psychological phenomenon and provide a 
foundation for further research to assist in developing mcntal toughness in the future. 
1.5 
A programme of research was formulated to address the folloMng aims and 
objectivcs: 
Alm 
To Investigate the perceptions of mental toughness of adventure/ explorers, elite 
athletes and elite conches. 
This will be achieved by satisfying the follo%ing objectives: 
1. To adopt a phenomenological method through in-depth interviews to 
investigate the concept, which provides subjective interpretation based on the 
'lived experience' of participants. 
2. To conduct purposive sampling on three distinct cohorts (advcnturc/cxplorcrs, 
clitc athlctcs and clite coachcs) with high sunple intcgrity bascd on strict 
inclusion critcria. 
3. To intcgrate and apply interprctative phcnomcnological analysis (Smith and 
Osborn, 2004) and emergent grounded theory (Glaser, 1978) in order to 
formulate conceptual models that will contribute to a greater understanding of 
mcntal toughricss. Subsequently, substantive grounded theories for each data 
set will be provided a rc-intcrprctation of mental toughness to compliment 
existing research. 
4. To provide a critical review and evaluation of the research investigation. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
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2.1 Literature Review 
Ile purpose of this chapter is firstly to provide a focused review of literature 
associated with mental toughness with emphasis on the twQ major areas of interest 
sports psychology and adventure / exploration. Secondly, it is to provide a critical 
evaluation of literature related to the appropriate research methodology linked to the 
needs of the current investigation. 
It is commonly assumed that to perform at the very highest level in any area of life 
an individual needs to have an element of toughness. Obviously, different tasks 
demand different elements of physical, strategic, mental and technical application in 
order to perform them to the highest standards of excellence. The physical and mental 
demands placed on high level climbers compared to those of an international hockey 
player or an elite badminton coach demonstrates the point. In the world of sport most 
athletes and coaches now acknowledge that psychological factors make a substantial 
contribution to overall performance outcome. Williams and Krane (1993) report 
psychological factors are believed to account for betwccn 40 and 90% of success in 
sports, with the contribution being much greater for elite athletes than for novices. 
They do not however explain the reason for such a variance or provide examples of 
sports in which psychological factors may well be responsible for 90 % of the 
performance success. 
Selective sport; psychology texts related to mental toughness lack any form of 
empirical support for the content included within them, and really only offer common 
sense explanations based on personal cxpcricncc (Terry, 1989; Bull ct al., 1996). From 
a critical perspective, it seems that sports psychologists differ in their interpretations 
as to which personality characteristics, psychological skills, methods and strategies 
contribute to mental toughness. There is no accepted agreement on such issues, which 
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does little to establish professional consensus. It may be that mental toughness is both 
a personality characteristic, and also the ability to apply specific psychological skills, 
methods and strategies effectively in competition. Being the case, such a concept may 
be better considered holistically rather than as an isolated phenomenon which receives 
a rather narrow explanation. 
Mental toughness like its physical counterpart may well involve a complex interaction 
of many factors, which contribute to the whole concept. There is also the issue that 
the term mental toughness has been confused with many other terms (hardiness, tough 
minded, resourcefulness) by sports psychologists, researchers, athletes and coaches, 
which creates a problem in providing consensus of opinion on a specific definition for 
the concept. This itself questions the need to offer a narrow operational definition if 
the concept is interpreted in such diverse ways by different people. Such a critical 
question has somehow been ignored in the past. 
Mental toughness remains conspicuously absent within sport psychology literature. In 
a text specifically directed to understanding psychological preparation for sport and 
the theory and practice of elite performers Hardy, Jones, & Gould (1996) fail to make 
a single reference to mental toughness as a psychological concept. It may be mental 
toughness is rather abstract and not easy to derine and explain. 
The concept of mental toughness has previously been linked to personality hardiness 
(Kobasa, 1979,1982). Unfortunatcly, Kobasa (1979,1982) and Kobasa et al. (1985) 
concentrated work on hardiness within the context of the psychology of stress and 
illness avoidance and any transferable relevance remains questionable. 
An attempt to assess the relationship between personality hardiness and sports 
performance (basketball) was performed by Maddi and Hess (1992). Tbe authors 
hypothesized personality hardiness would show a moderate relationship to basketball 
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perforTnance on the surmise that, the general outlook of commitment, control, and 
challenge would help in maintaining a motivational edge through which the demands 
of the game will appear manageable and the necessary decisive actions with be taken. 
Furthermore, players low in hardiness should be more likciy to fccl alicnatcd, 
powerless and threatened as the dcmands of the game mounted. The study was 
completed with a limited sample group (37 males) from three high school varsity 
teams. There is concern about the choice of instrumcritation employed within 
hardiness studies as it is not yet clear which method is the most reliable and valid 
assessment method of hardiness (Allred and Smith, 1989). 
In a British investigation Golby and Shcard (2004) examined the potency of 
personality style (hardiness) and mental skills (mental toughness) in the prediction of 
success. Using three different levels of Professional Rugby athletes they found that 
international performers scorcd significantly higher than the other two groups in all 
three hardiness subscales and two of the seven mental toughness sub scalcs (negative 
energy and attention control). I lowcvcr, caution has to be directed at the reliability 
and validity of the psychometric instruments reported in the investigation. Although 
the research did seem to indicate that mental toughness is more likely to be found in 
elite performers ( international) compared than athletes at lower levels of performance 
( super league / division one). 
Research on mental toughness as a personality characteristic has been somewhat 
limited. Mental toughness has been described as both a personality trait (Cattcll, 1965; 
Kroll, 1967; Wcmcr, 1960; Werner and Gotthcil, 1966) and a psychological state of 
mind (Gibson, 1998). Although still open to debate, it seems. that traits are much more 
rigid and enduring than dispositions which may be more akin to the typical responses. 
Traits would therefore be the deep-rooted primary characteristics as identificd by 
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Cattcll (1965). The trait - state debate on personality continues and Jones et al. (2002) 
emergent operational definition of mental toughness even includes reference to a 
$natural or developedpsychological edge that enables athletes to generally cope 
better than their opponents' (p. 209). This suggests that aspects of mental toughness 
may well be both inherited and capable of being trained and developed. I lowcvcr, 
there is less evidence available that provides precisely which psychological skills 
characteristics are more capable of being trained and developed than others. 
Developing enduring traits as opposed to training state like changeable characteristics 
within people may well demand different strategies and time frarrics for successful 
completion. Such important information would be useful for coaches working with 
athletes and attempting to develop mental toughness. 
Previous work investigating Olympic champions (n- 10) found that super clitc athletes 
arc characterized by: mental toughness, competitiveness, hard work ethic, high levels 
of dispositional hope, optimism and adaptive perfectionism (Gould et at, 2002). 
Olympic champions seem to have such dispositional characteristics in abundance, but 
such evidence requires more scicntif ic support. It is also not known exactly how many 
of these desired characteristics lic within the athlete prior to their engagement within 
the sporting arcna as opposed to the degree they are developed as a result of their 
training. 
Overall, trait - descriptive sport personality research findings have been rather 
equivocal (Vealey, 1992) and Morgan (1980) critically reported, much of the research 
in this area suffers from methodological, statistical and / or theoretical problems and 
findings indicate no consistent results. Cattell (1965) although dated, suggests that 
mental toughness would be displayed through sclf reliance, realistic cynical behaviour 
combined with a tough, practical, masculine temperamental dimension. Such 
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stereotypical and arguably contentious assertions arc challenged by critics of trait 
theory. There is no empirical evidence to prove that males hold the monopoly on 
mcntal toughness characteristics and females may bcjust as likely to be mentally 
tough as their male counterparts. The recent 2005 successes of Dame Ellen Mac 
Arthur and Carrie Ford who respectively successfully navigated the fastest ever traris- 
globe sailing record and achieved fifth place in the Grand National Steeplechase seem 
to challenge such stereotypical assumptions very well. 
When considering the world of adventure and exploration individuals such as Ellen 
McArthur, Joe Simpson, Ranulph Ficnnes, Simon Yates, Alan I linkcs, Chris 
Bonnington, Mike Stroud, Chay Blyth, and Reinhold Messner all seem to have 
displayed typical tough minded characteristics. All have been subjected to 
experiences which have tested their mcntal and physical resolve beyond what may be 
considered 'normal', subjecting themselves to the most demanding and arduous life 
threatening environments and defying death in miraculous ways (Simpson, 1988; 
Bonnington, 1981; Ficnncs, 1993; Stroud, 1993). 
Unfortunately, others such as Peter Boardman, Joe Taskcr, Julic Tullis and Alison 
I largrcavcs (renowned climbers), who have been described as possessing such traits 
have not been so fortunate, and lost their lives during adventure/ exploration 
experiences. The bottom line being, people who arc incredibly mentally tough do fail, 
but in hostile envirorancnts the consequences arc fatal. The literature, which deals 
with adventure and exploration, is littered with sorrowful accounts and personal 
disasters of those who lose in Simpson's (1993) words the 'Game ofGhosts'. The 
names of Mallory, Haston, Boardman, Taskcr, Tullis and Hargreaves arc etched in the 
memory of many mountaineers as icons of tough poise (Bonnington, 1981; Simpson, 
1988,1993). But, is there a personality type that is best suited to survival in 
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specifically demanding situations? More often than not, such situations require the 
element of coping with high degrees of physical and mental adversity. 
There are examples of spcciric situations when physical reserves seem to have been 
totally depleted and humans have dcricd physiological laws of survival. In some way 
a person's mental reserve has provided the link to survival and allowed them ovcride 
physical discomfort. Although it continues to be an equivocal and debatable issue, it 
has been proposed that by virtue of specific aspects of their personalities, some people 
arc better suited to dealing with stressful life events than others, due to their 
personality hardiness (Kobasa, 1982). It may seem that engaging in a life threatening 
activity such as high level adventure is more likely to be classified as a stressful life 
event than compared to competing in elite sport which generally provides little danger 
or threat to ones life. 
Tbc control factor is viewed as being vitally important and is expressed as a tendency 
to feel and act as if one is influential (rather than helpless) in the face of varied 
contingencies in life. It is based on the scif-pcrccption of belief, that one has definite 
influence over events through the exercise of knowledge, skill, imagination and 
choice. Central to this is the aspect of an intcmaliscd locus of control. By intcmalising 
control it would more likely increase the chance that events would be experienced as a 
natural outgrowth of one's actions and not as foreign, unexpected and overwhelming 
experiences that arc externally constructed. Faced with an external strcssor, it is 
argued that a person with a strong sense of internal control believes that, through 
struggle, they can expect to have an influence on what is going on around them. 
Over the past 10 years there has been increased interest in the concept of mcntal 
toughness with numerous sports psychology references advocating the associated 
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benefits to the possession of the elusive psychological phenomenon. Such work 
includes general texts devoted to developing mental toughness (Bull et at, 1996; 
Goldberg, 1997), and more scientifically based evidence intent on advancing research 
understanding of the psychological concept (Gould et at, i002; Jones et al.. 2002; 
Middleton et al., 2003,2004; Bull et at, 2005). 
Previous attempts by sport psychologists contain widely different definitions and 
interpretations of the term. Such diverse attempts to operationalizc the term have only 
served to confuse rather than clarify the concept. Additionally, many attempts to 
explain mental toughness lack empirical support. Literature which lacks such 
scientific evidence includes Lochr (1986,1991); Bull et al. (1996); and Goldberg 
(1997) who advocate that it is possible to develop mentally tough performers and 
equip them with a superior set of mental skills. Attempts to dcrinc the term include: 
an ability to overcome / rebound from failure (Goldberg, 1997; Gould, I lodge, 
Peterson and Pctlichkoff, 1987; Tutko and Richards, 1976); an ability to effectively 
handle pressure and stress situations (Bull et al., 1996; Goldberg, 1997; Gould et al., 
1987; Williams, 1988). Provision of a clear and concise operational dcrinition is 
problematic when diverse dcrinitions arc forwarded, which suggest the concept may 
be a multidimensional phenomenon. Ibc apparent lack of scicntiric rigour that has 
been applied in many previous attempts to understand the concept may well serve to 
fuel the ongoing lack of conceptual clarity that surrounds the term. 
Developing personal excellence on the road to success was the target of Kubistant 
(1986). It was a guide to psychological skills for high achievers in the ficlds of sport, 
business and the performing arts. The material presented is bAscd on a series of 
interviews and observations with rccogniscd high achievers In their respective fields. 
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No details arc provided on the methodological procedures adopted within the work. 
The concept of mental toughness is explained within a component model in Table 2.1. 
Positive Experiences and Lessons from Negative Experiences 
Purpose, Mission and Desire . Specific and Attainable Goals & Plans 
Unwavering Trust & ScIf Belief 
Rclaxing, Pacing & Challenging 
Focused & Sustained Concentration 
Guts, Persistence and Desire 
Table 2.1 Components of Mental Toughness (Kubistant, 1986) 
Many of the components receive superficial treatment in terms of explanation and 
there is no coherent structure to the model or any attempt to explain how the selective 
components were determined. It is a collection of motivation, attention and 
confidence components together with appropriate planning and evaluation skills. 
Kubistant offers little in terms of explaining the structure of the model or any precise 
operational dcrinitions of the spccific components contained within it. The reader is 
rarely provided with any real scicntiricjustirication for the material presented. 
In a similar fashion to Kubistant (1986), Lochr (1991) talks in terms of "ideal 
performance states" and "the managcmcnt of mental energy". I le adopts a pragmatic 
and action -oriented approach to understanding the concept and was initially a 
bchaviourist, as he viewed the major components as directly observable and concrete 
features of performance. Much of Lochrs' work concentrates on actions and responses 
and he firmly believes that mcntal toughness is an ability which comprises of skills 
that arc capable of being lc=cd. Basically Lochr focuses on the way athletes arc able 
to respond in pressure situations and arc able to stay relaxed. calm and energized. 
Another major component of mcntal toughness that Lochr Qb1d) idcntirics is that of 
conridencc. True scif-confidencc is explained as a strong, positive, affcctivc emotion, 
is 
nothing morc than a spccific statc of mind (rathcr than a dispositional charactcristic). 
According to Lochr, the key for mcntal toughness development is being able to 
control your conridcncc. 71cre has been little attempt by psychologists to question the 
work of Lochr in terms of its reliability and validity, apart from Moran (1997), whose 
concentration work questions if such material is based on empirical investigation or 
other methodologically sound scicntiric procedures. 
Bull et al. (1996) directly target mental toughness as a central theme, and forward a 
hypothetical mental toughness plan. They draw on their combined experiences as 
applied practitioners and rcflcct that mentally tough athletes tend to possess a number 
of highly desired attributes (see Table 2.2). Unfortunatcly; the attributes lack research 
support and any indication of which attributes deserve greater priority than others. 
Alental Toughness Attributes 
Table 21 
# A strong desire to succeed Mental Toughness 
0 Staying positive In the face of challenge and pressure Attributes- 
* Being able to control the controllabics Bull, Albinson and 
0 1 ligh commitment and a balanced attitude Sharnbrook (1996) 
0 1 ligh level of self belief 
4 Positive body language 
0 Overcome the fear of failure 
4 Develop superior mental preparation 
Over the past 10 years mental toughness has emerged as a new buzzword in sports 
psychology given the high prorilc it enjoys within coaching, the media and published 
literature. Goldberg (1997) provides a typical example offering a Tcn-Step 
programme outlined in Table 2.3, which focuses on important sub components of 
mental toughness. A factor that both Bull et at. (1996) and Goldberg (1997) consider 
crucial to development of mental toughness is how people handle. failurc, how athletes 
rear it, explain and master it. 
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10-Stem from 4he Pili to the Peak 
10 Insuring against future slumps 
9 Becoming Mentally Tough 
8 Building Self Confidence 
7 Setting Slump Busting Goals 
6 Developing Positive Images 
5 Expecting Success 
4 Dealing with your Fears 
3 Developing Championship Focus 
2 Establishing Self Control 
I Ruling out Non Mental Causes 
Table 2.3 Goldberg (1997) Sports Slump Busting -10 Steps to Nfental Toughness and 
Peak Performance. 
Tbcrc is a great deal of similarity and overlap to the themes offered by Bull el al. 
(1996). There is no doubt that dealing with a set back can be a valuable learning 
experience and athletes may well become better athletes as a result of learning from 
the experience, but the precise mechanisms that make people mentally tougher as a 
result of experiencing failure arc not clearly established. 
Sports psychology literature such as Goldberg (1997), Miller (1997), and Bull et al. 
(1996), fail to address the potential weaknesses and limitations of their work. 
They offer material on the prcmisc that if it worked for someone else then it has a 
very good chance of working for others, but with no guarantee attached. The texts arc 
useful in the way they provide coaches with helpful frameworks for possible 
interventions and support for teaching athletes the basic mcntal skills. 
From a British pcrspcctive, limited published research with clitc athletes remains 
scarce (Jones et al., 2002; Golby and Shcard, 2004; Bull el at, 2005). 
Tbc general lack of clarity and precision surrounding the term mcntal toughness may 
be due to the lack of scicntiric rigour that has been applied in addressing the concept 
from a research perspective. It remains somewhat of an cnigiýa and there arc very few 
research studies that have attempted to jnvcstigate it. Only in the past five years have 
sports psychologists attempted to systematically address what must be a major gap in 
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sport psychology literature (Fouric and Potgictcr, 2001; Jones et al., 2002; Middleton 
et al., 2003; Middleton et al, 2004; Bull et al, 2005). 
Fouric and Potgictcr (2001) performed inductive content analysis on 131 expert 
coaches and 160 elite athletes from 31 different sport codes. When analysing personal 
written statements the results identified twelve major components of mental 
toughness. These consisted of motivation level, coping skills, conridcncc, cognitive 
skill, discipline and goal dircctcdncss, competitiveness, possession of prerequisite 
physical and mental requirements, team unity, preparation skills, psychological 
hardiness, religious conviction and ethics. T"hc coaches regarded concentration as the 
most important characteristic whilst the athletes regarded perseverance as most 
important. The findings offer an interesting cross cultural comparison to existing 
research, whilst also employing alternative methodology. The findings offer 
gencralisations from numerous sporting disciplines and future research may need to 
consider inter sport differences. 
A qualitative attempt to study the concept of mental toughness of elite athletes (n- 10) 
was conducted by Jones, Hanton and Connaughton (2002). Ten international 
performers participated in focus group and in depth interviews in an attempt to 
investigate two fundamental issues. 7`hcsc being: I low can mental toughness be 
derincd? And what arc the essential attributes required to be a mentally tough 
pcrfon-ncr? 
The resulting dcrinition emphasizes both general and spccific dimensions: 
Atental toughness Is having the natural or developedps)-chological edge that enables 
. v, ou to: 
Generally cope better than your opponents with the many demands 
(competition, training, lifeso4e) that sport places on a performer'. Speculcally, It Is to 
be more consistent and better than your opponents In remaining determined, focused 
confident, and In control under pressure (p. 209). 
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Unlike Jones et aL (2002), Fouric and Potgictcr (2001) did not propose a derinition 
but suggested that further work is required to finalise a working Mitnition of mcntal 
toughness. This research questions the need to offer any operational dcrinition based 
on the nature of a naturalistic paradigm and the possibility of reality being construed 
in many different ways. Ile provision of any operational dcrinition may well be 
dependent on the specific methodological approach which allows the possibility of 
such a dcrinition to be constructed or accepted. 
Basically, Jones et aL (2002) imply that mcntal toughness is derived from a 
combination of both genetic (natural) and learned (developed) characteristics which 
enable people to cffectivcly adapt and cope with envirotuncntal dcmands. 'Mc natural 
characteristic (determination) seems to be less prominent than being able to 
demonstrate developed mcntal skills, such as being able to effectively cope with 
pressure situations and being in control, staying focused and having conf idcncc. 
Attributes which emerged included sclf. bclicf, desire / motivation, dealing with 
prcssurcl anxiety, focus (performance - related), focus (lifestyle related), and pain / 
hardship factors. 71ic authors' state, that mental toughness provides performers with a 
psychological advantage over their opponents because of their superior sclf - 
regulatory skills. Tbe authors acknowledge research limitations, which include the 
range and, number of sports sampled and the relatively smal I s=plc size (n- 10). In 
addition by utilising one focus group that contained only three individuals was an 
acknowledged limitation. Such initial findings can only be viewed as preliminary 
cvidcnce and further research is rcquircd. 
Tbclwcll, DalzclI and Sadler (2003) noted previous research (Jones et aL. 2002) was 
conducted from a general as opposed to a sport. specific perspective. Adopting more 
Of a sport spcciric approach 7bclwcll et aL (2003) investigated mental toughness in 
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professional rootball. A limited sample of six male athletcs (mean age -28ycars) were 
interviewed in depth. Ile emergent dcfinition supported the proposed definition of 
Jones el at (2002), with a slight variance in that aNctes considered that being 
mentally tough a player should 'always cope better' than &ir opponents with the 
demands of professional rootball rather than merely to just generally cope better. The 
findings idcntiricd four major qualities that all athletes acknowledged, these being, 
having total scif belief at all times that you will achieve, having the ability to rcact to 
situations positively, having the ability to hang on and be calm under pressure and 
having the ability to ignore distractions and remain focused. Wanting the ball at all 
times (when playing well and not so well), knowing what it takes to grind yourself 
out of trouble and controlling emotions throughout performance were also substantive 
qualities idcntiricd by rive of the six athletes. 
Lesser important qualities included having a presence that affects opponents, having 
everything in control outside of the game and the need to enjoy the pressure. 
Considering a sport spccific approach is warranted, future research may wish to 
replicate such work in other disciplines. It seems that the major psychological 
constructs arc gathering research consensus with slight variations apparent when 
sporting disciplines with spccific demands are investigated. Thclwcl1 et al. (2003) 
acknowledge research limitations in the small sample size, and the work failed to 
report how important aspects of trustworthiness were satisficd. ThclwclI et al. (2003) 
and Jones et al. (2002) offer suggestions for future research, which include targeting 
not only elite athletes but also elite coaches. Secondly, future research should target 
not only international athletes but athletes who win mcdals and achieve the ultimate 
success. They state 'there may well be some subtle, but very Important differences 
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between mental toughness in the worlds best athletes compared to those that are 
"merely " very good'(p. 216). 
It is the intention of this research investigation to explore such lesser known areas of 
applied sports psychology and attempt to address a major gap in the knowledge and 
understanding of such an important psychological concept. 
2.2 The benefit of a suspended literature search within Grounded Theory 
research 
Within a grounded theory rcscarch process, following the advanced development of a 
formulated theory, it is accepted that rcsc=hcrs revisit the literature in the ricld to 
explore how and where the work fits into existing literature (Charmaz, 2004). This 
suspension of searching key literature related to the nature of the inquiry avoids the 
researcher being open to any potential bias in considering and making connections 
between the real data and formulating potential conceptual models and ultimately 
theory development. Moreover, it is likely that more contemporary work will be 
available in the field and the researcher is then more able to compare and contrast 
their work with the most recent literature available. In this way the research work can 
accommodate the most recent findings and consider them in light of the current 
research investigation. 
Such procedures were adopted within this study and during the final stage of the 
research process two credible attempts to understand mental toughness were reported 
by Middicton et aL (2004) and Bull el aL (2005). Both studies adopted qualitative 
rcscarch approaches. Middleton ct aL (2004) attempted to conccptualise mental 
toughness and unearth an operational dcrinition in a similar way to Jones (2002), but 
it targeted a purposive s=plc of elite at hlctcs(n-33: 21 male / 12 female ) 
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who themselves (n-15) were largely Gold Medal winners or World Champions. A 
similar grounded theory approach was employed to the present study in order to 
develop a theoretical understanding of the concept of mcntal toughness. I lo%, cvcr, 
Middleton et al. (2004) adopted scmi structured interview technique to gather data. 
Their basic findings reported that mcntal toughness is largely multi- dimensional and 
consists of twelve components, including: sclf cilicacy, potential, mcntal scif concept, 
task familiarity, value, personal bcsts, goal commitmcnt, perscvc=cc, task focus, 
positivity, stress minimisation and positive comparisons. In an attempt to 
operationally dcrine the concept the authors provided the following: 
Wental toughness consists ofan unshakeable perseverance and conviction towards 
some goal despite pressure or adversity. 
Table 2.4 summarise the specific definitions attached to each of the major 
components oiTcrcd by Middleton et al. (2004). The research signifies a major 
forward step in the development and understanding of mental toughness and will 
provide a sound conceptual model on which to compare the findings of the current 
study given the similarity of the research processes adopted in both research 
investigations. 
The most striking feature of the research is the contention that mental toughness is 
strongly related to dealing with adversity. Middleton el at (2004) offer a descriptive 
model as opposed to a prescriptive as the authors note that the research does not 
prescribe a set way to be mentally tough as athletes do not necessarily require all the 
twelve factors to be considered mentally tough. Athletes, depending on their spcciric 
sporting discipline and the task demands related to it, may well use different 
combinations or mental toughness characteristics. 
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Mental Toughnesi Component Mfinillon 
Self Efficacy The athlcte'sjudgcment or belief in his or her own 
ability to succeed In reaching a specific goal 
Mental Self Concept Viewing one's self as being mentally strong in relation 
to dealing with adversity 
Potential l3clieving that you have the Inherent ability or capacity 
for growtk development or coming Into being 
Task Specific Attention The unshakeable concentration of mental processes on 
a task whilst excluding other disuutions from 
concentration 
Perseverance Persisting in or remaining constant to a purpose, idea or 
task In the race ofobstacles, discouragement or 
adversity 
Task Familiarity I laving a good undcrsunding and being well 
acquainted with the Wk or adversity 
Personal Bests An Internal motivation or drive to pursue personal best 
performance 
Task Value The quality of Importance or the significance the 
succcssrul completion of the task holds for the 
individual 
Goal Commitment The act of binding onescit(intelloctually and 
emotionally) to a goal or a course of action 
Positivity The process of being positive in the face of adversity or 
challenge 
Stress Alinimisation I'lic process of reducing ones emotional reaction to 
adversity 
Positive Comparisons Sensing that you're coping better with adversity and 
thus have a psychological and competitive advantage 
over your opponent 
Table 14-Mental Toughness components and definitions - Middleton ef aL (2004). 
Determining the level of contribution cach component provides to overall mental 
toughness is an important future research question. Such considerations need to be 
addressed when sport specific research on mental toughness is conducted, as provided 
by Bull el a/. (2005) when attempting to investigate mental toughness in Elite cricket. 
Bull el at (2005) attcmptcd to addrcss two main objectivcs, 1) to devclop a grcatcr 
understanding of mcntal toughness specifically within cricket and 2) to identify how 
existing mentally tough cricketers developed their mcntal toughness. The second 
objective was similar to the Gould el al. (2002) study into identifying psychological 
characteristics and their development in Olympic champions. They attempted to 
IOCatC linportarit environmental, parental and socialisation influences which are 
primarily responsible for the development of individual mental toughness 
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characteristics. It adopted focused informal interviews (in depth) with twelve top level 
cricketers. 
Findings wcrc organiscd and rcportcd into global thcmcs undcr the thrce gcncral 
dimensions of 'developmental factors', 'personal responsibility', 'dedication and 
conunitmcnt', 'belief' and 'coping with pressure'. Exactly how the global themes and 
general dimensions emerged from within the data is not explained in dctail within the 
research paper. The general dimensions and global themes were outlined within a 
three tier pyramid structure so to provide some form of theoretical framework. This 
structural framcwork was based loosely on the three main themes of 'tough 
character', 'tough attitudes' and 'tough thinking'. 
It is important to note that the researchers state categorically that the cmergcnt general 
dimensions and global themes outlines within the framework do not represent new 
knowledge to sport psychology or contribute any new theoretical understanding to 
existing work in the f Md. Bull et aL (2005) when making this statement fail to 
acknowledge the work of Middleton et aL (2004), which provides a signiricant step 
forward in mental toughness research. 
Ile work does provide partial support for the earlier work of Jones el aL (2002) and 
the findings provide similarities in that, components such as self belief, desire/ 
motivation, dealing with pressure and anxiety, focus( performance and lifestyle 
related), and pain / hardship are all supported. 
Mental Toughness characteristics reported by Bull et aL (2005) associated with tough 
character; tough attitude, tough thinking and cnviro=cntal influence are highlighted 
in Table 2.5. 
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TOUGH TOUGH ATTITUDE TOUGH ENVIRONMENTAL 
CHARACTER THINKING INFLUENCE 
Independence Exploit Learning Robust Self Pfimntal influence 
Op rtunities Confidence 
Self Reflection Belief in Quality Over coming Self Childhood Background 
Preparation Doubt 
Competitiveness with Self set Challenging Feeding Off Physical Exposure to Foreign 
Self & Others G0313 Condition Cricket 
Resilient Confidence Never Say Die Maintain Self Focus Opportunity to Survive 
Mindset Early Setback 
'Go ne Extra Mile' Thinking Clearly Needing to'Earn' 
Mindset Success 
Determination To Good Decision 
Make Most of Ability MaklnR 
Belief in Making the Keeping Perspective 
Difrerence 
71riving on I lonest Self Appraisal 
Competition 
Willing to Take Risks 
TskbIe2.5 Mental Toughness characteristics reported by Bull etaL (2005) associated 
with tough character, tough attitude, tough thinking and environmental influence 
Although Bull et al. (2005) fail to acknowledge the Middleton et al(2004) study, 
there seems to be partial support for some of the Australian data, and also some 
obvious diffcrcnccs. 
Firstly, the Middleton et al. (2004) study did not include many cricketers (less than 3) 
mnongst a diverse range of 21 sporting disciplines. If mcntal toughness has potential 
to have 'contrasting types' related to different sporting disciplines and be exhibited in 
very different cognitive and bchavioural characteristics then it is not surprising the 
data from both sampics diffcrs. 
Quite possibly the demands of the spcciric sporting discipline will determine the 
specific profile which is required to be mentally tough in that particular discipline. In 
agreement with Bull et at. (2005) the unknown complexities of mcntal toughness 
reinforce the conceptual ambiguity that exists when attempting to establish an all 
cncompassing dcrinition of mcntal toughncss in sport. 
Differences between the two studies of Middleton et a! (2004) and Bull et at (2005) 
far outweigh the simiMtics between findings. Such evidence fails to provide research 
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conridcnce for any conceptual consensus of mental toughness, given both adopted 
qualitative research methodology based on emergent inductive analysis techniques. 
There seems to be an indication that a potential 'multiple reality' situation exists in 
relation to how individuals explain the concept of mental toughness when different 
diverse populations and different sporting disciplines arc investigated. Given the 
major studies conducted over the past 5 years there is more consensus to what appears 
to be the most important mental toughness characteristics when diverse populations 
arc investigated, i. e. greater research consensus between Jones et at (2002) and 
Middleton et al. (2004) as opposed to consensus with the work of Tliclwcll et at 
(2003) and Bull et at (2005). When more spccifically focussed research targets 
distinct samples such as crickct or football then findings become equivocal. Tlierc is a 
need for future research to target more discrete athlete populations to further 
investigate the nature of the rcsearch findings. 
This has obvious implications for the focus of the current study in that it attempts to 
explore mental toughness perceptions within three distinct s=plc groups. 
Both the work of Middleton et at (2004), Bull et at (2005) and the present study 
attempt to understand mental toughness in similar ways but all apply quite different 
methodological approaches in contrast to previous work in the area (Fourie and 
Potgcitcr, 2001; Jones et al. 2002). In both studies there were methodological 
limitations associated with the data collection techniques (open ended written 
responses and individual/ focus group interviews respectively in the above). In the 
Fourie and Potgcitcr (200 1) study written responses did not allow further probes and 
detailed investigation of data. Within the Jones et al (2002) investigation, although 
adopting a qualitative approach to identifying major components of mental toughness 
and offering an operational dcrinition, the work was very descriptive and lacked any 
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theoretical development. It did however; provide an improvement on the 
understanding of what mcntal toughness was at the time from a scicntiric perspective. 
The Middleton et aL (2004) study remains the most comprehensive work to date to 
provide a theoretical understanding of the elusive concept as it utiliscd in depth 
qualitative (scmi structured) interviews of world class athletes (n-33), it also 
presented a descriptive account of the interviews and attempted to develop them into a 
multi-dimcasional hierarchical model of mcntal toughness which was supported by 
theory. 
When considering the findings of the present investigation the work of Middleton et 
aL (2004) will form a useful conceptual and theoretical model for comparison of data 
findings, in order to ascertain whether mental toughness has scientiric support and 
commonality in similar research approaches but when employing different samples in 
terms of cultural and sporting populations. 
This research project will also attempt to compare and contrast advcnturclcxplorcr, 
elite coach perceptions of the concept in addition to that of elite athletes. Locating 
literature which provides material for review from a coaches' perspective is difficult 
because of its scarcity. As reported earlier the work of Gould et al. (1987) initiated 
research intcrcst in the need to consider coaches perceptions of the importance of 
mental toughness in the performance cquation, but very little research has followed. 
For the purpose of this review, papers delivered by two top national coaches during 
the 1990's in swimming (Call; ja, 1997) and rugby (Cooke, 1995) will be considered. 
Tbc rcscarchcr acknowlcdgcs the limited scope of such a review and more published 
work is required from clite coaches on the conccpt to support informed debate. 
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23 Alen tal Tough ncss -A Conches Perspective 
Wental strength Is tangible. It mant(ests Itselfin the physicalperformance ofathletes 
and It Is aprerequisitefor success at the highest level'. 
Calleja (1997, p. 3) 
As an elite coach Calleja accepts the term mental strength, favouring a holistic 
approach to training and believes that mental strength is a function of the correct 
approach to physical and technical work. For Callcja, mental strength is synonymous 
with mental toughness as many coaches use the terms frequently and it may well 
become a matter of semantics. I le contends that the real issues involved in developing 
mental toughness arc being able to handle pressure; the ability to copc with adversity; 
remaining focused; thorough preparation and quality training; cffcctivc goal setting 
and Ii fcstyl c management. 
, 
11cferring to an Olympic event the coach states the difference between the top sixteen 
swinuncrs in physical terms will be minimal. However, those who perform best under 
pressure of the occasion will succeed. 
Thorough preparation is viewed as critical to being able to handle pressure. The 
ability to handle pressure depends on sclf-conridcncc, and in competition confidence 
stems from the knowledge that the preparation has been as thorough as possible. 
When athletes doubt their preparation they will doubt their ability to deliver on the 
day. Call; ja believes that this is the source of inner confidence and great emphasis is 
placed on getting the preparation exactly right. Being consistent in the way 
competitions arc treated also requires mental strength. ISlany athletes lapse within this 
area and some are not treated with the same importance as others. 
In terms of mental skills, remaining focused on what is important over years of 
Intensive training is what requires mental strength. Training focus is only one of the 
areas that must be maintained and quality training is a crucial issue. To train with 
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quality application and make sure it is consistent takes mental strength, particularly 
when training back to back (consecutive hard sessions). Training can be very 
repetitive and monotonous, particularly for endurance swimmers who can train up to 
and in excess of 50 hours per week. 
An alternative view was provided by Cooke (1995) in a seminar paper presented on 
Mental Toughness for the British Olympic Association Coaches Advisory Group. 
Cooke managed the England Rugby Union team for over forty-nine international 
matches between 1987 -1994. Cooke (1995) outlined his view on the concept of 
mental toughness: 
Mental toughness is the ability to operate effectively underpressure. It Is the hallmark ofany 
top class performer, that they consistently assess situations and react accordingly In the heat 
of battle. It Is the unshakeable belief in ones own ability, tactics and colleagues. Alental 
toughness Is a skill that can be developed... we can always improve on our mentalskills. 
7here had however to be a degree oftoughness already In place. It was notpossible to create 
mental toughness, only enhance It (p. 18). 
The elements that Cooke (1995) idcntif ics as most important to mental toughness arc 
concentration, confidence, positive thinking, fear of failure, and fear of inadequacy. 
Within international competition the ability to 'not lose ones bottle was one difference 
benveen an international performer and an International competitor' 
(IbId p. 2 1). 
Cooke (ibid) highlights the coaches' role in developing a mentally tough athlete. Five 
key factors were idcntiricd as priority areas for preparation: anxiety control, 
planning, technical proficiency, understanding and personal pride. Overall, he 
provides a mental skills approach based on personal rcflcction through years of 
experience to what an elite coach considers being the core componcrits of mental 
toughness. 71is compliments the views of Calleja (1997), but from a coaches 
perspective it continues to remain an extremely misunderstood phenomenon because 
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of the lack of literature and scientific research dedicated to it. Both works lack 
scientific integrity and are bascd purely on personal opinion. 
This section has attempted to provide a comprehensive literature review on mental 
toughness. Where appropriate, the review has attempted to adopt a critical stance from 
a scientific perspective questioning the nature of the work from theoretical and 
methodological standpoints. It is apparent that much of the work lacks scicrifflic 
reliability and validity or trustworthiness form a naturalistic perspective. There would 
appear to be a dearth of scicritific research, which investigates the concept from a 
phenomenological perspective. 
Previous literature has provided widely differing terminology associated with the term 
mental toughness but the main criticism being; that nearly all fail to provide 
explanations of mental toughness, which are, based on systematic, cohcrcn4 and 
detailed research tcchniqucs (apart from Jones et al., 2002; Middleton et aL, 2004 and 
Bull et aL, 2005). Such work only serves to provide definitions; and characteristics of 
mcntal toughness that are lacking in conceptual clarity to be of significant help to 
scientists and practitioners alike. 
Tbcrcforc, in order to fully understand the limitations of previous attempts to explain 
mental toughness it is necessary to consider methodological issues. From a critical 
perspective, the majority of previous literature on mcntal toughness lacks scientific 
r1gour when attempting to invcs6gatc the phenomenon. Only work by Jones et al. 
(2002) and Middleton et al (2004) spccirically include general outlines of 
methodological procedures when investigating the concept, but all acknowledge 
methodological problems. 
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2.4 Critical evaluation of research methodologies In previous mental toughness 
research 
The lack of conceptual clarity and research dedicated to such an important mental 
characteristic is somewhat surprising given the change of focus on alternative 
paradigms within the Wt iiftccn years within applied sport psychology. Selected 
researchers steadily increased the number of published qualitative investigations (e. g., 
Cohn, 1991; Eklund, Gould, & Jackson, 1993; Gould, Finch, & Jackson, 1993b; 
Gould, Tuffcy, Udry, & Lochr, 1996; Jackson, 1995,1996; Jackson, Dover, & 
Mayocchi, 1998a; Jackson, Mayocchi, & Dover, 1998b) yet, none focused on mental 
toughness. Mental toughness research has been principally conducted by 71omas et 
a/. (1996); Fouric and Potgictcr (2001); Jones et al. (2002); Middleton et al, (2003; 
2004) and Bull et al. (2005). ' 
In an attempt to provide consensus of definitive terminology of mental toughness 
Jones et al. (2002) adopted a focus group technique and sclectivc one to one follow up 
interviews. Fouric and Potgictcr (2001) adopted a qualitative open ended %Tittcn 
response approach which inductively analysed written statements from expert coaches 
and elite athletes, whilst Tbomas et al. (1996) used a psychometric inventory to assess 
psychological and psycho - motor skills in tcn-pin bowling performance. In 
consideration of the choscn method within this study both focus group technique and 
the use of psychometric inventory are not considcrcd appropriate, as they arc deemed 
Incompatible with phenomenological inquiry. 
Jones et al. (2002) state focus group techniques provide alternative methods in 
attempting to investigate, probe responses and elucidate detailed information, 
particularly when considering what may be viewed as a 'new research' question. In 
addition to using selective facc-to-facc, intcrvicws, Jones et at (Ibld) employed the use 
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of focus group techniques which were considered as appropriate for the investigation 
of personal constructs and meanings attached to mcntal toughness. 
Focus group technique, although popular in other ficIds of research such as sociology 
and nursing (Holloway and Weaver, 1996) has not featured heavily in applied sports 
psychology. Focus groups attempt to tap into human tendencies, attitudes and 
perceptions relating to concepts (such as mcntal toughness) and arc developed in part 
by human interaction (Krueger, 1994). 71c principal justification for cmploying the 
use of focus groups being they capitalisc on the interaction within a group or 
collective activity to clicit rich informative data. Researchers actively encourage 
participants to share thoughts and experiences, ask questions, exchange anecdotes and 
comment on each other's experiences and points of view (Kitzingcr and Barbour, 
1999). Such methods are considered to have high face validity due to the opportunity 
for confirmation, reinforcement or contradiction within group discussion (Krueger, 
1994). 
Any form of method, which thcrcforc encourages and allows subject interaction 
between several participants where collective thoughts arc possibly influencing and 
contaminating another persons thinking and interpretation of their experiences cannot 
be considered compatible with phenomenological research method. 
Focus groups may allow researchers to gain in depth and rich data through the use of 
participant interaction through the expression of common experiences in order to 
agree some form of group consensus on a broad question such as 'what do you 
consider mental toughness to be? ' Such an approach, as employed by Jones et al. 
(2002) may offer collective interpretations of a social phcnorticnon, but if accepting 
that phcnomcnology thcmatizcs the phenomenon of consciousness, and, in its most 
comprehensive sense, it rcfcrs to the totality of the lived experience that belong to a 
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single person (Giorgi, 1997), then the researcher reJects the particular method on the 
grounds of methodological incompatibility forjustiricd inclusion within the current 
study. 
'Me principle focus of this investigation was to adopt more of an individual, 
pcrsonaliscd and subjective approach such as in depth interview. which taps into and 
explores first person experiences without second person interaction. Ile main 
purpose of this investigation being to elucidate individual perceptions of meaning and 
to develop an understanding of the social phenomenon of what mental tou&css is 
from the actors own perspective. The researcher is only interested in how the 
participants describe their world as experienced by the subject alone with the 
assumption that the important reality is what people perceive it to be, irrespective of 
what others explain it to be. 
Because mental toughness is considered one of the least understood terms used in 
applied sport p; ychology it is not surprising that few attempts to quantify or precisely 
measure the concept have been conducted. 11cre is to date, no reliable or valid 
instrument available, which has achieved psychometric scrutiny that allows mental 
tou&css research from a positivist perspective to be conducted (Middicton et OL, 
2003). 
In an attempt to measure, psychological and psychornotor skills associated with 
prowess at tcn-pin bowling Thomas et aL (1996) developed a 95-itcm instrument 
CMc tcn-pin bowling survey) which required respondents to rcport on the use of 
psychological / psychornotor skills during performance. The instrument included the 
gcncral item of mental toughness as one of five essential psychological skills, but 
exactly how the authors selected and justif icd the eleven sub item factors was not 
reported and rcmainspsychometrically flawed as a result. Also, any, approach which 
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presumes what mental toughness is, despite no real conceptual understanding of the 
concept being available, is somewhat scicritifically questionable. 
It is also highly questionable whether a positivist, mcasurement-orientated and rule 
governed form of scientific method is suitable or appropri; te for investigation of the 
emergent aspects of human cognition and behaviour such as differing perceptions of 
mental toughness. Given a naturalistic research paradigm is based on a distinctive set 
of ontological assumptions such as the recognition of different social rcalitics and 
emphasis on subjective, insider perspective methodology such as inductive logical 
inquiry, the researcher views the naturalistic qualitative approach to be most 
appropriate and suitable for the current investigation. 
This study's principle focus directs itself towards the initial conccptualisation stage of 
the rcscarch process into what is considered as a relatively new research question 
'What is mental toughness'? (Fouric and Potgictcr, 2001; Jones cl at, 2002; Gould, 
Dicffcnbach, & Moffett, 2002; Middleton ct at, 2004; Bull a at, 2005). 
The author considers previous approaches to investigating mental toughness but is not 
satisfied with either the methodological paradigm adopted (Thomas et at, 1996) or 
the chosen method (Fouric and Potgictcr, 2001; Jones cl al., 2002). Recent attempts 
by Middleton et at (2004) and Bull cl at (2005), which have adopted both grounded 
theory with scmi structured interview and focused interviews respectively to study 
mental toughness provide more appealing research approaches which explore 
individual meaning attached to a phenomenon. Howcvcr, the present study will adopt 
a fresh, alternative methodological approach which is dccmcd more suitable to 
answering the research question. It will employ phenomenological method together 
with emergent grounded theory analysis in order to establish a conceptual framework 
and theoretical model of mental toughness which advances existing understanding. 
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This chaptcr has provided a comprchcnsivc literature review on mental toughness. 
Previous work has generally paid scant attention to gaining a scientific understanding 
of the concept and it is only in the past rive years has mcntal toughness been 
empirically researched with any scientific rigour. The chiýtcr has also attempted to 
provide a critical evaluation and consideration of previous research methodologies in 
an attempt to understand the concept. Such important considerations will form the 
basis of the discussion in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
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3.1 Methodology 
Methodological rationale, justification and explanation for a Grounded Theory 
approach lnVCStlg2tIng Mental Toughness 
Grounded theory is considered an ideal methodology for the study of the perceptions 
of mental toughness for three main reasons. First, it is appropriate in research spheres 
that arc difficult to examine with quantitative methods. Second, grounded theory is 
suitable when there is some published material in the area but lacking in research 
support and has no comprehensive theoretical research model related to it. Finally, 
grounded theory is particularly suited to the discovery of processes (Glascr, 1978, 
1992, Strauss and Corbin, 1998). Although not widely employed within the field of 
sports psychology researchers have previously conducted qualitative studies based 
upon variations of the principles of grounded theory. Scanlan, Ravizza and Stein 
(1989a and b) simply described it as inductive content analysis, while Gould, Jackson 
and Finch (1993 c and d) termed it hierarchical inductive analysis. Grounded theory 
research begins with a research question minus any preconceptions. The researcher 
allows theories to emerge from the data, which is more likely to provide more 
meaningful theory in comparison to explanations based on personal anecdotes or prior 
assumptions (Bull ct al., 1996; Goldberg, 1997). A grounded theory approach is 
considered by the author to be highly appropriate in order to investigate such an 
abstract concept such as mental toughness, which is extremely difficult to quantify. 
Thcrcrorc, it may be considered to be part of individuals 'here and now' experience 
and in the large part phenomenological. Hence this investigation provides a unique 
approach to the study of mental toughness as it attempts to integrate emergent 
grounded theory with phenomenological interview technique in order to explore the 
nature of the phenomenon. 
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In an attcmpt to justify a methodological rationale for the study the researcher 
considered the need to satisfy a numbcr of important critcria: 
1. Does the methodological approach provide the opportunity for the researcher to 
gather and analyse rich qualitative data from a participaýt and karn from the 
participant how to understand a concept, process or situation? (Miles and I lubcrman, 
1994). 
2. Does the methodological approach allow the researcher to have simultaneous 
involvement in data collection and analysis phases of research? (Glaser, 1978). 
3. Does the chosen approach allow for the development of emergent themes, concepts 
and categories from the data and provide an Inductive theoretical framework in which 
to fully explain the concept? (Glaser, 1992). 
4. Does the research approach avoid considering existing literature until after the data 
collection process has been completed in attempt to construct an emergent theory and 
avoid offering any preconceived hypotheses? (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). 
5. Is the research methodology systematic in its procedures for data gathering, 
synthesizing, analysing and conccptu3lising qualitative data to construct a 
psychological theory? (Charmaz, 2001). 
6. Does the research methodology provide an alternative approach to existing literature 
and findings on what is 'Mental Toughness'? Is it unique in its approach and 
potentially provide a significant contribution to literature available on what mcntal 
toughness actually is? 
Tablc3.1 Methodological criteria that need to be satisfied during the study 
Apart from the final point (6) above, all the criteria for methodological justification 
and acccptancc of a grounded theory study arc important and nccd to be satisfied 
without violation. Additionally, the researcher was particularly intent on providing a 
unique methodological approach to compliment existing work in the area, which in 
many ways fails to satisfy explanations of the concept based on personal meaning and 
interpretation from a subjective viewpoint. To date, thcrc arc few cxpl=tions of 
mcntal toughness from a grounded theory pcrspcctivc, although selective researchers 
have attempted to provide qualitative explanations using variations of what may be 
considcrcd qualitative inductive analysis (Jones el aL, 2002; Middleton et al., 2004; 
Bull et aL, 2005). 
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Ile approach will avoid drawing upon other less scientific attempts to understand the 
concept as they are considered to be largely based on methodologically flawed 
Investigation (Bull et at, 1996; 71omas et at, 1996; Goldbcrg, 1997), or to be 
methodologically incompatible when attempting to understand a spccific research 
question (Jones et at, 2002). 
Ile nature of the research question is a major consideration when deciding to 
undertake a qualitative investigation. Research that attempts to understand the 
meaning or nature of experiences of people, such as exploring different perccpflons of 
mcntal toughness involves ficid rcsc=h. It aims to examine individual perceptions of 
events and seems ideally suited to groundcd theory analysis (Strauss and Corbin, 
1998). Such qualitative research is useful for exploring areas In which little is known 
or to obtain detailed knowledge about phenomena such as fcclings, thought processes 
and personal emotions that arc difricult to assess, extract or Icam about through more 
traditional methods. 
The naturalistic paradigm considcrs that the nature of reality is quite possibly multiple 
and given different situational experiences, capable of being construed differently by 
individuals. Given the research question is concerned with perceptions of mental 
toughness from three different viewpoints, this chapter attempts to provide a rationale 
Oustification) and explanation of the research methodology. 
This provides one of the main justifications for adopting grounded theory 
methodology, in tlmt peoples interpretation and personal meaning may differ as to 
'what mental toughness is perceived be, but this may also lead to understanding 
multiple layers of meaning attached to the explanation of the concept. Such layered 
Cxplan: itions may consider how a person explains what mental toughness is, how it is 
displayed, and later on how it is developed, if it is transferable to other situations and 
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contexts and possibly information as to the consequences attached to being mentally 
tough. Basically grounded theory is about the study of meaning and the 
methodological process within this study is intent on considering thoughts 
(perceptions of mental toughness) in relation to the meaning attached to it by 
individuals from within three purposive samples. 
7bcrc are multiple ways of construing reality and concepts and tenets of the 
naturalistic paradigm assume realities arc holistic. It also assumcs causal relationships 
cannot be determined, and that inquiry is not value free, but value bound. Individual 
perceptions of mental toughness may be influenced by previous experiences and the 
situational context of subjective experience. Entities arc simultaneously shaped and 
the focus is more directed towards how people construe reality in different forms and 
attach different meanings to such reality. By taking such a stance which rejects 
objective reality in favour of subjective reality, it basically supports the view that 
people quite possibly experience, interpret events and place structure and meaning on 
them in different ways. It is quite plausible that adventurers / explorers, clitc coaches 
and clite athletes in the current study may well offer different interpretations of what 
mental toughness means to them based on their prior experiences, age. gender, the 
nature of the sporting discipline they are involved in and many other possible 
personal, social and environmental factors. Indeed, it is also plausible that differences 
may exist within each discrete sample illuminating individual differences between 
individual interpretations of what mental toughness is perceived as. 
It is with this important point in mind that the researcher also needs to carefully 
consider the most compatible and appropriate method (data collection tool) for 
collecting information rich data which will provide thick description and personal 
meaning from participants. Given that the research question Is about attempting to 
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study the subjective personal meaning attached to perceptions of mental toughness the 
researcher has decided to adopt phenomenological interview method as a means of 
data collection. Interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) will be conducted 
within preliminary data to provide the foundation for later phase grounded theory 
analysis. An explanation of phenomenological method and the IPA will be provided 
in the following chapter. 
77his being a unique feature of this mcntal toughness study as no previous research has 
attempted to integrate phenomenological method with grounded theory analysis. 
Middleton et aL (2004) adopted scmi structured interviews and a variation of 
grounded theory analysis, but acknowledged that in data coding, catcgorisation and 
analysis that an array of established research findings (already available) directly 
influenced the formation of categories within his study. Within pure grounded theory 
analysis the origination of emergent themes, concepts and categories should emerge 
directly from data sources, although referential verification may be consequentially 
weakened as a result (Glaser, 1992). 
7his study will attempt to explore the personal meaning attached to the phenomenon 
via in depth interview and a first person perspective. This is where grounded theory 
and phenomenological method have a high degree of compatibility in that they allow 
for the phenomena to be studied from the 'lived experience', and individual 
consciousness to be explored for its uniqueness, therefore allowing for idiosyncratic 
differences to be explained in how people attach the meaning to their experiences or 
perceptions of events. 
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3.2 Adoption of a Grounded Theory approach within the Investigation 
The investigation attempts to adopt a slight variation of the grounded theory 
approach as outlined by Glaser and Strauss (1967) in which theory cmcrgcs and 
attention is on the data to tell its 'own story'. It focuses more on Glascrs (1978) 
version compared to that of Strauss (1987), whose version is more governed by rules, 
and spccific scientific criteria linked to a paradigm model, hypothesis testing 
(prediction) and verification. 
Over the past 15 years the original authors have debated the fundamental principles 
and operational properties of the theory within the methodological research process. 
Following the publication of Strauss and Corbins (1998) theories and procedures text 
aimed at informing the reader to what they interpreted as the fundamental aspects of 
grounded theory, Glaser (1992) provided a detailed critique of their work and to date 
important differences exist based on epistemological and methodological chasms 
between the two approaches (Babchuck, 1996). 
Glaser (1992) re-cmphasizcd the need to consider grounded theory as a flexible 
approach, which is guided by, informed naturally emergent analysis without too much 
emphasis on rules and procedures within the research process. Moreover, Glaser 
(1992) adopts more of a naturalistic approach than Corbin and Strauss (1990), whose 
work sways more towards the positivistic doctrine in the sense they repeatedly 
emphasize the need for the theory to retain 'canons of good science', such as 
rcplicability, gencralisability, significance and verification (Babchuck, 1996). 
A major dichotomy between Glaser (1992) and Corbin and Strauss (1990) focused on 
the coding processes, which is central to grounded theory analysis. Spccirically, 
Glaser (1992) was critical of the systematic guidelines offered by Corbin and Strauss 
(1990) within their coding procedures particularly within axial coding where he 
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argues it receives too much conceptual elaboration through adherence to an imposed 
coding paradigm intcnt on dcnoting causal conditions, contcxt, action and 
conscqucnccs. 
Basically, Glaser is interested in the generation of the theory and its development 
without any preconceived frameworks being applied which may be viewed as 
restrictive to the truc-grounded theory that emerges from the data. 71cory generation 
seems as crucial to Glaser (1978,1992) as theory vcri fication is to Corbin and Strauss 
(1990). The emphasis and need for constant hypothesis testing and validation of the 
theory by Strauss and Corbin (1994), particularly within later stages of coding is 
viewed by Glaser (1992) to be misguided as it may force the theory into what may be 
viewed as a 'preconceived framework' and as such the true emergent theory is 
severely restricted. 
Tle researcher accepts more of a Glascrian approach within this study and intends to 
let the theory emerge without over emphasizing conceptual elaboration within the 
coding processes. 7lic main purpose of the study is to let the research problem 
(investigation into perceptions of mcntal toughness) be explored and discovered with 
theory emerging as a natural by product of open coding, theoretical sampling and 
constant comparison. 
Such a grounded theory approach basically involves letting themes, conccpts and 
categories emerge or originate from the qualitative data. As the research progresses 
and it provides emergent codes, concepts and categories additional questions may be 
injected to further explore the phenomena. In csscnce the theory emerges from the 
data and at no time does the investigator attempt to Impose a theory from other 
sources on to the data (Stern, 1980), a critical point previously directed at the work of 
Middleton et al. (2004). No prior conceptual framework or hypothesis is considered, 
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hence the need to avoid being drawn into seeking any differences within or between 
groups. In this investigation the focus of the inquiry is the concept of mcntal 
toughness and the researcher wflI allow whatever is theoretically relevant to emerge 
(Glaser, 1978). In doing so, the researcher will develop 'theoretical sensitivity' by 
attempting to commcnce the rcscarch with an open mind, with observations being 
influenced as little as possible by expectations based on existing material. The 
researcher has to develop an 'emergent fit' and modify categories to fit the emergent 
data as opposed to sclecting the data to match the category. Grounded theory therefore 
both describes and explains the system, behaviour or mental concept being 
investigated and consequently becomes a method for developing a theory that is 
grounded in data which is systematically gathered and analysed (Strauss and Corbin, 
1998). 
Figure 3.1 (pp. 49 -50) provides a detailed schematic representation of the grounded 
theory process of data collection and analysis conducted within the current study. 
Grounded theory ultimately attempts to discover how Individuals derinc and explain, 
via their experiences and social interactions, their perceptions of what reality is 
(Stern, 1980). In this investigation the focus will be on the perceptions of what 
participants consider to be the reality of Imcntal toughness' 
In order to provide some clear indication as to the rcscarch process and the magnitude 
of the project in terms of time allocation and allocated hours spent of different phases 
of the investigation Figure 3.1 provides a breakdown of the important phases of the 
study and indicates respective time spent on different phases of the investigation. 
A central feature of grounded theory is ongoing comparativa analysis, In that data 
collection and analysis may simultaneously occur throughout the investigation (Glaser 
and Strauss, 1967). The theory induced is conceptually dense and the theory has many 
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conceptual relationships, which emerge through descriptive and inductive and 
sometimes arguably through subtle deductive analysis. The major components of 
grounded theory originally outlined by Glaser and Strauss (1967) such as constant 
comparison, theoretical sampling and the coding procedures arc important and salient 
features of the qualitative methodology. 
Important methodological differences continue to exist between exponents of 
grounded theory research and are important when considering subtle methodological 
choices. The nature of the research question, naturalistic paradigm adoption and its 
congruence with the chosen method (grounded theory) is considered compatible as 
the data collection, theory formulation and on-going analysis may well be reciprocally 
connected. Tbc process of asking questions and making comparisons arc central to 
informing the researcher, guide the analysis and facilitate the theorizing process. 
Ile research question attempts to investigate 'perceptions of mcntal toughness' in an 
open way to allow the emergent theory to account for the phenomenon as experienced 
and explained by the participant. As highlighted in Figure 3.1 the basic tenets of the 
grounded theory approach arc schematically outlined. Within such a research process 
the data collection and analysis are combined which contribute to the 'groundedness' 
of the approach. 
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W- 
I MUSE The 111-rotinded Theory llrocei. s 11march Fonji - Theortisition 
Date 
Completed 
Researcher Enters Field . accepts gap In Researcher dis-cn&3ges from further previous knowledge and limited exploring contemporary understanding 
undcrswding of literature - broad of the concept. literature review conducted Specific literature revi" suspended on 11" September Research question established. potential theorization models to avoid 1996 potential bias In theory development 
11" September 
1996 -3 1" Dee 1996 
Sample Selection. 
Initial purposeful sample selection - Data Coding Generation of broad data base of 11"Jan 11997- 
E2 
sample I Adventure/ explorer based on 
specific sample criteria. emergent raw data themes - formulation 
30'4 April 1997 
of tentative key codes and concepts, 
memos and potential links 
Phenomenological Analysis ( IPA) Is' MAY 1997 
open coding techniques (key point .3 1" July 1997 Data collection - 10 phase Interviews coding) Sample Adventure/ explorer (n-6) E3 
InWate Bracketing procedures I" August 
Memo formulation to address potential 1997-31" 
therna6c links open / preliminary axial wding of March 1999 
sample I( Adv/ Exp) from snowball 
sample V April 11998- 
Data collection - 2"dphose Interviews 31" December 
Sample I, further snowball sample - Samples 2 and 3 Generation of broad databam of 
1998 
Sample 2, Elite coach purposeful 
sample (n-6) V phase Interviews 0 emergent raw data themes - formulation 
Sample 3. Elite athlete sample, of tentative key codes and concepts, 
-6) V phase purposeful sample (n memos and potential links V Jan 1999- 1'* 
interviews 
Transcription/ member check cont. PhcnomenologicaJ Analysis (IPA) 
July 1999 
sample 1 .3 continuing throughout sample$ 
V Pham 
coding 
I"July 1999. 
31 ST Dee 1999 
Data colitclion-Pphase Interviews 
Tboomtical sampling on all 3 samples - 
Axial Coding - generation of emergent links 
between key codes. concepts and categorieL 
Constant comparison technique 
Selective coding 
Jan 2000- V 
July 2000 
TranscriptiorJ member check sample 2 
Date collection -4th phase Interviews 
Continued snowball sampling on all 3 
samples - highly selective 
Total simple analysis 
Transcription/ member check sample 3 
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(continued) 
Inductive thinking 
Consldcration of core categories 
Transcription verification -sample 2 
Axial Coding - generation of refined 
categories Selecdve coding 
Deductive Inductive thinking 
Generation of highcrordcrconcepu 
and categories 
Negative cast sampling - 
contradictions located 
Transcription verification -sample 3 
V Aug 2000- 
31" Aug 2001 
Date 
Comnleted 
Data collection -5th phase interviews Connections of higher order categories 
Selected snowball sampling on all 31 
samples - highly selective Thematic / theory development 
Selective coding - theoretical Transcription/ member check sample 3 Transcription verification -sample 4V Sept 2001- 
Consideration of saturation 
V Jon 2002 
Specific sample Literature review Purposeful delay of detailed literature 11" Jan 2002. journal search for contemporary theory search to ensure emergent thematic 
development development of theory Is not 11" Aug 2002 
contaminated by existing theory. 
Update on contemporary understanding Transcription verification -sample 1.3 
ofconccpt 
Finalization of Overall consideration of V Aug 2- 
Member check verification process trustworthiness criteria 31" Dec 2002 
5 Additional to transcription check 
process -detailed thematic coding Credibility checking 
check and coding Interpretation by Auditability checking V Aug 2002- 
participants Fittingness checking 31" Dec 2002 
ysis 
Saturation achieved - Yes or No Formulation ortmergent 
I YES grounded theory analysis 
Cessation of data collection -1 
'Jan 2003. 
Finalisation of member checks - Establishment of higher order V Aug 2003 
Modification of problematic Issues categories and core categories 
in data presentation and Core category identification 
interpretat on. 
I __j Origination /Verification strategies 
Do(& analysis - thematic consideration 
I 
E6 of grounded theory models Write up of Investigation -V Jan 2003- Descriptive analysis of category 
formulation (citation audit) Relationship with existing literature 11" Aug 
2003 
( general Isab il ity) 
Evaluation of worthiness of 
Data analysis - Synthesis with existing 
Investigation based on scientific V Jan 2003- 
evaluative critCHL 
modcl/ theory available V Aug 2003 
E7: 
Evaluation - consideration of 
strengths and limitations to Investigation 
Temporal Designation strategy 
t1gurt 3.1- Schematic summary of the Grounded Theory Process conducted 
" Ithin the current Investigation Into 
perceptions ormental toughness. 
so 
Tbc researcher enters the research field and accepts a gap in previous knowledge 
in an area which has limited undcrstanding and scientific explanation (in this instance 
the concept of mental toughness) and establishes a research question (highlighted as I 
in Figure 3.1). Within pure grounded theory the researcher dis-cngagcs from further 
exploration and contemporary understanding of the concept to suspend potential 
influence or future bias of potential theory development. At this stage the researcher 
may already have a fairly good undcrstanding of previous theoretical models from 
literature which arc based on less rigorous scientific investigation, but would be 
required to bracket such information to avoid theoretical contamination. In essence 
the researcher suspends any further literature search until the cessation of data 
collection and theory formation. It is a contentious issue as to when final litcrature 
sources related to the research question are located, consulted and compared to 
cxisting literature (Charmaz, 2001). Within this study final literature consultation will 
follow the development of the conceptual analysis of the data and the formation of the 
higher order theoretical categories (highlighted as 4 in Figure 3.1). This opposes the 
work of Middleton et aL (2004) who used categorisation components of origination, 
verification and temporal designation to establish mental toughness categories. 'rbis 
study will attempt to avoid certain origination procedures related to existing 
researcher thoughts and theoretical influences on category formation. The researcher 
will however adopt rational verification procedures to support concept and category 
formation. Rational verification involves the concepts and categories bcing 
formulated to have face value and logically connected to the concept / category label. 
Referential verification is when the concept / categories arc suitably linked and 
supported by established rcscarch findings. Given the adoption of a Glascrian 
approach rcfcrential verification will only be conducted following the completion of 
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the conceptual and theoretical mcntal toughness framework as a result of data 
analysis. 
Tempoml designation rcfcrs to whether the concepts and categories are fonned a 
priori or during data analysis and they emerge as a direct combination of the 
participant's responses and the researchers interpretations. In the former (a priori) 
method they are based on already existing research literature whilst the latter 
approach they arc somewhat unique to the data being treated and would not be 
expected to fit in with existing predetermined concepts and categories ( Miles and 
Ilubcrman, 1994). This study will attempt to adopt the latter approach. 
Careful consideration was also addressed to the selection of sampling procedures 
employed (highlighted as 2 in Figure 3.1). In order for concepts and categories to 
continually emerge during the data analysis, sampling is an important issue. This 
process continues until category saturation (highlighted as 3 in Figurc 3.1). The study 
focuses on three highly selective sarnplc groups in order to generate data. A decision 
to sarnplc spcciric locale according to set criteria, known as purposive sampling was 
employed (Patton, 1990). 71c researcher feels justi ficd in applying purposive 
sampling within the study on the prcmisc that people who have demonstrated mcntal 
toughness as part of a 'lived experience' arc more likely to provide more meaningful 
data than others who have not. 
At the outset of a grounded theory study there should be no limits set on sample size, 
intcrvicwccs or data sources (Baker, Wucst and Stern, 1992). This study slightly 
violates the choice of intcrvicwce criteria for grounded theory analysis In that it sets 
criteria for selection within each sample group and will only. usc in depth interview as 
a data source. The sample size continues until further interviews provide marginal 
returns on the existing data, or no new codes/ concepts/ categories emerge. The 
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sarnple selection is driven by the emergent data, which is continued to theoretical 
complctcness. 
As a result sarnpling within grounded theory investigation is considered 'theoretical' 
(Glaser and Strauss, 1967), as it is guided by emergent thcýry. Tbc sampling in the 
current study is considered both purposive and theoretical, in that it is highly selective 
in order to achieve initial information rich data from participants. It also considers 
peer recognition and recommendation of additional potential rich informants as an 
additional strategy to provide continued information rich data, known as snowball 
sampling. The researcher acknowledges Patton (1990) who states: the logic and 
power ofpurposeful sampling lies In the selection ofinformation rich casesfor In 
depth study (p. 169). 
11corctical sampling is basically data gathering driven by concepts derived from the 
evolving theory and based on the premise of making comparisons, the purpose of 
which is to locate people that will maximise opportunities to discover variations 
among concepts and to dcnsify categories in terms of properties and dimensions 
(Glaser and Strauss, 1967, Glaser, 1978). It is considered important, particularly when 
exploring new or unchartercd areas, such as mcntal toughness, because it enables the 
researcher to choose the avenues of sampling that can bring in the greatest theoretical 
return. Tbcorctical sampling is also cumulative, in that the sarnple generated builds 
from and adds to previous data collection and analysis. It may become more spcciric 
over time, because the researcher is guided by evolving theory. To enable concepts 
and categories to emerge during data analysis, sampling is continuous of spccific and 
purposeful data sources until category saturation. No limits arc set in terms of sarnple 
size and participants are selected on whether they fit the spccific sarnplc inclusion 
criteria. 
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During conccptualisation and categorisation within theory development it may be 
necessary to perform selective or discriminate sampling, which is again rather 
purposeful. Selective sampling is important when considering coding procedures 
when the aim is to integrate existing themes and generate 
hulhcr categories in order to 
formulate theoretical concepts related to mcntal toughness. Statements may then be 
validatcd, relationships between concepts may be explored, and further refinement 
may be pursued when necessary. 
From a critical perspective the researcher considered the potential problems of 
integrating grounded theory and phenomenological method on the basis of later stage 
theoretical sampling technique. 71crc is a potential danger of forcing the participant 
into dialogue which they do not enter into through personal choice, which would 
violate phenomenological method and this must be cautiously viewed as a potentially 
conflicting issue. Ilowcvcr, the researcher attempted to use carefully selective 
elaboration prompts during interview sessions to explore emergent material as and 
when it emerges which is considered important for theoretical development. 
Coding procedures (open, axial and selective) arc essential within the grounded theory 
process, and in order to provide a solid foundation of meaningful data on which the 
grounded theory is based upon, the preliminary coding will involve interpretative 
phenomenological analysis. Such procedures %vill be explained in detail in the 
following chapter. 
Following preliminary open coding, data is grouped together by means of constant 
comparison to form categories and sub categories in the form of xxial coding. This 
process provides the researcher with insights into further data collection and more 
focused questioning. At this stage of the research project the interviews need to be 
carefully managed, and the emphasis shifts with phenomenological open questioning 
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technique being supported by more selective and focused interview prompts to 
explore conceptual and category relationships. 
Checking theoretical construction against participant meanings of mcntal toughness is 
important to ensure research credibility. At an initial level as raw data extracts and 
key codes emerge (open coding), the theory constructed from incoming data is 
modified accordingly to further explore constructs. At a further level, when codes are 
emerge into conceptual clusters (concepts) they arc vcriricd through direct member 
checking procedures for their relevance to the participants meaning. 
During a groundcd theory investigation open coding is a continual proccss, which 
allows emerging themes to surface in the quest for category saturation (Glaser, 1978). 
As a general rule when building a thcory, the aim must be to gather data until each 
category is saturated, or no new emerging themes are discovered. It may also be 
considcrcd saturatcd if the theme is well dcvclopcd in terms of its properties and 
dimcnsions dcmonstrating variation or the rclationships among catcgorics arc well 
cstablishcd and validated. During the course of opcn coding mcaningful units arc 
compared and contrasted as the data files emerge and similar phcnomcna arc grouped 
together and prcliminary or tentative categories arc dcvclopcd (clustcring). 
The process of relating categories to their subcategories is termed axial coding. 
Primarily it involves inductive thinking and also an element of deduction, In that the 
researcher searches data for verification of the data by asking questions and making 
comparisons. 
Axial coding requires ihe analyst to ask questions of the data. When considering the 
responses to initial questions the researcher was interested in locating how 
Participants described and explained 'what' mental toughness is and 'why it' should 
be perceived as a real phenomenon together with the underlying explanations and 
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reasons which support such views. Other questions guidcd by emergent narrative 
considered 'when' it was perceived to be important, in which situational 
circumstances it emerged, and 'where and when' it is most likely to be displayed. 
Additionally, the important consequences in terms of rcsuitant outcomes attached to 
such considerations may allow the researcher to uncover the relationships between 
emergent categories. Such coding procedures provide the opportunity to develop 
emerging relationships and make constant comparisons within the data ficld to 
develop the emergent phenomenon. 
Figure 3.1 demonstrates the inclusion and implementation of open and axial coding 
which needs to be applied at diffcrent stages of the research process. During the data 
coding phases axial and open coding are seen to be simultaneous as opposed to 
sequential acts. Open coding for additional properties whilst also developing 
relationships between concepts is a dynamic process. As interviews arc being coded 
for meaningful statements and thematic relevance (e. g. scif-conficicnce and bclico and 
an independent itcrn does not closely relate to an existing code, it then becomes a 
unique emergent code to which further items may be closely linked. 
On a critical note the researcher found difficulty in locating guidance from Glaser 
and Strauss (1967) and Glaser (1978,1992) on concept formation. During open 
coding many different statcmcnts, codes and concepts emerge which support the 
developing theory, but there is a lack of guidance on how many are required before 
the next level is considered. I low many statements of a similar nature arc required for 
a substantive code to be rccogniscd? What constitutes conceptual resonance in 
consideration of the least numbcr of codes which may be accepted in order to form an 
emergent concept? 
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When conducting constant comparison, how many related concepts arc required to 
form an emergent category? Such questions require careful attention when developing 
emcrgcnt-groundcd theory. 
The researcher decided to accept one significant interview statement as a potential 
'key point' contribution within an emerging concept if salient enough. Similarly, 
having only one key point to support a concept (for cx=plc, -scif bciicr and 
&emotional control' within the elite athlete sample) was accepted as a substantive code 
if salient or it received numerous reinforcements from subsequent data coding. At the 
next level it was decided that two concepts or more would be required to from an 
emergent category, in that they would be required to demonstrate a connection or 
conceptual relationship, although if substantive and independent enough in terms of 
its density, one concept may well be considered to stand alone and contribute to the 
emerging theory. Grounded studies use data coding schemes to categorize emergent 
data rather than quantify it. Therefore, the number of times a raw data statement is 
cited is somewhat less relevant. The emphasis is on meaning and interpretation of data 
at the expense of quantification procedures, so it is the resonance of the material that 
determines its quality. 
The ongoing coding procedures which arc responsible for forming the emergent 
theory continue to the point of concept and category saturation where further attempts 
to collcct unique data only provide marginal return. It is at this point where the data 
analysis is considered for theoretical vcrification to any existing findings and the 
study is also critically evaluated in terms of its credibility and trustworthiness. 
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3.3 The need to establish trustworthiness within Emergent Grounded Theory 
(EGT) Investigation. 
In any naturalistic research investigation the issue of trustworthiness is of paramount 
importance. Satisfying trustworthiness criteria are as important to qualitative studies 
as issues of reliability and validity arc to positivistic research investigation. 
Spccific trustworthiness criteria which need to be satisfied include credibility (internal 
validity), transferability (external validity), dcpcndability (reliability), and confirm 
ability (objectivity), which all contained various sub critcria idcntiricd in Table 3.2. 
Lincoln and Guba's (1985) proposition essentially constructs a method of cnsuring 
that one can perform the research process correctly. Trustworthiness is thereby 
conceived as a parallel perspective to the empiricist concepts of internal and external 
validity, reliability, and objectivity (Sparkcs, 1998). 
Alternative methods which compliment positivistic research within applied sports 
psychology have really only emerged during the past fiftecn years. Scholars from the 
discipline of sociology have appealed to sports psychologists to considcr more varied 
methods of research in order to expand 'ways of knowing' and understanding 
meanings attached to subject matter (Sparkcs, 1998). As a result, Issues of validity in 
qualitative inquiry generated concern in rclation to standards of academic rigour 
within the research process. Such concerns with standards of rigour arc cvidcnt in 
disciplines such as sociology and in health professions such as nursing and 
occupational therapy. Consistent with the state of knowledge in both disciplines 
during the early 1990's, Bcck (1992,1993, and 1994), proposed credibility, 
auditability and fittingness as three main standards of rigour. that arc common to 
qualitative methods in general. In an attempt to achieve further credibility the 
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investigator needs to carefully consider such critcria when adopting a grounded theory 
appmach. 
Trustworthiness Criteria How criteria needed to be Complete/ Partial for Qualitative research satisfied *satisfied Inquiry 
-c"(fibility chiferla 
Prolonged engagement 
Persistent observation 
Triangulation 
Peer Dcbricnng 
Negative case analysis 
14firential adequacy 
Member checking procedures 
repeat Interviews-discriminate 
sampling 
repeat observation1data 
collection 
additional researchers 
conducting data analysis 
muld. method assessment 
Independent researcher 
requiredl 
seeAlng anomalies within the 
data sets 
via tape recorded and signed 
transcribed Interviews 
via return of Individual member 
checki Isigned documentation 
to ensure correct Interpretarlon 
of data transcripts 
PARTIAL 
NOT 
NOT 
PARTIAL 
PARTIAL 
COMPLETE 
COMPLETE 
ýantf ger hillry criteria 
Provide thick description 
Database for reader to judge 
transferability 
PrPen blIftvrriteria 
providefull verbatim transcripts 
andmemberchecAs 
maAe available through audit 
check 
COMPLETE 
COMPLETE 
Achieve credibility 
Multiple methods 
Stepwise replication 
Inquiry audit 
Conflritrahility criteria 
Audit trail 
see above section 
not within the scope of this 
Investigation 
not warranted 
Independent audifor of memos, 
research journal, transcripts, 
member check documents 
Access to dataflles and 
SEEABOVE 
NOT REQUIRED 
NOT REQUIRED 
NOT 
AVAILABLE ARCHIVE 
I Awe J-2 Trustworthiness criteria for qualitative Inquiry -Implications for the current Investigation 
9 adapted from Lincoln and Guba (1985). 
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Table 3.2 reveals how the research investigation attempted to address important 
critcria in order to establish trustworthiness. Given the adoption of phenomenological 
interview, subsequent interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA), and later phase 
I emergent grounded theory (EGT) analysis, it is extremely important to consider 
evidence of how the study satisfies trustworthiness criteria. Such evidence will now 
be discussed in terms of methodological evaluation. 
3.4 Methodological Trustworthiness Evaluation 
Credibility criteria 
Credibility within the current investigation was achieved in a number of ways. 
Prolonged engagement was partially achieved throughout the study, as selective 
participants were rc-cngagcd, forwarded member check documents to review and 
return. These contained specific 'direct quotation' examples of their transcripts (see 
Appendix 2, Volume 2). If more follow ups were conducted with participants it may 
have significantly contributed to the selective coding process within theoretical 
development. I lowcvcr, prolonged engagements were difficult to perform due to 
participant availability and a decision needed to be made to secure new participants in 
order to explore further conccptualisation. The researcher identified potential conflict 
with theoretical sampling in later stages of emergent grounded theory and the use of a 
phenomenological interview which should attempt to employ a neutral questioning 
technique that is participant driven, not research driven. This was acknowledged as a 
conflicting issue within the integrated research design. 
Trustworthiness within the current work could have been improved with additional 
triangulation. Triangulation is frequently mentioned as a method of enhancing the 
credibility of data and there arc numerous ways of achieving this. Investigator 
triangulation was only partially achieved, in that supervisors were used initially to 
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consider findings and provide objective fccdback for consideration of rcrining 
concepts and categories. From a critical perspective such work required more rigorous 
treatment and will be discussed in the critical review chapter. 
To compliment such work the investigator conducted negative case analysis by 
cx=ining individuals and themes, which did not seem to follow the general patterns 
of the group data. A practical example from the investigation demonstrates such 
Inconsistency and contrasts the majority of the thematic findings. One participant was 
not fully convinced such a concept existed and seriously questioned its legitimacy: 
I'm not at all convinced about that... I think It 's a rather vague Idea I consider it to he a 
vague concept As a concept it has no philosophical basU. I don't accept that people are 
mentally tough, I think that they arejust different. 71tey are different people dealing with 
different situations. (Advcnturcr/ Explorcr 11) 
When asked about describing possible mental toughness characteristics from personal 
experience the participant replied: 
None whatsoever, as being absolutely vitall To come back to my originalpoint. people cope 
differently at different times and in different ways with different things. The expedition waf 
physically tough and enjoyable but I'm not sure there was mental toughness needed 
Advcnturcr-Explorcr II 
The negative case analysis suggested that mental toughness might be more influenced 
by the situation rather than personally driven. Further probing questions were 
included as a result to explore the possible situational link. This also provided a 
critical issue when performing IPA within first phase interviews in that a negative 
case may well be considered as valuable as opposed to dismissive data, indicating 
perceived differences on a conceptual level and may well be worthy of exploration to 
consider the issue in more depth. 
Persistent observation (observing participants in different situational contexts) was 
not achieved and not warranted. I lowcvcr, prolonged cnga&cmcntArith participants 
through the use of follow up interviews may well have aided selective coding to 
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further probe participants on emerging issues. This must be acknowledged as a 
possible methodological limitation. 
Peer dc-bricring is a process of exposing oneself to a disinterested peer in a manner 
paralleling an analytic session for the purpose of exploring aspects of the inquiry that 
might otherwise remain only implicit within the inquirer's mind (Lincoln and Guba, 
1985). Peer debriefing was only partially achieved by having a research supervisor 
provide fccdback on the inquiry process. Project supervisors were consulted on 
important methodological decisions in data collection, collation and analysis 
procedures. 'Me restricted use of an independent external checker, (pccr dcbrico and 
an auditor to provide outside conrirmation of the investigators decisions made during 
the research process must be considered a potential limitation in achieving 
trustworthiness. 
A particular strength of the current investigation was to provide participants with the 
opportunity to member check their results to ensure that interpretations were correct. 
All participants were provided with full transcripts of their interviews to check and 
return with any corrections attached (96 % of the entire sarnplc completed returns). 
These remain available in a data archivc. 
Additionally, member check documents were provided to all participants, which 
contained spcciric cxarnples of key coded data and concepts. These required precise 
checking to ensure correct interpretation of data coding categories. Over 90% of the 
total sample returned such documents with signatures to provide credibility (see 
Appendix 2, Volume 2 for an example). 
Returning work to participants for their fccdback on whether descriptions and 
interpretations of interviews of extracted data accurately reflect true perceptions and 
explanations within answers is vicwcd"as essential to the research process (Dale, 
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1996). Dale states that: Without thisfinal step, the validity ofthe study remains 
questionable, and one can only hope that the researcher has captured the experience 
as It was lived (ibid p. 313). 
As an ethical principle, member checks were deemed important as they confirmed 
accuracy as to what participants had said and that reality was correctly portrayed and 
recognisable to subjects in that they accepted that their comments were being 
represented fairly. The process is useful from a phenomenological point in that the 
researcher explores the reactions of the participants to his own interpretations of their 
world. The researcher is asking for confirmation that the interpretation is correct. 
When attempting to establish credibility Bcck (1993), suggests the investigator allows 
the participants to guide the inquiry process; check theoretical construction generated 
against participant meanings of the phenomenon and to use verbatim data In the 
emergent theory. Credibility also relates to how vivid the description of the 
phenomenon (mental toughness) is and this is best demonstrated when 'Informants 
and readers (participants In the study) who have had the human experience recognise 
the researcher's described experiences as their own(Bcck, 1993, p. 264). Such 
evidence provides a phenomenological link and the rcsc=hcr fccls the project 
achieved this very well. 
In an attempt to enhance research rigour and credibility focus ccntrcd on whether 
cxplanations of mental toughness were accurately described and idcntiricd from the 
perspectives of the advcnturcrs/cxplorcrs, elite coaches and clite atlilctes. When 
attempting to confinn if the phenomenon (mental toughness) was accurately identified 
and delineated it was vital for the participants to guide the inquiry process. In order to 
identify preliminary emergent themes (raw data themes) participants were asked two 
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fundamental questions with follow up elaboration probes. Details of such procedures 
am included in the following methods chapter. 
71c credibility of the research findings are also directly linked to the rigour applied 
within preliminary interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA). The following 
example demonstrates raw data used to reflect the language used by the participants 
so the product of IPA (key coding) could remain close to the primary data. As shown 
the adventure participants introduced the themes of 'dealing with stress, 'pushing 
oneself to the limit', 'dealing with discomfort', 'coping with death' and 'being 
focused' when describing and explaining mental toughness. 
t Interview Transcript 
Ezample I -Adventurer/ Climber 2 
I think mental toughness is the ability to Atep 
going undergreat and varied stress ... as an 
example I think maybe the 1982 Everest 
expedition, both in terms ofpushing myselfto my 
absolute limit, and thephysical discomforit The 
two times we went up Igot to mypersonal highest 
without OA), gtn.... I think it was also a wonderful 
experience. I was climbing with threepeople 
)vunger than me who we" allfocused. It worked 
as a team: we worked very well together and 
coping with the tragedy ofPe(e and Joes death. 
7hat is the really tough thing, going andfacing 
the parents and the girffiriends 
I would say the Olymplefinal in Atlanta. Ithink 
then It was mental toughness. I knew going into 
thefinal... I Anew myselfthat I would get a 
medal ofsome colour but really I think that is the 
best example I can think of InAtIantalwas 
extremely confident In my ability going In. 
Going in as the world number one, I knew only 
No guys that could beat me... 
Example 2- Elite Athlete 35 -Swimmer 
IPA (Emergent Key Codes) 
7be participant perceives MT to be directly linked 
with ones ability to continue perfortning under 
extreme stress and such stress may be diverse 
from difrercrit sources. 
7be experience required near maximum exertion 
(both physical and menul) that resulted In 
physical discomfort. 
I'he experience was perceived to be %monderful 
(exhilarating / mc=rable: 4 due to both the 
teamwork and the focus" abilities of the 
climbers involved to be able to tackle the task. 
7be ability to continue despite having to cope 
with the death of a colleague was implied as being 
what the subject considered to be mcntil 
toughness. 
EMERGENT KEY CODES 
Dealing with stress / copingwith physical 
discomfort/ coping with death/ being focused 
The participant explicitly stated the status of an 
Olympic Final was an antecedent of MT. 7he 
athlete perceived the ultimate self belief of 
knowing that a mcdal was probable as opposed to 
possible was a true indication of being mentally 
tough. Such high levels of absolute conridence of 
ones perceived ability provided NIT to compete at 
that level. 
EMERGENT KEY CODES 
Confidence In Ablilly 
Self Ildler 
Table 3.3 Thematic transformation using I PAwithin preliminary coding 
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The second example (clite athlete 35) resulted in two key coded themes from the IPA 
transformation, 'conf jdcncc in ones ability' and 'scIf bclicr. 
The data was then used to guide the inquiry process by further elaboration questions 
within the interview process, such as: 'What aspects of mcntal toughness do you think 
allow people to keep going under strcss? '; 'What type of situation did you encounter 
in your adventure experiences that will help me understand what you mean by dealing 
with discomfort? ' and 'For what reason is being extremely confident important to 
being mentally toughT. As a result, further purposive interviews with additional 
probing questions in relation to content areas of the emerging theory were conducted. 
Such practice guided the inquiry process helped in making connections between codes 
and concepts and enhanced credibility. Such issues related to method will be further 
explained in the following chapter. 
Overall, the main strengths of the research investigation in terms of credibility were 
the provision of referential adequacy and the degree of confidence in the member 
checking procedures. Limitations were linked to lack of triangulation, pccr dcbricring 
and prolonged engagement. 
3.5 Transferability criteria 
Transfcmbility was achieved in the current investigation through the provision of 
thick description (detailed quotes from participants' data) in write ups, and also 
through the provision of a thick database via individual member check documents for 
the rcadcr tojudge transferability. The researcher must attempt to report the study in 
sufficient dctail to permit others to decide on the quality of the findings (Patton, 
1990). 
Together with attempting to satisfy issues of credibility and auditability, the current 
research investigation also attempts to enhance 'fittingness' within the grounded 
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thcory mcthodology. Fittingncss is sometimcs rcfcrrcd to as tmnsfembility and 
considers the possibility that the findings have meaning to others in similar situations. 
It has also been interpreted as how much the findings and propositions from the 
research fit into a context other than the one from which they were generated (Bcck, 
1993). The researcher accepts that grounded theory may well scck out such links, but 
critically questions this assumption given the principles of phenomenological inquiry 
and its philosophical stance. This provides another potential problem within 
methodological integration that was not originally identified. IPA is not overtly 
concerned with rittingncss but more with independent contextual meaning from an 
"insiders' perspective. It is not really assumed that meaning is transferable from a 
phenomenological perspective because it is so independently owned. Therefore any 
attempts at satisfying fittingness must be applied folloving conceptual convergence 
later in the analysis. 
Fittingness may be achieved by demonstration that the research findings have similar 
meaning to others in similar situations. Direct quotations relating to spcciric emergent 
concepts and categories in the theory, were offered. For example, It emerged within 
the elite coach / athlete samples that perceptions of mental toughness are explained as 
a complex interplay of concepts and categories including, 'cffcctivc mental 
application', 'sclf confidence and scif belief, 'motivation and commitment', 'dealing 
with event pressure ', 'dealing with stress and anxiety', 'physical coping ability' and 
'training and situational considerations'. From within grounded theory rittingncss 
would be assumed, but in contrast, if a phenomenological perspective Nkw considered 
each interpretation would need to be fully explained from within the participants 'own 
experience' and this cannot be easily transferred to other settings. 
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This provides a subtle but important distinction to the two qualitative approaches and 
the questioning of meaning by different individuals in difTcrcnt contexts. This point is 
a central issue when considering integrating the two qualitative approaches in the 
consideration that mental toughness is capable of being perceived diffcrcntly by 
individuals on a personal level, but on a more abstract conceptual level may well be 
considered to be quite similar. This explanation would seem to support the integration 
of the two approaches and allow the researcher to interpret the data accordingly. 
In accordance with grounded theory methodology, literature was screened for 
rcfcrcnce sources which have included similar charactcristics. It discovered support 
for some of the emergent themes in the preliminary findings of Jones el aL (2002); 
partial support was found for the work of Bull et aL (1996) and Goldberg (1997), who 
linked mental toughness with the effective use of mental skills'; Gould et al. (1987) 
and Goldberg (1997) for the 'ability to handle pressure', and Kubistant (1986) in 
having the 'ability to recover from setbacks/ failure'. Through highlighting such 
similarities within the current investigation and acknowledging that such relationships 
to previous theoretical constructs in literature exists, the possibility that potcntial 
transferability of mental toughness to othcr social situations may also exist, but 
requires further investigation. 
3.6 Dependability / Confirmability criteria 
7bis is partially achieved through credibility already discussed and also through the 
consideration of multiple methods of data collection, stcpwise replication and inquiry 
auditing. The researcher did not fccl multiple methods, stepwisc replication or an 
Inquiry audit were necessary or warranted, following discussions with supervisors. 
Confirmability was achieved through the provision of an audit trail for access to data 
transcriptions, member checks and NUD* I ST data archivc. 
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Dependability was also satisfied in that the rcscamhcr has demonstrated competence, 
as the rcsc=hcr has over 12 years experience as an applied accredited sports 
psychologist (BASES), and has cxtcnsivc cxpcriencc in intervicwing both athlctcs and 
coaches on psychological aspects of performance and rcgu larly discusses the concept 
of mcntal toughness with client groups. 
Any study or investigation will ultimately have its own strengths and weaknesses and 
the rcscarchcr has to make a range of strategic choices about which trustworthiness 
critcria will be emphasized or attainable within the study (Sparkcs, 1998). Given that, 
each study has a series of external constraints it is, 'almost impossible tofully satisfy 
all criteria andperfectstudics are seldom Y*cver conducted'(1 tardy ctaL, 1996, p. 
266). 
For example, within this investigation demanding extensive interview time with elite 
coaches and athletes during the preparation for major championships was not realistic 
and expecting prolonged engagement is almost impossible. The researcher was 
fortunate enough to have prolonged engagement with over a dozen athletes within the 
study due to work opportunities over the course of the data collection and analysis. 
Similarly, maintaining prolonged engagement with adventurer / explorer participants 
who are continually active and on location in diverse areas of the world is somewhat 
daunting to the researcher who requires a member check document and transcript to 
be meticulously checked and returned. Additionally, member checking by participants 
is a time consuming exercise and requires commitment to a project. Elite coaches and 
elite athletes have many demands placed on them. To expect a complete 100% return 
on member checks mailcd out is rather ambitious, but ideally Tcquircd. 
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Ile decision to adopt a grounded theory approach within the investigation has 
provided sound reasons forjustification but also limitations and concerns within the 
research process and evaluation. These are summariscd in the following Table 3.4. 
Overall, the researcher perceives the choice of methodology to be both appropriate for 
the research question, but also somewhat fraught with research difficulty. The table 
outlines the strengths and limitations of the chosen methodology. Careful 
consideration should be attached to the choice of methods which supports EGT and 
provides the data for the conccptualisation and theoretical development. At the outset 
the researcher should determine at what depth of meaningful analysis the 
investigation should attempt to achieve and this should itself determine the method of 
inquiry. To attempt an extremely detailed level of analysis with three large discrete 
s=plcs was on reflection rather ambitious given the adoption of phenomenological 
interview technique and preliminary coding procedures. 
STRENGTHS 
Satisfied 6 major methodological critcri3 outlined as prerequisites for adoption ( see Table 3.1 
pAl ). 
Totally suitable for Investigation of an abstract concept such as mental toughness within the 
naturalistic paradigm which has limited research support / scientifIc understanding. 
Accepts that in reality mental toughness may well be Interpreted quite differently by 
individuals (possible multiple reality) and there is potential equivocal evidence for research 
consensus based on data from different samples, disciplines and cultures. 
Provides a first person perspective based on a 'here and now' experience. 
" Provides a theoretical/ conceptual explanation which Is derived from emergent data and not 
Influenced by prior hypotheses or researcher blas. 
" Challenges prior assumptions which lack credibility/ trustworthiness In explaining the 
concept. 
" The methodological approach was capable of being Integrated with IPA to provide more 
meaningful explanation to mental toughness than previously available. but only in early stages 
of analysis and it did create problematic Issues in later stages of analysis due to concerns with 
theoretical sampling Issues. 
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LIMITATIONS /CONCERNS & CRITIQUE 
" Need to firmly establish early In the research process the chosen grounded theory approach to 
employ based on choice of Glaser (1978) 'emergent grounded theory ' model or Strauss & 
Corbin (1990) 'theory verification' model as this directs the research process ( hypothesis 
testing. sampling, coding, analysis and evaluation procedures). 
" Difficulties experienced when attempting to integrate ECT and IPA within early phase data 
collection, coding and analysis procedures. The researcher felt that IPA would provide more 
meaningful data due to the questioning techniques and a deeper level of analysis within open 
coding processes to establish resonant key coded data. Ills provided limitations based on time 
due to the depth of analysis of transcriptions, data overload and member checking processes. 
" Difficulty In discriminate sampling/ theoretical sampling procedures. The IPA Interview 
technique Is not suited directed/ focused questioning. It Is In direct conflict with 
phenomenological tradition as the participant should guide the questioning process. 
" Verification of the theory when adopting a Glascrian approach Is provided through 
meaningful data which supports the emergent concepts and categories. As a result the 
theoretical framework which supports such a model may be seen to lack structure or sound 
scientific criteria on which to base the emergent theory. 
" Too much data collected within the study. The study suffered from data overload due to the 
coding process employed. Attempting to integrate IPA on so many Interviews only served to 
prolong the entire research process. As a result it provided an Important lesson for future 
Investigation (i. e. choose one approach and consider smaller simple with repeat 
engagements ). Data saturation may have possibly been achieved earlier with repeat 
Interviews. 
Most striking differences In mental toughness Interpretation$ are located within open coding 
( key coded themes) and the more conceptual and category relationships are formed through 
emergent theoretical analysis the distinctness and diversity of such differences am less 
apparent. If true meaningful Interpretative diversity Is sought out on how people perceive 
mental toughness and reality Is to be deeply explored the researcher feels that emergent 
grounded theory Is Wective In providing conceptual / category understanding but is 
restrictive In the provision of exploring meaningful themes In early phase analysis. Initial 
data Is susceptible to being Ignored at the expense of dctaiW analysis In favour of emergent 
conccptualisation. it was for this reason why the researcher attempted to integrate IPA within 
the study. 
FUTURE CONCERNS 
Take a more critical approach to methodological / method choice. IPA may determine initial 
data themes and EOT may explore conccptualisation and possible theorisation of the direct 
meaningful IPA. 
Theoretical sampling Is potentially flawed If the source of the question is a previous 
participant. It may be meaningless and not from the V person. licnce die need for repeat 
Interviews. 
There Is a lack orguidance on what constitutes conceptual and categorical resonance and such 
theoretical ambiguity requires the researcher to make difficult decisions during 
conceptual isation phase. 
Discriminate sampling and modifled focused Interview questions are essential to explore 
emergent theory In greater dctall and establishing conceptual relationships. 
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Possibly explore triangulation of methods within ECIT to support the theory (Video 
observation of MT behaviour / personal diaries/ logs / autobiographical accounts ). 
Include researcher triangulation within the coding and analysis procedures. Address ldcndried 
trustworthiness flaws In the Investigation. 
Creating a substantive theory within each s3mple only contributes to the formation a grand 
theory which Itself is rather broad based to be of much meaningrul use. Substantive theories 
stand alone and are meaningftsl for the sample they emerge from. Any possible transfer to 
other populations Is not advisable. 
Table3.4 A summary or the stren: ths, limitations and future concerns or the 
chosen methodology. 
The researcher fccls the EGT has solid conceptual support through the detailed 
analysis but also fccls that combining approaches introduced rcscarch difficulty which 
may have bccn avoided if only a single approach was adopted 
The main purpose of employing emergent grounded theory was to investigate and 
challenge the unique nature of mcntal toughness as a psychological phenomenon and 
the rcscarchcr fccls that the decision is justificd. The potential limitations %hich 
cmcrgc sometimes only become evident during the research process itself and are 
discovered in research hindsight. 
3.7 Summary 
When concluding their thought provoking paper on 'issues of Qualitative Research 
and Presentation', Kranc, Anderson, and Strcan (1997) encouraged the acceptance of 
diverse methodologies within qualitative sport psychology. This investigation 
attempts to provide a fresh methodological approach which is an alternative to 
existing work on mental toughness. 
This chapter has attempted to provide justirication, for the chbscn methodology 
(emergent groundcd theory). It has proyided a comprehensive outline of the basic 
tencts of emcrgcnt groundcd thcory (Glascr, 1992) and idcntiricd the important stagcs 
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of the research process which the study attempts to adhere to. Figure 3.1 (pp-49-50. ) 
provides an overview of the complete research process. 
The issue of research trustworthiness was discussed with identification of important 
criteria in which the research process attempted to satisfy in order to achieve a high 
degree of credibility, trunsfcrability, dependability and confirmability (Lincoln and 
Guba, 1985). Finally, the chapter providcd a critical summary of the main strengths 
and limitations of the chosen methodology with future concerns. 
Tbe focus of the following chapter will be to outlinc the choice of the most suitable 
and appropriate method which is deemed to be compatible with the chosen 
methodology. In addition to justifying the chosen method of data collection it will 
also focus on the data interpretation and evaluation processes. 
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CHAPTER 4 
METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 
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4.1 Rationale and justification for the choscn method of data collection. 
Ile purpose of this chapter is: 
I. To provide a rationale and justification for the chosen method of dam collection 
adopted within the study. 
2. To provide details of the nature of the data collection process (interview method, 
sampling and procedural issues). 
I To expliin how the data will be interpreted in relation to the adopted method. 
4. To provide an evaluation of the method of data collection used in the rcsc=h 
paradigm cmploycd. 
The decision to adopt a grounded theory approach to the study of mcntal toughness 
was principally made on the basis that it was unique in attempting to understand the 
concept in comparison to all previous attempts. Likewise, the decision to adopt a 
suitable method in rclation to most cffcctivcly answering the research question is a 
also based on providing an alternative approach to developing a deeper understanding 
of what mcntal toughness is and what it means to people. By doing so it attempts to 
make a substantial contribution to the existing research literature on mcntal toughness 
and add to the current level of scicntiric understanding. 
When considering the choice of an appropriate method which is compatible with 
grounded theory methodology, it is important to consider a) the research question and 
b) how to most cffcctivcly explain it? This study is ultimately concerned with 
perceptions and meaning of what must be considered a rather ambiguous 
psychological concept. The rcscarchcr has established a number of important criteria 
which need to be satisficd in an attempt to choose the most appropriate method. These 
criteria are shown in the following Table 4.1: 
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1. It has to be compatible with grounded theory in that it allows data to be gathered In a 
way that meaningful themes and understanding cmcrge from the qualitative dam 
2. It allows the researcher to develop an 'intimate relationship with the dat3' with the 
researcher becoming fully aware of themselves as instruments for developing a 
possible theory (Smith and Osborn, 2004). 
3. It allows the rcscarcherto learn from the participants on how to understand what 
mental toughness is alýout and what it means to them from the first person within their 
personal and social world. 
4. It has to be able to provide information rich data, unique to the individual and 
exclusive to their life world, thereby providing a depth of meaning to a personal 
experience. It has to allow exploration orones perceptions and personal experience 
and for them to be taken as real for what they are. It has to explore an 'insider's 
perspective' and attempt to understand the participants perspective (to take their side) 
and adopt an empathic hcrmcneutics approach. The method must be able to account 
forfirst hand experiences that can be described as close to the real event as possible 
(Conrad, 1987). 
5. The method attempts to provide a'ncw direction' in research understanding of ment3l 
toughness which has not previously been attempted through scientific investigation. 
Table 4.1 Essential criteria which guided the choice of appropriate method 
Table 4.2 provides an overview of previous qualitative research in the past 5 years 
that has attempted to investigate mcntal toughness, and by considering such material a 
more informed choice to adopt a unique methods approach is available. 
In consideration of previous research and attempting to satisfy the necessary criteria it 
was decided to employ in-depth phenomenological interview technique for the 
purpose of data collection. It was also decided to integrate interpretative 
phenomenological analysis (IPA) as a way of exploring and interpreting in dctail how 
participants make sense of their personal and social world and fully explain their 
perceptions of mcntal toughness based on individual experiences, within preliminary 
phases of data analysis. 
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Mental oughneti Investigation Method Adopted / Form orAnalvili 
Open Ended Written Statements 
Fourle and Polgictcr ( 2001) n- 131 coaches / 160 athletes) 
South African Study) 
Content Analysis 
Diverse sports targeted 
Focus Group Interviews / with selective In 
Jones et al. (2002) depth -individual follow up Interviews ( British Study) ( n-10) 
Diverse sports targeted Inductive Thematic Analysis 
Individual Semi -Structured Inte rviews 
Middleton et aL(2004) n-33 sithletes ( 21m, 120 
( Australian Study) n- 6 Coaches 
Diverse sports targeted Grounded Theory Analysis 
Focused Interviews ( Individual) 
Bull et aL(2005) n-12 
( British Study) 
Cricket Specific Study Inductive ThCM3tic Analysis 
Table 4.2 Consideration of qualitative rescarch Investigations perfomed on 
Mental Toughness bctween 2000 and 2005. 
The chosen method appears to satisfy all of the five criteria in Table 4.1. The 
approach being phenomenological in the sense it involm tapping into individual 
perceptions of mcntal toughness and their surrounding cnvirorancnt when people 
reflect on their personal experiences and inner world. 
Phenomenology cmphasiscs the different ways in which individuals construe the 
world. It is all about individual 'lived experience' and how people engage within the 
world around them. Given the nature of the current investigation and the focus of the 
research question (individual perceptions of mental toughness), a phenomenological 
perspective seems to be suitably appropriate. 
It provides Is a way of engaging questions about the meaning of cxpcricnccs and 
concepts and requires the researcher to set aside presuppositions that arc taken for 
granted in everyday life. A typical presupposition would be the gcncrally accepted 
bclicf that mcntal toughncss is a fairly widcly acceptcd psychological characteristic 
that is required for top performance and its understanding and meaning to people is 
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fairly conscasual. Another contentious presupposition would include that all winncrs 
arc mentally tough and people who fail lack mental toughness. Phenomenological 
method would set out to question such presuppositions. 
According to Ilusscrl, the fundamental step in phcnomcnoiogical research is the 
'cpochd'; a canceling out or "parcrithesizing" of the presupposition that guides us in 
ordinary life. What remains, "within parentheses" or "under the epochd" is the 
"phenomenological residuum" of what appears in our experience (Giorgi, 1970, 
1985). 
In essence it is a search for personal meaning and how people make sense of their 
own world. It may be possible that the construct of 'mental toughness - mental 
weakness' is one that is used by people and accepted by them in the world of 
adventure / exploration and the world of clite sport. It may also however, be capable 
of being perceived in different ways by individuals in terms of what it means to them. 
Different situational circumstances may influence how people interpret the construct 
and gcndcr, age and cultural differences may well exist, but have yet to be explored. It 
seems that it is possible because of lack of consensus within existing studies, that 
possible cultural variations of the concept may well exist ( South African v Australian 
v British ) and that 'sports spccific' types of mental toughness based on diffcrcnt task 
demands arc quite plausible ( Fouric and Potgictcr, 2001; Middicton et aL, 2004; Bull 
el al., 2005). I lowcvcr, advocating such hypotheses need to be cautiously avoided in 
this study. 
Tbc current investigation is based on the belief that in order to fully understand 
mental toughness perceptions they must be viewed as an individual 'here and now' 
experience and therefore a phenomenological approach is deemed most appropriate. 
When accepting such a belief, mental toughness is considered subjective and capable 
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of being interpreted in many diffcrcnt ways; in that it has a multiplicity of meanings 
attached to its sense of reality and how it is interpreted and explained as a concept. 
If research supports such a belief, it may not be acccptable or appropriate to seek out 
rcsc=h consensus and it may be more appropriate to accept that mcntal toughness is 
a phenomenon that is capable of being interpreted in many different ways by many 
different individuals based on a complex set of personal, social and cnviro=cntal 
factors. In many ways mcntal toughness would be accepted as a truly multi- 
dimensional concept which has changeable characteristics depending on the person's 
interpretation of it, the sport they arc involved in, the level at which they perform, 
their gender and a whole host of other factors. Put simply, what is perceived to be 
mentally tough and real for one person may well be quite different for another. 
71c intention of such an approach is for the researcher to adopt a dctached position 
where prior assumptions can be suspended. In this investigation the researcher 
attempts to suspend belief (due to experience) so that preconceptions and 
presuppositions about mcntal toughness arc 'put aside' so the phenomenon or csscncc 
of what emerges is revealed in its true form. In this way the researcher has to 1, Aipc 
their mind clean' from prior beliefs. 
Given that potential researchers' arc not empty vessels, who lack prior cxpcricncc, 
history or background in their chosen discipline; it is highly likely that they possess 
some knowledge of the area being investigated, which may colour their thoughts and 
ideas prior to investigation and analysis. It is the purpose of this study to accept that 
the researcher is required to dis-cngagc their current thoughts and meanings attached 
to such investigative areas to avoid possible contamination of data and adopt the 
phenomenological approach of I IusscrI when conducting in-dcpth interviews. This is 
also important when considering the adoption and integration of such a method 
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within grounded theory analysis, particularly during preliminary stages of data coding 
(IPA), when emergent themes for concept formation arc being constructed. 
The uniqueness of the proposed methodological and methods approach is a hybrid 
research design that the researcher has constructed for the purpose of the study in an 
attempt to best answer the question as to how perceptions can be studied and 
analysed. It attempts to integrate phenomenological method, IPA and emergent 
grounded theory in order to provide meaningful accounts of how individuals within 
three distinct s=plcs perceive and explain what mental toughness is. Figure 4.1 
provides a schematic diagram which shows the research process integration involving 
phenomenological method, IPA and the emergent groundcd theory analysis. 
The nature of the research question has direct influence on the choice of appropriate 
method. When considering how individuals perceive a particular situation or mental 
concept through prior experience or situations they are currently facing they need to 
make sense of their personal and social world. 
The diagram shows that the adoption of phenomenological method has implications 
for the research process within the initial phase when considering how best to study 
'perceptions of mental toughness'. Given that, the subsequent IPA concerns itself 
with cognitive processes and its main emphasis is on sense making by both researcher 
and participant means that it can be considered as having cognition as a central 
analytic focus (Smith and Osbom, 2004). The IPA is important to establish the 
meaningful foundation attached to the grounded data in preliminary open coding. 
Such research procedures are unique in attempting to fully understand the concept of 
mental toughness from within qualitative inquiry. 
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RESEARCH QUESTION 
I low best to study 'Perceptions of 
Mental Touahncss? 
Purposive 
Snowball 
Tbeoretical 
Discriminate 
Oinformal 
*Flexible 
Walue Free 
ORespondent driven 
Concern for the Lived 
Experience 
*Unique experiences accepted 
*No restrictions to answers 
*Accepts 'reality' for what It Is 
to the individual 
" Subjective Interpretation of the 
personal experience of the 
respondent Is extremely 
Important 
" Bracketing techniques to avoid 
Interviewer bias 
" Neutral questions -avoid value laiden material 
" Avoid making assumptions 
(Giorgi, 1997) 
CODING 
Pbase I 
Open CodIng 
Grounded 
Theory 
Procedures 
CODING 
Phase 2 
Axial Coding 
11gure 4.1 
141ctrstlon of Interpretative 
"b"Olotnological Analysis 
a8d Emergent Grounded 
Tbeory " thin the Initial 
stages Of Mental Toughness 
concept uslisation 
to 
SAMPLE SELECrION 
INTERVIEWS- IN DEI1rII 
PHENOMENOLOGICAL 
(A 2 Stage Interpretation Process) 
A concern for mental processes 
Combines 
empathic and 
questioning 
hermcneutics 
The participant Is trying to make sense of their world 
based on direct expcricnce and the researcher is also 
trying to make sense of the participants trying to make 
sense of their world (SmIth and Osborn, 2004) 
-A Double I lermeneutic I 
Transcription and Member Checking of 
Verbatim scripts 
I 
Grounded Theory & IPA 
(interpretative Phenomenological Analysis) 
Integration 
Grounded Theory - Identification of Raw Data 
Themes (Key Point Codes) based on mcanin&Nl 
data. LaWs Identified for Raw Data themes based 
on verbatim statements and IPA. 
IPA I. Exploration of meanings attached to the 
content and their Interpretation in relation to the 
context the respondent offered the material. 
Adoption of I)phenomenological reduction 
technique- researcher stays mindful of the 
phenomenon being studied - avoids personal bias in 
coding procedures. 2) applies and analyses 
descriptive content and 3) seeks out essence and 
transforms descriptive content through 
Interpretation ( Giorgi, 1997) into the: 
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Generation of a broad database of meaningful key 
point codes (Raw Data Themes) 
Gencration of emergent links based on 
meaningful key codes 
Concept formation - clustering techniques Constant comparison - Initial Category 
Formation (Glaser. 1992). 
Phenomenological method is considered extremely useful when a research question 
attempts to explore complexity, process or novelty (Smith and Osborn, 2004) and 
because mental toughness is now considered to be a complex multi-dimcrisional 
concept (Middleton et aL, 2004: Bull et al., 2005) it seems highly appropriate. 
In general, phenomenological research attempts to clarify situations lived through by 
the persons in everyday life. Its aim is to stay faithful to the phenomenon and the 
context in which it appears in the world (Giorgi and Giorgi, 2004). In order to achieve 
that, situations need to be found in which individuals have firsthand experience and 
they can describe in dctail what happened , what exactly took place, their thoughts, 
feelings and emotions which they experienced at that very moment. 11cy need to 
capture as closely as possible the way in which they lived the phenomenon within the 
initial experience. In short phenomenological analysis attempts to discern the 
psychological essence of the phenomenon (ibld). 
Phenomenology is ultimately concerned with uncovering and exploring psychological 
meanings attached to the phenomenon through investigating and analysing lived 
experiences. This aims of this research investigation arc exactly that, in the way it 
attempts to explore perceptions of mental toughness through intcrvicwing purposive 
samples about what they think mental toughness is based oq their own direct lived 
experiences. 
Giorgi and Giorgi (2004) state: 
Ihe capacity to live through events or respond to different situations greatly Meeds the 
capacity to know exactly what we do or why we do what we do. Consequently, an analysis of 
the meanings being lived bypersonsfrom a ps), chologicalperspective can be highly 
revealing' (p. 27). 
This study will attempt to uncover the personal meaning attached to the concept of 
mental toughness through the employment of phenomenological techniques. 
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4.2 Interview choice and justification 
Given the rationale provided, it is decided that phenomenological in dcpth interview 
will be adopted for the purpose of the investigation. Within such interviews the 
interviewer is attempting to access an 'insider's perspective' and extract the personal 
meanings attached to it. Such interpretative activity is confounded by the researchers 
own conceptions as these are ultimately involved in trying to make sense of the 
respondents frame of reference. I 1cncc this type of interviewing is considered a two 
stage interpretation process or a double hermencutic (Smith and Osborn, 2004). It is 
explained in the following quotation: 
'The participant Is trying to make sense oftheir world based on direct experience and 
the researcher Is also trying to make sense ofthe participants trying to make sense of 
their world'(Smith and Osbom, 2004, p. 5 I). 
The main concern is to understand what 'it is like' from the point of view of the 
participants. In many ways it can be considered empathic interpretative inquiry. From 
the researchers standpoint 'what do' and 'how do' participants perceive mental 
toughness to be based on their own direct experiences and their interaction with the 
world they live in. Basically, how is it perceived from within their own world? The 
researcher has to detach themselves from their own world and become empathic to the 
world as experienced by the participant in an attempt to understand their perceptions 
and explanations of reality. 
The advantages of such forms of interview arc that it allows the interviewer freedom 
to decide when and how to work and phrase questions on the topic as the interview 
progresses (Coolican, 1994). The approach allows flexible questioning, to enable the 
interview to flow more flucntly, based on the responses from the intcrvicwce. It 
retains the advantage of an informal approach by kccping the procedures fairly 
unstructured; it avoids asking prc-sct questions in exactly the same order, but provides 
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interviewers with a guideline that allows topics to be covered in depth. It allows rich 
information to-be explored and may include general and elaboration probes (Gould, ef 
al., 1993 a, b& c) as well as funnelling techniques which focus on more sped fic 
issues once a response has been offered. Figure 4. 
i 
outlines the main characteristics 
associated with such forms of interviewing. One emphasis is on the search for aspects 
of the lived experience by the participant and the quest for narrative dialogue is 
important attempting to allow the respondent to control the discussion. 7be researcher 
acknowledges that such types of interview might create problems, if different wording 
is used to participants, and there must be consistency in procedures with participants. 
Important information may be misscd, due to informality of the approach and there is 
a disadvantage as interpersonal variables could imbalance responses (Coolican, 1994). 
Unique experiences arc accepted for what they arc due to the interviewer avoiding 
letting presuppositions interfere. Reality is accepted for what it is to the individual and 
neutral questions avoid value laidcn material. Finally, assumptions arc resisted in 
favour of empathic interpretation. 
Open-ended interview techniques have been widely employed in attempting to 
explore and facilitate athletes' understanding of subjective sporting cxpericnccs 
(Gould, Jackson, & Finch 1993c, 1993d; Gould, Finch, & Jackson, 1993b; Scanlan, 
Ravizza, & Stein, 1989a, 1989b, 1991). flowcvcr, very few attempts have been made 
to utilisc phenomenological interview. Based on suggestions by Dale (1996) and 
Jackson, Dover and Mayocchi (1998a), this rcscarch study has developed an informal 
interview guide, comprised of a series of open ended questions which contain both 
general and elaboration probes (Appendices 1, Volume 2). It was informally 
presented and flexible enough to cater for the respondent to direct the conversation 
and guide the researcher into further questions related to the dialogue. Every cffort 
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%w made to avoid leading the participant in a direction he or she might not otherwise 
venture without certain probes (forcing the data). This is an important point when 
resisting the temptation to apply theoretical sampling without being first guidcd by the 
participant within interview dialogue. A contentious methods issue which surfaces 
when combining the two chosen approaches. 
To compliment the open questions the interviewccs were asked to consider a personal 
experience in where they have either demonstrated mcntal toughness or an experience 
in which they have observed it being demonstrated by others, in order to identify 
specific characteristics within its make up. Participants were requested to primarily 
draw upon their personal 'lived experience' for their information and it is csscntial the 
participant largely sets the tonc of the dialogue during the interview (Dale, 1996). 
Within phenomenological inquiry questions follow the dialogue of the respondent, 
aimed at learning more about the respondents experience as opposed to confirming 
any of the interviewers previously held hypotheses (I lanson and Newburg, 1992). 
By not asking participants the same questions from a preconceived guide, it assumes 
all participants will rind each topic unique to their experience (Dale, 1994,1996). 
What is relevant for one persons experience may not be at all relevant for another. 
Within the current investigation it was decided, in order to allow that the cxpcricnccs 
of the participants to be fully explored, the topic and context for the study should be 
first idcntiricd, and then for the participant to fully describe and explain that 
cxpcricncc as he or she lived it. 7"he questions that follow link the dialogue and 
contain probes and prompts when statements from the participant are somewhat 
ambiguous. Such prompting is descriptive in nature and phrased in the participants' 
vocabulary whenever possible in order to explore further meaning. 
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Given the initial description and cxplanation of subjective perceptions of mcntal 
toughness, the researcher framed and ordered subsequent questions, which reflected 
the participants own words and meanings attached within the responses. This 
attempted to explore and extract more in depth information related to emergent 
themes, which were being developed to facilitate the emerging grounded theory. 
This is where the phenomenological interview provides meaning and substance to the 
provision of information rich data which supports the key point codes and ultimately 
the concept and category formation within the grounded theory analysis. 
The meaningful foundation of material which underpins the grounded theory is 
provided by the quality of the data achieved through phenomenological interview 
method. 
4.3 Integration of phenomenological method with grounded theory analysis 
This attempt to integrate a fonn of phenomenological method with emergent 
grounded theory provides the researcher with diflicult choices. By adopting such an 
approach how much is the interview guidcd by personal description of the cxpcricnce 
(phenomenology) and at which stage of the data collcction process is it guidcd by 
theoretical development (grounded theory)? 
It is accepted that the type of questioning within research studies is influenced by the 
methodology adopted. 71c researcher accepts that this can crcatc a methods dilemma, 
and although problematic feels that both phenomenological and grounded theory 
approaches require questioning that cxplorcs a person's subjective interpretation of a 
phenomenon. As a result the narrative derived from the participant perspective is 
required to allow the field of inquiry to unfold and be further cxplorcd. 
The decision as to how long into the data collection process the openness of die 
phenomenological interview style continues being dedicated to the richness of the 
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experience, as opposed to the development and rcf incmcnt of the emerging theory? 
It was decided that for the purpose of this investigation the researcher will sct out with 
basically a phcnomeno logical approach (interview method) which is very open and 
direct experiences of all participants will be explored on a basic level as to what they 
perceive mcntal toughness is all about. Similarly, grounded theory also cmphasiscs 
open interviews rather than specificity in the early phases of projects. It is not until the 
theory begins to take shape that focused questioning is required to account for 
exploration of salient categories (Glaser, 1992). 
In this study, phenomenological interview method will provide the preliminary data 
for subsequent analysis (IPA) and when it is deemed by the researcher that enough 
salient themes have emerged, further exploration will follow. The researcher will 
introduce further questions to participants when and only participant responses allow 
the opportunity for research elaboration. It is likely that new concepts will emerge 
during interviews and take the researcher into more open ended discussion and a 
return to more phenomenological inquiry. 110 interviews at later stages of the inquiry 
will eventually become more focused when opportunity allows such exploration. 
Therefore the proposed integrated research approach although contentious and 
potentially problematic, may be viewed as a process which begins in an open ended, 
broad manncr seeking the participant's point of view on the phenomenon. It thcn the 
proceeds with on-going data analysis (IPA), which provides emergent tcntative 
theory in which key codes, concepts and categories provide potential focus for 
subsequent interviews. Subsequent interviews consider the possible relationships 
between such concepts and categories and emergent grounded theory develops. 
From a grounded theory perspective, the continual analysis influences the salicnce of 
subsequent questions that arc asked with the direction of the interview ultimately 
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being driven by the emerging theory. I'his is considered theoretical sampling in that 
the analyst jointly collects codes and analyses data and then dccidcs what data to 
target next given the existing theory (Glaser, 1978). This is akin to what is regarded as 
funnclling technique within phenomenological method ( 
Smith 
and Osborn, 2004), 
when shifting from general descriptions to more specific concerns elaboration or more 
focused questions may be offered to respondents. Within all interviews, the 
fundamental questions were forwarded and as existing categories repeatedly emerged, 
they were spccif ically used as a focus for follow up questions. As new categories 
emerged, the initial open-ended approach was adopted to reflect a broad outlinc of the 
concept, which then would be more sharply focused on salient emerging themes. Such 
analysis leads to the emergence of a tentative theory. This analysis guides later 
interviews to questioning possible relationships between catcgorics and the theory is 
developed. In doing so, it is intent on achieving saturation of emergent categories and 
formulation of higher order themes and general dimensions. 11c researcher 
acknowledges this investigation may slightly violate pure grounded theory method 
where the exploration of the social situation may require diverse data collection 
methods and also it may violate pure phenomenological method intent on providing a 
rich and personal account of the total 'lived experience. I lowcvcr, the rcscarchcr 
feclsjustifled in the adoption of the chosen method based on the nature of the 
investigation being that of exploring individual 'perceptions of mcntal toughness' and 
revealing the meaning attached to the Phenomenon. 
4.4 Sampling Issues 
The adoption of phenomenological method within an emergent groundcd theory 
investigation provided problems not only with sample size but also the use of 
prolonged engagement (repeat interviews). Within this study repeat interviews were 
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not guaranteed at the outset and small sample numbers without prolonged engagement 
would not produce the emergent grounded theory to saturation. The general guidelines 
for phenomenological studies are that sarnplcs should be small due to the case by case 
analysis format (Smith and Osbom, 2004). However, this study is not a pure 
phenomenological investigation, it is merely adopting aspects of phenomenological 
inquiry (interview technique and specific aspects of analysis which assists in 
extracting meaningful data to support grounded theory data). It attempts to develop an 
adaptation and integration of two major qualitative approaches and merge them in 
order to extract meaningful data and provide a conceptual understanding of mental 
toughness which has an underpinning of theoretical support. As a result sample size 
will be decided based on grounded theory guidelines and the fact that prolonged 
engagement with participants will be diflicult, which itself provides an acknowledged 
methodological limitation. 
4.5 Sample selection -provision orn rationale 
Before explaining the criteria for sample inclusion it is important to provide a 
rationale for the sample populations irrespective of sample size. 
Given phenomenological interview was the chosen method it directs itself to first 
person experience. It attempts to discover the personal meaning of the experience as a 
lived experience. What is real for that person is unique and exclusive to their own 
world. Meanings attached to such experiences arc only really fully understood by the 
person who lives the moment and their personal experiences are not really capable of 
being gencraliscd to wider populations. 
Ile s=plcs of adventurers/ explorers and elite athlete / coaches demanded each 
subject to have experienced first hand what they perceived to be a mental toughness 
situation and to be able to articulate their thoughts and fcclings in attempting to 
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provide a full descriptive account. Given their individual profilcs and highly selective 
inclusion criteria, each subject would be required to have the necessary experience 
which would hopefully provide data rich and thick in descriptive dctail. Unlike 
previous studies (Fourie and Potgictcr, 2001; Jones et al., 2002) it was considered 
important to purposefully select athletes who had demonstrated the ability to win 
medals at the very highest level as opposed to those who merely contended for the 
medals. Ibc perceptions of a medallist may be different to that of a non-mcdallist, 
given they already understand what it means to be a contender and then having the 
added experience of gaining a medal to draw upon for their rcflcctive thoughts and 
explanations. Such important criteria were similarly adopted and further 
recommended by Middleton et at (2004) in their recent investigation. 
Tbe reason for the inclusion of the elite coach sample is strikingly similar to that of 
the elite athlete sample. The need to target selective coaches who have guided athletes 
to medals and to attempt to understand from direct experience what elite coaches 
perceive mcntal toughness to be and consist of, from their own unique position. It is 
extremely important for them to provide their own perspective as a coach, not what 
they perceive mental toughness to be from a performers' perspective. From the 
position of the coach, the situations they have to live within and experience arc totally 
unique and personal to their world. Previously, elite coaches have not been researched 
as a target sample, but Jones et al. (2002) strongly suggest they should be. Fouric and 
Polgictcr (2001) sampled what they described as expert coaches (n-I 3 1) but did not 
indicate their clite status or whether they had coached mcdal winning athletes. 
Middleton et al. (2004) combined athlete and coach data due. to coaches being prior 
athletes and arguing the same perspective is acceptable and warranted, which has to 
be acknowledged as a possible methodological criticism of their study. 
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Coaches arguably have a very different set of realities to deal with compared to 
athletes and advcnturcr/ explorers. It is the unique first person cxpcricnccs dmt arc 
extremely important to the study. Taking three distinct sample groups may allow 
conceptual comparison following data analysis, but each data set really belongs to the 
world that it is 'perceived within'. Primary analysis is directed at data within sample 
populations, given that hypothesis testing is avoided during emergent grounded theory 
analysis from a Glascrian approach. Only Fouric and Potgictcr (2001) have indicated 
that commonality exists between expert coach (n- 13 1) and elite athlete (n- 160) 
personal descriptions of mental toughness. Such work requires further investigation 
with highly selective samples and alternative methodologies such as in this study. The 
issue of congruency is particularly relevant in that if differences do exist then it has 
serious implications as to how different interpretations of psychological concepts need 
to be addressed. Coach / athlete relationships on a communication level need to be 
'talking the same language' if the aim is to be attempting to further develop mental 
toughness within the athlete and improve performance. 
Tbc adventure/ explorer sample was included to offer a situational/contcxtual 
variation to clite sporting pcrronnancc. To date, no previous research has attempted to 
investigate mental toughness perceptions with adventure/ exploration cohorts. As in 
the other two samples the investigation will purposefully sample participants who 
have dcmonstmtcd outstanding achievements and arc highly respected by their peers. 
Mcntal toughness may well be perceived differently given the situational context in 
which the activity is performed within. Elite sport is not a matter of life and death and 
people do not risk their lives performing for mcdals at major championships, but 
adventurers and explorers do each time they decide to engage in risk activity. At the 
risk of setting out a prior hypothesis this sample were deemed important to offer an 
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alternative discipline with slightly different situational circumstances surrounding it 
that subjects need to cridure and experience. Put simply, this population may well 
perceive mental toughness differently than elite athlete / clite coach s=plcs? Given 
that phenomenological inquiry reflects the personal meaning attached to 'lived 
experiences' of participants in different social situations the rationale for sample 
selection seems justified and provision of specific sample criteria for inclusion is an 
important consideration. At the outset no attempt was made to target gender 
differences and this was not considered important for inclusion critcria. If differences 
were located within samples it would be a result of emergent data as opposed to 
prediction. 
4.6 Purposive sample criteria 
Specific criteria for sample selection and inclusion are required in order to satisfy 
acceptance for participant inclusion. 
Adventurer I Explorer Sample: 
Operational Definition: Adventurer: 
A person who enters into a risky undcrtaking of an outdoor activity with unknown 
outcome. 
Criteria: 
I. To have an adventure / explorer profile, which provides evidence that such 
tasks have been publicly, rccogniscd as outstanding fcats of human crideavour. 
2. To have had published accounts of personal experiences which provide 
evidence of human cndcavour. 
I To have been peer rccogniscd by another advcnturcr / explorcr as a suitable 
information rich participant. 
4. To have been a rccognised member of the Royal Geographical Society and be 
a lecturer on Geography and Exploration. I 
A person who satisried three of the foui criteria would satisfy the sample 
requirements. No participant was considered merely satisfying the fourth criteria point 
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alone. Tbe entire sample used in the study satisfied the first three of the four sub 
criteria with 12 (57 %) satisfying them all by having published their personal 
experiences. 
The participants for this investigation were 21 adventurer 
ý 
explorers (4 females and 
17 males) Tbcsc consisted of II mountaineers / climbers, 3 polar explorers, 6 
adventurer/ travellers, I military personnel (SAS regiment) from the ill fated Bravo 
Two Zero, Gulf War mission. 7be sample included 7 Everest climbers, 6 of who had 
successfully ascended the world's highest peak, and one member of the original 
successful 1953 team. 71c remaining climbers were pccr rccognised elite 
mountaineers who for the past 50 years have regularly climbed the world's highest 
peaks in the I limalayas, the Karakoram, the Alps and the Andes. One particular 
participant had successfully climbed all of the worlds 14, $000-mctcr peaks. Tbc 
adventure / explorer cohort included sailors who had successfully crossed the 
Atlantic, cxpcditionists who have explored remote regions of the world such as the 
Atka Tagh (with an approach through Chinese Turkestan), Antarctica and the Arctic, 
the great Australian outback, Patagonia, Amazonia, the Andes and the Galapagos. Tbe 
Polar explorers had experience of expeditions to both poles and two had successfully 
crossed Antarctica on foot. Overall, a hugely experienced, information rich sample. It 
targets a diverse background of experience in ordcr to provide explanations and 
interpretations of perceptions of mcntal toughness. 
Elife C ach qamnlc: 
Operational Definition: 
To coach at international levcl in a onc's choscn sport. 
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Criteria: 
1. Participation as a coach at international level for more than four years 
2. To have coached a mcdal winning athlete at a major championship 
(Olympic Games, Commonwealth Games, World Championship or 
European Championship) 
3. To be pccr rccogniscd by another international coach as a suitable 
information rich participant. 
The first two were crucial for inclusion. The first could not be violated. 
No participant was considered merely on satisfaction of the third criteria point alone. 
All coaches in the sarnplc (n-33) satisficd the first two criteria with 22 (67%) 
satisfying all three criteria. Twcnty-rivc were male and eight female (33 total sampic), 
all were Elite Coaches from Great Britain, except one elite male coach from Australia. 
A wide range of sporting disciplines were included such as Field I Jockey (5), 
Badminton (2), Cycling (4), Track and Field Athletics (1), Swimming (9), Basketball 
(2), Equestrian (2), Sailing and Windsurring (3), Rugby (1), Bobslcigh (1), and Canoe 
Slalom (2). All were senior level coaches and 29 (88%) had coached athletes in 
World, Olympic, Commonwealth or European Championship preparation. Twenty 
coaches had direct coaching experience at major championships and 29 (88 %) had 
coached athletes to major championship mcdals. These included World Champion 
Gold Mcdallists (4), Silver (5) and Bronze (3); Olympic Gold Mcdallists (2), Silver 
(4) and Bronze (3), Commonwealth Gold Mcdallists (6), Silver (8) and Bronze (15). 
Coaches had also produced European Champions on numerous occasions in five 
different sporting disciplines. 
FlIfe Athletesample: 
Operational Dcrinitl6n: 
To participate at international level in a one's chosen sport. 
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Criteria: 
I. Participation at senior international level in one's chosen sport. 
2. To have been a medal winning athlete at a major championship (Olympic 
Gamcs, Commonwealth Gamcs, World Championship or European 
Championship) 
3. To be pccr rccogniscd by another international athlete as a suitable information rich participant 
The rirst two were vital for inclusion. The first one could not be violated. No 
participant was considered merely on satisfying the third of the criteria alone. Tbc, 
participants for the investigation were 37 clite level athletes (14 male and 23 kmale). 
All athletes in the sample satisricd the first two criteria with 29 (80%) satisfying all 
three critcria. All were Elite athletes from Great Britain apart from one Canadian 
female athlete. A wide range of sporting disciplines were included such as Field 
I lockcy (6), Badminton (7), Cycling (3), Pentathlon (1), Swimming (8), Equestrian 
(2), Sailing and Windsurring (3), Canoe Slalom (3), Rowing (3), and Snooker (1). Tbc 
sample included World Champion Gold Mcdallists (4), Silver (7), and Bronze (6); 
Olympic Gold Mcdallists (1), Silver (5) and Bronze (6); Commonwealth Gold 
Mcdallists (10), Silver (11) and Bronze (12). Athletes were also European Champions 
on numerous occasions in rive different sporting disciplines. 
4 .7 Proccdure 
Establishing contact with the participants 
Adventure / explorer sample (n-21) 
Initially, invitation Icttcrs for intcrvicw participants wcrc sent out to advcnturcr 
explorers (nurnbcr - 6) as providcd by the Royal Gcographical Society, Lecturers on 
Geography and E- xploration visiting Iccturcr document (1996). Individuals who had 
imprcssive prorilcs and who indicatcd they wcrc potentially information rich subjects 
were purposefully targeted. All six participants who indicated they were willing to 
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participate were interviewed, as they satisfied the necessary inclusion criteria. 
Additional participants were included through snowball sampling technique for the 
purpose of theoretical sampling and exploration of emergent themes. Such procedures 
as pccr recognition suggestion based on set criteria provided candidates with high 
integrity and impressive profiles to support the existing sample. 
Elite Coach Sample (n=33) 
Elite coaches were purposefully selected as members of the British Olympic 
Association Coaches Advisory Group (1995), and contacted via telephone and 
personal corrununication requesting their inclusion in the study (n - 14), remaining 
participants (n - 19) were included as a result of either snowball sampling through 
peer recognition, or as potential information rich subjects (elite coaches) working with 
elite athletes by the research investigator in line with the inclusion criteria. 
Elite Athlete Sample (n-37) 
71c elite athlete sample (n - 37) was the third sample to be invited to participate in 
the study. The researcher had personal contact with a large number of athletes due to 
consultancy experience and athlete profilcs were considcQ to be information rich 
participants (n - 12). Tbrough purposeful sampling elite coaches and intcrvicwccs 
were invited to suggest athletes with whom they work as potential information rich 
cases who satisf icd the necessary criteria for the investigation. Such snowball 
procedures resulted in a further 25 participants. 
4.8 The Interview In context 
The invcstigator conducted intcrvicws both facc to facc at cqch participants prcfcrrcd 
location, which included home residences, work places or training locations and also 
through telephone interviews. Participants had the choice of cach type of interview/ 
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location and 68 (75 % of total sample) participants were interviewed facc to face. All 
interviews were tape-recorded, lasted between 50 and 100 minutes and were later 
transcribed verbatim and returned to participants for accuracy checking and possible 
modification. Eighty-six (96 %) of all intcrvicwccs returned transcripts, all were 
reviewed and personally signed, with five, (4 %) non-rctums. 
In phenomenological tradition, it was necessary to identify the essential requirement 
of phenomenological reduction or bracketing which is completed to suspend belief so 
that preconceptions and presuppositions arc put aside and the true phenomenon or 
essence is revealed (Crotty, 1996). It is through such procedure that allows 
participants to reveal the experience in its true form, and brackcting by the researcher 
reduces the possible contamination of the data. Such approaches were considcrcd as 
important to the current study as bracketing within each interview process and 
avoidance of colouring the respondents' views and perceptions of mcntal toughness 
were considered crucial to establishing the foundation of the grounded theory. 
Although obviously aware of certain issues, which surrounded the rcscarch question, 
the researcher attempts to adopt a detached position where any previous personal 
views and assumptions arc suspended during the interview process. Bracketing 
thereby allows participants interviewed to offer their experiences without intcrview 
contamination and therefore let accounts reveal the phenomenon in its 'true form'. 
The real purpose of the interview is to attempt to get to the meaning of the lived 
experience of the participant without any subtle influence on responses. I Iowcvcr, 
such practice is difficult, particularly when skills such as the use of rcflcction, 
clarification and the request for examples and conveyance of interest through 
listening techniques arc required. 
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By adopting an unstructured, informal approach the rcscarchcr considered it the most 
appropriate in order to secure the personal and private perceptions of respondents. 
Given that interviews were more than likely to be one- off encounters due to 
participant availability the researcher adopted an inforinai approach within a formally 
arranged single data collection session. In selective cases participants were asked for 
follow up interviews which allowed for elaboration on emergent thematic material 
(more advanced theoretical sampling), although due to difficulty in availability of 
subjects, these were relatively few in number, only accounting for 25% of total 
sample and possibly an investigation limitation. 
The interviewer decided to ask participants a set of open ended neutral questions to 
provide the participant the opportunity to offer their initial perceptions before the 
interview became owned by the respondent and considered wider issues related to the 
topic. The following extract is a section of the interview script cmploycdAithin the 
study. 
The two initial questions offered were: 
1. Do you accept the term mental toughness and have you used it at all in your past 
experience? 
Elaboration probe a) If so, how do you attempt to explain it? I need to fully 
understand how you have used it in certain situations and what it consisted of? 
Thinking back, what factors contributed to mental toughness? Arc you able to 
describe and explain them in detail? 
Elaboration probe b: If not, do you prefer any other explanation that you may wish to 
offer, to better explain/ interpret the concept? Then using your own words/tcrms how 
do you attempt to explain it? 
2. Can you think of a personal experience in which you have displayed what you 
consider to be mental toughness? 
Elaboration probe: 
If yes - Can you think of that experience and describe and explain it in as much detail 
as it happened? 
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Each participant was contacted and asked to confirin their inclusion, the rights for 
data to be used in write up and any rejcctions were respected, and subsequent data 
ignored. Non-rcturns (n - 5,4 % of total sarnplc) were followed up to check for 
participant responses. The return of data to participants for vcrifica6on in qualitative 
study is a method of enhancing data credibility and is known as member checking 
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985) and this was administered securing a high response rate 
(90%+ of total sarnple). 
During final transfer within write up, quotation segments that may readily Identify a 
participant were deleted and the researcher attempted to or-curatcly portray and report 
data whilst maintaining conf idcntiality. All data was then archivcd for audit purposes. 
4.9 Interpretation and Evaluation of the chosen method 
11c first important point which must be explained with regards the method of data 
collection and the subsequent interpretation of the data for analysis purposes is the 
debatable issue of employing what must be considered as a diluted form of 
phenomenological inquiry. The IPA (data interpretation) provides the substance and 
meaningful foundation for the initial raw data themes (key point codes) within the 
grounded theory framework. It is acknowledged that to complete a pure 
phenomenological study that attempts to encompass the totality of the 'lived 
experience' by respondents needs to consider much more than the collection of verbal 
data for transcription analysis (Giorgi and Giorgi, 2004). Ibis must be considcrcd as a 
methodological limitation within the current study as it is accepted that more happens 
within the research setting than is merely recorded by data. - 
This research is using phenomenological method and basic interpretation of data 
merely to add substance and resonance to cmcrgcnt themes within the grounded 
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theory development. It is not attempting to provide a complete 'lived experience' 
account on the nature of the circumstances, contextual influences and social 
interactions that contribute to a personal experience that an intense phenomenological 
study would provide, such as conducted by Rees, Smith and Sparkcs (2003) when 
investigation the social support of spinal injury sportsmen. The major objective is 
having the participant retrospectively recall a personal event that they can draw upon 
to help explain how they perceive mcntal toughness. This falls far short of what must 
be considered as a complete 'lived experience' account that requires intense 
prolonged engagement with participants. 
Thc researcher acknowledges that it is a rather ambitious attempt to integrate two 
approaches, but given the somewhat diluted nature of the phenomenological method 
to provide substance to the conccptualisation of themes and categories of a grounded 
theory of mental toughness the researcher fccls the decision is justificd. 
The key for the interpretation of data in this study is to explore how respondents 
rcflcct and draw upon their personal experiences and interpret such situations so as to 
provide a personal detailed description of what mcntal toughness is and means to 
them. It does not attempt to go beyond that main objective; it is for the most part 
considered retrospective description. 
The phenomenological approach is merely driving the search for psychological 
meaning as lived by the participant. Given the detailed personal account what is it tlýat 
makes them describe mcntal toughness In a particular way? It is acknowledged by the 
researcher that retrospective descriptions arc not the only potential source of 
phenomenological inquiry. 
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4.10 Procedurcs for analysis of lntcrvicw data 
Ile purpose of this section is to provide dctail of how the researcher intends to 
confront the raw data, outline the coding procedures and týcn provide explanation on 
how the researcher interpreted and subsequently evaluated the data. 
When considering important issues such as coding, interpretation and data analysis 
the researcher needed to carefully consider the two phase process which would 
accommodate both the phenomenological processes of the data that underpins the 
theoretical model and the development of the emergent grounded theory. 
Reference is made to Figure 4.1 (p. 80) which demonstrates the early phases of the 
research process and outlines the important coding phase following transcription and 
member checking of interview data by participants. 
4.11 Initial stage of data analysis - (Phase 1) Interpretative Phenomenological 
Analysis (111A) 
The first stage of analysis is dedicated to meticulous transcription review and the 
search for themes in the first case. Tbc researcher has to become familiar with the 
narrative and use annotations to highlight text which is interesting or significant based 
on what the respondent has offered. This is regarded as free tcxtual analysis in 
phenomenological inquiry and open coding within grounded theory analysis. 
Such procedures are Included within the initial phase of a3 step phenomenological 
process of data analysis as highlighted in Figure 4.1, these being: 1) reduction, 2) 
description and 3) seeking out essence within the data (Giorgi, 1997). 
Given that die researcher has successfully managed psychol9gical reduction (stcpl) 
the main focus initially should be on the identification of descriptivc and meaningful 
content matter in relation to the rcscarch question. At thi s stage no restrictions are 
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applied in terms of making notes or annotations when interpreting the text. Some text 
may be extremely relevant whilst other parts may well be totally irrelevant. The 
researcher may highlight salient words, phrases or consider key points which 
surnmarisc or paraphrase salient data. Associations and possible relationships I>ct%kvcn 
themes may appear at this stage of preliminary interpretation. As the initial coding 
proceeds some points or connections may be reinforced whilst unique points surface. 
The entire transcript is coded and then the process is repeated to filter out less relevant 
content and focus primarily on resonant material. This process is repeated a number of 
times (step 2). At this stage material is carefully considered for salient phrases and 
meaningful content matter which captures the essential quality of what was found in 
the text (step3). 
This process of converting initial notes into meaningful themes or key points in 
response to the question asked is known as transformation within phenomenological 
inquiry and is an important process which should be meticulously performed. It is 
likely that numerous themes emerge from each paragraph of tcxt, given the 
respondent is answering the question in an astute manner and the number of emerging 
themes rcflccts the richness of a particular passage of material. 
The extract that follows shows preliminary phenomenological analysis (111A) for a 
small section of the interview with an Adventurer / Explorer, who was one of the first 
participants in the study. 
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INITIAL NOTES RAW DATA 
DIRECT LNTERVIFW TRANSCRIPT THEME-5- 
KEYCODE 
Int TRANSFOILSIATION 
7lic first thing I try to do Is to ask people about their experiences (IPA) 
and to provide me with an example of what the most 
demanding activity Is that you have participated in when you Demanding activity have demonstrated what you think mental toughness Is ? 
Family concerns 
Puts climbing in 
perspective In 
S. 
Rightý well the most dernanding activity that I have Demanding activity 
relation to more participated 
in at the moment is having a family with two 
important things In boys with a life threatening illness and besides that Dealing with Life 
life - contextual climbing Everest seems pretty straightforward. Threatening Illness 
differences exist ( of others) 
S 
Do you want sornething that Is purely an expedition type 
Other more 
of thing? 
*mentally tough, Int 
related issues In 
wider life 
. Really up to you what you wish to talk about. 
perspective 
I'hat's an interesting point that you have brought up them, 
because when we do put it in perspective and the thing you have 
May have numerous 
Just mentioned in the terms of scaling things climbing 
examples to offer mountains, 
how Is that mentally 
tough ? 
We thresicninj 
activity S. 
Extreme Stress 71c thing about a mountain expedition Is although It Life threatening 
Environment but can be life threatening, to life and limb and it his activity 
can also un-stressful moments of extreme hard work and stress, it's In an 
environment which is friendly, calm, peaceful and in Extreme hard work Different pressures many ways a wonderful escape from the pressures of than normal life urban life, or suburban lire perhaps I should say. In nuny Stress ( negatlvt) 
Escape from ways an expedition is a very un-stressful thing I would 
pressures - its say. 
Pressure of urban 
enjoyable 
life 
alternative 
Stress Interpretation 
Interpretation of 
Stress Is down to 
Tsble4.3 Example of preliminary IPA coding and thematic emergence 
The process which is outlined is applied to die entire transcript. 7be researcher firstly 
makes the initial notes in the lcil hand column and applies intcrprctative analysis. 
Then on the second review of die transcript adds the thematic titles which arc bascd in 
the meaningful interpretation of the material. In doing so. 'Initial notei are 
transformed into concisephrases which. ains to capture the essential quality o1what 
Waffound in the text. 77se themes move the rmponsc to a ilightly higher level of 
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abstraction and may Involve more psychological terminology'(Smith and Osborn, 
2004, p. 66). 
The aim is to rind interpretations which allow theoretical connections within and 
across the cases and which arc grounded in the context of the narrative. Ile 
t=formation may involve repetitive coding and reinforcement of themes which adds 
resonance and meaning to them but care has to be taken that the meanings attached to 
themes are extremely similar. 
The coding exercise is repeated for concurrent interviews and the data is then 
imported into NUD*IST software package for further data coding which involves the 
creation of data index trees and search and retrieval exercises to facilitate locating 
connections between important thematic phrases and key words. It is at this initial 
stage of the data analysis that the most important feature of phenomenological inquiry 
is performed and meanings arc attached to the narrative. Tbc key words (initial 
themes) to which meanings arc attached provide the structural framework for the 
continuing analysis which attempts to connect themes which adopt concept qualities 
due to the similarity of meaning and contextual relationships. 
Tbcmatic coding for additional properties whilst also developing relationships 
between concepts is a dynamic process. Interview transcripts arc analysed for 
phenomenological meaning, transformed and codcd and then imported into the 
NUD*IST prograrnmc to be converged within a database for thematic relevance e. g. 
sclkonridencc and belief, or having self-control ctc. 
An applied cx=plc from the study illustrates the coding process as sclr-conridcncc 
was codcd from a transcript with an equestrian coach as: 
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INITIAL NOTES DIRECT INTERVIEW TRANSCRI PT RAW DATA 
(IPA) TIIE. **IES- 
Confidence is 
basically related to 
Confldence ... I mean you have got to have 
KEYCODE 
TRANSFORMATION 
ones sense of self. confldence 
In yourse(fin the long term and one 
Self belief is the wouldn't I suppose 
be resilient and mentayy tough 
foundation of all enough to stick at 
it through thick and thin ifyou 
confidence and this 
didn 't really believe that)-ou are good enough to do Self Confidence 
provides the mental 
toughness to sustain *Noted link to self belief 
ones detcrrninadon 
to succeed. People Elite Coach 2. Equestrian 
have to believe they 
are good enough 
deep down inside. 
Table 4.4 Ex2mnlp nf 1111A sind them2fir endInty nf Self Confidence 
From a phenomenological perspective the coach is attaching meaning to sclf 
confidence in ones ability and implies it has durable qualities which arc required 
through both positive and negative experiences. Therefore by using phenomenological 
analysis (EPA) the data assumes more meaningful intcrprctation. 
Ile above example coded the independent theme as sclf-conridence but also an 
cmergcnt link was notcd to the thcme of sclf. bclicf. Furthcr cxampics dcmonstratc 
that sclf-conridcnce was intcrprctcd slightly diffcrcntly: 
IINITIALNOTES 
(IPA) 
When considering self. 
confidence as an important 
component of mental 
toughness the coach 
highlighted that self. 
confidence may well be very 
specific and have state like 
characteristics, which is not 
dissimilar to self-efficacy or 
Usk specific confidence. In 
this cast confidence items 
from being technically 
proficient. 
DIIIECT INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT RAW DATA 
THEMES. 
KEYCODE 
TRAINSFOPUSIATION 
Talking about the super elite, they say that 
selfconfidence is notjust something that 
you have. it is something that comesfrom 
technical confidence and thty always say 
thalyou need to get thatflm 
Elite Coach 20 - Canoe Slalom 
Confidence is task specific you jedsome People who arejust so 
and related to perceptions of conflJent on a Me and they are 
ability. When people attempt unbelievably stiVulpeople at their spectfic different skills which they craft and then you We them Off(hor/P Me have lower ability or are and theyfall to pieces, thfyjustfall apart. 
self confidence 
technIcal confidence 
self confidence-task 
sptclfIC 
(self CMCACY) 
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unfamiliar with it is reflected 77ity can't talk to people; they can't live in 
dvir performance. different social environments. 
Confidence is directly related 
to ability to perform and what 
people Oak they are capable Elite Coach 32. Cycling 
of doing. 
I-able4.5 Examples of I I'A and thematic coding of Self Confldcnce/Sclf Efficacy 
Such diversity of interpretation and ways in which people perceive aspects of mcntal 
toughness is the reason why such methods were adopted within the present study-, to 
explore such individual interpretation. Applied examples from the investigation which 
illustrate the coding process within anxiety control for the elite athlete and elite coach 
s=plcs include: 
INITIAL NOTES 
(IPA) 
D EWTHANSCRIPT PAW DATA 
THEMES- 
KEYCODE 
TRAINSFORMATION 
Need to explore which type 
of amicty --cognitive or 
somatic? flow is anxiety 
related to mind control. 
follow this point up 
71c mcntally tough 
perfortners do not change 
their mental approach even 
when the pressure is on. 71ey 
stay relaxed and composed in 
critical rnornents. 
Mental toughness is about 
being able to control the 
nerves. Tbe coach perceives 
that athletes anxiety to be a 
direct result of the pressure of 
selection procedures which 
precede major 
championships. When 
swirruning an Olympic trial 
the n-xntally tough 
performers hold their nerve 
and perrorm well despite the 
pressure of selection being 
over them 
Imean ... certainly. pu are dealing with 
anxiefy and mind control. 
Elite Athlete 7- Pentathlon dealing with anxiety 
They took like they stay relaxed and they 
will knock aboutandstuff, but when 11gen staying rtlazc& 
close they will do exactly the same thing. critical momtnts 
Elite Athlete 30- Badminton 
Having nervej, or being able to control the 
nerves... thatprobably comes into mental 
toughness. To actually get onto the team, 
because there is an awful lot ofpressure on 
them when they are swimming the 00-mple 
trials or any major games 
Elite Coach 21-Swimming 
Controlling the nerves is 
related to holding it together They 
havejust got to be able to control 
In a critical pressure situadon their nerVes oti that 
level, at any major 
such as a Commonwealth 
fin&L There is no room for 
Games. We havejust had the 
Commonwealth games and to win the top 
to win the rold medal they have to 
controllIng the nerves 
(performance related) 
controlling the nerves 
(ptrfornunce related) 
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amr, it has to be complete completely control their nerves. 
comml. Elite Coach 17- SwlmmJng 
Table 4.6 E12MPICS of IPA and thematic coding of Anxiety Control within the Elite 
Athlete/ Elite Coach samples 
I 
It is quiet possible for anxiety to be created by many other situations, but the main key 
point code being the presence of anxiety and the ability to control the nervcs. In a way 
the key point codes (initial themes) provide the psychological characteristics of 
mental toughness but the phenomenological analysis provides the substance and the 
meaning attached to such data to support the conccptualisation and theoretical 
development of mcntal. toughness. 
Within phenomenological investigations the potential for individual differences and 
variation in how people perceive things, objects and situations is accepted at face 
value. No pcrsonal biases are attached to how individuals may perceive their life 
world. In many ways differences arc viewed as evidence that pcopic can and do 
interpret things difTcrcntly and meanings are subscqucntly attached to these 
experiences. 
7bis section has considered the data analysis procedures for preliminary 
conccptualisation and offers direct cx=plcs in support. It attempts to explain the 
rationale and justification of the adopted method, a description of the method 
(interview) and also design and procedural issues concerned with sampling. It also 
offers explanation related to the process of interpretation and evaluation of the data 
within preliminary analysis. 7he following section will now focus on the later stages 
of theoretical conceptual isation. 
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4.12 The Integration of Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis ( IPA) & 
Emergent Grounded Theory In conceptualisation and theory development of 
Mental Toughness ( phase 2) 
It is at this stage the researcher considers methodological qonvcrgcncc between two 
forms of qualitative analysis, that of emergent grounded theory and phcnomcnological 
analysis (IPA). It is basically a question of searching for connecting themes and 
relationships between (key point codes and concepts) which emerge from within the 
data. 
Analytical and theoretical ordering which attempts to make sense of the connections 
between themes is the next phase of the analysis. Because the rcscarchcr was intent on 
developing a conceptual model of mental toughness and the formation of a 
substantive theory, it was decided to proceed with grounded theory analysis following 
the initial phenomenological data coding, ývhich established fficaningrul themes and 
concepts and supported conceptual analysis and theory development. 
As in the initial phase of data interpretation the application of phenomenological 
analysis will attempt to provide substance and meaning to the relationships between 
emergent themes, concepts and categories. The process involves more analytical / 
theoretical ordering as the researcher attempts to make connections bctwccn cmcrgcnt 
themes. Some of these will cluster together and others may emerge as super ordinate 
concepts which provide more meaningful links to the relationships between themes 
and assist in making sense of them. Such a process is iterative and involves close 
interaction between reader and text. Smith and Osbom, (2004) explain the process as: 
'as a researcher one is drawing on ones's Interpretative resources to make sense of 
what the person Is saying, but at the same time one Is constantly checking ones'own 
sense making against what the person actually sald'(p. 5 1). 
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The research process progresses into axial coding procedures (phase 2 coding) as 
outlined in Figures 3.1 (pp. 49-50) and 4.1 (p. 80), whilst also performing concurrent 
open coding with fresh interview transcriptions. 
As the research process proceeds interviews are transcribed, scrutiniscd, coded and 
imported into the generic database of material for conceptual integration and 
theoretical development. Ile researcher is aiming to respect both convcrgcnccs and 
divergences in the data findings which rccognisc and respect that accounts from 
participants are potentially similar but also different. Ile phenomenological inquiry 
provides the meaningful analysis of thematic content and convergence whilst the 
grounded theory attempts to provide later stage conceptual and theoretical 
development. 
4.13 Evaluation of the Methods of Investigation used In the research 
paradigm employed. 
The researcher dedicated a great deal of thought into the adoption of the most 
appropriate and suitable method to ýtudy mcntal toughness from within a naturalistic 
research paradigm. In consideration of previous work in the area and the aims and 
objectives of the study in mind the rcscarchcr chose a fairly ambitious integrated 
research approach which included combining phenomenological mcthod, IPA and 
emcrgent groundcd thcory analysis. 
The decision to employ such an integrated approach was driven by the search for 
meaning and the quest for a rc-intcrprctation and conccptualisation of mcntal 
toughness which is based on a sound theoretical framework. This the researcher 
believes has not previously been achieved, as mcntal toughness research has almays 
attempted to seek out some form of consensus of agreement (Jones et at, 2002) on 
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what it is, as opposed to accepting possible differences in how the concept is 
perceived and explained by individuals. 
Based on this point, the researcher fcclsiustiricd in adopting such research approach. 
The inclusion of interpretative phenomenological method and prcliminary analysis 
was deemed as a necessity in order to provide the search for meaning and an attempt 
to provide evidence as to how individuals attempt to make sense of what menial 
toughness is to them. Ibis provides another dimension to improve on previously 
reported findings. 
At the risk of failing foul of potential method slurring the researcher believes the 
adoption of an integrated approach provides the most cffcctive way to studying the 
perception of mental toughness from three distinct samples. It is also acknowledged 
that combining two approaches is a contentious issue and that a researcher needs to 
accept the limitations of one chosen method, and often this choice cannot be fully 
justifled (Giorgi and Giorgi, 2004). 1 lowcvcr, in doing so the researcher feels that by 
combining the strengths of two approaches the project will yield a deeper explanation 
as to the conceptual and theoretical understanding of what mcntal toughness really is 
as a psychological concept. 
4.14 Evaluation of the chosen method 
Evaluation of the methods cmploycd within any qualitative investigation is directly 
related to the following issues: 
I. What the chosen method appropriate for answering the research question? 
2. The ability of the researcher to implcmcnt die chosen method in gathering quality data for 
meaningful analysis. Tte method is basically a 'tool' to g3thcr data and the researcher 
becomes the tool which ultimately influcnccs the quality of the data. 
I 71c successful achievement orgitlicring high quality data for analysis. 
4. The credibility and trustworthiness achieved within the data gathering process. 
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5. Acknowledgement of potcntial limitations of the mcthod employcd. 
6. Consideration of possible modifications for future research. 
In consideration of previous discussion within the chapter, comments will only be 
directed at evaluating the effectiveness of phenomenological interview method in 
gathering meaningful data, potential limitations and possible modifications. 
Although it was considered to be a totally appropriate method with many strengths 
and being unique to the study of mental toughness, the researcher did encounter 
method concerns during the project. 
The method generated high quality, information rich data at the preliminary stages of 
the study which resulted in a solid foundation of key code themes on which to build 
the emergent theory. However, the method also produced masscs of irrelevant data 
that required riltcring and this was totally disproportionate to the actual data that was 
used in the analysis. Time spent on verbatim tj=cription, coding and member 
checking documentation was at times hardly cost cffcctivc. Although the skill of the 
interviewer may be a factor, the openness of the questioning technique provides the 
participant open licence to drift off the actual focus of the question, misinterpret the 
point and offer what results in poor quality data which is eventually discarded. 
Overall a highly time consuming exercise which requires modification to filter out 
irrelevant data if favour of more meaningful material pertinent to the research 
question. An exercise of selective coding would be more suitable and a reduction in 
the amount of verbatim transcription and coding would allow more time to be spent 
on treating salient data. The objective of treating data Is to focus on what is most 
meaningful and the whole process of interview data analysii requires a more focused 
approach. 
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Tbe phenomenological questioning approach which allows the participant to drive the 
dialogue is extremely valuable in generating meaningful data in the first instance, but 
when further elaboration is required to explore emergent concepts and categories then 
it has to be adapted and modified accordingly to cater for more elaborate questioning. 
This was one area the study may have been improved. Prolonged engagement is 
required to explore emergent data and this has been noted as a research limitation. 
On rcflcction fewer participants should have been engaged with dcrinite opportunities 
for follow up interviews to further explore the emergent data. Interviewing additional 
participants to gathcr data results in duplication and reinforcement of existing material 
which is fine but it offers minimal return in terms of new material. The study required 
more second and third phase interviews to explore developing conccptualisation. In 
the confirmcd cases when rc-engagcmcnt was possible it did produce the quality dam 
Ile successful achievement of gathering high quality data vAthin this approach can 
ultimately be decided on the intcrvicwing skills of the researcher. Tbcy need to ask 
the most appropriate questions at the right time, with the astute decision making skills 
to intcdcct and offer elaboration questions to explore the answers with the most 
penetrating cffcct, Knowing when to ask a question and when to delay ?r probe for 
more data based on the response is what generates quality data. Additional skills such 
as avoiding presuppositions and assuring phenomenological reduction are cffcctivcly 
applied during the interview process are also crucial. 
77he major strengths and limitations of the chosen method can be summarised as 
follows in Tablc 4.7. 
Perceived Strengths Perceived Limitations 
Evidence it generates high quality It generates too much irrelevant data 
meaningful data from a I* person which is not useful in the eventual 
perspective. Provides a very different analysis (results arid discussion 
approach to other qualitative methods. sections). Extremely time dependent and 
tabour intensive to locate the quality data 
and reject the masses of irrelevant 
Provides a deeper understanding of a material that such an approach produces. 
complex mental characteristic as an 
alternative to existing research 
understanding If no research consensus exists on the 
true meaning of mental toughness then it 
Allows individual interpretation to becomes an enigma and ticks usefulness 
dcrmnstrate the possibility that such in attempting to develop and apply 
complex mental concepts have a strategies to improve it. It assumes multi 
potential multiplicity of meaning -dimensionality qualities that require 
attached to thern. Some research extremely irkbvidualiscd approaches to 
questions require the adoption of a understanding and explaining it. 
naturalistic paradigm method to fully 
discover the true meaning of what a 
concept is perceived to be. There may be a presupposition that the 
person actually fully understands the 
" Avoids presuppositions, assumptions and issue and has the knowledge and 
existing beliefs of what a concept is. understanding to articulate the true 
Takes a neutral stance and lets the meaning of what is being investigated. 
evidence emerge from within the 
participant. Considers reality to be only 
true from the 'insiders' perspective. Extremely difficult to perform in terms 
of implementation. Time allocation to 
" Relatively easy to prepare in terms of conduct interviews, transcription. coding 
script presentation and interview and analysis. 
preparation Research skills required for successfid 
implementation are numerous and they 
drive the quality of the eventual data for 
" Very useful for gaining an in depth analysis ( interview questioning 
perspective on a personal life event/ technique, coding etc 
experience which allows prolonged 
engagement ( repeat interviews) to Needs to be cautiously integrated Mthin 
explore further conceptualisation. Needs combined studies which do not allow 
to consider small samples (a <10) due to prolonged engagement or involve large 
large data generation. sample numbers. If go, a diluted version 
of the method with selective 
transcription coding and analysis should 
be adopted. 
rable 4.7 Summary evaluation of the chosen method employed within the study 
The researcher fccls the choice of method was wholly appropriate for the purpose of 
the study in attempting to answer the rcsc=h question. There is no doubt that it did 
produce high quality data for analysis within all sarnple groups. Table 4.7 shows that 
the method had much strength in terms of generating data but also limitations and 
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concerns attached to it. Major problems emerged due to issues related to time 
dedicated to transcription, member checking and analysis, sampling prcKcdurcs and 
the ambitious attempt to integrate the method into a grounded theory methodological 
framework. On rcflcction, tighter control should have been exercised on initial 
sampling and greater attempt should have been made to secure prolonged engagement 
to fully explore conccptualisation of the emergent data (i. e. fewer subjects and more 
repeat interviews). Overall, the benefits of the method outweigh the problems 
associated with it, if the objective is purely to generate high quality data. 
In total 91 interviews were completed and lastcd approximately 60-90 minutes. All 
were tape recorded in their entirety, tr=scribcd vcrbitim and yielded on average 20 
single typed pages each. These were then subjected to trustworthiness member 
checking procedures where participants were invited to review, check for accuracy of 
transcription and return data for analysis. Member checking procedures achieved over 
a 95 % success rate across three sarnplcs. Although it is acknowledged that too many 
single case interviews were conducted for data analysis, it is also believed by the 
rcsc=hcr that the data provides the most comprehensive and complete account of 
what 'mental toughness' is to date and advances previous understanding from within 
3 discrete sarnplcs. 
4.15 The use of computer assisted data analysis 
It seems there is now a perceived lcgitimisation of qualitative research through such 
software packages, as recently published work in respcctcdjoumals reports its use 
within its data analysis (Jackson, Dover, and Mayocchi, 1998a; Bull et at, 2005). The 
software packages accelerate mechanical searches and the retrieval of data in the 
analytical process as it allows the construction, organisation and management of an 
index system of raw data in the form of data categories or nodes to be manipulated 
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and explored. Ile QSR. NUDIST ( 1997) computer package cmploycd within this 
study is really only a facilitating tool and cannot be viewed as a substitute for the 
rigorous analytical process itself which considers how the data is treated, the 
conccptualisation of data and how it is meaningfully interpreted and cxplained. 
4.16 Summary 
This chapter has attempted to provide a rationale and justification of the chosen 
method (phenomenological interview) and also to consider the notion of congruence/ 
compatibility with IPA and emergent grounded theory. considered crucial to 
investigation credibility. 
Sections were devoted to describing and explaining the method and considered design 
and procedural issues with potential limitations included. Selective examples were 
offered to explain the preliminary coding within initial theory generation through 
coding, conccptualisation and categorization processes. The chapter finally addressed 
both the strengths and limitations of the method employed. Future modifications %NiH 
be suggested in Chapter 7, where an overall critical evaluation of the study will be 
presented. 
'Me following results chapter will focus more specifically on data coding, conceptual 
integration, categorization comparisons, and formulation of core categories within 
samples, which ultimately provide the basis for the grounded theory of mental 
toughness. 
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CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS 
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5.1 Results 
This purpose of this chapter is to present the results from the thrce sample groups 
using a combination of phenomenological IPA (Smith & Osborn, 2004) and grounded 
theory analysis (Glascr, 1992). It initially shows how key coded data emerges into 
conccpt and thcn catcgory formation, which subscqucntly devclops into a groundcd 
theory in the follo%ing discussion chaPtcr (6). 77his is supported by detailed source of 
inicrview data and sclcctivc dircct quotations. 
As a general overview, Table 5.1 below provides a thematic breakdown of data 
themes generated. It shows key point codes, emergent I" order concepts, higher order 
categories and eventually core categories. 
ADVENTURER/ ELITE ELITE 
EXPLORER ATHLETE COACHES 
(N-21) (N-37) (N-33) 
RAW DATA 
THEMES 
Key Point codes) 78 126 104 
I" ORDER 16 24 20 
CONCEPTS 
IIIGIIER ORDER 6 7 6 
CATEGORIES 
CORE 
CATEGORY 
Table 5.1: Thematic breakdown of 3 sample groups 
Although it is dcbatabic if saturation is cvcr achievcd, intervicws with 21 participants 
in the Adventure / explorer sample, 33 in the Elite Coach and 37 in the Elite athlete 
cohort registered marginal returns from further data coding and thematic analysis. The 
subsequent breakdown for each cohort is shown in dctail In appendices A, B and C, 
Volurrie 1. The tables provide details of the direct source of infomiation within cach 
sample in rclation to cach conccpt. Tbcsc may contain numcrous citations to 
substantiate each concept within and across interviews. 
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Data analysis - Grounded theory codes, concepts and categories: 
As a general guideline to help explain the coding process from which emergent 
findings were derived, Figure 5.1 diagrammatically shows the different phases of the 
grounded theory analysis including initial IPA coding and transformation into key 
point codes. 
Constant Comparison Procedures 
Interview 
1--I r- 
Passage 
Key Concept 
04TA 
IPA 000. Point =000, Fomation 
Initial notes and Code transfortnation 
-1 14 -1 
calesofy Core 
Fomulation 
MOO. 
Cat'cgorics 
(synLhesis) 
Open Coding with Phenomenological 
-4 b dIA-11 ...... Azl&IC*dlng 
Figure 5.1 Coding processes adopted within the NfentalTouChncss study 
Glaser (1992) suggests key point coding as a useful method of avoiding over- 
conccptualisation when conducting micro -analysis, another pointed criticism of 
Strauss (1987) and his commitment to conccptualisation of data. Because of the 
enormous amount of data being generated identifying key points from raw data were 
registered therefore allowing concepts to emerge. Miles and I lubcnnan (1994) also 
advocate the use of key point coding when addressing qualitative rcscarch questions 
as a protection against data overload. 
An example of early coding within the adventure sample Is provided in Table 5.2 to 
illustrate die results of open coding. *Tbc entire transcript for Adventurer 2 was coded 
from transcript direct quolation, via IPA and transformed into specific key code 
themes. When possible, meaningful statements were used for thematic labels. 
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Interview Test for 111A transformation Codes (Key point) Participant 
11syour own sense oftersonal direction andyour Sense of Direction Adv 2- Male 
stjýbelle f Self Belief Mountaineer 
I'm pushing my envelope but being realistic Taking a risk Adv 2- Mile 
Being re listic Mountaineer 
Its about making sensible decisions, sometimes Adv 2. Male 
the correct decision Is to turn back ' Effective decisions Mountaineer 
Alaking logicalludgements soyou have the best Effective decisions Adv 2- Male 
_posfible chance ofsuccess 
Mountaineer 
To continue making rational decisions In Rational decisions under Adv 2- Male 
_. physically 
demanding conditions pressure Mountaineer 
Lift experience, wisdomfrom experience Wisdom from experience Adv 2 -Mile 
develops Aff Mountaineer 
; f'hen things go wrong andyou keeping going. Experiencing failure Av- ae 
Mountaineer 
I don't believe Infallurt. No acceptanct of failure Ady 2. Male 
Mountaineer 
Sel(awartness Is one ofthe most important things StirinnerAwarcntsi Ady 2. Mile 
- LI 
Mountaineer 
Table 5.2 Example or selective key point coding ( Open Coding) for Interview Adv 2, 
Mountaineer/ Climber 
Tbe advcnturc participant abovc (Adventurcr/ Explorcr 2, Mountainccr) rcgistcrcd a 
total of 19 references to mental toughness Additional coded themes from the above 
participant includcd control of strcss, dcaling with prcssurc, coping with dcath, 
control of cgo, having personal challenge, dealing with pain and having full attention 
on task. In each case the raw data is interpreted through I PA for its meaningful 
content and this is used to formulate the coded key point. In the above example 
duplication of themes emerge and IPA allows more in depth analysis, to reveal that 
cffective decision making involves being courageous and acceptance that failure, even 
though difficult needs to be accepted when making correct decisions. Additionally 
cffcctive dccision making is a complcx proccss and involvcs numcrous factors which 
include logical judgement, the physical / cognitive nature of the task, and an element 
of risk taking. Similarly, clite coach and clitc athicte intcrviýws wcrc being 
undertakcn and bcing codcd simultancously to form thcir own distinct databascs. 
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Interviews proceeded and a broad database was progressively constructed with key 
coded emergent themes being layered within existing structures or new coded themes 
being added within each distinct database. 
Table 5.3 demonstrates examples of initial coding of key points for the Adventure 
Explorer sample. Each individual interview generated a coded prorilc that could be 
accessed through immediate retrieval for referencing and comparison purposes (see 
Appendix 4, Volume 2, for prortle example). As data emerges it allowed comparisons 
to be made within sample groups of key points that may have similarities within their 
coding references. Such cross comparisons allow the formation of concepts and 
subsequently category formation within the emergent theory. 
It also demonstrates that each individual prortle contains subtle differences and this 
provides evidence that perceptions of mental toughness within discrete sample groups 
do vary considerably. No two profilc reports offer exactly the same combinations of 
mental toughness characteristics and are fairly idiosyncratic. This in itself provides 
justification for the adoption of inclusion of a phenomenological approach to 
analysing the data. The massive variation of individual differences related to 
perceptions of mental toughness demonstrated in each of the discrete sample groups is 
available to the rcader within the appendices a, b and c. The cmcrgcnt concepts from 
within each sample together with the supporting key point codcs (initial themes) and 
the individual sources of data are provided. Such distinctive differences provide 
evidence that perceptions of mental toughness at a base level arc diverse. The second 
phase clustering process which relates associated themes considers conceptual 
relationships. 
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ýt for IPA transformation Codes (Key point) Particirant 
Making sensible decisions, sometimes the right 
decision Is to turn back Effective Decision Making Ady I 
Actually maintainingyourfocus and havingfull 
attention on task Full Attention on Task Ady 2 
Knowing someone else is looking qfieryou Is very Social Support Ady 3 
Important. Helpful and supportive. 
Social Support Ady 4 
Need to turn negatives into positives Control of Negative Thinking Ady 3 
Its important to have a goodpartner and a good Social Support Ady 3 
team 
You climb higher untilyou can't climb any highen 
It's the personal challenge. Personal Challenge Ady 2 
Not much more than having made an assessment 
oftht situation and knowing what the dangers are Decision Making Ady 3 
1 think It 's an ability to keep going under a great 
deal ofpressure without making Handling Pressure Ady 3 
mistakes. 
Decisions under Pressure 
/I is not the lack offear it is absence offear. Absence of Fear Adv 5 
Needed to get out ofa difficult situation by staying Composure under Pressure Adv 7 
calm and composed 
Tablc5.3 Examples or key point (open coded) data rrom the Initial Adventure IExplorer 
Interviews 
In order to consult the emerging key point codes for possible concept development it 
was ncccssary to conduct furthcr intcrvicws to allow such comParisons to be 
conducted. Ile process of cross code comparisons is applied in ordcr to find higher 
ordcr commonality. Such an excrcisc rcquircs cxtcnsivc comparisons Aithin cach 
sample to locate such similarities between coded data. Within cach sample a root 
dircctory is forinulatcd which contains rcfercnccs and scicctivc U=criptions in 
support of each coded theme and material provides the database for concept 
formation. 
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5.2 Adventure/ Explorer Sample- 
The emergence of concepts within open coding 
Some concepts emerged more readily and received repeated endorsements from 
participants and hcnce became immediately substantive (Glaser, 1992). Table 5.5 
provides support for the formation of selective major concepts within the adventure 
explorer sample and the spccific sources of the coded data. 
Concept formation progresses as additional data is processed and codcd and 
relationships arc made between key points. As Interviews progress within a sample 
new data provides fresh ideas and concept formation. One example Is the late 
formation of the concept 'dealing with success and failure' within the adventure 
sample presented below. 
ITIALNOTES INTERVIE EMERGENT KEY CODED 
POINT 
A paradoxical situation where 
success Is an Indication that one 
his not been fully challenged. 
Failure means that one can be 
pushed rurthcr and there 
remains a challenge to strive for. 
Being successful is merely an 
Indicator that one has not been 
truly tested to the ultimate limit. 
Ills perception Implies that 
failing may well be more 
mentally demanding than 
achieving success. 
Your failures are going to be 
times when you actually get to 
the top of a mountain and not 
actually reach your limit. You 
can have a lot of you IC11 
(resources and physical effort 
etc) but so of1cn when you have 
taken It to the limit and failed 
you have actually taken It to 
your very limit. So often your 
failures are Illustrations that 
you have gone to your lImIL 
Whereas reaching the summit 
and being successful you have 
not have had the option 
Table 5.4 Enicraent themes withIn the Adventure/ Ex 
Dealing with failure 
Dealing with success 
Adventurcr/Esplorcr 16- 
Mountaineer/ Climber 
rumple 
Many references were made to the 'nccd to deal with failure' as an important aspect 
of mcntal toughness, but vcry few participants had referred to a succcssful outcome as 
sometimes disappointing. Such individual differences dcmonstrate that for some 
people succeeding is actually viewed as a sign of not being testcd to ones true limits. 
Phenomenological interpretation would suggest that mcntal toughness in dealing with 
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failure means different things to different people and it's down to how one intcrprcts 
failurc and succcss that necds to bc considcrcd morc closcly. 
As a result the concept had considered both contemplating failure and also the need to 
handle success. The complete concept table is shown in appendix A, Volume 1. 
Tablcs of sefcctivc cmergcnt conccpts wiNn the clite coach and the clite athicte 
samples are depicted in Tables 5.6 and 5.7. Complete concept tables arc shown in 
appendiccs B and C, Volumc 1. 
Emergent concept Supporting Codes Source of Dsla 
(Key point Adventure Explorer 
Interviews 
Planning and Goal Setting Forward planning 3,10 
Being realistic 2 
Correct perception of 3.10,20 
challenge 3,20 
Taking the challenge 2,3.10.16 
Personal challenge 5.7,20 
Seeing the big picture Is 
I lav in& a sense of 15 
perspective 
I laving a sense of purpose 5 
The need to be adaptable 2 
and flexible when planning 2,5,16 
1 laving ambition 2 
11 itting your target 2.5.16 
Coping with Anxiety Lack of fear 5.10.15, 
Dealing with negative 
consequences 10,11.15 
Combating worry about 2. 
oneself 2.16 
Combating worry about 15,21.19 
others 16,15,20 
Control of fear 10,11,15.16,20 
Dealing With rký&MlVe self 
talk 2,3,10,13.15.21 
Control thoughts about 
negative consequences 10,11,15,16.20.21 
Coping dealing with death 2.3,10.13,15,20a I 
Effective Decision Making Effective decision making 1.2,4,7,10.15,16,19 
Making decisions under 
pressure 3.18.19 
Wisdom from experience 1,2,7,10 
Making joint decisions 
under pressure 10.16,19 
Patience in Decision making 7,15,16,20,21 
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Self Confidence and Self Self confidence 1,2.3,4,5.8,9,10,13,16.18,19.20 
Positive self talk 19 
Belief I laving self belief 2,5 
Dealing with Failure Acceptance of failure 3 
Experiencing failure 2,3,5.7,10,15,16,17.18.21 
Correctly perceiving failure 3.19 , 
Coping with Stress Composure under pressure 2.3.7.9,10,13.14,15,16,17,20.21 
Situations Dealing with prolonged 
pressure 2,3,4.7.10.13.15.1617,18.19.20.21 
Tolerance of others 10.16 
Mental preparation 
Dealing with pressure from 2.3.10,13,16.17.20.21 
colleagues 
Using humour to reduce 
pressure 16 
Chunking to lessen the 20 
burden 
Self Control Self Control 2.7.10,16.18,21 
Patience 3.21 
Emotional control 5,7,15 
Dealing with death 2,7.10,15.21 
Being unemotional 2,5.7.10,21 
Dealing with anger 10 
Coping with elation 10 
Emotional drive 5 
Physical Fitness Supreme fitness /physical 2,4,6,7.9,10.15.16,20 
state 
Physical / mental link 2,3,19 
. 
Table5.5 The major concepts, supporting key codes and Interview sources ror the 
Adventure/ Explorer sample (n-21) 
Table 5.5 shows the major concepts arc supported by a diverse assortment of 
contributing key point codes. Tbc substantiation of such concepts is rcflcctcd to an 
extent in the amount of supporting themes each receive. The resonance and meaning 
attached to each thematic key code can only be understood by deeper exploration of 
the data, and in some ways quantification of data does not cquate to level of meaning 
attachcd to such conccpts. Both quantity and quality of supporting data in groundcd 
theory is required for a complete in depth analysis. no researcher feels the real value 
of a phcnomcnological approach within the initial coding of data Is an important 
fcaturc of the rcscarch projcct and dcmonstratcs dimsification of Individual 
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pcrccptions within discrete samples. Ile level of abstraction of each concept is 
reflected in the complexity and diversity of the supporting themes. The concepts of 
planning and goal setting, coping with anxiety, cffective decision malcing, coping with 
strcss situations and self control emerge with contributions from many difficrent 
participants. On a slightly higher level the emergent themes which are assumed by 
conceptual labels begin to disguise the individual differences located within the initial 
phenomenological analysis in open coding procedures. This in retrospect maybe 
considered as the important phase of the research project where the two approaches 
adopted for data interpretation begin to differ in their strengths and limitations. 'Me 
phenomenological approach is intent on the discovery of personal meaning and the 
grounded theory, although concerned with emergent inductive analysis of individual 
data is also concerned with conceptual and theoretical development. Whether the 
integration of the two approaches together provides a valuable re-intcrprctation of 
mental toughness is the main objective of adoption of the rcscarch approach. 
53 Elite Coach / Elite Athicte samples - Emergent concepts within Open 
Coding- (see Tables 5.7 and 5.8) 
Tables 5.6 and 5.7 show selective emergent concepts for the clite coach and clite 
athlete samples. Full details of the remaining concepts are shown in Appendices (B & 
Q Volume 1. 
Self Confidence Self confidence 1,2,9.11.12,13.14.16,17,21,23.24,25,27,32,33 
Perception of ability 3,5,6,9.14,15,30, 
Confidence In ability 2,3,9.12.13,16,17,20,23,24,30.32 
Confidence in training 
progranum 23,30,32 
Confidence in coach 23 
Winning confidence 6,8,32 
Technical confidence 13,20,23 
Specific confidence 21 
Absolute Focus Absolute focus 1,2,3,4,9,10,12.13,15.17.18,20,23,24,28,30, 
Maintaining focus 5,19.28,31 
I Living vision 8,20,23 
Consistent focus 1,3,5,23 
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Staying clear headed 2.10.13,23 
Staying in the present 2.20 
Auto pilot 2 
Seeing big picture 17,20,24 
Dealing with Stress & Controlling the nerves 2,4,5,13,16,17,20,21,23. 
Ansfely Dealing with worry about 
performance 2,8,11.16.17,23 
Dealing with worry over 
selection 12.21 
Absence of negatives 13 
Dealing with fear 9,11.23,24,25,32. 
Controlling anxiety & 
I told in& It together 25, 
' 
Staying relaxed 6,13.21.23 
Gaining the F1 ental Edge Ming to the occasion 28 
Big occasion toughness 23 
Not giving anything away 12 
Being single minded 12,13 
Doing the job is 
Being ruthless 4,12,27 
Killer instinct 10 
I fates losing 21 
1 faving a professional 
attitude 8,10.15 
I faving maturity 15 
Living close to the edge 2 
Looking after oneself 12 
Winning mentality 8.12,23.24,32,33 
Not making excuses 22 
Courage and conviction 2,3 
Dealing with Scl-ilacks Dealing with ict-backs 1,3,4,6,12.13.15,16A3,24,27,30.31.32 
Dealing with form lapses 
in form 3,9.12.20 
Losing face 21 
Dealing with Losing 19 
Dealing with Distractions Dealing with external 
distractions 1,2.3,8.12.15.20.21,23.24.32 
Being able to Illock out 2.9.14,13,17,20,23,24,, 27 
liandling Event Pressure I landling IWssure 2,4,5,13,14,18.20,23,28.29,30.32 
Being smart under 
pressure 2.30 
1 landling event pressure 14,23,28,32 
Not feeling over awed on 
the day S 
Self Control Self control 8.9,12.16,23 
Technical control 5.8,9.20 
Stability of control 3 
Being patient 12.13AO. 23 
Control of ego_ L 
1,13,11,20,21.23 
TableS. 6 Emervence of the M2 lor concents rrorn key Point codes within the Ellie 
Coach sample cCdlng process (nu-mber - 33,25m/ So. lFemales In bold on right column 
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Emergent concept Supporting Codes Source of Data 
Ellie Athlete Interviews 
(Key point ) 
Self Confidence Self confidence 1,2,4,6,7,8.10,11,12,14,15,17,19,20,22, 
23.24,25,26,2P9,30,35.37 
Self confidence In ability 1.2.6.7.8.?. l 4.11.19.29.31,32.33.34.33 
Self belief 1,2,6,7,8.9,14,16,19,20,23.2629,31,32,34.35 
Respect from others 2,3,4,6.7,15.20,26ý27,31.32.35,36 
Knowing your tough 31 
State confidence 
On the day confidence 7,20 
In your tearn-mates 2 
In training programme 2,3,6,10,15.19 
4.3.6,9,15,20.26,30, 
Dealing with Mistakes and Dealing with mistakes 1.7,8.9.12,15.16,21.22,23a6.27,29.32,34. 
Setbacks Dealing with setbacks 1,4,7,8.9,11.12.14.15,16.18,19,21,22,23. 
Setbacks cont, 24,25.26,27,29,31.34,35,37 
Dealing with failure 7.20,36, 
Coping with adversity 7,20.25,36 
Proving pcop le wrong 2,6,12.19,29,32,34 
Getting through a difficult 
phase 7,26 
Absolute Focus Being Focused 2,7.14,30,33,35 
Ability to focus 2,3,4,8,10.13,15,16,17,19,21,29.30,34,35 
Mental parking 8,12 
Unconscious quality 6,10,19.2P9 
Staying In the present 35 
In the zone 30 
Not thinking too much 1.26 
Mental-intensity 12,29,34 
Anxiety Control Dealing with anxiety 6.7.16 
Controlling the ncrves 6,7,25,26.30 
Dealing with woffy 7,35 
WorTying about others 30 
Avoiding negative 3,6,8,10.18,19,20,26.29,30.31,33 
thoughts 35 
Avoiding complacency to, 
Re-Intcrprefing anxiety 10,28.30 
Feeling overawed 23.26,27 
Staying relaxed 15,23.26 
Not thinking too much 
Dealing with Situational Media exposure 7, 
Issues Non selection 2,16,29 
Situational problems 2.6.8.9,10.15,16,17,22,2449 
Team pressures 12,16,2"4 
1 laving the opportunity to 
medal 20.36 
Dealing with a life threat 7.17,37 
Dealing with captiincy 12,28,34.36 
Dealing with team mates 6,12,15,20,26,28,29,30.34 
Dealing with different 
conditions 2,8,12,26,33,36 
Travelling lifestyle is 
Llrestyle demands 2,6,9.10,15,19,29 
Determination Determined 3.6,8,9.11.16.18,19,21.22,24,34 
Making sure yov get what 
you want is 
Reaching the intensity 30 
level L 29,14 
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Inner strength 
Inner right 
Channeling your desire 
Total commitment 
I [cart v head 
a 
20 
23 
19a9 
Dealing with Distractions Dealing with distractions 7,8,15,25 
Blocking out 14,35 
Keeping It all In 
perspective 26,35 
Not thinking too much 10,29,31 
Stlf Control Self control 1,2.8.12.1 7.20,23M, 29,32 
Big point control 1,6,8.15.20,26 
Controlofego 19.26 
Self demanding 3.4,15.26 
Refusing to be Intimidated 26 
Making it happen I 
Avoid feeling sorry for 19 
I oneself 
Table 5.7 Emergence of the major concepts from the key point codes within the Elite 
Athlete sample coding process (number - 37,14m/ 23Q. Females In bold on right column 
Ile most striking fcature of both the above tables is that perceptions of mcntal 
toughness are extremely diverse when individual contributions arc considered. 
Additionally, conccpts cmcrge from an assortmcnt of contributing thcmes (kcy point 
codes) showing that perceptions of mcntal toughness differ considerably when 
prcliminary data thcmcs arc considercd. Sclectivc conccpts do havc dominant thcmcs 
whilst othcrs cmerge from an assortmcnt of contributing kcy codes. From a 
phenomenological perspective the divasification of interpretation within preliminary 
coding demonstrates how people perceive the meaning of mental toughness 
diffcrcntly. 
Table 5.8 demonstrates how selective concepts emerged from key points (via direct 
data sourccs) within the clite othlcte s=plc. Again, individual divcrsity is a striking 
rcature that supports kcy codcd data, cvcn though at a conccptual lcvcl kcy points 
may well be linked together. The data shows that conccpts cmcrge from varied but 
important interpretations of mcntal toughness which contribute to die conceptual 
labels (dealing with mistakes & setbacks, absolute focus, anxiety control etc). 
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Direct Data Interview Text - IPA Key Point Code Concept Source 
Elite athlete 30 My set back, it was goodfor me, but at Dealing with a set back Dealing with 
the time it was the worse Mistakes and 
--- 
thing I have ever had happen to me Setbacks 
Who thrives on provingpeople wrong. I Dealing with Elite athlete 2 think he is mentally tough, Proving peoplewirong Mistakes and 
Setbacks 
Not getting dragged down by all the Dealing with Elite athlete 21 problems and mistakes, looking on the Dealing with mistakes Mistakes and 
rightside Setbacks 
Elite athlete 2 It irjust being veryfocused, Being Focused Absolute Focus 
Elite allcte 3 The other one is to do with the ability to Ability to focus Absolute Focus 
focus 
Elite athlete 25 MT is part ofit is being able to deal with 
the nerve: and being able to channel Controlling the nerves Anxiety Control 
them in a positive way. 
Elite athlete 33 You have to take the best out ofthe 
criticism and not dwell one the negatives. Avoiding negative Anxiety Control 
thoughts 
Some people willjust sit down and 
Elite Athlete 10 they are like thinking of the race I don V Staying relaxed Anxiety Control 
do that I like to relax 
E lite &tWcte 2 7here is like a competitive mental Dealing with 
toughness, and Situational problenis Situational 
training toughness. Issues 
I couldn't come 
E lite athlete 15 hereforfour days, stay overforfour Lifestyle dcffiands Dtallng with 
nights, )vu know, I have a lVe as %W1. Situational 
Issues 
AtTstarts.... you have to get to that line On the day confidence Self Confidence 
Elite athlete 3 fully prepared on the day 
I wouldn 't be doing It Confidence/ belief in Self Confldtnce 
Elite athlete 6 unless I believed In my own ability. ability 
I- I f Self ntllcf 
TabIC5.8 Generation of selective concepts from within the Elite Athlete sample. 
7be important consideration during concept formation is to ensure the data is 
represented in its purest forni in order to encapsulate the meaning of die spoken word. 
Phcnomcnological interprctation allows for dircct represcntation of the intervicw data 
to form die key codes. As new key points emerge flicy arc compared to existing 
stmcturcs, and if not related fonn the basis of a new concept. 
It is obvious through observation that concepts vary in how niuch they are supported 
through intervicw data in tcrms of kcy codc dcnsity. Such individual variation within 
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the conceptual make up provides evidence that key coding and concept formation is 
dynamic and cumulative and this continues through the entire data collection process. 
It is essential to register the value of the method adopted within the study which 
allowed such diverse perceptions emerge. Ile analysis merely provides a fraznework 
for thematic relationships to emerge and concepts to be formulated. A more complete 
perspective on individual differences at raw data/ key code / conceptual level can be 
rcaliscd when reviewing the appendices A-C (Volurnc 1) that shows the cntirc coded 
profiles for each sample. The most notable feature of such data is the presence of 
many themes which have not previously been identified in previous research studies. 
It may be that previous studies that have applied broad conceptual labels to what 
mcntal toughness is fail to consider individual diffcrcnccs at a more detailed level of 
analysis. 
This section has attempted to demonstrate the important data processes and 
procedures which support the rc-intcrprctation and conccptualisation of mental 
toughness. Direct examples have been provided to show how data was treated from 
preliminary coded transcript to concept formation. Ile process involves meticulous 
open coding (IPA) and formation of emergent key point codes from direct 
transcription (previously explained in Chapter 41 Method). It thcn attempts to scck out 
relationships between key codes and resultant concepts emerge. 'Me dcnsity or 
substantive composition of such concepts Is determined by the quality and the 
richness of the material that supports them. Discussion will now focus on the 
emcrgent conccptualisation and catcgorisation of mcntal toughness within each 
sample group. 
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5.4 Conceptualisation and categorlsation of mental toughness within the 
Adventure / Explorer sample 
The search for emergent higher order themes from integration of related concepts 
generated the following major categories: 
1. Safety and Survival 
2. Coping with Success and Failure 
3. Coping with Stress and Anxiety 
4. Undivided Attention 
S. Knowing Oneself 
6. Physical Coping Ability 
The presentation of the following rcsults of the advcnturcr/ cxplorcr sample needs to 
consistently refer to Figure 5.2 which diagrammatically shows the cmcrgcnt conccpts 
and categories within the grounded theory analysis. 
Safcty and survival emerged from three intcr-rclatcd conccpts; planning and goal 
setting, risk assessment and cffcctivc decision making, with the later two being most 
substantive. 
1. Safety and Survival 
Table 5.9 shows the contributing key point codes and three major concepts to the 
sarcty and survival category. Such conceptual emergence provides evidence for the 
value of the chosen method in demonstrating the varied interpretation of mcntal 
toughness within concept rormatiorL All thrce concepts emerge from an assortment of 
different key point codes. Effective decision making included effective decision 
making as a substantive code, wisdom attached to decisions, the involvement of 
others and the role that patience plays in cffcctivc decision making. 
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Interview 
Dats /key 
Codes 
Planning>ýand 
setting 4 Effective 
Decision Making 
'IN bk Assessment < 
Safety and 
Survival 
Deauag with 
Eltermal 
Undivided 
Attention 
Fou attention 0 Knowing Tatk Oneself 
lattrvlew 
Data lKey 
Codes 
Physical Fitma Coping with Physical 
Demands 
AbilityloSaffir Physical 
Coping 
Ability Coping with Amakly 
Coping with -W Coping with negative Low Amaal 
4000, 
ý 
J tress Gx 
A nxlery 
Coplog wilb Stress Situations 
Coping with 
Success A 
Failure 
Feuer* 
-1-W 
IV 
.1 . 0, 
Independence AI UrJinS Suoms 
lbtm'lcw DD4ý -" -%.. 41,1'. 
0 persosal 
Self Confideno Responalblilly 
Bnd lacuer 
Self Control 
en C*trrmy w.. wi ging from ftleied ow"Pti 
44 ........... j,. 
4NfAs concepwal link 
N 
Interview 
Dats lKey 
Codes 
Figure 5.2 Emergent categories derived from Grounded Theory analysis orthe 
Adventure / Explorer sample (n-21) - Substantive concepts supporting each category 
are In bold. 
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Emergent concept Supporting Codes Source of Data 
(Key point Adv/ explorer Interviews 
Including coded key point 
Effective Decision Making Effective decision making 1,2,3,4,7.10,15,16,19 
Making decisions under 
pressure . 3.18.19 Wisdom from experience 1,2.3,7,10 
Making joint decisions under 
pressure 3,10,16.19 
Patience in Decision making 7,15,16,20,21 
Effective Planning and Goal Forward planning 3,10 
Setting Being realistic 2 
Correct perception of challenge/ 
Taking the challenge 3,10,20 
Personal challenge 3,20 
Seeing the big picture 2. S. 10,16 
I living a sense of perspective 5.7,20 
I living a sense of purpose 15 
71c need to be adaptable and 15 
flexible when planning 
Ilaving ambifion 5 
1 fitting your target 2 
2. S. 16 
JUsk Assessment Necessary risk taking 7,10,20.21 
Avoiding mental slips 7,10,20 
Knowing your limits 2,4, S, 6. I S, 16 
Risk assessment 7.16.20,21 
1 landling uncertainty 2,3.6,8,14, IS, 20,21 
Common sense I a, 3,4 
Table 5.9 Emergent concepts and supporting key point codes In contribution of the 
'Safety and Survival' category within the Adventure/ Explorer sample 
Similarly, the complimentary concepts (EP & GS and RA) also include a variety of 
key point codes in support of each concept title. 
'Me three concepts are perccivcd as essential mcntal toughness charactcristics for 
successful 'safety and survival' and this supports previous work that highlights 
esscntial Icadcrship issucs rcquircd for survival in outdoor cnviro=cnts (Mitchcll, 
1983; Walkcr, 1996; Pricst and Gass, 1997). 
It is clear that participants think that such important concepts arc concerned with 
safety and survival and making the correct assessment of a potentially dangerous 
situation requires mentally toughness. Many adventurers suffer fatal consequences as 
a result of poor planning, ineffective risk assessment and dccision-making. Mental 
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toughness is required when making important judgements about how to successfully 
survive to the absolute conclusion of an adventure. Experienced mountaineers 
highlight meaning attached to this: 
Ithink I oytoforce myselfto say it's not even halfway. so Ive . alwVs got a lot ofenew. or 
men tal to ughness left. I think the reason a lot ofpeople get killed Ij they don 'I think of the top 
as haj(wqýý they think ofit a most ofthe way. They evenforget and think 'well I know I can 
get to the top'and that's all theyfocus on rather than thinking Y know I can get to the top and 
back down. So I alwM try and think that the top Is half way. I need to believe I'vestill got 
something left and I'm sure people push 120Vo to get to the top sometimes too early andpay 
the price. Advcnturcr 10- Mountaineer (coffcct percept ion of the chal Icnge) 
It is actually being able to make a series oflogicaljudgements, which enable), ou to have the 
bestpossible chance ofsuccess; bulyou also want to come back alive, that is mental 
toughness. Adventurer 2. Mountaineer (Wective decision making) 
The sample explicitly link effective decision making to pressure situations and this 
combined with wisdom and patience provide the main supporting codes. Mental 
toughness is also perceived to be an integral part of the planning and risk assessment 
within adventure and exploration cnviro=ents. The consequences of failure arc 
sometimes fatal and if errors arc made in any one area then lives can be lost. The 
findings show that such concepts, particularly cffectivc decision making and risk 
assessment, which form two thirds of the safety and survival category, arc extremely 
important to understanding mcntal toughness in adventure and exploration. 
Risk assessment is considered particularly important to mcntal toughness with 
participants identifying the need to consider the necessity of taking a 
risk(A7,10,20,21), avoiding a mcntal slip(A7,10,20), knowing ones 
limits(A2,4,5,6,15,16), correct risk assessment (A7,16,20,21), being able to handle 
uncertainty( A2,3,6,8,14,15,20,2 I)and four participants idcnti ficd common sense as a 
mcntal toughness characteristic (A1,2,3 &, 4). 
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2. Coping with Success and Failure 
Coping with success and failure( see Table 5.10) emerged from the need to not only 
consider the disappointments and setbacks within adverse cnviromcnts but also the 
need to be able to deal with success. It transpired that not all success provides total 
falfilment if people are not fully extended in their skills and abilities. Ironically, for 
some people failing is paradoxically acceptable, as it is perceived to have been the 
ultimate test of ones capabilities, as long as the resultant outcome is one of survival. 
For some mcntal toughness is linked to being able to handle success (A 10,2 1), but for 
the majority (50% of sample) it is related to being able to deal with failure. cithcr 
acccptance or expcricnce of failurc. 
Emergent concept Supporting Codes Source of Data 
(Key point) Adv1 explorer Interviews 
Including coded key point 
Coping with Success I landling success 10,21 
Dealing with Failure Accepting failure 3.5,13.16,18 19,20,21 
Experiencing failure 2,3,5.7.9,10.13,16,17,20.21 
Perceived f2ilure 2,3.7.9.16 
Table 5.10 Emergent concepts and supporting codes in contribution of the 'Coping 
with Success and Failure' category within the Adventure/ Explorer sample 
Phenomenological interpretation of such data is important as failure may not be 
totally ncgativcly pcrceivcd, but rathcr as an important cxpcriencc which is rcquired 
to promote mental toughness. Dealing with failure is perceived to be important in 
being mentally tough, and if dealt with effectively and people learn from past 
experience it can result in future success, as one mountaineer highlights: 
Soyou learnfrom the reasons whyyou didn't achieve It last time, and hopefully the second 
timeyou will achieve it. 7his happened to us very directly on the South Westface ofEverest In 
1972 we did not succeed, as we did not get to the top ofthat mountain. But we learnt a lot and 
In 197J we succeeded. Adventurer 2- Mountaineer (experiencing failure) 
Allowing the participant to fully cxplain thcir perccptions providcs data giat 
challenges common assumption, in that by experiencing failure people arc still 
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capable of being mentally tough. One adventurer actually perceives failure to be 
tougher to deal with in the decision making process: 
Yes It (mental toughness) can make the difference betweensucceeding andfailing. But)Vu 
canfall and still be mentally tougk In some ways It might be tougher to make the decision to 
andgo down rather than to carry on. Adventurer 2 1. Mountairiccr / climbcr (experiencing 
failure) 
It seems perceptions of mental toughness in success and failure experiences arc in 
need of further research, particularly in how failure experience is ultimately dealt with 
and explained. Phenomenological evidence suggests that it is not only required but 
can be essential to becoming mentally tougher within an adventure environment. 
Mental toughness is not all about outcomes, but more about the mcnW processes 
which guide human behaviour. Phenomenological method and IPA allows the 
paradox of the perception of failure to be rewarding and cmcrgc within this 
investigation as an important concept. To many people not achieving ones ultimate 
goal is perceived failure, but to adventurers/ explorers who value personal challenge 
and self fulrilmcnt as the most important motivation, having given their all and not 
succeeded is immensely satisfying and can be perceived as a relative success. This 
rather contradictory viewpoint has not been previously rcportcd in mental toughness 
literature. 
71c findings also show that individuals do not consider dealing with success to be an 
important aspect of mental toughness. 71is is somewhat surprising as one adventurer 
explained that personal ego is quite possibly the most dangerous obstacle a climber 
needs to control whilst on expedition: 
People get carriedaway with their own egos andthe needto summit takes controlover more 
logicaljudgement. r. People lose it and many people have wEfortunately lost their lives because of their obsession to get to the top. I haveseen It and witnessed It on both Everest 
and K2 (Adventurer 10, Climber) 
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IPA allows the researcher to empathisc with the climber and understand the role that 
ego may play in such an experience. Having invested so much personally in the 
experience, having the opportunity to possibly summit and gain public recognition 
and pccr status and not being perceived as a failure are all important factors which 
fuel ones ego. Being mentally tough enough to deal with such matters and deciding 
that survival is the most important thing and keeping it in perspective when on 
expedition and 'living the moment' must be a very difficult exercise in self control. It 
is very surprising from the data that more examples were not forthcoming which 
highlighted the need to 'deal with success' as opposed to 'failure' given its ability to 
distort ones rational thought processes and behaviour. Attribution research within the 
adventure paradigm in terms of understanding the psychological and emotional 
consequence of success and failure is scarce, and such findings may provide an 
important focus for future research in the area. 
Research effort may wish to target how participants attribute success and failure 
within adventure situations, consider possible attribution error in failure situations and 
focus on developing stratcgics which assist participants to apply the correct 
attributions to either internal or external loci of control, which may ultimately 
influence their future actions and emotions. Dealing and coping with both success and 
failure are perceived as crucial characteristics of mental toughness and results indicate 
that how people deal with failure is perceived as much more important than dealing 
with success. 
3. Coping With 31rC33 and anxicty 
Four concepts emerged (see Figure 5.2), and included a cOmmon theme linked to 
coping with aspccts of strcss and anxicly. llrcc substantivc conccpts emcrgcd and 
thcsc wcre coping with strcss situations, coping with tuixicty and the ability to suffcr. 
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One less supported concept, 'coping with low negative arousal' (handling 
complacency and boredom) also emerged. When environmental conditions put ones 
life at risk and there is a high level of uncertainty attached to eventual outcomes the 
need to cope and deal with stress is mentally demanding and results confirm this. 
The most substantive concepts are all directly related to ones ability to suffer. 
If one fails to adequately cope with stress and anxiety then one may expect to suffer 
either physically or psychologically. Coping with anxiety is related to cognitive 
factors such as personal worry or worry about others (A2,16), fear (A5,10,15,16,20), 
thinking about negative consequences (A 10,11,15,16,20,2 1), or dealing with 
expectations and dealing with perceptions of death (A2,3,10,13,15,20,2 1). 
Coping with stress situations was largely linked to dealing with prolonged pressure 
over time ( A2,3,4,7,10,13,15,16,17,18,19,20,2 1), being composed under immediate 
pressure( A2,3,7,9,10,13,14,15,16,17,20,2 1) and dealing with pressure from 
colleagues (A2,3,10,13,16,17,20,21). 'Me method allowed pressure to be explored in 
more detail and the phenomenological approach found that sources of pressure differ 
and need to be considered in different ways and may have different coping strategies 
attached to them. The following selective examples emerged: 
It's heing composed underpressure and dealing with the Immediate situation effectively and 
getting on with it (2 ), Having to tolerate others is very mentally demanding (10) and having 
the Pressurefrom colleagues on you is a massive hurden (13) 
One mountaineer explains: 
I wasJust thinking ofKachengchunga, we were two and a haýymonths working at it. 
Where mental toughness came In was to stay with it. Adventurer 16- Mountaineer 
(dealing with prolonged pressure) 
The meaning attached to the statement above considers that mental toughness has 
enduring qualities which demand that individuals are able to sustain their mental 
resilience over a prolonged period of time as opposed to a short term 'one off 
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performance. Truly mentally tough individuals may be those who can 'stay with it' 
and manage to display enduring mental toughness over a long period of time in 
different situations. 
The ability to suffer and prolonged stress arc aspects of mental toughness that polar 
expeditionists require in abundance. These are highlighted in the following quotation 
by an experienced explorer: 
Part of It was the duration ofthe trip because it made It so very hard mentally. We were stuck 
with the discomfort and the effort without many distractions. It was like running a long 
distance with massive effort without the terrain changing. We were experiencing longperiods 
ofno change whatsoever, where you were lej? withJust having to keep going, which made It 
very difficult. Adventurer/ Explorer 17 - Polar Explorer (ability to suffcr / prolonged 
pressure) 
The quotation takes on slightly different meaning attached to the prolonged nature of 
mental toughness as this included the element of discomfort and boredom/ monotony 
of the environment. The environment was somewhat uninspiring and lacked variation 
of challenge apart from a huge physical and mental effort with the threat of fatal 
consequences if one stopped moving. From a phenomenological standpoint there 
seems little option than to keep going as the alternative option (death) seems 
incomprehensible. 
Given the results, there is a need to consider different types of mental toughness 
related to duration of events, the nature of the event (going solo as opposed with 
support teams) which involves the tolerance of others, and the type of adventure 
experience being itself in terms of task demands. Dealing with specific aspects of 
stress and anxiety are perceived as major components of what mental toughness is 
within this sarnple. 
A mountaineer commented on one experience, directly relating the concepts of 
'dealing with anxiety' and 'coping with stress situations': 
In 1992,1 was caught in a rockfall avalanche. Rocks were blasting around me and there was 
nothing I could do. 7here were blocks the size oftables smashing next to me and showering 
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me in shrapnel I wasjust hanging on my ice axes on this 60 degree slope. I remember 
thinking shit... I thought one of those blocks any minute now isjust going to scrape my arm 
and I'll see blood spurting out ofmy shoulder because my arm will have been ripped off. 
Adventurer 10- Mountaineer. (composure under pressure) 
The above quotation provides graphic meaning to what a life and death situation 
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entails within high level adventure. Although the mountaineer had not a great deal of 
choice to hang on and survive he recovered and went on to summit. Tbc mental 
toughness is not all about surviving such experiences but having the composure to 
regroup oneself and push on. It also demonstrates that even the world's best 
mountaineers experience intense moments of fear and worry. Yet, they are able to 
recover from these where others may not pursue future events which may provide 
further negative experiences. 
Previous work linked with stress and anxiety experiences within adventure have 
primarily focused on the antecedents of stress and adventure (Ellis, 1973); sensation 
seeking (Zuckerman, 1979); flow experience (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975,1990); levels 
of fear (Mortlock, 1984), and the adventure experience paradigm (Martin and Priest, 
1986). Most previous work has focused on the reasons 'why' people engage 
themselves in adventure/ exploration experiences, yet fails to address how people 
cope with such experiences or the mental toughness related to such participation. 
Dealing with stressful aspects of adventure is perceived to be mentally tough and 
links need to be established to identify exactly which aspects adventurers need to 
focus on, to be able to develop their mental toughness, which may one day increase 
their safety and survival chances. 
4. Undivided Attention 
The category emerged from two substantive concepts 'full attention on task' and 
'dealing with external distractions' in high-risk environments. Table 5.11 shows the 
contribution of the supporting key codes within concept and category emergence. 
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Emergent concept Supporting Codes 
(Key point) 
Source of Data 
Adv/ explorer Interviews 
fncludiRg coded key point 
Dealing with External Coping with external 2,3,5.10,13,15,16,18,20 
Distractions distractions 
Combatting homesickness 2.8.16 
Full Attention on Task Having full attention 2,3,4,5.10,14,16,17,20,21 
Mental readiness 4,5,10,21 
Dealing with the present 5,7,9,13,15,20,21 
Table 5.11 Substantive concepts and supporting key point codes In contribution of the 
'Undivided Attention' category within the Adventure/ Explorer sample 
Both concepts were supported by over 50% of the sample group with the 
substantiated key point codes assuming the concept titles in both cases. Selective 
adventurers / explorers (A2,3,5 and 10) perceived that both major concepts were 
important to mental toughness. 
Obviously, in high-risk enviromnents having undivided attention on task is quite 
possibly one of the most important psychological skills that can be linked to mental 
toughness. Without it errors are made and consequences may prove fatal. Whether on 
a rock face, travelling over thin ice on the polar-regions, or navigating on rough seas, 
undivided attention is vital for survival. Full attention on task is however dependent 
on the influence of distractions. The two concepts are reciprocally related and if one 
has total attention on task then distraction should be minimised. Perceptions of 
external distractions included: 
'having to tolerate other§ aroundyou'(2), checking how other climbing teams are 
doing(5), keeping an eye on the weather(IO), not thinking ofpeople back home(13), 
thinking ofpossible consequences(15), letting the summit take Over(16), WOrrying about the 
past or thefuture(18) and dealing with the death ofafellow climber whilst trying to Survive 
mysetr(20). 
(Interview source identified in brackets) 
People are aware of the consequences if they do mentally switch off in life threatening 
situations. This was reflected in one quotation from a military officer fighting for his 
life on an escape and evasion mission: 
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There's this thing where you've got to havejull concentration on putting onefootforward in 
front ofthe other andpushing on... but you know ifyou switch offand tpy and clear that you 
know you'rejust going to stop and not continue. Adventurer 15 -Military offliccr (full 
attention on task) 
Having full attention is arguably more important in life or death situations than 
compared to competing in top level sport and the perceived importance of the mental 
skill and the potential consequences of not paying full attention to task are highlighted 
in the previous example. Other selective examples in support of the concept of 'full 
attention on task' include: 
You need to befully alert andfocused in critical moments ofpotential danger (2). full 
concentration is what mental toughness is whilst on expedition (3), paying attention to detail 
Is always difficult whenfatigued (4), staying attentive when sick at altitude is really mentally 
demandingandcan decide whetheryou live or die (10), j(we switched offcoming down we 
were dead simple as that (20). 
An experienced mountaineer's comments reflect the conceptual links between themes 
such as decision making, being focused, tolerance of others and dealing with external 
distraction: 
When the weather is lousy, the conditions seem to be bad, members ofyour team oryour 
colleagues want to go home ... actually maintainingfocus against and within all that 
is the 
needto be makingsensible decisions. Adventurer 2- Mountaineer (effective decision making 
/ tolerance of other/maintaining focus) 
The value of the phenomenological method in provision of rich and detailed data as 
exemplified in the above example allows such conceptual links to emerge through key 
point integration. It is clear that effective decision making is dependent on several 
important factors of which having full attention on task is a fundamental. Having full 
attention on task and being able to deal with external distractions may be viewed as 
two separate psychological issues, yet deserve to be seen as reciprocal concepts. 
The work of Martin& Priest (1986), Priest, (1990,1999) and Priest& Gass, (1997) 
consider important concepts of decision making, risk, strcss'an'd anxiety, compctence 
and confidence in isolation and should. attcmpt to consider the role that all play in the 
conccptualisation of what mental toughness is within the adv enture paradigm. 
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To date, no attempt has yet been made to link concepts in terms of what they are and 
their proposed relationship to mental toughness as this study has provided. 
Studies which focus on the 'lived experience' of adventurers / explorers within their 
own world are almost non-existent. Overall, having 'undiýided attention' is perceived 
as a major aspect of mental toughness by adventure/ explorers and may well be 
related to the following category concerned with the aspect of 'knowing oneself. 
S. Knowing Oneself 
Knowing oneself emerged as a category from concepts and key point codes which all 
related to aspects of the self (see Figure 5.2 p. 13 1). Mental toughness is perceived as a 
personal characteristic and a major aspect of being mentally tough is related to 
knowing oneself through being independent, self sufficient, self aware, being 
balanced, having self control, having personal responsibility and most importantly 
having an abundance of self confidence and self belief. 
Table 5.12 shows the substantial support for all the emergent concepts and the varied 
interpretations that were offered through phenomenological inquiry. Having an 
abundance of self confidence is considered to be a major prerequisite for mental 
toughness by 13 of 21 (60%) of participants interviewed. Ex=plcs include: 
It isjust having the sel(confidence to know you can do It when required (2), you need to 
believe In yoursel(when it gets really tough (2), being confident Is what being tough really is 
(9), hav Ing confidence and be Ing to ugh m en tally are Ins eparab le (13), 1ne eded to be 
confident and believe in myselror I would not havefinished it (18). when it gets'really tough 
andyou don 't believe you will survive you don't (20). 
Emergent concept Supporting Codes Source or Data 
(Key point) Adv/ explorer Interviews 
Including coded key point 
Self Confidence and Self Self confidence 1.2.3.4,5,8.9,10,13,16,18,19,20 
Belief Positive self talk 19 
1 Having selfbelief 2,5 
Self Control Self Control 2.7,10,16,18,21 
Patience 3,21 
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Emotional control 5,7,15 
Dealing with death 2,7,10,15,21 
Dealing with ego 2,5,7,10,21 
Being unemotional 10 
Dealing with anger 10 
Coping with elation 10 
Emotional drive 5. 
Independence & Personal Being alone 10,15,17,20 
Responsibility Personal responsibility 20.21 
Independence 2,3,4,9,12,13,14 
Being assertive 20,21 
Being self sufficient 2,6,8,9,10,12,14,15,16,17,18,20,21 
I Being single minded 3,6,8,10LI2,13,15,21 
Self Awareness Being Balanced 1,2,4,8,12,13,16.20 
Knowing oneself 2.4,5,8,10,13,17,19.20 
Inner awareness 2,15,16,20,21 
Table 5.12 Substantive emergent concepts and supporting key point codes In 
contribution of the 'Knowing Oneself 'category within the Adventure/ Explorer sample 
Self control was considered to be important and directed towards many different 
aspects of the lived experience (dealing with death, having patience, dealing with ego, 
emotional control etc). It was somewhat surprising that issues of self control related to 
emotion, anger and dealing with elation were not considered to be that important in 
relation to what rriental toughness is perceived as. A highly respected climber explains 
the importance of self-confidence to mental toughness. it implies having courage in 
your convictions and your ability to deal with situations that are thrown at you: 
I think mental toughness is the ability to holdyour horses and standyour ground and be 
confident in yoursetr, but also the ability to absorb everything that is coming to you. 
Adventurer 5-Climber (self confidence) 
Knowing oneself is dependent on self awareness and being self aware and well 
balanced was and considered very important to metal toughness perceptions as a 
mountaineer explains: 
It Is very important that the individual is sey'-aware. Selkwareness is one ofthe most 
Important things which helpsyou to, both achieveyou're ambitions and to stay alive. 
For that matter to stay balanced is part ofstaying alive. Adventurer 2- Mountaineer 
(knowing oneself) 
Mental toughness is perceived to be linked with being self-responsible and self- 
sufficient through the emergence of the key point codes 'being independent and 
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personally responsible', 'self sufficient' and 'single mindcd. One adventurer explains 
being positive and staying in control is related to self belief. 
I think you need to turn negatives into positives along the way t2nd to keep going and not give 
up. It is one of the most important things to keep looking inside you andfinding that little 
extra strength to stay in control. The depths of courage that people have when they need to 
find it are immeasurable. 
Adventurer 18- Adventurer (self control) 
Having self-control is perceived as not only a psychological but also an emotional 
characteristic linked to mental toughness. The emergent key points included self- 
control (A2,7,10,16,18,2 1) control of ones ego( A2,5,7,10,2 1), and patience(A3,2 1), 
together with a set of less supported emotional themes such as dealing with elation, 
anger, death, and emotional drive. Ironically one mountaineer poignantly offers: 
It is very important to control the ego. The thing that I have noticed more within 
mountaineering more than anything else is that people who get too over confident and too 
driven by their own ego usually end up getting killed 
Adventurer 21- Mountaineer (control of the ego) 
Such meaningful data is linked to the previous concepts of 'dealing with success' and 
'self control'. The need for people to be mentally tough enough to be able to deal with 
ego driven internal drives that distort rational decisions, which protect the person 
from misjudgements or potential danger are only acknowledged by 25% of the 
sample; a concerning statistic. 
When external factors have to be considered there is a perception of a lack of control 
and it is perceived to be mentally tough in dealing with such issucs as an expedition 
leader comments: 
As an expedition leader mental toughness is actually coping with all the extraneous worries, 
notjust ofyou but also of otherpeople. The hardest thing ofthe lot is when people are out In 
front and doing things which are completely out ofyour control andyou know they are in 
very severe danger and knowing that they might not come back down alive, and coping with 
that situation. 
Adventurer 2- Mountaineer (dealing with external distractions / combating worry about 
others/ self control/ dealing with stress situations) 
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The results show direct evidence of how different concepts are related in 
demonstrating what mental toughness means to this mountaineer, but more than 
anything, the thought of a potential fatality. It is a source of external cognitive anxiety 
that is imposed on the leader; it involves a sense of shar4 responsibility and a 
concern for others. 
The emergent category of 'knowing oneself is down to individual sense of self and 
mcntal toughness is related to how much people arc self aware, personally responsible 
for their actions, their level of conf idcncc and belief in what they perceive they can 
achieve and the self-control they apply in difficult situations. 
Adventure and exploration is about dealing with perceptions of risk and difficulty 
within environments when outcomes are uncertain. Martin and Priest (1986) explain 
outdoor behaviour is based on the relationship between the variables of risk and 
competence. Challenge requires the presence of both situational risk and personal 
competence engaged in an effort to resolve uncertainty. 
To successfully engage in challenging outdoor adventure and exploration and to 
demonstrate mcntal toughness the current findings demonstrate that 'knowing 
oneself' is crucial to the process. 
It is centrally related to perceptions of risk assessment, decision making, having self 
confidence and perceived competence, and knowing how to deal with success and 
failure. Knowing oneself is also vital to survival when confronted with a highly 
stressful situation, such as when questions are asked about ones ability to win through 
an adverse and extremely challenging situation. 
7. Physical Coping Ability 
The final category within the adventure/ explorer sample emerged from two strongly 
related concepts, 'physical fitness' and 'coping with physical demands' (see Figure 
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5.2. p. 13 1). By its nature high-level outdoor adventure requires a high level of 
physical fitness. The sample included many top-level mountaineers, climbers, polar 
explorers and adventurers. To survive and achieve their targets the participants needed 
to be extremely physically fit otherwise their lives are at risk. Key points emerged 
within the physical fitness concept such as the substantive code of supreme fitness 
(A2,4,6,7,9,10,15,16,20) and the physical-mcntal fink( A2,3,19). Within the coping 
with physical demands concept, substantive key points included fighting spirit 
(A2,3,7,10,16,19,20,2 1) and coping with physical discomfort ( A2,3.4,6,8,10,11,12, 
13,14,15,16,20,21). The demanding nature of activities such as high level 
mountainccring/climbing, long distance walking or cycling and Trans-Atlantic sailing 
links physical toughness to mental toughness. Participants reported that being 
extremely physically fit was a prerequisite in preparation for any mentally demanding 
adventure. 
Selected participants endorsed such thoughts: 
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notgoing to make It. Adventurer 16 - Mountaineer (supreme fitness/ physical state) 
77'ePhYsicalfatigue when you actuallyforce your body on when you setyOursevobjectives, 
lIke, rm going to take ten steps without taking a rest you andyou get to number seven andjwu 
feel absolutely knackered, but you keep going the three paces more to ten, andyou stop. and 
Pu poundyour heart out and then you have to go and do it all again. 71tat is the physical 
kind Oftoughness. Adventurer 2- Mounta incer (suprcm ef itness/ physical state) 
The views on the mind - body link arc well summarized by the following quotation 
from a highly experienced adventurer that also links ones physical state to the ability 
to make quality decisions: 
Ithink they're Intermeshed, I mean obviously (fyou are absolutely totally knackeredthat 
Cynu actually weakens your mental toughness. Ifyou're totally m Hfall k ackered or)V are 
Physically 111you are more likely to make mistakes mentally. A person who Is mentally very, 
very tough has a better chance ofovercoming physical disability. Me person who Is mentally 
tough can take him1hersel(further and go on making rational decisions In extraneous and 
dOicull circumstances. 77ie person who Is less mentally tough It going to make wrong 
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decisions at a much earlier stage. Adventurer 2. Mountainecr/Climbcr (physical - mental link) 
It is clear that the mental - physical relationship is perceived as symbiotic and the 
participant attaches meaning to the way that a persons mental and physical state are 
directly related to safety and survival as they are the main control ccntres for cffcctivc 
decision making, particularly in diflicult circumstances. This is extremely important 
in adverse situations when people arc taken to their physical and mental limits. 
Activities that require huge amounts of physical and mental reserve such as prolonged 
walking, cycling, rowing, sailing or mountaineering may differ in their demands, 
dependent on the intensity and the duration of the activity being performed. As a 
general rule, the higher the intensity the higher the fitness level demanded. The higher 
the intensity the probability is that the person is going to experience physical 
discomfort at earlier stages of the activity and need to deal with physical discomfort 
for prolonged pcriods. However, such gcncralisations need to consider individual 
differences in physiological status (i. e. fitness levels of participants). 
This section of the results has considered the findings of the adventure/ exploration 
Sample. The process of exploring data through phenomenological method and 
preliminary EPA and investigating the connections between key codes and emergent 
concepts is fundamental to the development of a well grounded theory. 7be outcomes 
of the adventure/ explorer sample interview data is diagranunatically shown in Figure 
5.2. It shows how the interrclatcd grounded theory process begins with 
phenomenological interview data and develops through emergent key codes, conccpts 
and categories and then to eventual grounded theory. which will be discussed in the 
following discussion chapter. 
Overall, the perceptions of mental toughness resulted in six emergent categories, 
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safety and survival, knowing oneself, undivided attention, coping with stress and 
anxiety, coping with success and failure and physical coping ability. These were 
supported by 16 concepts and 78 key coded themes. The emergent central core 
category which most suitably relates them all and explains mental toughness as an 
abstract concept is 'the psycho -physical sclf sufficiency to survive'. The author feels 
such a conceptual label more suitably relates to the situational and personal demands 
of the adventure / exploration environment which participants have to endure. 
5.5 Conceptualisation and categorisation of mental toughness within the 
Elite Coach sample 
The search for emergent higher order themes from integration of key codes and 
related concepts generated the following major categories: 
L Motivation and Commitment 
2. Self Confidence and Belief 
3. Effective Mental Application 
4. Dealing with Event Pressure 
5. Training and Situational Demands 
6. Physical Coping Ability 
The complete index of how emergent key codes and concepts support the above 
categories is located in Appendix B, Volume 1, and shown in Fig 5.3. 
As in the adventure / explorer sample, the interview data was analysed using IPA 
within the emergent open coding in order to create key point codes. These cmcrgcnt 
themes were then further analysed for more meaningful interpretation of data and then 
emergent clusters of related themes were constructed based on groundcd theory 
coding techniques and meaningful IPA. 
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Interview Data 
Key Codes 
Self Belief 
Self Confidence Self Control 
T"" 
D*dicalloo and 
comm"llment 
MWvuion and Desire 
Immitw Data /Key 0 
Codts Physical Coping 
1w 
Ability 
Self ConfIdence 
andBellef Effective 
Alental 
Motivation and Application 
Commitment 
ploys-Ical 
rhysical co 1 p ng 
Ability Traininje 
Situational 
Demandr 
I 
Týrmsýlnlng Toughness 
... .............. 
Situational Demands 
interview Data lKey 
Owes 
A"-. 
'ýl 
Effective use of Mental 
Skills 
Interview Data /Key 
Codes 
/1 `4 Absolute Focus 
Previous Experience 
DtalingwithMistakes 
111sndling Pressure 
Dealing with Setbacks 
Dealing with Stress &Anxiety 
Dealing with Gaining the Alental Event Edge 
Premure 
1 landling Success 
Extending Oneself beyond the Comfort Zone 
Vý., Lifestyle Management 
interview Data IKCY 
Codes V 
Figure 5.3 Emergent categories derived from Grounded theory 
analysis of the Ellie Coach Sample (n-33). substantiated concepts are 
In bold. 
1. Motivation and Commitmcnt 
0 
Dh-ction of arrow signifies 
the category emerging from 
related concepts 
«0 .................. 0. 
Signi nes conceptual link 
Motivation and commitmcnt cmcrgcd from two substantivc conccpts 'motivation and 
desire' and 'dedication and commitment'. The 'dedication and commitmcnt'conccpt 
emerged from key point codes of dedication (EC4.6,8). commitment 
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(EC6,8,17,27,30,32) and sclf-disciplinc(E-C 4,27,30,32). Motivation and Dcsirc was 
heavily supported through the substantive codes of determined nature 
(EC2,4,8,10,12,13,19,20,24,28,30), being independent and responsible 
(EC3,4,5,8,10,12,14,22,23,28) and the will to win(EC4, i 6,13,23). Lesser substantive 
codes included scif motivation, having the incentive and wanting it badly enough (see 
Appendix B, Volmne 1). 
Such concepts emerged early on in the data analysis and were substantiated 
throughout, particularly detcnnination, commitmcnt and bcing indcpcndcnt and 
responsible. Ibc concepts are supported with the following sclcctivc elite coach 
quotations with complimentary IPA, to justify the key coding and interpretation of the 
emergent concept/category inclusion (see Table 5.13). 
Direct 
Data 
Source 
Interview Text IIIA - Key Code transformation Concept / 
CATEGORY 
They would all like to win Drive and desire is perceived to be an Elite Coach the gold medal, but there Inainsic quality that people have which motivation and 31 are those who really, directs their behaviour and actions desire 
Equestrian really want /I and are (sometimes In a maladaptive way) In trying 
going to do everything to achieve a desired goal. Ile coach implies MOTIVATION 
they can to get It, and there are very few athletes who are prepared AND 
there are those who would to give everything in the quest to fulfil their COMMITMENT 
love to have it. in terms of ambitions. The meaning attached to such a 
It landing in their lap and desire and the personal drive which fuels 
aren't reallyprepared to such behaviour Is viewed by the coach to 
pushfor it, which personify mental toughness. It Is considered 
PersonVles personal that lesser athletes lack such psychological 
d, lve. characteristics and differ In terms of the 
Intensity of the personal drive and 
behaviour which Is directed towards the 
Outcome 9031 (drive and desire) 
Elite Coach -1 think It Is total Explicit statement reinforcing that having dedication 17 commitment; there It no the total commitment Is what mental commitment Swinuning doubt about that. toughness Is all about MOTIVATION 
(commitment) & 
. . - 
MITME CO% NT 
ISO 
Elite Coach It is the 'will to win. That The coach accepts that mental toughness motivatlon and 
13 is what weprobably dress may well be used synonymously by some desirt 
Badmýinton mental toughness up as, coaches and the 'will to win' is perceived as 
the 'will to win. I think (f a prerequisite for mental toughness. If one MOTIVATION 
you have that will to win has the 'will to win', it Is assumed by the AND 
everything else is easy badn-dnton coach that an athlete has a core COMMITMENT 
isn I it? Andyou wilipush element of what it takes to be mentally 
it hard. tough. Additionafly, the statement links in 
the ethic of hard work being characteristic 
of such in athlete. 
(will to win) 
Elite Coach One of the most important Tbc coach is implicit in stating that inental motivation and 
10 things is their will to win, toughness may be a by product of die will to desire Wind. their mental toughness Win. NIOTIVATION surfing that comes with all that (will to win) XN D 
CONINItTNIENT 
Elite Coach I talked to him about AIT 71e coach perceives mental toughness is motivation and 
S. Canoe but I wasn I responsible more related to athletes who are more desire 
Slalom for him. Ile's looked aj? er independent and are able to look after MOTIVATION himsel(over the lastyear themselves not only in training but in AN D 
more than he has done competition itself. COMMITMENT 
ever before (independent-and responsible) 
They are making all the Tle coaches words reflect the fact that 
Elite Coach decisions themselves, you athletes need to become independent and motivation and 
10 - Wind. have to develop that they need to relinquish control of them in desire 
surfing/ independence In the important decision nuking processes linked MOTIVATION Sailing athlete and (hat to sailing strategy and tactics. It is not the. AND independence has to coach who will ultimately cam the mcdal it CONJ. ýJrrýIMT 
rei7ect in everything that is the athlete. An athlete who is dcpcndmt 
(hey do. Windsurfing and of the coach for important decisions will 
sailing are such never win a mcdal as they will lack the 
individual sports, you are skills to apply such strategies %vhcn in an 
not at the side of the track alone condition. Mental toughness is 
with a loud hailer, you perceived to be all about being able to go it 
are sitting at the bottom alone in such independent disciplines; it's a 
end ofthe course, and matter of sink or swim. 
they are out there doing It (independent and responsible) 
for 45 minutes alone. 
Table 5.13 Interview, key code and concept emergence of Motivation and Commitment 
data for the Elite Coach sample 
The most substantive key codes were having a determined nature, being independent 
and responsible and having total commitment. Having a determined nature was 
largely (90%) supported by male coaches and included such statements as: 
It '-, the sheer determination whenfaced with adversity that makes them tough(2); being determined to get to the top and staying therc(4); by nature she Is pure determination(12); 
ist 
nothing will ever beat her determination to be the best, she had it all (20); absolute determination to the end Is what got the medal (28). 
A detcrrnincd nature implies that such a characteristic is a dispositional fcaturc of 
mental toughness. In a similar way, being totally committ6d demands action directed 
to a goal over a period of time that requires consistent enduring bchaviour. Selective 
coach perceptions which linked commitment to mental toughness included: 
I think the ones with the stickability and the commitment that have mental toughness (6). 
they had a 'die hard'attitude, took more responsibility and total commitment then they would 
show mental toughness (17). 1 think; it is total commitment, there is no doubt about that (27), 
Get him In the pool and when he trains It Is like he Is on a mission, totally committed (30). 
Such findings totally support the work of Middleton et at (2004), who identificd the 
two factors of goal commitment and perseverance within their mental toughness 
theoretical model. It requires the act of binding oneself to a goal or a course of action 
and having persistence in or remaining constant to purpose, idea or task in the face of 
obstacles, discouragement of adversity (Ibld). The concept has also attracted support 
from Bull er at (2005) who include the general dimension of 'dedication and 
commitment' within their mental toughness pyramid model. 
The findings demonstrate without doubt the category is an extremely important 
conceptual ingredient of what mental toughness is and it enjoys wide support from 
previous research. I lowcvcr, they do not provide detai Is of how people become or 
achieve such a motivational intensity to enable such levels of mental toughness to be 
achieved. Future research should attempt to investigate how it is developed or 
nurtured. 
2. ScIf Confidence and 11clicf. 
Ile category was supported by three substantive concepts; self conridcncc, self belief 
and self control, the first one being perceived as the most important. 
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Within the self confidence concept the two main emergent key points were 'self 
confidence' and 'confidence in ones ability/ perception of ability' (see Table 5.14). 
7bese were supported by various other minor themes such as 'winning conridcnce', 
'technical confidence' and 'confidence in the training programme' which demonstrate 
that self confidence may be a multi-dimensional concept. 
Emergent concept Supporting Codes Source of Data 
(Key point Adv/ explorer Interviews Including coded 
key point 
Self Confidence Self confidence 1,2,9,11.12,13,14.16,17.21,23,24,2S, 27,32,33 
Perception of ability 3,5.6.9,14,15,30, 
Confidence in ability 2,3.9.12,13,16,17,20,23,24,30,32 
Confidence in taining 
programme 23.30,32 
Confidence in coach 23 
Winning confidence 6,8,32 
Technical confidence 13,20,23 
Specific confidence 21 
Self Belief Self Belief 1,13,17,20,21,25,32 
Self Control Self control 8.9.12,16,23 
Technical control 5,8,9,20 
Being patient 3 
Control of ego 12,13,20,23 
I Emotional control 1,13,11,20,21,23 
Table5.14 Substantive emergent concepts and supporting key point codes In 
contribution of the 'Self Confidence and Self Belief 'category within the Elite Coach 
52mple ( females In bold) 
Over 90% of the sample highlighted self confidence as an extremely important aspect 
of mental toughness. The results offer support for Goldberg (1997). who 
acknowlcdgcs that confidcnce is dcrived from many arcas such as physical 
prcparation, the training environment and having a coach who believes in you. It is 
important to have confidence from being physically rit and having a wcll-structured 
training prograrnme as one coach points out: 
Ifthey getfit then the confidence comes, which actually gives them . menial toughness. because 
then the confidence is there andl think confidence and mental toughness are really 
confidence In a lot ofcases. Elite Coach 13. Badminton (self confidcnce) 
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IPA implies the two concepts are inseparable and when confidence is high it 
intensifies the degree of mental toughness within an athlete, even when they suffer a 
setback such as a defeat or an injury and need to perform well shortly af1crwards. 
A top level cycling coach reinforces this belief-. 
I think mental toughness mightalmost be regarded as confidence. Because, I think that J()vu 
are confident you are able to succeed andyou are able to come back up, even having suffered 
defeat or yo u thin k that altho ugh I am Injured I can still w In. I th Ink that confidence is what 
leads to the quality that makes somebodyfeel Invincible andgives him or her that Impression 
that they can go out and win. When you thought everything was down on them they still 
believed In themselves, and I think mental toughness and corfdence are very strongly linked 
El ite Coach 32- Cyc I ing (scl f conf idence / self bcl ic 0 
Ile coach is attempting to explain that mental toughness is demonstrated in very 
similar bchaviours to that demonstrated by highly confident athletes. Self confidence 
may well be considered by coaches as a core prerequisite for mental toughness, and 
without it athletes struggle to be mentally tough. 
I lowcvcr, it is the perceived confidence in ones own ability that coaches emphasise as 
the major factor. T'hinking that you have the ability to pcrfonn Is vital and this maybe 
is what over time fuels ones self belief. 
A medal winning female coach at the 2002 Commonwealth Games comments: 
qn an m hn ss I think jetkonj7dence is part of It all I don 't see SeY-co fide ce d ental toug e as two 
separate things. I think part ofresilience is ifyou Anow yoursetf well as a person and>vu 
have astrong sense of identity, andyou know that you can cope, yo u tend to have the se&'- 
conji'dence within you. It all comesfrom knowing), oursely. recognizing situations and 
knowing that you have been there before. 77: er4 being able to react. knowing that you can 
react appropriately andcope with It all effectively. Elite Coach 14 -Field I lockcy (sclf 
confidence) 
The coach attaches more meaning to the relationship with 'knowing oncsclr as an 
athlete and being true to oneself and being sure of ones Identity. If this is achieved an 
athlete will learn to trust themselves, believe in themselves ; nd not doubt oneself in a 
difficult situation, which is basically having absolute confidence in oncsclf. 'Mis 
supports recent work by Bull et at (2005) who identified a general dimension of 
IS4 
'bclier which consisted of resilient confidence (tough charactcr) and robust 
confidence (tough thinking) within elite cricketers. 
'Me following quotation personifies many examples that coaches offered which 
dircctly relatcs self-confidcnce /sclf bclicf with mcntal toughncss: 
Building ofconfildence Is what leads to "at mental toughness. 7he mental toughness Is the 
fact that they are able to go on that line and do their best performance. Alow whether that best 
performance Is only enoughfor gold, silver or brotue /I doesn't "ally matter. It is mental 
toughness because they have been able to go out and on the day requested and do what they 
feel Is their best performance. 7heirphysiological best performance can be hindered by their 
psychological belief in what they are able to do. I think that is purely coqfldence. ýf they 
believe that then there are no distractions, you can't ask any more than that. Elite Coach 32- 
Cycling (self confidence) 
Results demonstrate that coaches refer to self-confidence much more than sclf-bclicf 
although the terms maybe perceived as very similar. ScIf-bClicf may be more deeply 
embedded psychologically than confidence and becomes an established thought 
pattern as a result of conf idcncc reinforcements. When going for an Olympic Gold 
mcdal it is considered as a vital mcntal toughness factor as two coaches point out: 
At the 1996 Olympics, she knew that she was expected to win and she was out there and It 
wasn't afront with her because we knew her so well, It was whatshe really absolutely 
believed. She believed she was the best, she believed she had taken all the toughness stuffon 
board as /I were and she way able to cope with It. 
Elite Coach 20 -Canoe Slalom (self bclicf) 
I think when you do something as well as she does, she hat got to have so much bellefand 
con an . 
fidence In herselfthat she Is thinking 'well surely IC getthat' 
Elite Coach 17 - Swimming (confidence in ability/sclf confidence/ self bdic! ) 
I faving self-control and maintaining control is consistently related to mental 
toughness (Bull et al., 1996; Goldberg, 1997; Lochr, 1991; Maynard, 1995) and this 
concept also contributed to the category. Self control emerged from a number of key 
points which indicated that control was required to be addressed in a variety of ways 
such as mental control, technical control, displaying patience; emotional control and 
controlling ones ego (see Figure 5.4). 
iss 
Technical 
Self Control Control Emotional Control 
POINTS 
(8.9,12, 16,23) (8,9,20) (1,13,11.20,21,23) KEY 
Control of ones ego Pstlence( 3) 
(12,13,20,23) 
1 
Self Confi, Jcrm,,:! 1i: Self-Deli CONCEITS 71 7, 
*. --ý SELFCONFIDENCE r AND BELIEF 
CATEGORY 
Figure 5.4 The emergence of Self Control as a concept and Its contribution to the Self 
Confidence and Belief category. (Numbers In brackets are Identified Elite Coach 
Interviews -Females In Bold) 
Understanding that certain aspects of performance are external, situational and not 
totally controllable is important so athletes avoid being distracted from 'performing to 
the best of their ability, as highlighted by an Olympic sailing coach: 
7here are times when you can't control things, like when someone does actually out-perform 
ývu and that is not within your control. So statements like control the controllables. are verY 
valid to a point. but at the same time what we try and encourage people to do Is be In a 
position where the things outside oftheir control don't matter anymore. Elite Coach 8- 
Sailing (dealing with worry over performance) 
Coaches also highlight that controlling ones ego is important for clite athletes who 
may well lose focus on their training and competitive performances if their ego's 
become more dominant than focusing on more important matters. I lealthy egos are 
positive and important for ones self esteem but when a person's ego dominates and 
influences behaviour in a negative manncr then it becomes unhealthy and 
performances may well slump. An Olympic coach attributes one Olympic failure 
purely down to the athlete not being able to control their ego: 
I think It was to do with not controlling her ego, she didn'tfiat want to win It, she wanted to 
win It by a mile. She knew she was going to, not only had she beenfavouritefor some time, 
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but also all her results up to that time had demonstrated thatshe was going to win It really 
comfortably. Elite Coach 20-Canoe Slalom (control of ego) 
Another clite Badminton coach supported the belief that ego can interfere if not 
controlled: 
Sometimesyou set them on thatpedestal, they start believing their own egos a hit andsaying 
look I'm the best in the world. You know, we want them to he the best In the world andyou 
boost them up, hut when they start believing it and don't actually get down to doing the work 
then that's problematic. Elite Coach 13- Badminton (control of ego) 
From a phenomenological perspective maintaining control is multi-faceted and 
includes many potential issues which require careful regulation. Ego is a very 
important psychological component and many top level athletes use their egos to their 
advantage in terms of boosting their self confidence. But it is only useful if it is one 
that is stable and under control. Two coaches support this belief. 
Yeah, you have got to have ego, it is a very big thing but It has got to be a controlled ego. 
Elite Coach 23. Swimming (control of ego) 
One ofthe outstanding things that strike you about these guys certainly the Successful ones Is 
that they are very stable mentally. Elite Coach 9- Canoe Slalom (self control) 
Overall, an extremely important category which is central to what coaches perceive 
mental toughness to be and one which also receives substantial support from previous 
studies. 
Psychological concepts arc reciprocally related and in some ways symbiotic in the 
sense that they support each other. Many connections emerged between concepts and 
categories in this category and this was also demonstrated when considering the 
emergence of the categories 'effective mental application' and 'handling event 
pressure'. 
3. Effective Mental Application 
Effective mental application emerged as a category through the perception that 
coaches believed mental toughness was strongly linked to the ability to effectively use 
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mental skills. 'I landling event pressure' was spccif ically related to being able to apply 
such skills within the competition environment and deal with high-pressure situations 
(see Figure 5.3). 
Without doubt, coaches perceived achieving 'absolute focus' (>50% sample) as the 
most important mental skill related to mental toughness. Support for the concept was 
reinforced as 'dealing with external distractions' emerged as the most substantive key 
point within the 'use of mental skills' concept. 
Figure 5.5, shows how relevant key codes support the 'absolute focus' concept and 
the emergent category. The category has obvious connections to the related concept 
'handling pressure'. Concepts within it referred to 'dealing with setbacks', 'dealing 
with mistakes, 'dealing with external distractions' and 'dealing with anxiety' all of 
which are connected to being focussed and avoiding being distracted by external 
events. 
Absolute Focus 
I laving vision 
(1,2,3,4.9,10,12, 
(8.13,17.20,23,24 13,15,17,18,20.23 
30) 24,28,30 
-) 
Maintaining focus 
(1.3,5,19.23.31) KEY CODED 
P014NTS 
Staying clear headed 
(2.8.10.13,23) 
Auto - Pilot 
(2,28) 
CONCEPT 
CONCE 
EFFECTIVE MENTAL 
APPLICATION 
I 
Consistent focus 
1,3,5,13.20.23.31 
Suying In the present 
(2,20) 
CATEGORY 
Figure 5.5 The emergence of Absolute Focus as a Concept Bud Its contribution to the 
Effective Mcntal Application category, ( numbers In brackets are Identified Elite Coach 
Interviews) - the number In bold denoting female rcspondcnU 
Is$ 
The preliminary analysis provides evidence that although absolute focus is a vital 
component of mcntal toughness it has a variety of dimensions associated with it. 
Findings demonstrate that it is notjust important being focused, but it isjust as 
important in maintaining focus and having consistency oifocus. 
When considering the detailed IP analysis and coding (Appendix B, Volume 1) it 
shows that without being focused and having the ability to deal with distractions arc 
the Most important mental skills that coaches relate to mcntal toughness. 
The contribution of preliminary IPA within initial coding fully supported thematic 
emergence. The following examples shows how one coach interprets the term 'mental 
focus 'be more appropriate for what he perceives mcntal toughness to be: 
Participant Direct Quotation / Source of 
Interview 
When you use the term mental toughness It has a little bit ofa sort ofmascullne or aggressive i)pf 
ofconnotations to It. I suppose we would tend to 
use a slightly dgerent phrase with our swimmers. 
W* wouldprobably use mentalfocus. Perhaps as 
a coach, I have got in the back ofmy mind that 
term. rather than mental toughness. A concept of 
getting the swimmer Into what is known as an 
Idealperformance state. Now to me mentalfocus 
is a very key element q fthat. 
Elite coach 28- Swimming 
IPA Analysis and concept transformation 
The meaning attached to the term mental 
toughness Is perceived by the participant as being 
somewhat gender biased but the researcher finds 
It difficult to understand such a perspective. It 
Implies that females am not as capable of being 
tough performers as male counterparts within the 
swimming environment. I lowever, the coach 
prefcrs to employ the term mental focus which Is 
more neutral and directed at attention and 
concentration on task completion and does not 
allow the opportunity for gender connotations to 
be applied. Additionally It Is linked with an Ideal 
performance state in which paying focused 
attention is a vital componcnt. 
absolute focus / maintaining focus 
Table 5.15 IIIIA coding and tran3formation of concept emerronce within Mite LOACU 
data 
Detailed preliminary analysis also provides a selection of verbatim quotes in support 
ror the conccptualisation of absolute focus as an emergent concept, which also 
substantially support the category formation of 'cffcctivc mtntal application' (see 
Table 5.16). 
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" ney have got tofocus on what they are trying to do (EC 13) 
" The guy with mental toughness keeps a clear head, Isfocused and Is determined (EC 
10) 
" Beingfocused In basketball Is a player who does what Is expected of him. doesn't do 
anything silly, never goes over the top doesn't elaborate on plays or movements or 
passes or anything like that hejust does what's required correctly in the set time 
frame( EC 1) 
" Mental toughness you could say is about being able to stayfocused on whatyou are 
going to do, howyou are going to ride the test, despite thefact that the horse may be 
givingyou some sort offeedback that it Is tense or nervous. I think the mental 
toughness is the ability to remain concentrated (EC 3 1) 
" By trying to stay absolutelyfocused on what I was going to do and how I was going 
to ride it and as I went through the tunnel Into the main arena and the crowd were 
fantastically vocal (EC 2) 
" 7he medallists will be those that are the toughest, focused and use their menial skills 
that "quire them to perform at that particular time (EC 30) 
"I don't know about mental toughness, Ijust use termfocus., Ijustfocus mysev. (EC 4) 
"I think the tough people are those who actually keep themselvesf"used, take 
themselves away wherever they need to and know exactly what they have got to do 
during the day or during an event, and then get themselves readyfor it and then do It 
well( EC 15) 
( Participant source in brackets) 
TableS. 16 Examples of direct quotations supporting the emergence of the 'absolute 
focus concept 
The data provides evidence that being focused is having full attention on task whilst 
excluding other distractions from concentration. It is about having a clear mind, free 
of unnecessary thoughts not related to the task completion. It is about performing in 
the 'here and now' and doing what is required. 
'Dealing with distractions' is obviously related to being focused as they are symbiotic 
themes. Being totally focused means minimal distraction, whilst being unfocused 
means taking in irrelevant stimuli at the expense of more important task information. 
Such findings arc consistent with Fouric and Potgietcr (200 1), Gould et aL(2002) and 
whose studies found that 'Concentration' and 'Focus' and 'Task Spccific Attention' 
respectively emerged as an important concept which underpins mental toughness. 
The 'dealing with external distractions' data within the 'cffcctivc use of mental skills 
concept' revealed the following selective quotations: 
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"I think they have got to be able to knock the little things out oftheir mind that don't 
interfere with the performance ( EC 15 ) 
" Players who are not able to shut out problems that they can control and It will have 
impact on their ability to perform. I think they have not been able to consWently deal 
with those or recognise that those situations and therefore. they letitbecomea 
distraction ( EC 12) 
" Some people are overwhelmed by the si: e ofthe event. 7hey go to the Olympics and 
they don 'I really achieve to theirpotential ( EC 32) 
"I think that is a lot tougher than actually getting out there and doing It, is preparing 
with all those other distractions and to actually get out there and do It (EC 3) 
Table 5.17 Examples of direct quotations supporting the emergence of the 'Dealing 
with Distractions' concept 
Coaches are both explicit and implicit in how they explain the contribution that 
dealing with distractions makes to mental toughness. it seems that being focused is 
the main priority and this is enhanced through the ability to block out both internal 
( thoughts and feelings) and external ( audience, noise, other competitors ctc) 
irrelevant distractions. Effective mental application is inextricably related to the major 
catcgory'Dcaling with Event Pressure' which emerged as one orthc most substantive 
categories within the emergent theory, as it was supported by nine concepts making it 
one of the most heavily supported categories within the theoretical framework. 
4. Dealing with Event Pressure 
Figures 5.3 and 5.6 show how the category emerges from supporting concepts. Mic 
concept of handling pressure is central coachcs' perceptions of mental toughness. It is 
a pivotal category related to dealing with strcss and anxiety, dealing with mistakes, 
dealing with setbacks, gaining the mental edge and previous experience. Other 
concepts such as extending beyond the comfort zone and handling success also 
Support the emergence of the major category. All the supporting concepts were 
heavily substantiated with the exception of handling success. -7be diversity of the 
results demonstrates that people have different perceptions of what being mentally 
tough means within the competitive arena. I landling pressure holds a wide variety of 
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possible meanings for participants and requires detailed analysis as opposed to more 
gencral trcatmcnt. 
Conncctions may bc linkcd to othcr cmcrging conccpts such as sclf control and 
absolute focus as athletes are most likely to lose control when dealing vith event 
prcssurc, particularly whcn cxpcricncing mistakcs and sctbacks and rcsults support 
this. 
I 
Previous Eiptrience 
1 9.10,13,18,20,23,28,29,32) (8 
I Dealing with sabacks * 
(1.3.4,6.12,13.15,16,19,23,2427 
. 29,30,31.32) 
1 
Extending beyond the comfort 
Me 
( 1.2,12,14,30) 
Dealing with mistakes 
(5,12,13,20,23,25,33) Dealing with stress 
&Anxiety * 
(2,4,5,6,8.9,11,1213,16.17, 
20,21,23.24X, 32) 
Absolute Focus 
Suppoming concept 
GaInIng the mental edge 
(2.4.8.10.11,12,13.15,20,21,2 
2.23.24,27,28,32,34) 
1 
I landling succcss 
(12,13,20,23) 
1 
DEALING WITH I 
EVENT CATEGORY 
PRESSURE 
FIgure5.6 The emergence of 'Handling Prcssure'us a concept and Its contribution to 
the 'Dealing with Event Pressure' category (numbers In brackets are Identified Ellie 
Coach Interviews with females In bold) *Substantiated supporting concepts also In bold 
IPA provides a deeper understanding of how handling pressure is perceived and Its 
connection to mental toughness. Thc most striking finding being that if a person can 
handle pressure very well, they will be perceived to have what is considered mcntal 
toughness. Table 5.18 provides a deeper understanding of such toughness 
Perceptions 
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Participant Direct Quotation /Source of 
Interview 
He has been around a long time now and he has 
had massive disappointments. I remember In 
Albertville In 1992 he lost the race offby a couple 
ofa hundredths ofa second to actually compels In 
the Games, didn't make that team, although he 
was there In the reserves. Then agalm In 
Lillehammer In 1994, hefinished 8th In thtfour 
man, and he did that with an iqferlor team. did 
very well there. I/# has been so close on so many 
occasions and then things havefiallen apart 
because of stupid mistakes. The guyfell off his 
sled In the world championships the year before 
the Olympic Games, he was disqualoed when 
going very well. So many different set backs he 
has had to deal with. Ellie Coach 16- Bobs1eigh. 
IPA Analysis ( Meaningful interpretation or 
content) and key code-conccpt transformation 
Setbacks can Instil mental toughness In people 
despite repeated occurrences and the athlete was 
considered by the coach to be an extremely tough 
performer mentally. I lowever, in an attempt to 
make sense of such pcmcptions If the performer 
was truly mentally tough, may be they would 
have not experienced so many errors or 
disappointments. It may be Out the coach 
rccognises the ability to bounce back from a 
setback as the most Important characteristic of 
mental toughness and not the outcome of the 
performance, such a winning a medal. 
dealing with set-backs -I landling Pressure 
Table5.18 111A of Elite Coach data In concept/ catcgory emergence oF I land ling 
Pressure 
Recovering from a setback demands an element of mcntal toughness depending on the 
severity of the setback but it may be a different type of toughness 0= applying 
focussed attention to whilst performing a skill. It requires a sense of resilience and 
dogged determination to succeed and learn from ones previous errors or case of bad 
luck. It seems when exploring the meaning of the following two quotations that 
mentally tough athletes respond better and quicker than others, and they do not dwell 
on failures and deal with them and move on to the next task, almost immediately if 
required. Rcflcction time is minimal but cfTcctivc enough to learn and take note of 
what it needed to improve. Ile quotations also include a sense of optimism and 
patience within mentally tough performers. 
When they lose they are much more devastated but stronger. and that allows them to Come 
back much quicker. They are stronger and they think afier as et back, , OA, I'll be strong and 
F an ay think OX there's another day so what 's next, WS, et another goal. there will be otherd 
that willallow me to come through. Elite Coachl9- Doccia (dealing with set-backs) 
In the Commonwealth Games In 1993, he had a devastating experience on the 100 butterfly, 
being disqualo7ed at the start, yet lie had another event within 20 minutes or halfan hour 
aflerwards, so he had to raise his performance and get mentally tbugher. Ik did It and is-on a 
medal. Elite Coach 28. Swimming (dealing with sct-backs) 
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I lowevcr, deeper analysis shows that some athletes, depending on the severity of the 
set back and disappointment may take a while longer. A hockey coach expWns when 
describing a player who she perceives as mentally tough: 
She has now bounced backfrom a big disappointment and she 
ias kept going until she is now 
well established England and GBplayer, whoprobablyyou wouldnowput into a worldside. 
So. I thinkfor me she would describe an athlete who has that mental toughness Imental 
strength to bounce back Elite Coach 29- Field llockey(dealing with set-backs) 
IPA analysis indicates that it may be wise to wait and evaluate die responses to 
setbacks before assessing whether people are mentally tough or not. Mental toughness 
may well prevent a set back in the first place but as every athlete experiences setbacks 
it may well be a useful indicator to assess the quality of the response as a useful 
indicator of how mentally tough people arc. 
Dealing with both mistakes and setbacks were concepts that emerged very early 
within the data coding and analysis and later heavily substantiated. Typical examples 
from findings which demonstrate how IPA interpretation was applied include: 
Participant Direct Quotation / Source of 
Interview 
Where eitheryou are injured due to a crash and 
h4vv to get back up and ride against the person 
who maybeJust knockedyou off, or having been 
one up in a competition thinking the win was 
eastlyivurs but then being beaten by a move by 
the other competitor and then to come backfrom 
th4L I think that really shows what I would term 
as mental toughness within our discipline. Elite 
Coach 24-Cycling 
IPA Analysis (Meaningful Interpretation of 
content) and key code-Concent transformation 
I laying the ability to cope uith a poor 
perfornunce and continue with renewed 
dcterinination and will to succeed, despite a nujor 
disappoinumnt fresh in the mind 
dealing with mistakes /set-backs / Handling 
Pressure 
Mentally It was a very tough game because he 
was making mistakes but he still came through the 
whole thing, So in that respect he never lost track 
ofit. Often people can make mistakes and then lose track ofthe whole game, Ile never, he would 
get back onto It and that is one ofthe hardest 
things to do. Elite Coach 13- Badniinton 
Despite going through a bad performance period 
the athlete continued despite adversity and stayed 
with it. I laving a resilient attitude to continue 
through thick and thin and having the patience to 
endure the poor phase of performance. I faving the 
doggedness to see it through when fccbg the 
pressure. 
dealing with nalstak-ts - Handling Pressure 
Table5.19 Preliminary IPA of Elite Coach data for Dealing with Event Pressure 
category 
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Findings demonstrate that dealing with a setback is perceived to be more serious and 
difficult to cope with than dealing with a mistake which may well be immediately 
redeemable during a performance, but if dealt with effectively could well increase 
mental toughness within performers. Typical cx=plcs which emerged include: 
I think that mentally tough people turn setbacks on their head and say - well whatever the 
reason was, they try tofigure it out, deal with it and then goforward (EC I) 
I don't think it does any athlete any harm. Ifthey are tough enough to come back they will do 
It. 71at's what makes them tough. (EC4) 
An aspect ofmental toughness is the durabili% stick ability to come backfrom a setback I 
think it is a very critical one because people will always loseform in every sport. jWu will 
neverfind anybody who hasn 't at some stage. (EC 20) 
I think everybody accepts that thereprobably are going to be set backs, I don't think anybody 
can be, It would be a very nalVe approach to say'oh I am going to get there and I am never 
going to have any setbacks on the way. 71e ability to deal with the setbacks when they 
come along and recoverfrom them quickly Is probably a sign ofmcnial toughness. 
(EC 12) 
In $print cycling it Is the rider who crashes and then with quite severe injuries still manages 
to get back up and ride to the end ofthe competitiom Wien )wu crash at 40 mph on wood or 
concrete. there Is a serious amount ofsoft tissue and open major damage done to the body. 
To have the ability not tojust say that is it. I am out ofthis, but to put on a new set of 
clothing, get their bike straightened up, get back on their bike and ride I think shows a great 
amount ofinental toughness. (EC 24) 
The above examples show that setbacks differ in the context in which they happen 
such as injury and loss of form. The main point being. it is how the athlete responds to 
a setback which demonstrates if they are mentally tough, as it is inevitable that they 
will happen. Nearly 60% of coaches contributed to the 'dealing with setback' concept 
which is very substantive. 
The findings support early work of Kubistant (1986), who considered lessons learricd 
from negative experiences were related to mental toughness. In the past 5 years, Jones 
el aL (2002) and Middleton ct aL (2004) both highlight the concept as an important 
mental toughness factor. Most recently Middleton ct aL (2004) his likened the factor 
to thc issue of perseverance of a task when faced with adversity. 
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On a conceptual level 'dealing with stress and anxiety' emerged as a substantive 
concept; its key point supporting codes outlined in Figure 5 7. 
The ability to cope with intense pressure and anxiety is considered an Integral part of 
all competitive sport, particularly at the highest levels (Gýuld et at, 1992a and b, 
1993a, 1993b; Gould et at, 2002; Cookc, 1995; Call; ja, 1997). 
Controlling the nerves -N 
Dealing with worry about performance 
Dcaling with worry over scicction Dealing with 
Abscrice of ncgativcs Stress and Anxiety 
Dealing with fear 
Controlling anxicty & holding it togcthcr 
Staying relaxed 
Figure 5.7 Supporting key codes for the concept 'Dealing with stress and anxiety,. 
Substantive key codes In bold 
Tbc most substantive supporting key codes are largely associated with cognitive 
anxiety, such as 'controlling the ncrvcs', 'dealing with worry' and 'dealing with fear'. 
Coaches perceive the ability to deal with stress and anxiety as strongly related to 
'handling pressure, itself a feeder concept to the emergent category 'dealing with 
cvcnt prcssurc'. 
Direct quotations, which support the emergent conccptualisation include: 
Mental toughness comes in there In terms ofthe discipline ofcontrolling - competition one S 
nerves before going Into a big competition arena such as the Olympics. 
Elite Coach 2- Equestrian (controlling the nerves) 
To be a top-levelperformer I would alfo say because In a pressuresituation mentallYYou 
needlo holdyourseytogether. Elite Coach 17 - Swimming (controlling the nerves) 
7befear, the worry about performing and that Is why Ifeel that all the time WIT Imt got 10 
keep reinforcing the 'c'word, coeldence. We go back to having cotOdence andsfV-belief- 
Elite Coach 23 - Swimming (dealing with worry about pcrformance) 
Youget thepressure, of wor? ylng about losing andthe thoughts oýwlnnlng it, andthenyou 
come to serve. 7he secret Is when the pressure Is really on, and)-ou can still think and move, I 
think that Is Important. lk knows how to win when lie gets to the right stage, mevbe because 
he is still relaxed enough, at the same timi concentrating to be able to Aeop thinking about file 
game. Elite Coach 13-Badminton (dcaling with worry about performance) 
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Many participants identified controlling the nerves (E-C2,4,5,13,16,17,20,21,23), 
Worry about performance (EC2,8,11,13,16,17,23) and dealing With fear 
( EC 9,11,23,24,25,32) as major contributing issues linked to dealing with stress and 
anxiety. Effectively handling the stress and dealing with the symptom cffectivcly was 
what coaches idcntiried as mental toughness. Interpretative analysis links these as 
both cognitive and somatic aspects of performance, indicating mental toughness 
requires multi modal skills in self regulation. 
I landling pressure was perceived to be a substantive concept as it was also linked to 
having previous experience in competitive situations: 
She has had that experience worldwide, she has travelled, she has swum against the best, and 
she knows what has to be done. Elite Coach 23. Swimming (previous expcricnce) 
You might have to dragpeople hal(way aroundthe worldto toughen them up andgive them lot$ Oftlifferent experiences, to go throughsomefallures. Elite Coach 4. Swimming (previous 
experience) 
Z(ývu got to somewhere like the Olympics and then you take them awayfrom such a high level ofcompetition, to a lower one they are usually tougher because they are used to the 
Increased levels ofstress and competition. I would say they come out tougher because ofthe Olympics. Ythey haven't been to an Olympics they are nowhere near as tough. Elite Coach 
32 -Cycling (previous experience) 
It will take at least the second Olympics before someone willperform because they need one Olympics to deal with it and understand what It is. El itc Coach 23. Swimm ing (prcv ious 
experience) 
IPA indicates that such previous experiences may well provide an opportunity for 
athletes to develop their abilities to deal with adverse environments and potential 
setbacks and act as a form of learning experience for the future, which will result in 
tougher individuals. 
'Gaining the mental edge' and 'extending oneself beyond the comfort zone' had many 
related codes linked to the thematic concept without having. conccptual density 
throughout numerous codes in support of the concept. Only 'Winning mentality' as a 
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key code within 'gaining the mcntal cdge' emerged in numerous interviews. It was 
conncctcd to training and building conridcncc: 
lVe are trying to buildthe winning mentality as they go along. - training sessions and building 
confidence do It. tfyou get someone who achieves top 10 In the last 5 world championships 
they go they 're expecting the minimum and their expectation 6 always that much higher. 
7hey're lookingfor medals all the time. Elite Coach 32 - Cycling (winning mentality) 
Gaining the mental edge cncompasscd many thematic statements such as: 
I laying a professional attitude (8,10,15) 
1 laying maturity (15) 
Living close to the edge (2) 
Looking after oneself (2) 
Winning mentality (8,12,13,23,24,32,33) 
Not making excuses (22) 
Courage and conviction ( 2,3) 
Being consistent( 13,20,28) 
Showing conceit for the opposition (11) 
Elitt coach source In brackets 
Rising to the occasion ( 28) 
Big occasion toughness (23) 
Not giving anything away (12) 
Being single minded (12,13) 
Doing the job (15) 
Being ruthless (4.12,27) 
Killer Instinct (10) 
113tes losing (2 1) 
Loving the competition (20) 
It was a conceptual label for a diverse collection of statements with a shared meaning 
similar to the concept 'extending oneself beyond the comfort zone'. 7bis concept 
included reference to work required by athletes far beyond what is considered normal 
within Olympic preparation. Such evidence demonstrates that there Is a diversity of - 
interpretations employed by people to explain an aspect of mental toughness. Gaining 
the mental edge has a wide variety of possible interpretations that are used by 
Participants to explain it and phenomenological inquiry located such differences. 
To be a champion arguably wan-ants the need for an athlete to be doing something 
different than fcllow competitors, which extends them beyond their normal comfort 
zone. Such practice may well influence those athletes who win medals and those who 
do not in major championships. Direct cx=plcs include: 
I think that's part of it, because I think there are people in li(e that look to do diricult things 
and look to constantly challenge themselves or to raise the barý but there are others who like 
toftinction within their comfort zone. 7hey are the ones that ý, ou seem to have to drive as a 
coach andthe ones thatyou tendtopuslL Alypreference isfor thefirstgroup. Elite Coach 14 
-Field I lockey (raising the bar) 
Afental foughnem is extending oneselfbeyond whatyou may think Is required Elite Co3ch 10- 
Windsurfing (extending onesclO 
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Overall, the category was perceived to be extremely substantive in what coaches 
considered mental toughness to consist of within the context of clitc sport. The 
findings show that being able to deal with the diverse array of factors which event 
pressure demands is what makes being mentally tough so difficult, as people require a 
multiplicity of psychological skills. Merely being effective in one or two may not 
truly demonstrate what total mental tou&css demands. These findings have 
demonstrated that mental toughness when 'dealing with event pressure' is more 
complex than previously reported within clitc environments ( Middicton ct 
al. 2004; Bull et at, 2005) whose provision of general dimensions of a concept 
sometimes obscure important dctail of a more complex issues. 
Extending one-self, pushing the boundaries and leaving the comfort zone is also part 
of the training experience and this together with wider situational demands emerged 
as the fifth of six major categories. 
S. Training and Situational Demands 
The advantages of employing phenomenological method are dcmonstratcd when 
unique and previously unexplorcd themes emerge which add to an increased 
understanding of the concept. The rindings show that mental toughness is related to 
wider issues outside of the direct performance arcna. The category emerged from 
concepts such as training situations and issues of lifestyle managcmcnL Coaches 
linked mental toughness to smart training (EC 1,4,13,14,20), tough training 
(EC4,10,15,16,19,23,24,30), the competitive training cnvironmcnt 
(EC4,8,17,20,27,32), training culture (EC1,4,19) and training with die very best 
(EC8,17,23). Additionally it also linked it to the ability to deal with lifestyle demands 
(ECI, 6,10,23,32) and the ability to adapt to the environment (EC9,10.20.32). 7lic 
following quotations support selective key codes within the conceptualisation: 
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Nobody I know, ever trains badly with you and does well In competition. I have never ever 
seen that happen. It isjust not the case. People don'tJust come good, not in the sports I have been involved with. Elite Coach 20-Canoe Slalom (training methods) 
Yes you have got to exposeyoursel( ; there is no point injust swimming In a 117gan pool and 
training there, no point at all. Elite Coach 17 -Swimming (training with the best) 
I 
You have to be mentally tough to compete within the trainingprogramme as it is extremely demanding andfilters out the weaker athletes. Elite Coach 4 -Swimming (competitive training environment) 
Dealing with the all the travelling and the circuit lifestyle is extremely di Icult. Playing Is .F what they enjoy, all the time spent getting there and getting back is what is "ally tough. Elite Coach 32 - Cycling (lifestyle demands) 
11"ellfouryears ago there was no national lottery and now all ofa sudden takingpart-time 
people and making them Intofull time bike riders is a real challenge. On the roadfrom 
anythingfromfive to nine months, living out ofa suitcase, leaving theirpartners, family. kids; 
It becomes a whole lifestyle change, becoming mentally tougher to deal with that. Elite Coach 
32-Cycling (adaptation to the environment) 
Wider situational aspects of mental toughness demand more research attention as it is 
clear that it is part of what mental toughness is perceived to be about. Such aspects of 
the concept have been largely ignored and only Jones ct at (2002) has cmphasiscd 
other dimensions may exist. Mental toughness in the future is quite likely to be 
considered more of a multi-dimensional concept which needs to be applied across 
diverse contexts and situations, not only from within the competitive sporting arena. 
6. Illysical Coping Ability 
This category emerged from the necessity to be extremely physically fit and also 
having the coping ability to deal with the excessive physical demands of top-level 
competition. Given disciplines such as rowing, cycling, swimming and badminton, 
canoe Slalom and field hockey (as represented in this sample) demand high levels of 
physical energy compared to others so results need to be accepted with caution. 
Ilowcvcr, when considering such disciplines, themes such as dealing with 
fatiguc(EC8,10,13), exhaustion (EC8,10), coping with pain (EC 12,16,23,27) and 
general discomfort (EC8,10,23,24) emerged providing a connection between physical 
and mental toughness. Direct examples from the findings support such connections: 
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Andyou would say that was mental andphysical toughness being able to bare that pain. not 
just once but to do It repeatedly In the search ofscoring the goal. Elite Coach 12- 1 lockey 
(coping with pain) 
She Is working with a personal trainer very hard outside, offthe water to push her threshold 
up so she can handle the pain better when she competes. Elite Coach 23- Swimming 
(coping with pain) 
Its all about dealing with the Intensefatigue when In a real blow on the water. that 's what 
mental toughness Is, making sureyoustick In when Its ripping)-our body apart. Elite Coach 10 
-Sailing ( coping with discomfort) 
Most athletes are close to exhaustion at the end ofa regatta and dealing with the sheer 
exhaustion is what makes a winner. Having the toughness to perform when really exhausted 
andstill deliver. Not many have that quality. Elite Coach S. Sailing (coping with discomfort) 
Scvcral coachcs offcrcd mcaningful statcments linking spccific fitncss with 
confidence: 
Ifyou can get to a stage whereyouknowyouarefoursecondifasterilian anybody else, then 
thaijust gives you the conji'dence anyway to win the race. Over the sprints It is a little bit 
different, a straight 50 metres takes a lot more power than sayfitness In that, a lot dipends on 
the style and thefinish But In endurance races. you are "ally getting tostainina, and I think 
they need to be extremelyphysicallyfit. E. lite Coach 4. Swimming ( physical fitness/ 
confidcnce) 
lie would come to me andsay 'Jam sofit at the moment, Ican 'I wait to get on that court'. he 
was like a train. In his own wordi, he said afterwards'l can't believe Ifeel so physically 
good'. I saw them play a game in Swit. -erlandjust after that. It was an awesome game. and he 
was as mentally strong as I ever saw him. It was one ofthe toughest games I have seen him 
play. That was the year they won the, 411 England championship. EliteCoach 13-133dminton 
(suprcme f itncss /physical f ancsst conf idcnce) 
. 
fidence comes, which actually gives them mental toughness, because Ifthey getfit then the con 
the confidence Is there and I think conj7dence and mental toughness are reallyfiat 
con0dence. El ite Coach 21- Swi mm ing (self conf idcncel phys ical f itness) 
Previous research has under valued the necessity to consider the mcntal - physical 
link to mental toughness, particularly in highly explosive and prolonged endurance 
disciplines which require the tolerance of high pain thresholds. Findings suggest it 
should be an area for further research exploration, particularly from a 
phenomenological perspective to explore differences in the need for physical coping 
abilities in rclation to the task demands of the sport. 
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Overall, the Elite Coach findings on mental toughness perceptions derived from their 
'lived experience' provides a diverse assortment of key codes, concepts and 
catcgories which presents a theoretically different model of mental toughness to 
challenge existing research. It provides a thoroughly detailed and well grounded 
conceptual isation more so than any existing work. The initial grounding of which was 
provided through interpretative phenomenological analysis which extracted a deeper 
and more meaningful understanding and explanation of the concept than currently 
available. The conceptual isation was developed through emergent grounded theory 
procedures. The findings partially support existing research at a supcr-ordinatc level 
with several major categories supporting existing work. but at a deeper level of 
analysis the results show an extremely diverse assortment of conceptual and key code 
perceptions exist which supports such a theoretical framework. This provides a major 
scicntiric contribution to existing work in developing an understanding of the. 
conccptualisation of mental toughness from within an clite coaching pcrspectivc. 
5.6 Conceptuallsation and categorlsation or mental toughness within the 
Elite Athlete sample 
The search for emergent higher order themes from integration of related concepts 
generated the following major categories: 
1. Commitment and Determination 
2. Effective Mental Application 
3. Dealing with Event Pressure 
4. Self Confidence and Belief 
5. Self Control and Discipline 
6. Training and Situational toughness 
7. Physical Coping Ability 
Tbe complete index of how emergent key codes support the above categories is 
located in Appendix C, Volume 1. The conccptuaVcatcgory emergent data is 
diagranunatically shown in Figurc 5.8. 
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Figure 5.8 Emergent categories derived from Grounded Theory analysts of the Elite 
Athlete Sample (n-37) Substantive emergent concepts In bold 
1. Commitment and Determination 
This category emerged from a substantive concept 'determination' together with 
commitment' and 'driving ambition'. The concept of 'determination' emerged from 
seven related key codes of which determination was the most substantive, being 
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formed from 12 interviews (see Appendix C, Volume 1). Other related codes included 
making sure you get what you want, channelling your desire, inner strength/ inner 
right and reaching your intensity level although these received less meaningful 
cmphasis. 
In describing the contribution of determination to mental toughness athletes related 
it to a high need to achieve, a refusal to accept failure and having self belief. It may 
well be that mentally tough athletes arc those who have intense dctcrmination but also 
have additional coping qualities which support such determination. It is unlikely that 
mental toughness is achieved by athletes having only limited characteristics within 
thcir mental toughness profiles. Direct cx=ples i ncludc: 
1just think It Is about determination. It is the one wordyou can use to describe mental 
toughness. It Ispure determination. Elite Athlctc26- Badminton (determined) 
I've never used the term mental toughness in my past experience. 1just say things like I'm 
very determined I'm very determined In what I do and I don 't like to give up at what I do. 
Elite Athlete II- Cycling / Paralympics Gold mcdal winner (determined) 
Psychological qualities of commitment, being single minded, the driving ambition to 
succeed, determination, self belief and the ability to deal with adversity arc all 
perceived to be part of being mentally tough to the follo%ing elite cyclist: 
I think It would he about the drive or the ambition to succeed 7lieself beliefand the 
expectation of what you can do. It is important that you give it you 're all and It's a bit like 
single mindedness. You approach things with a purpose andyou say toyourseV. this is what 
I'm going to do no matter what's thrown at me I'm going to be able to do it. Elite Athlete 18 
Cyclist (driving ambition / scif belief / single minded) 
Mental toughness means many different things to this athlete but it is the theme of 
dctcrmination that receives most substantive support, as it sccms to provide the key to 
continuing when faced with adversity. This is supported by a triple Olympic 
equestrian athlete offering her interpretation of mental toughness: 
I am very dedicated and determinedand competitive, therefore I tend to he mentally tough 
and I keep doing It. 7hose that aren't get knocked down early on. Me tough riders get 
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through but others realize It's notfor them andfall away. Elite Athlete 21- Equestrian (dctcnnined / being totally dedicated). 
Athletes use determination and commitment interchangeably, but the common thread 
is that people apply themselves totally to achieving their 6bJective over a period of 
time, if committed. Determination tends to be more of an immediate action and it is 
self-drivcn, hence the term 'self-determination'. The results demonstrate that intense 
self driven characteristics arc central to how athletes perceive mental toughness. Such 
thoughts are rcflcctcd in the following quotations: 
You either want to do it, to the best ofyour ability or you don't. I think It's commitment and decisiveness. Doyou want to do it or not? Elite Athlete 23 -Canoe Slalom (determined / total commitment) 
7he difference was that I chased it, absolutely. I didn't mess about that was the whole point. I 
war 16 and went to ajunior world champs and reallsed after that I did actuaUy want to do 
well at this. I thought I did before. but I really didn't reallse. Elite Athlete 23 -Canoe Slalom (being totally committed) 
The athlete rccogniscd at an early age that he was going to commit himself totally to 
the goal of achieving Olympic Gold following a period of uncertainty and confusion. 
This findings have similarity to the category which emerged in the Jones et OL (2002) 
study 'having the insatiable desire and intcrnaliscd motives to succeed', the Middicton 
et at, (2004) category 'goal commitment' and Bull et at (2005) who identifled 
'dedication and commitment' as important aspects of mental toughness in clite 
English cricketers. 
2. Effective Mental Application 
This category is closely related to 'dealing with event pressure' as it is concerned %ith 
the application of mental skills spccifically within the competitive cnviro=cnt. 
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Concent Codes (Key point) Participant (Interview source) 
Anxiety Control Dealing with anxiety 2,3.6.7,8,25,26.27,28,30,31 
Controlling the nerves 2,3,6,7.8,16,25.26,28,30,33.35 
Dealing with worry 2,6,7.10,35 
Worrying about others 30 
Avoiding negative 
thoughts 3,6,8,10,19,29,26,29,30,31,33 
Avoiding complacency 35 
Re-interpreting anxiety 10, 
Feeling overawed 10,28,30 
Staying relaxed 23 
Not thinking too much 23,26,27 
Absolute Focus Being Focused 1,2,7.12,14,30.33,35 
Ability to focus 2,3,4,5,8.10,13,14,15,16,17.19.21,29,30,34,35 
Mental parking 8,12 
Unconscious quality 6,10,19,28,29 
Staying in the present 35 
In the zone 30 
Not thinking too much 1.26 
Mental lntcnsitv 12.29.34 
Table 5.20 Supporting key codes for the concepts of 'Anxiety Control and 'Absolute 
Focus' with Identified Interview sources within the Elite Athlete sample- Females In bold 
on far right column. 
This category emerged from two major concepts; anxiety control and absolute focus. 
Both substantive concepts were formed from multiple interview transcripts and 
contained both male and female contributions (see Table 5.20). 
The two major concepts emerged from a variety of rclatcd key codes. The most 
substantive themes were 'dealing with anxiety', 'controlling the ncrvcs' and 'avoiding 
negative thoughts' within the anxiety control concept, and 'being focused / having 
the ability to focus' within the absolute focus concept. 
The following quotations support the above 'absolute focus' concept: 
I don 't know about mental toughness, Ijust use the termfocus. Ifocus Mysev; lit In bed at 
night thinking about things. I mean obviously I expect to go through the heats and make the final so I don't really think about the heats too much, butjust think about everything about 
thefinal... I thinkyou need to be veryfocused on whatyou are doing. Elite Athlete 3 5- 
Swimming. (being focused) 
If)VU can standon the blocks andyou know thatyou'veput the effort In thenyou should be 
able to concentrate on your swim andforget about the media andjust get on with), our race. 
andnot beput off with all the rest, then Isuppose that's Mental toughness. Elite Athlete 14 - Swimming (being focused) 
In the Commonwealth Games and as part ofthe England team I wasJustfocussed on my race. 
I was aware ofthe surroundings and the situation and that helped me build up my, 11ental 
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Toughness. The closer and closer I got to my swim the more and more aware I became ofmy 
race andyou pick specylic things out ofthe race to work on and that helps you mentally. El ite 
Athlete 14 - Swimming (being focused) 
The examples attach meaning to the perceived importance of the event with focus 
becoming more intense as the competition advances. The . concern with possible 
distractions and the need to focus on the day of competition is also important. I faving 
the 'ability to focus' was identif icd as the most important aspect of mental application 
related to mental toughness by nearly 50% (17/37) of the sample. Such findings fully 
support previous work that has identificd the mental factor as a prerequisite for mental 
toughness -It seems maintaining sclf focus (Bull et a/., 2005) and 
having "task specific 
attention' (Jones et at, 2002, Middleton et at, 2004) are rccogniscd as extremely 
important aspects of mental toughness. The supporting conceptual isation for the 
emergent category is shown in Figure 5.9 below. 
Absolute Focus 
(1.2.3,4,5,7,8,10, 
12,13.14,15,16, 
Goal Setting 17,19,21,26,28,29 
(2.7.8.10.12.19.2 30,33,34,35) 
1.26J2.36) 
Use of Positive 
Self Talk 
(1,2.7,19,29) 
1 
t4th to 'Dealing with Evcr4 pressurc, ............. 
'Wrtory 
Anxlcty CONCEPTS 
Control 
(2,3,6,7,8,9,10,16, 
25.26,27,28,30,31 Mental 
It's &It% Preparation 
ý2,3,4,7.18.34,36 
// CATEGORY 
Figure 5.9 The emergence of Effective Alental Application as a category within the Elite 
Athlete Sample (n - 37) Females In bold 
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71C second substantive category to emerge within effective mental application was 
anxiety control and meaningful perceptions related to mental toughness included 
being able to 'control the nerves', 'dealing with anxiety' and 'avoiding negative 
thoughts'. 
Cognitive anxiety comes in many forms and nervousness is not always a negative 
aspect of performance if athletes can deal with it. IPA provides evidence that athletes 
find it to be an essential part of performance. A swimmer who missed out on an 
Olympic mcdal in 2000 by 611 00ths of a second offers: 
For me, people deal with nerves in different wgVs, for me the ready room Is a necessiryfor me because It can make me nervous. I think the mental toughness part ofit is being able to deal 
with the nerves and being able to channel them In a positive way. Ifyou're not nervous I don't 
think You're going to swim up to yourpotential, Nerves are a necessity in helping)-ou swim to 
your best Elite Athlete 25-Swimming (controlling the nerves) 
Being able to cope with nerves prior to and during a performance was idcntiricd by 
many athletes. A multiple medal winner from 1993 - 1996 comments: 
7be, 411 Englandfinal when we werefavourites... we must have been 9-1 down in thefirst 
game, then got It together and won quite comfortably. Once Igot going It was ok, that were just nerves really, just getting over the nerves. Elite Athlcte 26 - Badminton (controlling the 
nerves) 
The example seems to convey meaning that nerves dissipate once the event begins but 
questions must be asked about the self regulation skills of the athlete in not being able 
to control their nerves in the initial phase of the match and lacking an element of 
mcntal toughness. 
7be ability to block out external distractions and focus on the performance in crucial 
moments is what wins people mcdals at major championships. An international 
badminton player who later became an clite coach reinforces this: 
A lot o! Jf the time you haven'tJust got to play againstyour opponent, there is the atmosphere, the crowds, stufflike that. You couldplay against an opponent against a very partisan crowd 
You are not going to let things like that upsetyou. You havejust got to try and blank them out 
when they callyou all sorts ofnames. Elite Coach 26 - Badminton (avoiding negative thoughts) 
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The previous selective examples consider the use of mental skills within a competitive 
environment and overall findings provide numerous connections between the 
concepts within 'cffective mental application' and 'dealing with event pressure'. 
3. Dealing with Event Pressure 
Dealing with event pressure emerged as a major category because many participants 
connected the ability to effectively deal with pressure situations as a central aspect of 
what constitutes mental toughness in top-level sport. The conceptual framework that 
Supports the category includes many factors that arc required when facing a pressure 
situation. , 
Figure 5.10 shows the conceptual make up of the category and its supporting codes. 
For reference to the source of interview data please see Appendix C, Volume 1. It 
demonstrates the category emerges from eight major concepts which are supported by 
a diverse assortment of 32 key codes. The concepts which were substantively 
supported were 'dealing with distractions', 'dealing with mistakes and sct backs', 
absolute focus and having a 'winning mentality'. From a phenomenological 
perspective it is clcar that pcopIc attach different meanings to what they perceive as 
mental toughness related to 'dealing with event pressure'. Merely accepting that 
dealing with event pressure is an important mental toughness category is not specific 
enough on a personal lcvcl. What is required is an idiographic prorilc of each person's 
interpretation of mental toughness in order to be able to fully undcrstand their own 
perspective. When that is achieved it is possible to relate and discuss such perceptions 
and possibly work with the athlete in dcvcloping their mental toughness from their 
own frame of reference. 
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Figure 5.10 The emergence of 'Dealing with Event Pressure' as a Category, Its 8 
supporting concepts and key coded points within the Elite Athlete sample - substantive 
concepts In bold 
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The following examples in Table 5.21 illustrate athlete perceptions of mcntal 
toughness within selective concepts with supporting interpretative u=formation. 
Inttrview data ( Direct Transcription) 
Basically, It Is an ability to concentrate and not 
kt oursidefactors affect you. I think that Is one of 
the key issues. Ifyou cannot let outsidefactors to 
offectyour performance and Interfere when 
things are going wrong, that Is such a massive 
Part ofbeing mentally tough on court. Elite 
Athlete 26- Badminton. 
When you realiseyou have got a very Important 
game, you canjust switch on andyou can put 
other things aside and concentrate on the game, 
not kt outside Interferences affectyou. Elite 
Athlete 20- Badminton. 
But when it Is the Olympic Games andyou have 
got to deal with the distractions. You know /I is 
the Olympic Games andyou know that there are 
cameras and spectators around Youknowwe 
never really had spectators unless It was like the 
Olympic Games and then ltjust appears to be a 
doerent ball game. Elite Athlete 7- Pentathlon 
I wa: In the world champlonshIps in Taiwan, the 
other week and my mum rang me before my 
match my dad was taken into hospital in Spain 
Jeriously I/I with a stroke. So he was In a real bad 
way and I couldn't handle it. When I went out to 
play I thought I would be all rightfor aframe, 
and then It goes agalm I ended up losing ten - 
eleven. Ijust wanted to get out ofthere after that. 
It ij like something else, my toughness In that 
jituationjust went down thepan. Elite Athlete 8- 
Snooker dcaling with distractions / emotional 
control) 
I mean that was apart ofmy life andyou can 'I 
just block that out But other things, crowd mols* 
whatever, you can block that out quite easily. 
Elite Athlete 6-Badminton 
IIIA (Transformation) -Supporting codt 
A combination of focusing and blocking out 
external factors (distractions). particularly when 
In difflicult situations ( errors, mistakes. 
decisions etc) 
Blocking out / Dealing with distractions 
Tbe implication that the importance of the event 
Is a factor when dealing with even pressure. 
When extremely Important, switching on at the 
right time 6 crucial and Ignoring outside 
distractions may be vital for success. 
Blocking out / Dealing " ith distractions 
Mie athlete attaches meaning to the fact that 
major events draw media anention. bigger 
crowds and greater distraction potential. Tht 
magnitude of the event attracts greater potential 
for distraction to happen and mental skills need 
to be more Intense. 
Dealing with distractions/ Dealing with 
distractions 
I laving the ability to apply absolute focus when 
performing, should result in minimising outside 
Interferences, but when personal Issues need to 
be addressed It becomes more difricult to deal 
with. Distractions become difficult %hen 
emotions need to be dealt with. 
Dealing with distractlons I Emotional control 
Ile athlete comments on the pan Out her 
children have on her whilst compcting abroad 
and missing them. Personal Issues are very 
difflcult to block out. 
Blocking out / Dealing with distractions 
5.21 Rd-lortiwo Vindinat rolafg-if M 'Domfine with Distractions' within the Elite 
Athlete sample 
ne personal meaning attached to a potential distraction is the most important factor 
and it takes an incredible mental resilience to withstand letting such personal issues 
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invade into ones mindsct. By taking a phenomenological approach such meaningful 
examples become apparent and place a sense of perspective on the need to block out 
potential distractions. Basically, distractions need to be understood for what they are 
and the potential impact on the person experiencing them. 
An Olympic swimmer explains that distractions invade from two directions and from 
a variety of sources: 
Mental Toughness should be broken down Into two elements Internal and External. You need 
to slay the demons within yourseVand say : yes I can do this, I can do this '. Also. the external 
factors such as coping with media pressures, and other pressures that come with being one of 
the best sports people In the world. Also, dealing with all the other Ms aroundyot4 that is 
very Important. Elite AthIctc 25- Swimmcr (dcaling with distractions). 
Ile interpretation of the data suggests that absolute focus and dealing with 
distractions are both highly perceived aspects of mcntal toughness and the findings 
are compatible with both Jones et al. (2002) and Middleton et al. (2004) who also 
idcntiried the concepts as major contributory factors. 
Dealing with mistakes and set backs contributed greatly to the formation of the 
c3tcgOrY with many athletes rccognising the need to cffcctivcly deal %kith such 
threatening aspects of performance as a key mcntal toughness characteristic. As 
previously discussed set backs are somewhat more prolonged and require more time 
to deal with them. Most athletes make mistakes and if the discipline allows the athlete 
time to correct the mistake and recover their performance then dcaling with mistakes 
Is a necessary skill required for winning. Dealing with set backs and becoming a 
tougher athlete is not easy if the setback is perceived to be extremely important and 
attached to a major competitive performance that happens only once every four years, 
such an Olympic final. The interpretation of the following ckarnpics dcmonstrates that 
the severity of the setback can determine the length of the recovery period. 
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ArIssing out on an Olympic medal by Av tenths ofa second In the year 2000 was a tough blow 
to take, and that definitely contributed to me missing the world championship team the 
following year. I didn't really know where my head was, that was deji'nitely responsiblefor 
that pooryear. The Olympics, Is black and while. ifyou're aimingfor the medal andyou 
don't do It thenyou've missed out andthat's It. 
IdIdn 'I know whether to call It a day in my career andmove on anddo other things with my 
life. It took a lot oftime to oy andfigure out what was going on and what the deal was. I 
don 'I think I dealt with It very well. I kind ofran awayfrom the sportfor about 5 or 6 months 
and then coastedfor a little while. It was a good example ofmc not being mentally tough and 
noijumping back upfrom a defeat. It 's not easy to be mentally toughfollowing a defeat like 
what Iwent through. Elite Athlete 25- Swimming (dealing with setbacks) 
I lowcvcr the way in which pcople dcal with sctbacks is pcrccived to bc an indication 
of their mcntal toughness. The above athlete was eventually tough enough as he 
achieved an Olympic Bronze mcdal in Athens 2004, proving setbacks can make 
people tougher, if used constructively. The following athlete describes his personal 
experience when overcoming serious illness and places a setback in some form of 
perspcctive: 
Ihada realset back in that I was very sick andIgot through that andgot medals at the 
Commonwealth Games. I'm convinced that what I went through back then definitely made me 
tougher. Some ofthe pain I went through when I was really III was so much more painful titan 
anything I experience In swimming. I had these (towards the end) really horriblestomach 
pains which made me vomit and that was so much worse titan anything)vu have to endure In 
a swimmingpool. Trainingpain is not the same thing, It Is easier, and so, I think that 
definitely made me tougher. Elite Athlete 37-Swimming (dealing with set backs) 
Elite athletes sometimes have to endure many defeats in order to develop their mental 
rcsilicnce. Mcntal toughncss may wcll bc devclopcd through Icarning from failurc and 
using failure as a stimulus to work harder for success. Ilic two follo%%ing athletes 
suffercd major sctbacks rclatcd to losing major finals and non-sclection for an 
Olympic Squad. 
Interview data ( Direct Transcription) I I'A (Transformation) -Supporting Code/ 
Concep 
I lost 10 grandprirfinals before I won onir! Extcrnal attribution %h1ch is self protecting of the 
The I Ith one was thefirst Grand PrIxfinal I athicte. An analysis that attempts tojusdfy the 
wort excluding the Europeans Alen's dercau and make them more acceptable even 
Doubles and National Titles. I analysed them though difficult to deal with the failures. Ile 
all and realized that I only really lost 2 out Implicit learning effect from having the final 
the 10, as the rest ofthe time I had been experience M3de the athlete tougher In the long 
Lb-Oaten by better people or my partners tcrm. _The athlete 
did not accept that a ment3 
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naan -t ptayea up to scrataL 7-here were one 
or two occasions In that I didn 't perform to 
the best ofmy ability. I had been beaten by 
Olympic champions and world champions 
and learntfrom it. 
Elite Athlete I-Badminton 
I think It's quite Important. I war goingfor 
Atlanta 1996 and missed out by a point In 
selection, and I was downfor about three 
mont4 but I wanted to gofor the next one In 
Sydney 2000. You have to be strong and 
decide whatyou want to do. It was a big 
decision,, of the time you need to take stock 
andl wouldsay thatyou have tofall In order 
to succeed I think jfpeople take a setback 
the right way it can help them, some people 
don't have that and they can't really deal 
with It. Elite Athlete 9-Badminton 
weakness may have been 
losing experiences. 
die- 
Dealing with setbacks/ Dealing with setbacks 
Dealing with a major setback Is linked to intense 
Intrinsic motivation related to knowing what you 
really want. Tbe requirement or failing in order to 
succeed Is important as It provides one with a 
sense of purpose and meaning. The Implication 
there is a right (correct) way to take a setback as 
opposed to a wrong (incorrect) way. no important 
interpretation of the setback Is knowing that It may 
be required for the learning process. 
Dealing with setbacks/ Dealing with setbacks 
Table 5 . 22 Selective Findings related to 'Dealing with Setbacks/ Mistakes, within the Elite Athlete sample 
Confronting a setback in the examples above which may expose personal weaknesses 
is somewhat threatening to some people, particularly if they have big cgo's and facing 
up to reality and dealing with it is what tough athletes do and lesser ones tend to 
avoid. Overcoming set backs takes time and sometimes pays big dividcnds if the 
athlete is prepared to put the necessary work in and become mentally tougher: 
Setback can do peoplefavours ifthey learnfrOm the set back Because I karnfrom therm I 
went away and we analysed what was wrong. I'Ve had to come aw,, yfrO' 'hatparticul'm 
experience and know we are going to become better rowers, mentally andphysically. Mat 
camefrom learningfrom setback. Well to me, from thatset back we were able to learm and 
then that is when the work has to happen. Elite Athlete 2. Rowing. (dealing with a setbacks) 
As with 'dealing with distractions' it is very important to understand from a personal 
perspective what the nature of the setback is and its personal meaning to the athlete. 
Nicrcly Catcgorising setbacks as similar experiences for athletes is not acceptable on a 
personal level as setbacks have different meanings and potential consequences for 
people based on the seriousness of the setback, the potential impact on ones lifestyle 
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sporting career or the impact on ones personal health. Previous research has failed to 
identify such important differences. 
There is no doubt that experiencing a major setback is something that all athletes have 
to deal with through their careers. Elite athletes compete kor massive stakes and the 
loss is potentially greater as the competitive level increases, together with the 
importance of the event At the Olympic Games, when athletes arc mcdal contcnders 
and going for Gold dealing with a set back is arguably more difficult. A world class 
Equestrian performer who suffered Olympic failure describes such an cxpcricnce: 
Yes, Ithinkyoulearn to accept it even though It if heart breaking at times. Ifyou area 
younger rider coming through andyou have a set back you need to deal with the things that 
go wrong andyou have to learn to cope with It. You enjoy the good times and accept thaijust 
around the comer there 's going to be another big upset. Ilial's what's makes It excilingfor 
ýýVl e. had me, and Its enthralling to be Involved in It all. At the /aft Olympics In Sny 2000 1 won 
the Badminton horse trials In the spring. 7he horse was really onform and had beaten all the 
top opposition along the way and we went out to Sydney, but It didn't go quite according to 
plan. It's heart breaking, knowingyou have done all the preparationfor It. I thought, wellyou 
have to keep on trying and lookforward to the next 01)7npics In 2004, because at life end of 
the dayyou have to be realistic, and ItsJust one ofthose things. I ou then have to tryyour 
utmost to try and make it happen. El ite AthIcte 21- Equcstrian. (deal ing with sctbacks) 
seems that the athicte perceives that age has diffcrcnt affccts on how athlctcs nccd 
to deal and cope with failure. Being young there is a necessity to accept that you need 
to learn from the experience and a sense of resolution that another setback will 
happen, it being just a matter of time. With age, it seems one gets wiser and more 
reconciled to the fact that no matter how good the preparation. other factors influence 
performance and a sense of realism is required backed by intense motivation to 
succeed in the future. Such a personal perspective may not be shared by others, but 
for this athlete experiencing failure means exactly that. IIIA provides cvidcncc that 
setbacks mean different things to different people. 
Event pressure is also perceived to be connected to having a 'winning mentality. This 
concept emerged from a variety of key codes related to the concept title. Findings 
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show there are nmnerous ways of describing mcntal toughness in terms of what 
constitutes a 'winning mentality. Basically, the key points provide a comprchcnsivc 
list of what may be considered as characteristics of the psychology of winning. 
Figure 5.11 shows the conceptual structure which demonstrates the diversity of 
phenomenological interpretation of such a concept as 'winning mentality' and 
provides evidence that it can hold many different meanings to people. Table 5.23 
provides some direct examples from athlete quotations to support the above 
conceptual framework. 
Higher Level 
Mental Skills 
(1.2,3.4.7,23,26 
. 33.36) 
Knowing 
I low To Win 
(1,15.26,30) 
Ability to 
Seize the 
Opportunity 
(l, kI5,20,26) 
Making It 
Happen 
(16 7.15,23.25, 
2ý37.32) 
WInning 
Mentality 
(1.2,3,4,6.11.1 S. 
18,19,20.23.26,29 
. 31.36) Being Ruthless 
(1,11,18,26.31. 
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AlakingEffictive 
. 4e, Decisions ( 18,24,32) 
Sho"Ing 
Resilience 
(1.2.3.4.6.7, 
20,23.25,26 
36.37) 
Doing It 
"Iltn It 
Maturs 
(7,23,37) 
Grinding a 
Having the Result Notshowing 
Killer Touch (28) a weakness 
(1) (1,20) 
F12ure5.11 The emergcnceof 'WinnIngNicntality' as a concept and Its supportini; 
codes (key points) In the Elite Athlete sample. Interview sources are In brackets, females 
In bold 
Resilience 
(1.2.3.4.6.7.18. 
20,23.25,26.31. 
36.37) 
Dolng It 
"lien It 
Matters 
(7,23,37) 
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Direct Data Interview Script Key 111olat Code 
Source nwsnlnl) Mete I I think you learn that by winning and knowing 
yourseVand by being in that situation before. 
Knowing how to win at the same time Knowing bow to win 
Athlete 30 h 
AltlhOlcte 26 j 1 mean the berteryou are mentally the easier it is to Higher level nwntal 
L 
be fokizh because you are very rarely rattled skills 
At h1 c te 20 When I am down . Mental resilience 
is when I am stronger 
Athlcte I You have to make things happen in >, our 11fit and (f %taking It happen 
you don 'Iyou It willpass you by. You have to be 
prepared to go through hell to make It happem 
Ability to stize the 
opporlunlly 
Athlcte 37 The biggest thingfor me in mental toughness is Doing It "hen It 
doing it when it matters. I have known really tough matters 
trainers and even though mentally tough trainers 
they have not been able to deliver In competition, 
ALhlcte 2i- We werejust kind ofgrinding It out, grinding it out Grinding a result 
and then we scored. we werejust hanging on at the 
end. 
People that are like me arejust continually grinding 
it out 
Grinding a result 
Athlete 18 In road racingyou don't win anythingfor being 
nicel In the later stages youjust can't be and J(you Being ruthless 
do then youjust won't win. 
Athlete 8- - Tt is the one who will hang in at the dectdingframeý Winning nwntality 
or like, you know, being 8 
nil up orfive nil down, at the end ofthe day he wants 
to be the winner. 
Table 5.23 Selective athlete quawknito support the 'WInning Mentality' conceptual framework In the Ellie Athlete sample. 
Ovcrall, athlete interpretations of the turn 'winning mentality' arc diverse and the 
concept is capable of being explained in many differcnt ways. It basically allows 
people to offer perceptions of what they consider to be important mcntal factors 
related to winning and there are potentially multiple explanations that people hold for 
a winning mentality. IPA would suggcst tliat a winning mcntality is a significant 
Concept in bcing able to deal with event pressure but is comprised of many diffcrcnt 
possible strategies and interprctatioas. I laving a winning mentality is a complex issue 
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which very few athletes fail to master and its complexity displayed in the findings 
would explain such difficulties due to its multi -di mcrisional nature. 
4. ScIf Conridcnce and Bclicf 
The category was generated from two directly related suýstantivc concepts self- 
conridcnce and sclf-bclicf. 
Emergent concept Supporting bode 
(Key point) 
Source of Data 
Ellie Athlete Interviews 
Self Confidence Self confidence 1.2,4,6.7,8,10.11,12,14,15,17,19.20.22, 
23.24,25.26,28,29,30.35.37 
Self confidence In ability 1.2,6,7,8.9.14.19,29,31,32,34.35 
Respect from others 2.3,4,6,7.15,20.26,27.31,32,35,36 
Knowing your tough 7,20 
State confidence 2 
On the day confidence 2ý3.6.10,115,19 
In training programme 9,2.3,6.15,20,26,30,32 
'Dible 5.24 Supporting codes for the concept 'Sclf Conridence and stif Beiier within the 
Elite Athlete sample. Female responses in Bold In the J'ar right column 
Table 5.24 shows the support for each of the coded properties of the total concept. 
ScIf conridcncc is a crucial mcntal factor in mcntal toughncss and pcrccivcd as such 
by many participants. Confidence in ones ability is central to overall confidence and if 
highly conridcnt in ones ability it provides an element of mental toughness because it 
fucls sclf bclief and thcrc is Icss worry attachcd to pcrfonnancc. Tbc following 
quotation attaches meaning to such a level of confidence. 
I WasJust so confident that Ijust went In there and did thejob. I knew before I went In that I 
was going to do thejob, and I knew everybody else wasn't and Ijust went In there and did the 
job. Elite Athlete 2- Rowing (self confidence) 
The findings show overwhelming support that sclf confidence is vital to mental 
toughness and there also seems to be an inverse negative relationship bct%%vcn high 
self belief and low cognitive anxiety. This was supported by an Olympic Bronze 
medallist in Atlanta 1996, who states: - 
Is$ 
I think It can make you tougher mentally, yeah Ifyou believe in your ability a lot more, then 
you are mentally tougher. Ifyou believe you are the best or one ofthe best in thefinal, then I 
am sure youjust walk around with your whole persona reallyshowingyou mean It and worry 
less. When you are there people will recognize It, you thinkyou are the best, one ofthe best 
there. It can really helpyou. Elite Athlete 35 -Swimming (self belico 
Table 5.25 contains a selection of emergent statements and the relevant IPA links 
them to the grounded theory conccptualisation. Overall more than 70% of the athlete 
sample perceived that self confidence / self belief was strongly associated %ith mcntal 
toughness. Findings show that sclf confidence helps one achieve success but scif 
bclicf adds an additional dimcnsion in that athlctcs cxpcct succcss. NVhcn athlctes are 
high in self-confidence thcy arc much morc in control of thcir pcrformanccs as 
explained in the following collection of statements. 
Emergent Interview Quotation IIIA Interpretation Key Code 
Concept 
When you get thereyou need Confidence and being Confidence In the 
Self Confidence to bejust relaxed & conj7dent relaxed ( low levels of training 
you have done all that anyway, anxiety) are related programme 
Elite Athlete 10. Swimming Knowing that the training Confidence on 
has worked provides the day 
conficictice on the day 
Ifyou are playing well, Confidcnce linked to 
Self Confidence confldence is up, and then you current form con ndcnce on 
are going In as a much the day 
strongerperson. Confidence provides 
Ellie Athlete IS- Badminton Inner strength StItConfidtnet 
The demand In Barcelona was Expectations 
Self Belief huge, so I think I was equally (demands) possibly linked Self Confidence 
as conj7dent but I think we to confidence levels 
Self Confidence need to bring In seo-bellefand Self Dellef 
control. Elite Athlete 2- Indication self belief and 
Self Control Rowing self control are separate StItControl 
Issues 
( follow up Interviews 
We prepared so wellfor that. Preparation Is vitally 
I totally believe that we could Important for confidence Confidence In the 
Self Belief win and It Is that believing I and self bellef training 
think. Elite Athlete 6- programme 
Badminton Believing a win Is not only 
possible but an expectation 
Is difTerent Sclfbcllcf 
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I would say bellefis basically 
the key to /I all. t/you don't 
believe then you haven't got a 
hope In hell. I believed it 
Self Belief because I thought ofit as a 
process and let the outcome 
deliver Itsetr I believed (fl did 
all thesefactors correctly then 
actually there was a very big 
chance that I would achieve 
whatlwantedio. Elite 
Athlete 32 -Canoe Slalom. 
Having self belief Is the 
most vital ingredient to 
mental toughness. Self StIler 
Not focused on outcomes 
but the process of 
performing. If the work was 
completed In an effective Confidence In the 
manner then thi rewards training 
(medals) would be possible. programme 
A rather systematic 
approach to training and 
vreparation. 
Table 5.25 Examples of emergent codes and concepts from 11, %, within the Elite Athlete 
$ample 
Overall, self conf idcncc and belief in ones ability to achieve ones goals arc 
characteristics which have been most consistently related to what makes an ideal 
mentally tough performer (Bull et al., 1996; Goldberg, 1997; Gould et OL. 1987; 
Graham and Yocom, 1990; Hodge, 1994; Kubistant, 1986; Lochr, 1982,1993 and 
1995). The findings also offer support for recent empirical research such as MiddIcton 
et al. (2004) and Bull et al. (2005) who identiricd self efficacy and self belief 
respectively, to be major contributing characteristics of mcntal toughness. 
Tbe concept of self-control and discipline was strongly connected to the previous 
category in the sense that sclf-conf'idcncc provides the performer with a strong 
internal locus of control and a belief that they have the necessary skills and abilities to 
perform well. 
S. Self Control and Disciplinc 
I laving self-control and maintaining control has been previously related to mental 
toughness (Bull et al., 1996; Goldberg, 1997; Lochr, 1991) but such work lacks 
research support. I laving the ability to maintaining mcntal stability is crucial, if one is 
to succeed and this is rccogniscd by participants as being part of being a mentally 
tough competitor. The category emerged from several related concepts self control; 
self discipline and rcalisation, independence and responsibility. reactions to others and 
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emotional control. ScIf disciplinc and self control arc closely related conccPts and this 
was highlighted by a former top level athlete who is now an elite level coach: 
Yeah you have got to he seVdisciplined In any sort of top level $port, p1l), sically and mentally, 
thalyou knowyou have got to stay on top ofit all. Elite Coach Athlcte26- Badminton (self discipline) 
Tbe statement also attaches meaning to the fact that performing at the very top level 
demands self control and discipline and if one lets it slip then it access to the elite 
performance level may be threatened. A female silver medallist in Sydney 2000 
emphasized self-discipline as a major ingredient within mcntal toughness, when 
comparing her mental toughness from Atlanta 1996 to Sydney 2000: 
" No lainjust as tough as lwas then, but lam more disciplinednow. 
" lam more responsible definitely. Ithink lam more disciplined Idon't know Ifthat 
came with motherhood or not. 
" It has Impro ved my training discipline because I know now I can only train In certain 
times of the day. 
" Mental toughness Istrength encompass discipline and toughness. Elite Athlete 15- Badminton (self. discipline) 
7bc above quotations rccognisc that such mental characteristics arc capable of being 
developed and improved over time with the necessary commitment and dcsirc to 
compete. It does however place self discipline as a central aspect of what encapsulates 
mental toughness. 
71c emotional component within self control was also linked to the aspect of total 
control. It seems that emotions have both a positive and a negative cffcct on 
performance and it is how the athlete is able to channel such cmotion that dctcrmincs 
how tough they arc. An Olympic bronze mcdal winner in Sydney states: 
I don't Anow really. I mean I can get quite emotional on court. sometimes It Is a good thing, 
and sometimes It is not Depends. sometimes it gees ývu up, and sometimes It Is negative. Elite athlete 15- Badm inton (emotional control) 
The power that emotions have to charge an athlete up and influence a performance Is 
unquestionable and having the control and ability to channel them is one key to a 
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successful performance and possibly a mental tou&css link. There arc times when 
athletes have to perform when in emotional turmoil and they have used it to their 
advantage. One athlete graphically describes her experience prior to winning a silver 
medal in Sydney 2000. 
Interview Quotation IPA -Transformation to concept I 
CATEGORY 
You need to channel the emotions. The major The athlete uses the extremely adverse situation to 
problem with emotions is that they are diflicult to channel her emotions into her performances in a 
Predict, You can really struggle. You know they positive way. even though the was deeply 
do not always agree when to tellyou bad news, emotionally affected by the news of her mother's 
somebody dies and they won 't tell: omeone before condition. In dealing with adversity the athlete 
a race In case theyfall offthe handlet I must experienced increased anger and determination 
admit I trained before 1996for threeyears and I that contributed to performances never to be 
did really hard sets. 77te same sets all the time improved. Emotions are unpredictable and 
and gotfitter andfitter each year. Afy mum was unstable entities and they cnxqe from unrorcsecn 
diagnosed with cancerjust before the 1996 situational events, reactions to which may vary. It 
OlYmpics, and I basicallypulted the rowing is up to the individual to channel them When 
icores then that I never everpulled again. it was directed to a performance In a positive way anger 
so easy and I was so angry and so determined that can be a powerful emotion. 
it blocked out everything. I was able to use 
emotion to do that Elite athlete 3. Rowing Emotional control / SELF CONTROL & 
DISCIPLINE 
Table 5.26 Elite Athlete perception of 'Emotional Control' being linked to mental 
toughness 
Mental Toughness in terms of emotional control and dealing with adversity is 
rccognised and this supports the work of Middicton ct aL (2004), which basically 
postulates mental toughness is centrally related to such matters. In fact, athletes may 
well use other forms of emotion such as anger and hatrcd much more than commonly 
acccptcd in thcir pcrfonnanccs, as highlightcd by the s=c rowcr. 
I wouldsay that lusedhatred very much and use it a lot in training. I look across In training 
and In racing and I hate the person so much, because they are causing thepain. Ifthey 
weren 't there It wouldn't hurt (emotional control) 
The above perception uses negative motion as a positive inspiration to propel 
performance and increase mcntal toughness. it attaches bl=6 and some form of 
rational explanation as to the cause of the pain being expcricnccd and the nccd to rind 
an outlet for the emotional release. 
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Overall. the integration of self confidence, belief and control /discipline provides 
support for the fact that a huge part of overall mcntal toughness is perceived by clite 
athletes to be related to such important aspects of the self and might well be largely 
internally driven. 
6. Dealing with Training and Situational Issues 
Training and situational toughness as a category connected many external factors that 
athletes arc required to deal with which basically happen outside of the direct 
competitive performance but if not handled cffcctivcly may well destroy the athlete 
due to the enormity of what has to be considered. The category intcgmtcs two major 
concepts but includes a wide variety of coded properties. Table 5.27 shows the 
situational and training issues, which contribute to the category together with the 
athletes who considered the sub-conccpts (key codes) to be important. 
DcAling with Situational Media exposure 7 
Issues Non selection 2,16,29 
Team pressures 12,16,28,34 
I laying the opportunity to 
mcdal 20.36 
Dealing with a life threat 7.17.37 
Dealing with captaincy 12.28,34,36 
Dealing with team mates 6,9.12,15,16,20,26,28,29,30.34 
Dealing with different 
conditions 2.8,12,26,33.36 
Travellivig lifestyle is 
Lifestyle demands 2,6,8,10. IS, 19,29 
Dealing with a circus 
environment at the Garrics 7X. 35 
Competitive selection 3.4.9,16.29 
Urestyle Issues 2A4,6,8.10,15,19.29,34 
Training Factors Competitive training 2.3,4,8.11,20.26,36 
Training toughness 2,3,4,18.20,27 
Table 5.27 Supporting codes for the concept 'Training and Situational Toughness' 
within tile Elite Athlete sample. FcM21c responses In bold In the far right column 
The table demonstrates the wide variety of factors, supporting the major category. 
which provide evidence that such perceptions of mental toughness rclatcd to the 
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spccific characteristic mean different things to different people. Within a wide variety 
of supporting codes the most substantive codes being dealing with tearn-mates, coping 
with different conditions, lifestyle demands and lifestyle issues together with training 
factors. Lesser mentioned themes but equally important %as the need to having to deal 
with a life threat. Such IPA allows meaningful themes to be rccogniscd as important 
contributing factors. 
Training toughness was identified as a by product of overall toughness and one In 
which toughness is developed within athletes prior to important competitions. Tough 
training may well produce tough athletes and athletes rcflcctcd on the relationship in 
their comments. 
1110 trained "ally hard- we trained harder than any ofthe other teams. The coach gets you to 
do a lot of high lactate interval work. Ile teaches you to be very in tune with the physicalpain 
thalyou are going to experience. Iremember doingsess Ions above racepace and)-ou're 
doing it really hard andyou think you can do about 4 andývu have 16 to go and somehow 
You get through them all. Elite Athlete 3. Rowing. (training toughness) 
We were being extremely competitive, when we were training and we were very very 
competitive every day, I mean I was even competitive offthe water. Elite Athlete 4- Rowing 
(Competitive training) 
Competitive training for some required more than just hard'work; it needed a race 
situation, as a cycling medallist in 2002 comments: 
I would say that Iget most of my really hard trainingfrom racing. I really need to race, 
personally Ifind /I quite difficult to really push myseff In training. to physically push myse1r, 
but ICan do It when I'm racing. Elite Athlete I B-Cycling (race training) 
It seems mcntal toughness is required and developed in training but really tested out 
during the major event. Athletes may work on being tough performers in training but 
not until the major competition happens and the 'event pressure' is on, do they really 
rind out how tough they are? 
Li fcstylc issues emerged as an important contributing factor. I Iowcvcr, the perceived 
importance of the lifestyle factor and its potential impact on the athlete may well 
determine the degree of toughness in the response. Lifestyle Issues Include athletes 
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studying at university whilst preparing for major games, illness, relationship 
problems, being a part time athlete, financial worries, and a travelling lifestyle and all 
what it entails in terms of personal discomfort. 
Dealing with lifestyle pressures such as studying for a degree is common for many 
elite athletes and this creates additional pressures. A bronze mcdal athlete from 
Atlanta 1996 explains: 
. 41 the moment my goal at university Is all I really want to do is make sure Ipass all my 
exams. I am not qrfier getting afirst, just want to pass everything andget a haýydecenl mark 
so I can carryforward to thefinalyear. 71tallsit,, don't want to put too much pressure on 
mysetfat university. I'm still out at hat(five in the mornings, not getting In until say haýyelght 
at night, then normally do a couple of hours work to haVien I eleven and then lun-e to get lip 
again the next day. So doesn't make the easiest life really. Elite Athicte 35- Swimming 
(lifcstyle dcmands) 
Overall, wider situational factors and dealing with them seem to contribute to what 
athletes perceive what mcntal toughness is all about. Tbc issues that emerged such as 
problems with captaincy, team selection and squad selection, mental toughness related 
to different situational demands such as types of event, conditions, training versus 
competition and dealing with team matcs all provide additional demands on athletes 
which require an element of toughness peripheral to the competitive event. 
I laving to deal with additional demands on top of performing in competition is very 
difficult and may require athletes to extend themselves well beyond what they 
consider their comfort zones to be. The final category, which emerged, considers 
'physical coping ability' and the possible link, between physical and mental toughness. 
7. Physical Coping Ability 
The final category connected three interrelated concepts 'physical fitness'. 'coping 
with physical discomfort' and 'extending oneself beyond the comfort zone'. Physical 
fitness emerged from two key codcd themes physical toughness and physical 
conridcncc both of which were well substantiated through interview data (see 
Appendix C, Volume 1). 
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Physical coping ability reflects the ability to combat physical discomfort and being 
physically tough. One rowing medallist perceived it was a major aspect of being 
mentally tough for her spcciric discipline: 
7he overriding of the physicalpain in my sport is probably the mostfundamentalonefor 
mental toughness. Elite Athlete 3- Rowing (dealing with pain). 
In endurance events, pushing the pain threshold is part and parcel of training and this 
was clearly explained by an clite swimmer: 
Like training, when your ache, the pain is hind offorgotten as soon as >, ou touch the wall. 
sometimes ifyour time is good, youforget all the pain, but, Ifyour time Is had'you remember 
every little pain that happened, each Inch of It. In training we do thirty 100 merre sprintsflat 
Out, maximum effort all of them. Pain like you neverfell before, swimmingfor 35 minutes at 
like apulse rate of 190, Mepain is unbelievable. Elite Athlete 19. Swimming (combating 
physical discomfort / dealing with pain) 
Several athletes cited having physical conridcncc as an important contributing factor 
to mental toughness. It seems by being in top physical shape one can gain more 
confidence. Typical examples being: 
You also know J(you're physically stronger than the rest than youfeel better mentally and 
more confulent. Elite Athlete 9-Badminton (physical confidence) 
I am thinking about being confident physically. I have done all my training and Ican 
technically do this and I have got the tactics behind me and ever)ihing about this whole 
OPProach has been perfect, so I can beso conj? d,, nt. But I have also got to believe in that 
confidence. Elite Athlete 2. Rowing (physical confidence) 
Being physically rit is not enough to win mcdals at the top level and an athlete 
requires strengths in as many disciplines as possible, although to an extent the type of 
event will dictate the specific requirements for performance. Athletes did consider the 
mental - physical link and rccogniscd that in being a complete athlete a person has to 
have all round qualities, particularly when suffering discomfort: 
ysically 7*0 Push yoursetf through big pain you have to be mentally tough. You ca bepIr 
Strong andgifled but can be mentally weak. Elite Athlete 17 - Canoe Endurance (dealing with 
pain / combating physical discomfoil) 
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Rowing, as a discipline requires huge amounts of both physical and mcntal cncrgy 
and one rower within the sunple rccogniscd exactly what she considered 
characteristics of mcntal toughness to be associated with: 
Mental toughness Is the ability to over -ride the pain message's the body sendl to yOur brain (which Is very, very important), as there are different ways and means that you karn to deal 
with that. Secondly, it is the ability to push yoursej(be>vndyour mental andph>-sical limits. 
Butthe overriding of the physicalpain in my sport it probably the mostfundamentalonefor 
mental toughness. Elite Athlete 3- Rowing (dcaling with pain) 
In coping with discomfort the athlete above explains exactly how she prepared the 
evcning bcforc an Olympic final in tcrms of dcvcloping hcr mcntal toughricss in 
rclation to a prcvious cxpcricncc: 
laskedhow I wouldphysicallyfeel at the endofthe race. For me It war the hardest race IV 
ever had apartfrom that was the 1996final InAllanta where I couldn't movefor about ten to 
fifteen minutesafterwards, I was so exhausted. I wanted tojeel that sort ofpalm which In way 
would make you connected to each other. It was about how we were going to over -ride the 
pain that was, a way ofgetting ourselves up to be able to receive 11. which was mental 
toughness. Elite Athlete 3- Rowing (dealing with pain) 
IPA alludes to the possibility that shared pain bonds athletes in tcams. Ibc issue of 
dealing with physical discomfort and pushing the limits of physical fitness relate very 
closely to the last concept, which contributes to the category 'extending beyond the 
comfort zone,. 
Table 5.28 outlines the variety of key codes linked to the concept and the relevant 
interview sources. It is noticeable that the m3jority of the athletes arc from a ro%ing 
background and all fcmale. 
Extending beyond the E xtend ing oneself 2.3.4,19, 
Com rort Zone Pushing oneself 24, 
Going beyond where never been 
before 1,3,4,34 
Team application beyond 
comfort zone 2,3,4, 
Table 5.28 Conceptual make up of the category * f-itendini: ueyond lilt comiort zone, 
In the Ellie Athlete sample- Interview sources included(All female athletes) 
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Such data is rather surprising given the physical pain and enduring training 
programmes experienced by elite athletes contending for medals at major 
championships. Detailed phenomenological inquiry is also concerned with the 
researcher asking questions of the participant's responses in an attempt to locate 
issues which the participants themselves may be less aware of. The small minority of 
athletes who rccogniscd that mcntal toughness is about 'extending beyond the comrort 
zonet may be rcflcctivc of the entire athlete population but such gcncralisations must 
be treated with caution as it violates more idiographic approaches to understanding 
meaningful data. 
Although not a heavily quoted dimension it was considered important to endu=cc- 
based disciplines such as rowing, road cycling and river kayaking. Athletes compete 
in extremely physically demanding events in which high levels of pain tolerance arc 
experienced contributed to this dimcnsion. In contrast, it was not reported as a factor 
in the Clite crickct study by Bull el al. (2005), but Jones el al. (2002) did report it. 
It may require that allctcs have to be prepared to produce performance standards 
which have never before been achieved in training or in competition and this may 
require reaching new pain thresholds. This was well explained by the mcdallists in 
Sydney: 
We went out we knew we had to go out and do something that we had never done before; 14-0 kd never done In training before. We put in a tactical move, which we had never tried to do before. This was In order topush andsee whether or not otherpeople wouldcracL.. So we hada bla: Ingpush In where we wouldralse ourperformance andneverget anyslower. Vie 
whole thing may well blow up, and that's what we did and we agreed to do It and we did It 
771at's how we managed to push ourselves Into contentionfor the silver medal and It happened over a two-minute period. Elite Athlete 3-Rowing (extending beyond tin comrort 
zone) 
It maybe depths to which athletes have the courage to explore their mcntal and 
Physical reserves arc somewhat unknown and they ask questions of themselves, which 
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test their mental and physical capabilities. Another medallist from the Sydney crew 
offcrs: 
7his Is one ofthe things we said You assume you have a well ofa 100% andyou thinkyou 
can go there. But Infactyou go 25% beyond that ifyou think)-pu mi. It Lf very dangerous to 
say there Is aftnite amount ofmental toughness to tap Into to. Afental toughness Is all about 
going beyond that. That's why people don't go there and the people who do go there win Olymp Ic m edals and do personal b ests that are way o uts kle what people expect. and they end 
up winning. Elite Athlete 4. Rowing (Extcnding beyond the comrort zone) 
Such acceptance of dedication and commitment to achieving success are not that 
common even in elite squads of athletes. 7berc arc massive differences on the lengths 
that individuals are prepared to sacrificc themselves in the cause for winning a major 
championship medal and 'extending oneself beyond the comfort zone' demonstrates 
such differences are within people and not others. 
Finally, dcaling with discomfort and pain from an on-going injury was ofrcrcd it 
shows that people extend themselves way beyond their comfort zones when battling 
for medals, whilst carrying injuries. This is highlighted by a Sydney 2000 bronze 
medallist and the example includes supporting IPA analysis: 
Athlete Direct Quotation 1111A Analysis 
support n1z key code I concept/ CATEGORY 
It -S tough become you're carrying Injuries and Carrying an Injury Is mentally demanding as It 
you know thatyou have limitations In various Imposes limitations to an already demanding 
areas ofthf court. You have to put that out of evenL 
your mind andfocus on each rally andyou know 
thatyou have to do this without sometimes using There Is a need to block out the Injury and the 
your best asset. I had to block the pain out at the pain and maintain focus on the Usk %hilst being 
end of1he day. You also have to block the emotion limited in your abilities and skills. 
out ofit to. You're thinking that this could be the 
/$I ever-British medal. Atio we played the day Ile Injury also has emotional attachments that 
belore and lost that to get to thtfinal, which was need to be dealt with. 
really tough to deal with, you have to block that 
0911 too. /I was a hard thing to do andsomt people Distracting thoughu Interfere and create another 
can't do It. 71at's where the top boys come barrier fuelled by expectations. 
through. Previous events (failure) need to be also 
controlled and these thoughts am being 
Elite athlete I- Badminton experienced on top of the fact that the Injury Is at 
the forefront of ones mind seL 
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All in all a complex combination of mental issuc 
that need to be tackled In the quest to mcdal in a 
major final. 
(Dealing with physical d1scom fort/ dealing 
with pain/ blocking out) 
Physical Coping ability 
PHYSICAL COPING ABILITY 
Table 5.29 Example of Dealing with Pain and Discomfort - Ellie Athitte I 
The above example provides evidence that mcntal toughness Is not linked to single 
characteristics of mental prowess being displayed; it is usually associated with a 
variety of psychological characteristics being addressed and related to a sporting 
situation or event which need to be dealt with cffcctivcly, usually Involving adversity. 
This is evident within many of the examples offered by participants In that mcntal 
toughness characteristics do not work in isolation but operate simultaneously to 
provide what is considered to be mental toughness behaviour. These can be an 
assortment of cognitive, affcctive and bchavioural characteristics working together. 
Summary 
This chapter has attempted to present the results from the three sample groups %ithin 
the framework of grounded theory analysis and supported by interpretative 
phenomenological analysis (IPA). It has attempted to show how the data from 
phenomenological interview emerges from initial inspection and data coding (kcy 
points), to concept and category fonnation using direct practical examples from initial 
inspection and data coding (key points), to concept and category formation using 
direct practical examples from the emergent data in support. By doing so it 
emphasizes the continued value of employing a phenomenological approach to the 
investigation of mcntal toughness. it attempts to show how 'constant comparison' 
technique linked data to form codes, concepts and categories and provided evidence 
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of emergent thcorisation through detailed tables and diagrams which included 
supporting interview evidence. 
Ile chapter provided information rich data in detailed support of the emergent theory 
and also attempted to relate relevant existing literature to emergent concepts and 
categories. Figures 5.2,5.3 and 5.7 provide detailed summary of how each emergent 
theory evolved through concept and category dcvclopmcnL In terms of outcomes, 
mental toughness was perceived to be more suitably labelled the 'psycho-physical self 
sufficiency to survive' by adventurers / explorers and 'mcdal winning psycho - 
physical ability' by elite athletes and coaches. Spccific focus on how the data was 
grounded, the emphasis on how its emergent features provide a solid foundation of 
concepts and categories on which to base the detailed discussion of each theory will 
be discussed within the following chapter. 
Overall, the results demonstrate partial support for selective existing work in mcntal 
toughness research, but more Importantly provide a deeper understanding and rc- 
interpretation of the complex conccptualisation of what constitutes mental toughness 
from a detailed phcnomeno logical and grounded theory perspective. Previously 
unreported key code, concept and categories emerged from within three distinct 
samples to challenge existing work in the area providing the stimulus for further 
research opportunity and debate. 
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CHAPTER 6 
DISCUSSION 
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6.1 Discussion 
The purpose of this chapter is to: 
1. Emphasize the value of a phenomenological method in the generation of meaningful 
data, re-intcrprctation and conceptual isation of mental toughness 
2. Further explain the development of relevant grounded theories in relation to constant 
comparison analysis and category formation. 
3. Discuss findings in tcrms of the relevance to cxisting literature 
In doing so it will provide a fresh and unique approach to understanding the conccpt 
from three discrete samples which compliments existing work (rouric and Poticgcr, 
200 1; Jones et al., 2002; Middleton et al., 2004; Bull et al, 2005). 
Grounded theory analysis is ultimately dependent upon the 'rcal data' that supports It 
and the discussion will provide direct examples from interviews that demonstrate 
meaningful concept and category relationships within theory development. It is within 
such theoretical processes that cvcntual grounded theory is achicvcd. 
6.2 The emergent theories of 'Nfcntgl Toughness' as perceived by 
Adventurers/ Explorers, Eli(e Conches and Mile Athletes 
In attempting to fully explain each grounded theory the findings for each sample will 
be presented separately to demonstrate how the EGT vvas employed, and how 
conceptual convergence was established to provide theoretical substantiation. 
Adventure/ Explorer 'Emergent Grounded Theory' 
In order to discuss the emergent theory of this sample rercrcncc will be made to 
Figure 5.2 which shows the dominant emergent concepts within category formation. 
Six major categories emerged with each category having at least one dominant 
concept supporting it. Table 6.1 shows the substantive conccpt(s) within each 
category. 
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Category 
1. Safety and Survival 
2. Coping with Success and Failure 
I Coping with Stress and Anxiety 
4. Undivided Attention 
5. Knowing Oneself 
6. Physical Coping Ability 
Substantive Concepts 
1. Effective Decision Making / Risk 
A33CSSMCnt 
2. Dealing with Failure 
3. Coping with Anxiety / Coping with 
Stress Situations 
4. Dealing with External Distractions 
5. Self Confidence and Iklitf I Self 
Control 
6. Coping with Physical Dtmands 
Table 6.1 The major categories and substantiated concepts with the Adventure 
Explorer sample (n -2 1). 
Figure 6.1 shows a diagrammatical representation of the grounded process from the 
adventurers and explorers perceptions of mental toughness. The under pinning 
meaning attached to such concepts and categories is located within the Interpretative 
phenomenological analysis (IPA-Lcvcl 1) and such material provides the foundation 
of the emergent conccptualisation. The value of the phenomenological method and 
subsequent IPA is evident when considering the meaningful statements provided by 
Participants and the different perceptions of mental toughness ofrcrcd throughout. 
Many individual references were key coded and tot-ailed 78 for the whole sample 
(n-2 O. From a phenomenological perspective the initial open coding / key point level 
of analysis (level 2) and concept formation (level 3) provides the most detailed data 
and specific interpretation of how people perceive mental toughness. As perceptions 
cmcrge they are conceptualised, then categoriscd and gradually become more 
integrated and abstract (levels 3,4 and 5). The grounded theory emerges from the 
continual theoretical process. Major key codes, concepts and categories are linked 
through meaningful relationships via direct data sources. 
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From a research perspective no previous work has provided such a detailed level of 
conceptual isation when attempting to explain mcntal toughness as a psychological 
phenomenon using qualitative methodology. The chapter will provide numerous 
examples of direct quotations to emphasisc emergent relationships bct%%-ccn concepts 
and categories. 
Central to safety and survival is the need to make cffcctivc decisions under press= 
and to be able to deal with external distractions; this is supported through high levels 
of sclf-conridcncc and scif-Mief, which allow people to stay In control of the 
situation and the task at hand. Adventurers and explorers also associate mcntal 
toughness with the ability to effectively deal with stress situations and the particularly 
the need to deal with aspects of high anxiety. Self-rcgulation skills to deal such 
psychological symptoms arc of paramount importance if safety and survival are to be 
assured in high risk and unpredictable cnvironmcnts. 
Apart from the psychological aspects related to mcntal toughness the sample also 
related the ability to cope with physical demands and advcrsity as a major 
contributing characteristic to the emergent theory. Given most high level adventure is 
cxtrcmely physically demanding and performed in arduous climatic conditions such 
as mountaineering, polar exploration, ocean yachting or exploring the worlds remotest 
rcgions the ability to deal with and copc with physical discomfort has psychological 
links. Finally, dealing with failure is perceived to be extremely important as many 
expeditions fail to achieve their set objectives. 
Mental toughness is perceived to be centrally related to highly effective self. 
regulatory skills within adverse environments combined with a high sense of self and 
the ability to withstand both mcntal and physical discomfort. If the outcome is 
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perceived failure then this may be more cffcctivcly dealt with if the person has a 
strong self-concept, which is fucllcd, by high scif-confidence and scir-bclicr. 
Safety and survival is a major category which underpins the essence of what 
Adventure and exploration is all about and making effective decisions emerged as a 
In3jor concept. Participants perceived decision making to be meaningful to mental 
toughness only if it was considered cffective, if it was conducted within a pressure 
situation, made with a colleague or as a result of wisdom from experience. 
But mental toughness in adventure situations combines psychological characteristics 
rather than them being displayed in isolation. 
Parucipant Direct Quotation / Source of Interview 
I can remember one of my early expeditions 
where we did lose a team member, afriend early 
001 into the expedition. hefell and was killed. At 
that time we al/justyled staying and having 
another 90 at the mountain. Ifeel, looking back to 
it now I'm appalled that we did that, and I'm not 
sure that I would do that now. 
Adventurer/ Explorer 3- High Level Climber 
IPA / key code & conccpVCATEGORY 
convergence 
Decisions are sometimes distorted by emotional 
reactions to a major disturbing event. Making 
decisions soon after a traumatic event Is 
extremely difficult and can well be incorrect when 
retrospective judgement is applied b"ed on more 
stable emotions. Collective judgements am also 
capable of influencing individual decisions based 
on group consensus rather than personal 
decisions. Decision nuking In such circurnstances 
is highly complex and involves highly charged 
emotions. Tle attraction of the opportunity to 
satisfy one's ego and sumrnit in the wake of the 
death of a close fiicnd seems morally unjustified 
at a later date by the participant. 
Key Point code - conetpt transformation: 
Effective decision making/ Making joint 
decisions under pressure / Wisdom from 
experience/ dealing with stress situations 
Concept convergence: 
Effective Decision making / Stlf Control I 
Dealing with Stress & anxiety 
SAFETY & SURVIVAL / IýNOWVNG 
ONESELF/ COPING WITH STRESS & 
ANXIETY 
& suit to. z conceptuallsation of Decision Making wlthln the safety ants bunival category 
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In considering the meaning of mental toughness, the previous example provided by a 
mountaineer (Table 6.2) links self regulation skills to dealing %vith difficult 
Circumstances and making important decisions with others under pressure. 
The above quotation links making an important decision to dealing with a stressful 
situation (a fatality) and introduces more complex factors into the decision making 
equation. The climber offers an explanation which deals with emotion and 
retrospective stress which obviously has implications for future behaviour. The 
example exudes personal meaning attached to a spcciric life event which w-as 
extremely tough to deal with. Making cffcctive decisions as an adventurer/ explorer is 
vital but also extremely complex, when combined with the arduous conditions they 
arc conducted within, makes it an extremely important concept contributing to how 
mental toughness is perceived. The complexity and personal meaning attached to 
making effective decisions in being mentally tough is supported by the follo%%ing 
quotations, IPA and conceptual convergence in Table 6.3. 
Participant Direct Quotation /Source of 
Interview - &metimes the right decision is to turn back... to 
have the mental toughness that says I am going 
to go on under whatever circumstances'can lead 
80 easily to disaster. So It Is actually steering the 
right course and that is not necessarily attaining 
the objectlyf at all costs Adventurer 2- 
Mountaineer- 
The person who Is mentally tough can take himselffurther and go on making rational decisions In extraneous and demanding situations. The person who Is less mentally tough Is going to 
make bad decisions at a much earlier stage. 
Adventurer 2- Mountaineer 
PA & Concept /CATEGORY convergence 
Ile participant demonstrates astute awareness of 
risk assessment and potential danger. although 
perceptually aware that not achieving the 
objective may be correct and fsilure Is themfore 
perceived as mentally tough. Such a paradoxical 
perception Is very ram and really only shared by a 
small number of the elite climbing community. 
(effictive decision making/ risk assessmentl 
independence and responsIbility/dtaling with 
failure) 
The perception that mental toughness Is linked 
with dealing with adversity of demanding 
envirortmenu and the effectiveness of the decision 
(rationality) Is related to being mentally tough. 
Conversely If lacking In mental toughness a 
person is more likely to make Ineffective 
decisions and much earlier thereby risking 
potential danger. (effective decision making I 
coping with physical demands) 
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I think It's an ability to keep going under a great 
deal ofpressure without making mistakes. To be 
reasonably calm and to be able to keep doing the 
best things In the situation youfindyourse4(in 
order to keep going. Adventurer / Explorer 3- 
I lith level Climber 
Eveolhing becomes difflcult really when high up 
and It comes down to weighing the situation up. 
make yourJudgements and carry o? L Youneedto Itepyour emotions in check stay composed and 
stay calm. Adventurer/ Explorer 10 -Climber 
Ile participant perceives that decision making Is 
a skill, an ability and undertak-cri In a pressurised 
climate. A sense of composure Is evident and 
required within the adventure environment. If the 
objective Is to continue. The emphasis Is on 
avoidance of errors which entails making the 
correct options when presentedL ( coping % Ith 
stress situation/ effective decision making) 
The perception that effective decision making Is 
significantly more challenging when high altitude 
Is Involved and Judgements require more careful 
consideration. Staying composed controlled and 
having emotional control Is perceived as 
Important. 
Conceptual convergence: 
physical coping/ risk assessment/ self control 
(emotionsy coping with stress situation 
PHYSICAL COPING ABILITY/ KNOWING 
ONESELF/ COPING WITH STRESS& 
ANXIETY/SAFETY AND SURVIVAL 
Table U Exampics or concept ualisa (ion within the Adventure/ Lipiorersampic 
Such examples provide support for the adoption of a phenomenological approach 
which allows frccdom of expression on the part of the participant. Concepts which 
emerged were linked with acceptance of failure, cffcctivc decision making, risk 
asscssmcnt and independence and responsibility (A2), coping with stress situation and 
effective decision making (A3), and physical coping, risk assessment and scif control 
(A 10). IncfTcctivc decisions in such circumstances can be fatal and the margin 
for 
error is extremely small, which is maybe not reflected in the risk bcing takcn. 
This is rcflcctcd in one participant's comments: 
Well I didi't get to the top of K2 '1116 at night, maybe later than that, SO I nearlY fumed back 
tw, ke. It gets darkJust after 7 in those allitwdes. So Pu'Ve got 10 Ihnd 0 611 ofto""ess at 
times I guess to do things. So you are accepting a higher risk level than most people. but 
perhaps that's no different to driving, or breaking the speed limit is It ? 11'r accepting a risk 
level. Adventurcr AExplorcr 10 -Climbcr / Mountamccr 
Participants engaged in adventure and exploration attempt to rationalisc the risk and 
ulflmatcly the importance of the decision bascd on the fact tlýat risk is rclative and 
only when ones ability and skills are considered in relation to the risk involved should 
decisions be evaluated. In essence risk and decisions arc complex cognitive proccsses 
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which have emotional attachments and because of such complexity are perceived to 
be central to what adventurers / explorers view as a major aspect of mental toughness. 
Ile findings provide support for the concept of risk assessment as a necessary part of 
an adventure experience, but if too risky, more astute adventurers conceded that life 
was more imPortant. (A 7,10,20 &2 1); 
You know where your limits are you are prepared to move towardr them (7) ; Some people 
are prepared to accept greater risks than othert. that's what It comes down to( 10); 1 am 
putting myselfin danger on these big mountains which Is wiry I won't do thentfor much 
longer(IO), So I had another look at the slope and thought. hey I'don't care (frin going to 
get a million quid out ofthis, the risk level Isjust to highfor me, rm going down(20). 
Effective decision making and astute risk assessment is arguably refined through the 
wisdom of experience. Learning from fatality experiences of friends and colleagues 
focuses the mind on previous decisions and lessons are leamt as a result. On 
rcflcction, a climber confirms such thoughts and salient points arc highlighted with 
IPA analysis in the following extract in Table 6.4. 
Participant Direct Quotation / Source of 
Interview 
Yes, I'm wiser now, I remember the one thing that 
changed me was aj? er afriend got killed and I 
remember being with him. Onetime in particular 
coming to a crevasse bridge that looked as though 
It was going to collapse whilst descending. I 
Jrttpped andl though we shouldrope upfor thif, 
and the next thing I know he'dgone across It 
collapsed and that war it. So, that left me to go 
across it, and luckily the bridge didn't collapse 
and I saved him. But thefollowing year he was 
killed descending with someone else, andfor a 
similar sort ofreason where he'd gone toofar 
down and he should have climbed up another 10 
foot. Instead he thought, 'sod It 171just risk Wand 
zome Ice collapsed, and he went 2000P and was 
killed I alwayr remember that, when I heard he 
was killed Ijustflashed back to the crevasse 
incident which Ifound very stressful Adventurer 
/Explorcr 10-Climber/ Mountaineer 
IPA - (key code) / Concept ICATEGOR 
convergence 
Vivid meaningful experience Wng recalled fuels 
decision making which Improves through wisdom 
of experience. ( wisdom of experience) 
Retrospection makes decisions and risk 
assessment more informed but does not guarantee 
total safety. 
People make different assessment of risk based on 
their individual judgments and may be distorted 
based on being with others - the risky Wft may 
be operating. ( decisions with othcri under 
pressure/ coping with anilcly) 
Previous experience is only useful If lessons are 
learned and bch3viour Is modified accordingly. 
previous experience) 
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Effective decisions and correct risk assessment 
are reciprocally related. 
Key code transformation Into 
convergence of conceptj, - Effective Decision 
Making & Risk Assessment / coping with 
anxiety 
SAFETY& SWIVIVAL/ COPING WITH 
STRESS & ANXIETY 
Table 6.4 Examples of thematic convergence within the Adventure/ Explorer sample. 
Contextual influence of the surrounding environment must bc considered. All of the 
participants within the adventure/ explorer sampic had been involved in life 
threatening situations, and in many cases had multiple experiences of dealing with 
such assessments. 
Making cffcctive dccisions rcquircs prcvious cxpcriencc, scif-confidcnce and 
somctimcs intuitivc awarcncss. A mountainccr who narrowly cscapcd dcath on 
nurrierous occasions provides such thoughts: 
Obviously In climbing mountains there's an element ofrisk In /I and there's afint line 
between conji'dence andfoolhardiness really. Iput that down, personally. to the more . fee 
the more Igain experience. By seeing things happenyou log all those things inyour memory, 
but I would explain the actual decision as Intuitive; I'd say there's a level ofintuition 
Involved Obviously, you have got all that knowledge and experience. bulyou also require a 
level of intuition. 
Intuitive awareness is important, it's tough to do It but It's also sensible. People who I climb 
with would agree with that. You know, i(someone said to me when we had been packing up 
Alljor haýYa day to climb and then the guy you're with then siVs, 'no I'm not going tomorrow 
morning'. I wouldJust accept that, I wouldn't ask him why. 
Adventurer/ Explorer 20- Mountaineer / Climber (Everest conqueror) 
The climber implies that intuition as a mental toughness characteristic is difficult and 
climbing communities rccognisc such a fact. it may well be 'insider knowledge' and 
non climbing communities fail to rccognise such characteristics. It seems that 
intuition is respected by some climbers and is accepted unconditionally. 
'Me previous examples provide evidence that the adoption of a phenomenological 
approach which explores personal meaning allows for individual interpretation to be 
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considered. Making important decisions which can influence life or death outcomes 
arc not simple conscious tasks. They may involve a combination of factors which 
ultimately influence the final decision. The complexity makes the process one which 
requires mental toughness. 
Assessment of risk cannot be separated from the decision making process and 
conceptual convergence is strongly supportive of it, and also to the concept of 
planning and goal setting within the safety and survival category. The psycho- 
physical self sufficiency to survive in advent= environments involves a complex 
interaction of psychological issues contained within the six major categories. 
A typical example is provided when considering the relationship between 'physical 
coping ability ' and 'safety and survival' categories. One of the world's top high-level 
mountaineers comments on the link with effective dccision-making and coping with 
physical discomfort in Table 6.5. 
Participant Direct Quotation / Source of 
Interview 
Well on a big mountain like Everest It Is mostly 
mental climbing. Because the technicalities are 
not particularly difficult, It'sJust arduous. It Is all 
mental., just pushing on through the pain barrier. 
But the slip Is thinkingyou've got to be too brave 
I suppose, and think that you Ive got to be careful 
o1pushing too much andperhaps Ignoring certain 
weather signs. The slip is to typicallyforgettIng 
about descending because it is where many 
climbers get killed Adventu rer/ Explorer 10- 
Climbcr/ Mountaincer. 
IIIA -Concept /CATEGORY convergence 
A distinct attempt to categorise different forms of 
climbing. 'Mental' climbing Is Interpreted as less 
difficult but arduous and related to physical 
discomforL The Implicit suggestion being that 
more technical climbing Is categorised difTcrently 
but not fully explained by the participan 
coping with physical discomfort 
The participant 6 aware of the danger of mis- 
perception and incorrect risk assessment due to 
lack of attention to the environment signs and 
signals which alert the climber to danger. Also. 
risk assessment is neglected on the decent where 
It Is acknowledged by the climber that many 
people perish effective decision making/ risk 
assessment/ self control 
Concept convergence: 
Coping with physical demands I Effective 
decision making/ Risk assessment 
Cotegory convergence: 
SAFETY & SURVIVAL I PHYSICAL 
COPING ABILITY 
Table 6.5 47nneentual ennverpence nf Safetv and Survival and Physical Coping Ability 
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The climber offers a connection reinforced by numerous participants in that survival 
and physical coping abilities are inextricably related to mcntal toughness (see Table 
6.6 bclow). 
Emergent Category Supporting Key Codes Direct Interview source 
Physical Coping Ability Coping with physical 2,3,4.6.8.10,11.12.13,14,15,16,20,21 
discomfort 
Coping with Altitude effects 2,3,7.10,16,19,20,21 
Fighting spirit 6,15,17 
Table 6.6 Emergent concepts and supporting codes In contribution of the 
' Physical Coping' category within the Adventure /Explorer sample (n -21) 
A prerequisite for experiencing adventure and exploration is the ability to be able to 
withstand physical and mental discomfort. Over 75% of the sample related the 
concept/ category to mental toughness and the data emerged from a wide variety of 
disciplines. Spccifically, when altitude was involved the mountaineers linked physical 
discomfort to issues of decision making. 
7bc psychological aspects of self-sufficiency need to be complimented by the ability 
to withstand physical pressures and many participants rccogniscd the psycho-physical 
link. The ability to suffer physical discomfort and to consider important decisions 
whilst suffering high levels of cognitive anxiety was graphically described by 
participants as: 
774 mainproblem Isjust thepain, because ofthe lack ofoxygcn. 7he mentalstress ofthinking is this ilope going to avalanche, is that slope going to avalanche? Is the weathcr going to break? Is my body going to contract cerebral ocdema and am I going to die? -Adv cnturcr/ ExPlorer I O-Mountaincer (E- vcrcst conqueror) 
71C drive was internal though throughout, although I was suffering incredible discomfort. 
Somehow I managed to continue. Adventurc/ Explorer 17 - Polar Explorer. 
I faving to endure suffering over a prolonged period is common to adventurers 
explorers without the opportunity to refresh and recharge, unlike the elite athlete, elite 
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coach sample, whose lifestyles accommodate such opportunities. A polar explorer 
commented on the enormity of the discomfort experienced. nc explorer was a fully 
qualified physiologist and collected scientific evidence on the expedition to support 
his comments: 
I have hard evidence of what we emperienced, ... I'm sure of what we experienced In terms of 
physioloSy, as the conditions were very extreme and astonishingly so. We really averaged a 
state ofphysical collapse and the results of the muscle biopsies that we collected on route 
were confirmation ofthefact that we were extremelyfatigued It was interesting to note at 
thatPOint. that. having stopped albeitfor walking over stones at thatpoint, we were In a 
Pretty criticalposition. Adventure /Explorer 17- Polar Explorer 
The internal drive that keeps people going in situations of advcrsity and discomfort 
must vary enormously, and there has to be massive individual differences in how deep 
people will dig into their reserves in order to with stand such adverse conditions. 
It is evident from the findings that categories which make up 'psycho-physical self 
sufficiency', interact with each other in contributing to overall survival and one 
successful Everest climber in 1989 conuncnts: 
Sel(-sufficiency and also a tolerance ofotherpeople. patience, and the ability to work VerY 
hardfor concentrated spells. Adventurer/ Explorer 20- ClirnbcdMountaincer (Everest 
conqueror) 
Decision-making in pressure situations when suffering from physical discomfort 
requires a great deal of sclf-conridcncc and the belief that you am doing the right 
thing to ensure safety and survival. Sometimes decisions arc collective, as when 
performing in a team and decisions influence all people concerned. Given that tcarns 
arc defined as two persons or more working together, only solo missions are 
considered as independent. A mountaineer involved in joint decisions under pressure 
when attempting to summit a 8000-mctcr I limalayan peak provides an example of 
'what staying alive means, when faced with a decision clouded by ego and peer 
Pressure ( Table 6.7). 
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Participant Direct Quotation / Source of Interview 
nere were two Spanish climbers there, and they 
agreed atfirst that it was too dangerous and they 
shouldn't go on. But then one changed his mind 
and explained he had ropes. Isaid, 'no, I've made 
my decision, and explained the rope is going to 
make no difference to the condition ofthe snow Isaid 'what's the point, but he couldn't seem to 
iree that ... I thought, 'well it doesn't make any difference to the avalanche potential ofthe snow. I laid 'no. I'm continuing down, he said 'oh we'll 
to on another couple ofhundredfoot and see 
what It's 14 see ifit gets any better or worse. I 
, raid, 'right well I've made my decision, I'm off' 
and Istuck with it and went down. Notlongafter 
that one ofthem went into a crevasse, the 
crevasse bridge broke or he slipped. So they both 
came down eventually. Then later on, they went back up, ( the two Spanish climbers), but the 
conditions weren't much better. They pushed the boat out to the top andpeaked, The irony was that 
one ofthem was killed descending the slope as a 
result ofan avalanche. The other one ended up losing most ofhisfingers and most ofhis toes, I 
think tofrosibite. Too high a price to pay... So 
theY didn't assess the risk Isuppose. 
Adventurer/ Explorer 10 -Climber/ Alountalneer 
IPA -key code/ Concept ICATEGORY 
convergence 
Decision making consensus on safety and 
survival- agreed collective decision, followed by 
uncertainty and disagreement. Re-sssess=nt 
based on equipment considered suitable for the 
risk involved. 
(rhe need to cope and deal with a high stress 
situation ) 
More informed decision due to experience 
considered more options such as snow conditions. 
(self belief and confidence In ones self 
Independence/ being single m. 1nded )Different 
perceptions of potential risk involved based on 
possible ego and peer pressure. (effective rhk 
assessment /decision making) 
Independent decision was mentally tough but 
based on past experience and the fact that the 
snow was deteriorating fast and conditions were 
getting seriously poor. 
No attempt was made to offer advice but fellow 
climbers had nude their decision to continue. 
Following a potentially fatal slip the two climbers 
descended only to reverse another decision and 
turn back to attempt another summit bid. This %its 
to prove a fatal mistake (making decisions under 
pressure) 
Concept convergence: 
Coping with a Stress /Anxitly 
Effective dtclslon nuking 
Dealing with Failure 
Category convergence : 
SAFETY & SURVIVAL I COPING WITH 
STRESS & ANXIETMNOWLNG 
OINESELF/ 
6.7 FI[2Mnlälnfenni-d-nittoliniäevrntinnwithin(. rnunifedThrervanalvilt 
From a phenomenological perspective the research objective is to provide meaningful 
interpretation of the text that allows connections to be made to support thcorctical 
conccptualisation. Within grounded thcory such connections arc cxplorcd during axial 
coding procedures and emergent relationships are developed. The concCptual 
emergence of the category 'knowing oneself' which includes the major conccpts of 
self confidence, self belief and self control were strongly reinforced by IPA. The 
previous chapter outlined the conceptual make up of the category from four major 
themes. This category was quite possibly the most substantive of all the major 
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catcgorics and provided multiple evidence of conceptual convergence with othcr 
categories. 
From a humanistic perspective knowing oneself, achieving sclf-actualisation and self- 
congruence are all important to growth and development (ýcrvin, and John, 1997). 
The findings indicate the nccd to know ones self as central to being indcpcndcnt and 
responsible and to have self-confidence /belief and control emerged as supporting 
concepts. I laving self-corif idence in ones ability influences self-sufficiency and 
reduces the element of self-doubt whilst making important decisions. Two examples 
demonstrate this: 
No I wouldn't worry too much about negatives, because I think I Ive climbed a lot and I have 
confidence in myselfand my preparation. 
Adventurer /Explorer I 0-Mountainecr/ Cl imbcr 
I war aware that I war very capable and I was probably the most capable in the whole group 
even though they were all older than me. I had a lot ofprevious mountaineering experience 
and had lots ofsel(-confidence. I was able to relate to it and managed to Influenct the 
decision to camp through U. I can look back on It now and It hat made me aware I IW done 
the right thing, Adventurcr /E- xplorer 13 - Polar Explorcr 
The adventurer implies that effective decision making is not necessarily rclatcd to age 
but to previous experience combined with ability and self confidence. Only 
retrospection allows decisions to be evaluated as effective or incffcctivc. 
Developing scl f-conf idcnce is directly related to previous experiences and pcrsonal 
perceptions of compctcncc. A mountaineer who was descending from a successful 
attempt on K2 one of the world's highest peaks provides a direct cxpcricncc cx=plc: 
Participant Direct Quotation / Source of 
Interview 
I had seen the other party had been through the day before, there were some tracks there. IV been 
through the Icefalli several times, so Ifilt 
coqfident and I knew where all the crevasses were 
In order tojump over them. I Anew which snow 
bridges were weak and the ones, which were 
strong enough. But the problem being there are hidden crevasses, you could be walking across a flat snowfleld andyou couldJust go into a holi. 
So I had to pull mysetttogetherfor that. 
IPA - (key code) 1 Concept ICATEGORY 
convergence 
Previous experience provided self confldcnce via 
high perceived ability and compctence in relation 
totaskdemandL (scl(confidme) 
Uncertainty and unforeseen events mated 
cognitive anxiety and the need for self control 
(coping with anxiety I self control/ coping -A Ith 
stress situation) 
Risk assessment under pressure and effective 
decision making with undivided attention due 
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, vul inar was a calculatea rtsx weu i mought, -i 
need to go down to base camp, so I went down. 
think that it is mental toughness, being able to 
suffer that anxiety and that stress level, and 
having the confidence to deal with all that, and 
being able to recoverfrom it is like, the physical 
toughness. Adventurer /Explorer 10- 
Mountaineer /Climber 
potential high risk environment. hicnul tou&c 
is required in abundance on the decent which is 
rarely reported in literature. Mental toughness is 
displayed in unison with toughness of physical 
recovery. ( risk assessment I coping with 
anxiety / physical coping) 
Concept convergence: 
Self confidence/ risk assessment / coping with 
anxiety / physical coping/ self control 
Category convergence: 
SAFETY & SURVIVAL / COPING WITH 
STRESS & AN`XIETYfXNO%lNG 
ONESELF/ PHYSICAL COPING ABILITY 
Table 6.8 Concentual ennvervence frnm IIIA with Adventure / Exnlorcr narticinant 
supporting 3 rn; Jor C2tCgOrICS - p2rticipant 10 
The statement in Table 6.8 encapsulates the essence of what 'psycho-physical self 
sufficiency is about. Having self-confidence enables a person to stay in control. Being 
able to establish an internal locus of control within adverse conditions provides a 
person with the personal responsibility for sclf-survival and the internal motivation to 
continue. Participants perceive they arc able to determine the outcomes of events and 
view the resultant outcomes as being influenced by themselves as opposed to external 
factors. Self-determination is a key to self-control, and survival in extreme conditions 
requires people stay in control of the situation. This is cxcmpliricd in the following 
extract from a high level climber: 
Participant Direct Quotation / Source of Interview 
14 Arn 1 climbed K2 there were six people killed. Threepeople killed in perfect weather conditions descendingfrom the summit. There were six or 
maybe seven people killed thatyear on K2. I was 
making a summit bid in good weather with three 
Otherpeople. Six people were supposed to be drscCndingfrom the summit as I went up and I 
only saw three coming down. Three hadfallen off 
to their deaths in perfect weather, In daylight. So 
there I was, nearly dark on top ofK2 on my own, 
and IdId actually remember thinking Win going 
to have to pull myselflogether here and stay In 
control'. 
IPA-(keycodt)l Concept /CATEGORY 
convergence 
An extremely &ngcrous risk environment is 
described by the participant. 
Knowing that three people his sufrercd fatal 
outcorncs needed to be dealt with whilst 
conternpl ating higher altitude with others. The 
inountain is a perceived killer and jus6fics its 
label each yc3r. ( coping with stress 
situations/coping with anxiety) 
Ile climber uses positive self statements to 
initiate self control perceiving the potential 
consequences of 'not putting oneself togcdwr'. 
The climber is implying that he was not all 
together ( anxious)and the situation demanded 
immediate response to improve chimes of safety 
and survival. 'Me decision to summit was made 
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knowing 3 others chmbers had suffered possible 
fatality. (self control /effictive d"Islon makint) 
You have to daw on all the skill levelyou've developed over more than 20years ofc/Imbing In Scotland and the Alps. Ipulledmysel(logether 
and made sure I kept myfeet well apart as I was 
going down on the eary bits, so I 'mfacing out on 
the snow slip so I don't catch my crampons, trip 
andgo thefull 12,0001% 1 could have slidbut I kept mysePogether completely until I got down 
SOMY too notfarfrom the tent at 8,000m. It was 
on the high shoulder up on top of K2. It was more 
easily angled and even I(Ifell over I wouldn't go 
", where, It was almostflat. 
I could hardly walk at that point, I could only do 20 Steps and then collapse In the snow, I war 
-absolutely knackered. Once I'd got passed the dangerous bit, you know, burnt out, I crawled Into 
the tent virtually on my hands and knees. But 
yvu've got no option 1(you're talking about 
mental toughness,, you have to be mentally tough 
there otherwiseyou die. Simple as that reallyl 
Adventurer /Explorer 10-Mountglnecr 
/ClImber 
Concept convergence 
coping with anilety / coping with stress 
situations/ self control/ effective decision 
making 
Category convergence 
SAFETY& SURVIVAL/ 
COPING WITH STRESS & ANXIETY/ 
KNOWING ONESELF 
The climber acknowledges the Importance of 
previous experience In initiation of a positive 
response to the dangerous situation. Given the 
altitude the climber needed full attention to detail 
on the precarious slope at 8000mctres. Still In the 
death zone the climber the climber was physically 
exhausted but needed to stay totally focused on 
technique and avoidance of danger. 
*ne climber made a mcntal note of %here high 
danger decreased. Ile realisation that the only 
option available was to not continue and perish. 
Mental toughness Is a by. product of choosing not 
to diel The climber explains that the decision Is 
not that difricult mentally but physical 
cicterforation may well hinder the ability to reach 
ones target destination. Knowing 'what' you 
should do at such altitudes may be different thin 
actually physically 'doing' them. 
Conceptual convergence 
coping with onsicly/self control /coping with 
stress situations/full attention on ts%V coping 
with physical dtmands/physical fitness 
Category convergence 
SAFETY& SURVIVAL/ 
COPING WITH STRESS & ANXIETY 
/ COPING WITH SUCCESS AND FAILURE/ 
KNOWING ONESELF/ 
PHYSICAL COPING ABILITY 
I ADIC 6.9 Conceptual convergence from 11"A. with Adventure I t. xpiorcr panicipanI 
supporting 3 major categories - Participant 10 
The above example in Table 6.9 connects major concepts and fivic major categories of 
the psycho-physical scif suff icicncy to survive, except 'undivided attention'. Ile 
thoughts of a mountaineer in such difficult circumstances arc rarely reported. This 
suggests that mcntal toughness is capable of being described holistically and as a 
concept needs to be considered as a global construct rather than a uni-dimcnsional 
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one. This is dcmonstratcd by an cxample of a fcmalc climbcr whilst on Mount Evcrcst 
who highlighted the need to combat fear whilst making a very difficult decision: 
articipant Direct Quotation / Source of Interview 
I war seared, very jcare4 I had been on the 
Soulh Col, high up on Everest, In a storm, which 
was pretty horrendous. I thought (most people up 
there wouldn't have thought so, but I did) that 'it 
wasn It thefirst place that I wanted to revisit'. but 
on the other hand I had to jfl was to get beyond 
the Col and get to the top ofthe mountain. The 
wexhtrforecast was bad news and was pretty desperarefor climbers, as it wasforecastfor high 
winds (65 knot winds) and i(thoseforecastf were 
right then we could not have done It. Adventure/ 
Explorer. IS- High-level Climber 
IPA - (key code) / Concept /CA 
convergence - 
Admittance of high level of fear ( coping with 
extreme cognitive anxiety) 
Perception that given a choice It was potentially a 
life threatening decision. Attempts to be rational 
considering environment factors were considered 
balanced against the reward of a summit 
opportunity. Making decisions with an intense 
amount of fear inside requires Immense courage 
and correct risk assessment. Astute risk 
assessment was required as the conditions were 
potentially fatal. 
Conceptual convergence: 
coping with anxiety/ effective decision making/ 
coping with stress situation/self control/ risk 
assessment/ dealing with esternal distractions 
Category convergence 
SAFETY& SURVIVAL/ 
COPING WITH STRESS & ANXIETY/ 
KNOWING ONESELF/ 
PHYSICAL COPING ABILITY 
Table ri. in frnrn IPA with Adventure / EzWorer Participant 
----- a- - --- -- --- W- --- supporting 3 major categories - participant 18 
The data in the previous examples show how emergent concepts and categories 
heavily related and interact to support the proposed theoretical framework. Less 
substantive concepts related to dealing with success and failure and undivided 
attention also provided meaningful evidence to support conccptualisation. 
Dealing with failure is extremely difficult, but through IPA it was found it can 
paradoxically also be satisfying, as two very experienced climbers succinctly ofTcr: 
11"t experiencefallure occasionally and 11just remindrou how Wonderful It is to Succfed It 
Is Impossible to succeed every time, ifyouset oulyour objectives wrongly. Advcnturc/ 
Explorcr 7- Mountainecr/Cl imber 
and: 
Failures are inner rewarding and not external like reaching a summit. I wouldsay about one 
Infive attempts arejailures. Advcnturet Explorcr 16 -Mountaincer/Climber (Evemst 
conqucror) 
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It may be those people who have developed the ability to handle failure and place it in 
perspective, refuse to accept that failure is all negative. Tbcy recognize it has much to 
offer ones sclf-devclopmcnt and can be very rewarding if interpreted diffcrcntly, and 
used ror a positive purpose. They may well be the mentally tough Individuals, whilst 
others wrestle with handling railurc as it provides a blow to ones cgo: 
lVellfallure is always present in adventure experiences, and It Is very hard to put Y with. It 
requires a lot ofmental toughness. 7his race I didn'tfinish and If I= been thefirst thing I have never everfinlihed If It requires mental toughness to deal with that, I will need to deal 
with /I very soon. Adventurer / Explorer 18 - Round the World Yachtswornan 
A well groundcd conceptual example follows which converges many of the major 
categories and supports the emergent theoretical framework. It integrates stress and 
anxiety, knowing oneself, coping with physical demands, coping with success and 
failure and safcty and survival catcgorics in providing a graphic account of what 
mental toughness means to an experienced adventurer. I laving the physical fitness in 
being able to copc with environmental conditions, which are a result of discomfort 
from high altitude, exhaustion from adverse weather conditions sometimes dctcrmincs 
survival. But, physical and mental reserves arc both required in abundance in order to 
survive an accident. A climber explains a physical and mental nightmare when he had 
left his companion for dead following his fall into a crevasse and offers a graphic 
account of his interpretation of mental toughness from direct experience. 
Thc following selective account emphasisc the phenomenological and grounded 
theory re-conceptualisation of mental toughness. There is an abundance of emergent 
key codes and concept evidence which fully support the category existence within the 
Proposed grounded thcory model (Table 6.11). 
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Direct Interview Transcript IPA concept /CATEGORY Supporting key codes 
Quotation convergence 
HIC were both pretty exhausted at 
I&I time and (x) fell over a small 
Ice cliff and broke his leg. We were 
then In a very serious positlop& 
because we were still 6000 metres 
up on the mountain. 
There is no mountain rescue so you 
have to sort it outyourselves. 
Basically, there was a huge amount 
ofindeclsion to start with, just 
worrY andjear and I thought at that 
Point that his accident would lead to 
both our deaths. 
... during the day I lowered him 
several thousandfeet down the 
mountain and a storm came In 
during the aj? ernoon and the 
Conditions became more severe ..... What actually happened was that I 
lowered him offthe edge ofan Ice 
Cla, because I couldn't see where I 
was lowering him. 
Perception of physical exhausdon 
coupled with extreme danger due to 
environment conditions 
(altitude) and serious Injury. 
I ligh anxiety due to Increased 
concern and worry about survival: 
Coping with physical dtmandst 
Coping with a stress situation 
/Coping with anxiety 
The perceived need for Independence. 
Situation Influenced indecision 
created by high anxiety fear. worry 
and confusion. 
Such symptoms prompted Wity 
fear and a need for immediate coping 
responses to be Initiated. This 
required mcntal toughness being able 
to deal with the adverse situation. 
The physical task of survival and 
caring for an Injured colleague was 
both physically and mentally 
exhausting. 
Risk assessment/ Effective 
decision making/ Coping with 
anxiety/ Coping with stress 
situation/ Coping with physical 
demands / 
COPING WITI I STRESS & 
ANXIETY/ PHYSICAL 
COPING ABILITY/SAFETY 
AND SURVIVAL/ KNOWING 
ONESELF 
Coping with physical 
discomrort 
Coping with altitude 
effects 
Combatting worry 
about others 
Composure under 
pressure 
Effective decision 
making 
Dtallng with prolonged 
pressure 
Control of frar 
CopIng %Ith dtaling 
%lth dtath 
Ability to saffir 
I Istidling uncertainty 
Necessary risk taking 
Coping with physical 
discomfort 
Combatting worry 
about others 
Table6.11 Example I or emergent key codes, concepts and categories from AIF. 21 
The emergent themes did not happen in isolation and the situation generated the nccd 
ror the necessary mcntal toughness characteristics to be diSP13Ycd- The detailed 
AnalYsis allows for a dccpcr understanding of how such characteristics cmcrgc and the 
meaning bchind them. The following selective account in Table 6.12 rcinrorces 
CIvidcnce which underpins the continuing emergent conccptualisation. 
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Direct Interview Transcript 
Quotation 
---in terms ofmental toughness I think 
the Period after cutting the rope was 
probably worse.. Basically them qOer I cut the rope I was on the open snow 
SIOPe, It was dark and I couldn't do 
anYthing much that night so I dug a 
snow hole and spent the night. it was 
awful. It wasjust very lonely and I had thefeeling that my decision and 
Ory actions had caused (x's) death 
Ax was actually tougher I think 
than cutting the rope and what had 
son# before. 
I was convinced he was dead then. But. I war also quite convinced that I 
was going to the myseýVgettlng back because I still had this very dangerous glacier to get across. /I was Afental tough trying to control 
'my emotions yes. In a situation like 
thatyou havejust 
got a huge amount o1confitsed 
emotions. You havefear, shock, horrop. guilt and being very very lonely as well. 
7he next three days I war In a state of 
shock Onceyou have gotyourset(out 
ofa situation like thatyou can control 
these emotions and control things 
whenyou have to ... once you're out of the 11fe threatening situation you can 
allow youriel(to be overcome by all 
theseffelings. 
I have seen things and been involved 
In scary IU't threatening things in 
mountaineering before that, but 
nothing quite as momentous or as 
Prolonged The whole thing went on 
for days. In the end and another side 
ofthd story was that he hadn't died In 
thffall. I/# hadfallen and landed on 
a $now bridge In the crevarse and not 
dome anyfurther damage to himsetf 
lit then managed to absell down Into 
the bottom ofit, climbs out the other 
side and then spent three days 
crawling back and turned up at the 
base camp. Ilat was a really tough 
moment when he arrived at the bast 
IPA concept /CATEGORY 
convergence 
MT was perceived to be displayed 
following the cutting of the rope. 
Desperation and loneliness set In 
which included Intense guilt about 
ending the life of a friend and 
colleague. I laving to deal with such 
responsibility was more Intense than 
the MT of actually cutting the rope. 
The continued stress otexpeCting to 
die and dealing with extreme 
conditions was considered to demand 
MT In abundance. A lack of support 
from a colleague Increased the 
perception of fear and potential Injury 
(death). 
Self control of emotions and fear 
/confusion was required. A 
combination of negative symptoms Of 
chronic "ety coupled with a sense 
of loneliness demanded a high degree 
of MT. 
When safe and out of danScr the 
emotions am released which In a way 
were previously suppressed due to the 
need to apply focussed attention on 
survival mattcm This Itself Is a post 
traumatic stress response which Is 
potentially as stressful as the previous 
direct experience. 
Coping with Anxiety 
Coping with Physical Demands 
Coping with a stress situation 
Self control 
Ability to suffer 
Risk assessment 
Efftclive decision making 
COPING WITH STRESS & 
ANXIETY/ PHYSICAL 
COPING ABILITY/SAFETY 
AND SURVIVAL/ KNOWING 
ONESELF 
Supporting key codes 
Dealing with death 
Coping with physical 
discomfort 
Emotional control 
Control of fear 
Combatting worry about 
oneself 
Making decisions under 
pressure 
Emotional control 
DealingiAlth death 
Emotional control 
Self control 
Dealing with negative 
Consequences 
Dealing with prolonged 
pressure 
Ilandling uncertainty 
Combatting worry about 
others 
Ability to suffer 
Combatting mental 
drainage 
Physical fitness 
1), 
Table 6.12 Example 2 of emergent key codes, concepts and categories from 
A/F. 21 
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Tbc detailed cxarnples show how IPA coding fecds into emerging concepts and 
categories and contributes to the re-intcrprctation, conccptualisation and theoretical 
framework of the psycho-physical self sufficiency to survive. In providing such a 
grounded theoretical model of 'psycho-physical self sufficiency' it may enable those 
who are preparing to undertake adventure / exploration activities in the future, to rcfcr 
to a more relevant and appropriate conceptual model for guidance. The examples arc 
considered to be extremely meaningful when explaining what mental toughness really 
is from an adventure/ explorer 'own perspective'. I laving evidence from the 'lived 
experience' provides a more insightful explanation which is true to the 'real' 
experience. Adventure literature is littered with autobiographical accounts of 
Personal experiences which demonstrate what may be considered as mcntal 
toughness, yet the authors somehow refuse to use the term directly or rcfcr to 
synonymous terminology such as resilience, determination, mind over matter or 
mcntal strength (Bonnington, 198 1; Ficnncs, 1983,1993; Fowler, 1995; 1 lolgate, 
1994; Priest, 1990,1999; Priest and Gass, 1997; Ryan, 1995; Simpson, 1988,1993; 
Stroud, 1993; Vcnables, 1996,2003). In many instances the authors discuss 
experiences related to concepts and categories outlined within the emergent 
theoretical model as important psychological characteristics, without making any 
conceptual relationships linking such important categories. 71c cmcrgcnt-grounded 
theory of the 'psycho-physical self sufficiency to survive' required by adventurers and 
explorers to achieve success and stay alive in adverse conditions, encapsulates a 
complex integration of mcntal and physical components. Tbc value of the 
phenomenological method has permitted the researcher to bccome the 'research tool' 
for exploration into the meaning of these concepts and categories. Each individual 
interpretation has personal meaning attached to it and mental toughness within 
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adventure /exploration to one person may well mean something, but to the next person 
it May well mean something else. 
The formation of such an abstract theoretical concept providcs deeper level of 
undcrstanding and meaning to what may be previously considered as mcntal 
toughness within adventure/ exploration environments. The phenomenological 
approach provides data and emergent findings that arc contextually spccific for 
adventure/ exploration. There arc situation spccif ic demands that shape individual 
experience and these in turn shape personal perceptions of what is mcntal toughness 
within that domain. It is with caution that such contextual theoretical explanation be 
gcncralised to wider social contexts. Phenomenological inquiry considers contextual 
variation of demands and one difference between the previous sample and elite 
Sporting situations is the clement of competition and the presence of a direct 
opponent. The complex nature of mcntal toughricss will now be discussed from within 
the lived experience of elite coaches. 
63 Elite Coach Samplcý- 'Emergent Grounded Theory' 
The purpose of this section is to discuss the results and findings of the clitc coach 
sample with emphasis on the phenomenological approach to providing a rc- 
interpretation of mental toughness, and also to provide evidence to how the findings 
contributed to the conccptualisation of a grounded theory model. 
I'lle purposeful sample interviewed for the study was extremely experienced. Over 
90% had attended one or more Olympic / Commonwealth Games or a World / 
European Championships and over 90% of the sample had coached a medallist at 
major events. Therefore, the sample was considcrcd suitably knowledgeable to 
provide meaningful interpretation of mental toughness. 
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In order to discuss the emergent theory of this sample reference will be made to 
Figure 5 .3 which provides a detailed outline of the dominant emergent concept and 
category formation. Six major categories emerged with each one being supported by a 
conceptual network which included at least one substantive concept (see Appendix 13, 
Volume I for an indication of individual concept/ category substantiation). Table 6.13 
outlines the major emergent concepts and categories within the model with detail of 
the supporting key codes. The conceptual and theoretical development for this sample 
was identical to the processes that formed the previous theoretical model for the 
Adventure sample. 
Central to the theory is that 'medal winning psycho- physical ability' involves 
cffective mental application specifically applied within the event environment when 
pressure is at its highest. It also acknowledges the importance of the training 
environment and wider situational demands that elite sport places upon the performer. 
The emergent theory almost echo's that of the athlete sample, with only slight 
differences in aspects of motivation and issues of sclf control. T'he emergent codes, 
concepts and categories which emerged resulted in only subtle diffcrcnccs in 
substantive supporting data. 
Elite Coaches perceive that 'motivation and commitment' are essential to mental 
toughness and specifically incredibly high levels of dedication. Effectivc mental 
application and the ability to use such psychological skills within the event 
environment were viewed as vital components of mental toughness as they allow 
athletes to deal with the 'event pressure". Many different responses were Wntified 
that need to be dealt with, such as dealing with the stress and anxiety, high emotions, 
handling mistakes and setbacks, and being able to maintain focus within a highly 
pressurized sporting environment that is full of potential distractions. 
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Emergent Category Substantive Numbcror Emergent Substantive No: of 
ATHLETES Concepts supporting Category Concepts supporling 
key codes COACIIFS k! j codes 
Dealing with Event Absolute Focus/ Dealing with - Absolute Focust 
Pressure Dealing with 7 Event Dealing with 9 
Distractions/ Dealing Pressure Mistakes/ Dealing 
with Mistakes & with Setbacks 
Setbacks Dealing with stress 
A AnxicW 
Alanciling 
Pressuref 
Effective Mental Anxiety Control Effective Absolute Focus 
Application Absolute Focus Mental 3 
Application 
Self Confidence and Belief SelfConfidence 2 Self SClfCOnjjdCnCe 
Confidence Selfcontrol 3 
and Belle 
SelfControl & Discipline SelfControl 4 X 
-- 
X X 
COMMItme Determination 3 - Niotivation & Dedication and 
Determination Commitment CA"Mutmot 
2 
Training and Situational Situational Issues I Training and Situational 
Toughness Situational Demands 
Demands 
-1 -3 Physical Coping Ability Physical Coping 2 Physical Physical Fitness 
Ability Coping Physical Coping 2 
Ability Ability 
Table 6.13 Major emergent categories, substantive concepts and supporting key codes 
between the Elite Athlete (n-37) and Elite Coach (n-33) samples 
In order to demonstrate such mental toughness coaches perceive that high levels Of 
scif confidence and self belief arc required and this was a heavily substantiated 
category. Coaches also rccogniscd mental toughness is related to training and wider 
situational areas of performance. Finally, mental toughness is perceived to have a 
physical link in that being able to cope physically requires not only a high level of 
physical fitness but a psychological toughness which compliments it when athletes 
suffer pain and discomfort. The extremely high intensity training programmes and 
lifestyle demands elite athletes are subject to require such qualities in abundance. 
Motivation and Commitment 
The emergent category combined two important concepts motivation and desire' and 
'dedication and commitment'. Table 6.14 shows the conceptual breakdown and key 
C-OdCS With gender responses. 
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EINIERGENT CONCEPT KEY CODE POINTS SOURCE OF DATA - INTLRVIEW 
Dedication and Dedication 4,6.8. 
Commitment Commitment 6,8.17,27.30.32 
Self Discipline 4,27ý0,32 
Motivation and Desire Self Motivation 4,8 ' 
Drive and Desire 27.31 
I faving the incentive 20 
Determined nature 2.4.8,10,12,13.17.19.20.24A, 30J I 
Wanting it badly enough 4.13 
Will to win 4.10,13.23 
independent& responsible 3.4.5.8,10,12,14,22.23.29 
Staying motivated 20 
Table 6.14 The conceptual support for Motivation and Commitment In the Elite Coach 
s2mple. Females In bold within source of data /interview column 
Coaches place different importance to selective emergent concepts as some arc more 
substantive and meaningful than others such as a determined nature, being 
independent and responsible and being committed. Findings support Gould a al. 
(2002), who reported elite coaches also echoed such factors were crucial to what 
mental toughness is about. Such evidence can be considered in the following 
cxamplcs which offer IPA to compliment the emergent data (Table 6.15). 
Direct Interview Transcript 
Quotation 
IPA Interpretation Supporting concept I 
CATEGORY 
converctace 
But it wvuld certainly improve their 
Same more (fthey had a 'die hard' 
affitude and took more responsibility 
andcommitment to it. Elite Coach 
27- Hockey 
As you get more competition 
oriented), ou get more and more 
f"Wed. more single minded and 
determined... I mean incredible sej(- 
determination, and they usually have 
high levels ofseY'-dependency. Elite 
Coach 8- Sailing 
I think theyjust want to win badly, 
more than the otherpeople, they are 
moreprepared to push themselves 
that much more in training and in 
the competition, I think that is the 
bottom line. 77sey want to Win More. 
than the others. Mile Coach 4- 
SWIMMIng 
A perception that &tWctl: s lack 
important mental aspects to theif 
game and this is linked to 
Responsibility and Con-anitmcnt 
which are regarded as essential 
Single n-iinded/Dctermincd 
ISelf Detcrtnination/Self 
Dependent /Being focused- 
Tbc nearer a competitive event the 
more intense the mental approach 
inwardly. Athletes tend to become 
self dependent and rely less on 
others for support. 
Want it badly enough-more than 
others. A perception that NIT 
athletes are willing to extend 
themselves more dun others - 
They want to win more-thin 
others and am prepared to push In 
Dcdication / 
Conurjtmnt 
Dedication & 
Conwtianent 
I landling pressure 
Gaining the nvnul edge 
Motivation &, desire 
ModVation & dcsire 
ExtctkiinS oncstitbeyond 
the comfon zone 
Selfconfldcnce 
MOTIVATION & 
COMMM, ILNT 
StIf Confidence 
Mofivation and desire 
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I think Ifyou are determined enough 
andyou think you can do it then you 
can do It. Elite Coach 17- 
Swimming 
Determined linked with 
Self Confidence 
Motivation and desire 
I SAIPpOse be resilient and tough 
enough to stick at it through thick 
andthink. 1 suppose that is really 
why I stick at it because I am determined to show that I can do It. Elite Coach 31 - Equestrian - female 
Being resilient/) laving stlckaýility 
/Being determined 
A link with dealing with adversity 
EFFECTIVE Mr. NTAL 
APPLICATIOV 
DEALING WIT'll EVENT 
PRESSVREI 
SELF CONFIDE. NCE & 
BELIEF 
TRAINTNG & 
SrMATIONIAL DE. %tXNDS 
Jableb-15 Examples orconceptualisation omotivation and Commitment 'AlthlO the 
Elite Coach Sample 
It is evident that from the findings coaches perceive having the motivation and desire 
coupled with commitment and dedication to be major characteristics that contribute to 
mental toughness. They connect people who 'want it badly enough' (EC4). have a 
6 will to win'(EC4), demonstrate intense 'determination' to 'stick at it'(EC3 1) and who 
are both 'independent and responsible' (EC27) as mentally tough. I laving the 
commitment and determination to continually strive to be one of the very best athletes 
in the world is linked with desire to achieve personal expectations and the 
expectations of coaches. 
Determination may also be displayed in order to prove to others that you can do it as 
opposed to proving it to oneself, indicating there may be different reasons for showing 
determination, 'Isuppose that is really why Istick at It because lam determinedto 
show that I can do It (Elite Coach 3 1). 
I lowcvcr, coaches were not cxpl icit and did not offer any indication as to the 
consistency of such characteristics over time which is indicative of more dispositional 
behaviour. Arguably, all elite performers have a fairly high degree ormotivation and 
commitment but what distinguishes those who arc truly mentally tough comparcd to 
who lack it remains questionable. 
Maybe independence and responsibility that attracted n=crous responses 
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(30% of total) is the key characteristic that drives mental toughness in that people arc 
able to 'look after themselves' and survive alone in a similar way to adventurers and 
explorers, and this is how mental toughness is largely developed. 
On a critical note, many coaches did not perceive aspects of motivation and 
commitment to be that important and findings did not support the themes of 'drive' or 
'perfectionism' which figured prominently within the Gould et at. (2002) study. 
Partial support is linked to Middleton et al. (2004) for the recognition that 'goal 
commitment' is centrally related to mental toughness. Overall, motivation and 
commitment, together with intense determination and a sense of independence were 
perceived to be crucial aspects of mental toughness. These are very important 
determinants of training and competition behaviour, as indicated by one swin-aning 
coach when considering what constitutes a mentally tough athlete: 
neY are more prepared to pwh themselves that much more In training and in the 
competition, I think that is the bottom line. Ihey want to win more titan the others. Eli it 
Coach 4 -Swimming 
Self Confidence and Belief 
7bis category was central to what coaches perceived mcntal toughness MW all about 
as it was heavily substantiated. Tbe findings were weighted in favour of 'self 
confidence' compared to 'self belief' which was surprisingly shallow given the major 
importance place on self belief within previous clite athlete research ( Fouric and 
Potgictcr; 200 1; Gould et al., 2002; Jones et al., 2002; Ibclwcll et al. 2003; 
Middleton et al., 2004; Bull et al., 2005). 
Self confidence was related to mcntal toughness by over 72% (24/33) elite coaches, 
Self belief 20% (7/33) and self control 36% (12/33). Coachci linked different types of 
confidence to mental toughness such as winning confidence, technical confidence. 
conf idencc in the training prograrrunc, and both samples considered the most 
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substantive theme as 'self confidence in ones ability' to perform at the highest level. 
Self control, control of ego and emotional control were also perceived important by 
coachcs. 
Self confidcnce was viewed as crucial as the following reasons outline in Table 6.16 
bclow, and it had strong conccptual rclationships with othcr major catcgorics. 
Direct Interview Quotation/ IPA Interpretation Supporting concept / 
Source CATEGORY convergence 
7hat (fyou are conj7dentyou The coach is explicit about how Concepts - 
are able to succeed andyou are confidence not only allows a 
able to come back up, even greater chance of success but Self confidence 
hay Ing s uffere d defeat or yo u also enables people to recover Self belier 
think that although I am Injured from failure quicker. Dealing with setbacks (injury) 
I can still win. Additionally, being confident Gaining the Mental Edge 
may allow people carrying feeling Invincible) 
injury to have some belief that 
winning Is still possible. 
I think that coqfldence is what Category convergence: leadi to the quality that makes Ile coach believes that a 
s0mcbOdMeel Invincible and person's perception of their SELF CONFIDENCE & 
gives him or her that impression ability Is amplified and absent BELIEF/ DEALING 
WIT] I 
M'ENT PRESSURE/ that they can go out and win of negatives providing utmost PHYSICAL COPING ABILITY Elite Coach 32 -Cycling self belief 
I think part ofresillence is Jfyou Ile coach emphasises the Concepts - 
AnOwyoursel(well as a person important link to knowing Mental resilience 
andyou have a strong sense of oneself (a sense of Identity). Self Confidence 
Identity, andyou know thatyou I laving confidence allows Previous experience 
can cope. you tend to have the people to cope better and Dealing with stress and anxiety 
SeV-CorOdence within you. it all recognise situations better due Effective use of mental skills 
COmesfrom knowingyourself, to having benefited from past 
recognizing situations and experience Category convergence: 
knowing that you have been 
there before. Then, being able to it Implies that having done It SELF CONFIDENCE & 
read, knowing that you can before it will guarantee one can BELIEF/ DEALING WITH 
react appropriately and cope cope and deal with future EVENT PRESSURE/ 
with It all effectively. Elite situations effectively EFFECTIVE MENTAL 
Coach 14 -Field I lockey APPLICATION 
He applies himseýVmore in Concepts - 
terms ofhaving set(coilfidence Self confidence Is related to Self Confidence 
without going over the top, direct application and Is able to Effective use of mental sk 
III$ 
without being sloppy without effectively self regulate without 
being casual In his play. Ile has losing control or becoming Category convergence: 
an air ofcockiness but not to 
not enough to set himsevup to 
complacent. SELF CONFIDENCE & 
be shot down. Elite Coach I- BELIEF/ EFFECTIVE 
Basketball MENTAL APPLICATION 
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I think it provides what we class 
as mental toughness, which 
means that somebody seems to 
bit able to cast everything aside, 
may well be their ability to 
concentrate on their strengths, 
to evaluate the situation, to do 
some level ofcognitive 
restructuring ofa performance 
they have done and actually be 
able to evaluate that In a way 
that gives them the conj7dence. 
Elite Athlete 24 - Cycling 
Ile coach Is explicit in the 
sense that the text directly links 
self confidence with the ability 
to effectively use mental skills 
(attention control, dealing with 
distractions, cognitive 
restructuring and evaluation 
skills). Bcing able to use such 
skills successfully provides self 
confidence. The coach does not 
fully explain if seirconfidence 
allows the use of such skills to 
be perrormcd better or that 
using the skills leads to 
becoming more confident. 
Compts - 
Self Confidence 
Effective use of mcntal skills 
Category convergence: 
SELF CONFIDENCE & 
BELIEF/ EFFECTIVE 
MENTALAPPLICATION 
-1-Ablc 6.16 Selective IPA analysis and conceptual convergence or scir (; On lidence us Is 
within the Elite Coach Sample. 
Having a high perception of ones ability was identified as crucial to mcntal toughness 
and IP analysis supports such findings. it is evident that the category underpins 
4 cf1ective mcntal application', 'the ability to handle pressure' and 'dealing with event 
Pressure'. Selective quotations reinforce such a contention: 
s how good he Is andgoes out andshows it (EM); owing) u cone tfthe 6, Ile know Kn 10 ar 0 
reallyhelps when Itgets tough out there (EC12); You have got to have conj1dence ln)vursolf 
andyour ability in the long term (EC 16); You go through a phase where)vu seem to be 
JuInPIng clear roundy and clear rounds, then you are really very confident and It is actually 
these are the better performances (EM 1); Confidence, because they are confident about what 
they are going to do and they think they can do It (EC 17) 
I lowcvcr, self confidence to others is also a somewhat nebulous term which is 
interpreted in different ways suggesting that people interpret the meaning and value of 
self confidence differently and these were considered in the previous results ch3ptcr. 
An interesting point was offered by a cycling coach implying that self confldcncc is 
merely situation and skill specific much like self efficacy (task related). 
You see some people who arejust so confident on a bike and theY are unbelievably sliVul 
people at their cray? and then you take them offtheir bike and theyfall to pieces; theYjustfall 
apart. 77; ey can't talk topeople, they can't live or exist In differeýt environments (Elite Coach 
33- Cycling) 
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In this way conridcnce would be directly related to one's perception of ability and 
competence to complete a required task and in any other situation where such 
perceptions are low then confidence would be negatively affected. 
Coach perceptions of self belief provided similar meanings to self conridcncc and it 
Seems that terms were sometimes used synonymously. 
Examples of self belief statements which emerged included: 
I think he has self-bellef- he knows he can do It. He'has proved to himselrand to others that he can do It at the top level. ( ECI); She bellevedshe was the bestshe bellevedshe Isadtaken 
all the toughness stuffon board as it were, and she was able to cope with It( EC20); She has 
-to much confidence and selfbellef in herseýythat she is thinking 'well surely I can get that 
medal'( EC 17). 
IP Analysis provides meaningful insight into the possible differences between self 
confidence and self belief. Self conridcncc related to ability is usually linked to 
performance and the process of delivering a performance e. g. I'm confident I can do 
well'. whereas self belief as in the above examples is largely concerned with 
definitive outcomes e. g. proved ability, Y&ning a mcdal, being the best. 
Although self confidence may be derived from different sources it is the important 
sense of self confidence and self belief that is perceived to be most strongly related to 
mental toughness. In agreement with both Jones el at (2002) and Middlcton et at 
(2004). this research supports the contention that 'having the unshakcable belief in 
your ability to succeed and achieve reaching one's specific goal' is central to what 
mental toughness means to people involved in clite sport. 
Effcctlve Mental Application 
7be category emerged from lcffcctivc use of mental skills' and 'absolute focus, the 
latter being far the most substantive theme. Detailed results liavc previously been 
Presented in chapter five showing the construction of the emergent category. The 
category emerged due the perceived importance of mental skills in determining how 
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athletes handle event pressure with particular emphasis on maintaining absolute focus 
and dealing with external distractions. It also emerged due to coaches identifying the 
need for athletes to endure difficult training regimes in combating physical adversity 
and the need to cope with wider situational and lifestyle demands. Such links 
provided evidence for conceptual and category convergence within the grounded 
theory model. 
'Me following examples provide evidence of such emergent relationships. 
Direct interview Quotation/ IIIA interpretation Supporting concept I 
Source CATEGORY convergcnce 
Mose who are toughest mentally Concept 
are able to keep themselves 
focused on their training despite 
Being focused on developing skills 
and abilities whilst avoiding I Dealing with Absolute focus 
outside distractions. They are potential incentives 
from outside 
requires discipline over a period of 
external distractionstTrainint 
toughness/ situational toughness dedicated and committed to being 
the best time. It Implies those that 
do not am 
Elite coach 113- Badminton not as 
tough mentally. 
2%ose who can block out the pain 
whilst training and get on with it, 
Mental skills that require pain 
tolerance and an ability to endure 
Concept 
Coping with pain I Training 
without making ajujs or high Intensity work over time an toughness 
complaining. They all do the same linked with 
MT. Such behaviour Is 
eived as being positive and per but Somejust accept It as what 's F Indicative of what a tough athlete Is needed about. Elite Coach 23 - Swimming 
Being an elite athlete in our discipline requires athletes to be 
Ile Implication that mentally tough 
performers are able to stay focused 
Concept 
Lifevyle demandif Dealing with 
resilient because they are away despite personal losses and potential external 
dioxacdons/ 
from homefor long periods of distractions from home. This 
Irnplies 
time. 77at Is difficult when they that they need to 
be able to adapt to 
lifestyle demands and some athletes havffamilles and loved ones. 
TheY need to block it out andjust am able 
to do 14 which the coach 
Perform which some are able to 
Implies am the tough ones. 
do. 
Elite Coach 32 - Cycling 
People who are able to mentally 
l deal with setbacks and a 
The coach Is explicit In that 
mentally tough performers handle 
Concept 
Dealing with setbackil Mective 
l fl pp y 
themselves are the tough ones. setbacks much more 
effectively than 
lesser mentally skilled athletes. 
on vu use of mental skills/ Nlo 
and desire Some athletes respond more They arc more Independent and Cffccdve Mental Application/ Positively and get stronger whilst responsible. positive and as a result Dealing with event pmssurel 
others don't respond at all, they they become mentally stronger. Motivation & commitment 
need help In handling a defeat 
Elite Coach 3- Rugby Category Convergence: 
]EFFIECTIVIC SILSTAL 
APPLICATION - 
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DEAUNG%IlllL%'LNT 
PRESSVREI 
TRAINING & SMATIONAL 
MAIMS/ 
MOTIVATION & 
COSINIMIENT/ 
SELF CONTIDEINCIE & BELIEF 
Table 6.17 Conceptual and category convergence of Effective Mental Application 
Such conceptual convergence demonstrates that effective mental skills are perceived 
as important to mental toughness and they arc applied in a variety of different 
situat. ions. The emergence of such a concept / category is hardly surprising given that 
previous research has also indicated that the application of 'superior' mental skills 
within training and particularly competition itself is what differentiates mentally 
tough performers to the rest (Jones et at, 2002; Middleton et at, 2004; Bull et 
al., 2005). 
Dealing with Event Pressure 
Without doubt, this category emerged as one of the most substandvc of all. Reference 
within discussion will be made to Figure 5.3 which provides dctail of the emcrgcnt 
codes and concepts supporting the category. Tbe use of effective mental skills are 
really only tested fully when having to be applied in a highly pressurized compctitivc 
cnviro=cnt. 
I landling event pressure is an important aspect of being mentally tough and the 
following quotations support the emergent concept and link it with other connected 
themes: 
I think the secret Is when the pressure is really on, tf>vu can still think and mow. then that basically Is quite important. My athlete says he knows how to win when lie gets to the right 
stage, maybe because he still can be relaxed enough and at the same time concentrating to be able to keep thinking about the game. Elite Coach 13. Badminton (handling pressure / use 
of mental skills) 
7be coach implies pressure has a negative cffect on cogniflve functioning and 
information processing and also that staying relaxed can assist in handling event 
Pressure. Pressure increases for many reasons and these amongst others include the 
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perceived importance of the event, the perceived consequences of failure, an incrcase 
in expectations and the enormity of the event. 7be Olympic Games provide no bigger 
stne for a performer as the coach further explains: 
Virect Interview Transcript 
Quotation 
I dellnitely believe that is mental 
toughness, the ability to be strong 
underpressure. Because the ultimate 
performance level at the Olympics 
swimmersfeel tremendous pressure. In Atlanta one thing she said 
straight aj? er going out under the blocksJor 100 metresfreestyle was 
just the ske ofthe crowg to see 7.000people watching and that 
scared her. Suchfactors have 
nothing to do with their physical 
ability but had to do with the way 
they were going to approach their 
swim/rom a mental standpoint. Elite 
Coach 23 -Swimming 
IPA Interpretation Supporting concept 
CATEGORY 
convergence 
ne subject wai explicit in stating that handling pressure/ 
being 'strong under pressure' was 
central to mental toughneSL Given the emotional control /self level of performance the participant control Implies that pressure has an emotional 
or a proprioceptive attachment. 
Audience size and evaluation are dealing with external 
antecedenu of stress and these are distractions (audience) 
perceived to create anxiety (fear) In 
athletes. 71c coach recogniscs these handlinj event pressure 
purely as mental factors that need to 
be coped with for the swimmer to Conceptual 
perform well. Convergence I 
DEALENG M ITH EVEN 
rRESSLItE 
SELFCONFIDLNCEI 
BELIEF 
I able 6.18 Conceptual and category convergence of Dealing wIlD Lvent I-ressure 1 acil 
Confidence and 11clief 
Altcrnativcly, event pressure may be down to dealing with cxtcMal factors outside of 
pcrsonal control, as one coach implied when explaining the 1996 Atlanta Olympic 
w=gcments for athlctcs Prcparing to compctc in the swimming cvcnts: 
In Atlanta It was Initiallyfine because thepoolandtheaccommodatiOn were all so close. but 
the roadil You had to think of that when you are travelling an hour to get to the venue and the 
driver ofthe bus didn't even know where you were going. You have got to hand7e that 
Pressure, you have got to. Elite Coach 17-Swimming (handling pmssure / dealing with distmctions) 
I landling competition pressure at major events such as world championships or the 
Olympics is prolonged and can last over a week or more particularly if heats are 
involved and athletes double up in events such as in athletics'and swimming; are 
involved in multiple events such as the pentathlon; play tournament events %%hich 
requires a series of pool games to reach knockout st3gcs, such as hockey or play pure 
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knockout as in Badminton when entered for doubles and mixed doubles. The prcssure 
at such events is unparalleled. One coach explains it as: 
Direct Interview Transcript 
Quotation 
Ifindyou have got to keep it going, 
at the Commonwealth there are six days of competition so you are 
involved every other day. She seems 
to be able to handle it, she certainly 
handled Perth and the World 
championships very well, andgot 
through the experience and she handles it better each time she goes. 
Elite Coach 23 -Swimming (handling pressure/ previous 
experience) 
IPA Interpretation Supporting key code 
concept I CATEGORY 
convergence 
77he coach perceives that tournament 
pressure for some athletic disciplines 
is prolonged and cumulative, if the handling pressure ( over 
athlete is performing well. Ile coach timc) is not totally convinced that the athlete 
has full control over the situa6on 
preferring to use the term 'seems to be previous experience 
able' which implies times that the 
athlete is inconsistent. 
situation demands 
7be coach implies that such Conceptual 
experiences have a stress inoculating Convergence 3 
effect on athletes in that with more 
exposure to the stress stimulus the DEALING MTH EVENT 
athlete leams how to deal more PRESSURE 
effectively with it. 
SITUATION 
J abIt 6-19 COnCCPtU21 and category convergence or Dcaung witti tvent i-ressure 1 
Training & Situ2tional Toughness -EC23 
The important point being that handling 'big event' pressure is different in terms of 
scale and level of intensity compared to other less important sporting calendar cvcnts, 
because it requires the ability to sustain the pressure defences over a period of time 
and deal with potential distractions on a scale matched nowhere else. 
Handling pressure is linked to being able to handle adversity and overcome difficult 
situations such as mistakes and setbacks. Such instances were prominent in the 
interviews with coaches. Adversity and unforeseen problems create performance 
anxiety and this provided another related concept in that athletes need the necessary 
skills to be able to deal with such situations. Every athlete has to deal with such 
situations and none are immune to them as two coaches explain in Table 6.20. 
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Direct Interview Transcript IPA Interpretation Supporting concept 
Quotation CATEGORY 
relationship 
I think it is a very criticalfactor because people will always lose form In every sport. you will never find anybody who hasn't at some 
stage. Elite Coach 20- Canoe 
SLSIOM 
We know that there are going to be 
tough times. I think what we have to 
took at oj? en is when you make an 
amp or a mistake and when you 
lose games you have to look to see 
and work out what went wrong or 
howyou could improve it. I think 
qj? en performing or under 
performing and making mistakes Is 
important to deal with. We often Say 
to athletes on thefield. it's not about 
the errors you make It's what you do 
to resurrect and correct the error. 
7hat's qj? en what you are looking 
for. I mean everybody makes 
mistakes and everybody misses 
tmpped balls. Everybody will shoot 
wide ofthe goal but its whetheryou Aave actually karntfrom that 
situation andyou have identified 
what's needed to make that better. 
Players have to show that it is about 
coming backfrom a set back. to be 
able to improveyoursel( 
Elite Coach 29 - Field Hockey 
Ile coach perceives that every 
athlete requires such coping skills 
when experiencing a setback mid 
it is only a matter of time before 
they will need to apply thern. Such 
skills are viewed as prerequisites 
for mental tou&css. 
Mistakes and setbacks require a 
cognitive process and have to 
result in a positive learning effeCL 
The coach feels it is important to 
experience mistakes but address 
them from a Icarning perspective 
so they are not wasted in term of 
providing information which will 
improve the f4we performance. 
If the coach observes such 
behaviour then they link it with 
mental toughness in that the 
athlete is daermined to improve 
as a result of the setback or 
mistake. 
DEALING WITH 
The coach does not irnply that EVENT PRESSURE 
those athletes who make less 
n-dstakcs or have fewer setbacks 
are the true rnentally tough 
performers. 
Dealing %ith setbacks 
Dealing with setback$ 
Effective use of nwaul 
skills 
I laWling prasure 
Conceptual 
Convergence: 
EFFECrIVEMENTAL 
APPLICATION 
Table 6.20 Conceptual and category convergence or i)caung wun tvenz 1'ressure 1 
JEffective Mental Application 
7be hockey coach cmphasises learning from the experience and it seems mentally 
tough aNctcs demonstrate such qualities. The implication being that other lesser 
skilled athletes do not deal with such experiences so cffcctivcly. The quote also 
explicitly states that the coach seeks out such qualities when looking for mentally 
tough athletes within her squad, which implies selection criteria based on such 
qualities. 
The coach data offers different examples of what setbacks and mistakes comprise of 
and setbacks can vary from serious loss of form, injury, dc-sclection from squads and 
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pcrsonal issucs which havc significant impact on a pcrson's pcrforrnancc as in the 
following cx=plc: 
Ile hasjust had a knock backfrom his girl(rien4 which is mental toughness I suppose. His 
gIrlfrIend said that Is it, they hadjust bought a house, had it ayear and she said that Is It 
Elite Coach 6 -lirestyle demands / situation issues 
Mistakes arc more immediate and short term but can possibly transfer into a setback if 
the consequences arc profound and significant. Coaches tended to observe athlete 
reactions to setbacks and mistakes in terms of whether they were positive and 
progressive in having a learning effect. The data offers future potential for 
researchers studying anxiety and stress might find it useful to employ 
phenomenological inquiry to explore the processes which athletes apply in order to 
'deal with setbacks' given we now know that the 'medal winners' do it better than the 
rest. 
The emergent data within the category provided some very useful links bctwccn 
concepts, it dcmonstratcd a more focused understanding to exactly which mcntal 
skills are related to mcntal toughness and mappcd out the intcr-rclatcd conccpts which 
form what coaches perceive to be the factors most associated with mcntat toughness 
in the pressurized competitive event cnvironmcnt. 
Training and Situational Demands / Physical Coping Ability 
Training and situational demands as a category was strongly linked to the category 
'physical coping ability' due to mcntal toughness being associated with training 
methods, tough training /competitive and painful training programincs. The follo%%ing 
selective quotations support such beliefs in Table 6.2 1. 
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Direct Interview Transcript IPA Interpretation S upportIng key code / 
Quotation concept / CATEGORY 
relationship 
I think that It's part of the training 
regime and they do it without 
realising that whatyou are trying to 
do is toughen them up. I will say to 
them. : you have got to be tough, I 
don 'I think they really understand 
fully whatyou mean, when they are 
whimping out in training I say ýVou have got to be tough. what they 
think is to be physically tough not 
mentally tough. Elite Coach 17 - Swimming 
The coach perceives mental 
toughness to be a by product of 
the training regime. Implying that 
athletes are somewhat unaware of 
the fact that they are being 
'toughened up' through such a 
process. 'ne coach is implicit in 
the use of the term 'tough' and 
athletes interpret it differently. 
Greater clarification is required in 
terms of communication. 
training methods 
tough training 
physical toughness 
Tralaing toughness 
TRAINING AIND 
SITUATION 
D EN I AN 1) S 
PHYSICALCOPING 
ABILITY 
From the mental toughness point of 
view, one has to display that they had to change their lifestyle offthe 
"ter. mental toughness to actually 
let down and do the physical 
programme and toughen up offthe 
Wwler in terms ofseViliscipline and 
control and having a professional 
Opproach. Elite Coach 8- Sailing 
Mie coach is aware that being 
mentally tough Is required away 
from the competitive venue within 
lifestyle management. 
I)Cing independent and 
responsible, having self discipline 
off the water is important to being 
mentally tough 
training mcdwds 
being independent and 
responsible 
physical coping ability 
self control 
lifestyle demands 
Training toughness 
Motivation L, desire I 
Conceptual comrgencet 
MOTIVATIONAND 
CONIMMILSITI 
TRAINING AND 
SITUATION DEMANDS/ 
PHYSICAL COPING 
AIJIUTY 
Table 6.21 Conceptual and category convergence of Motivation and Commitments Training and Situation demands and Physical Coping Ability 
Tbe first coach (EC 17) implies that the athletes do not fully understand that the 
physical training programme is in part responsible for developing mcnt: kl toughness in 
people. 
The second coach (EC8) offers a broader perspective explicitly stating that athletes 
need to be tough whilst performing, but also in their preparation programme and the 
two are strongly linked. Coaches also perceived being an elit; athlete involves a 
Physically demanding lifestyle that requires many situational problems to be resolved 
and a travelling lifestyle that creates problems for athletes such as being away from 
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home, illness and potential injury, therefore being able to adapt to the environment is 
important. 
The strongest link was the relationship between being physically fit and the ability to 
cope with physical discomfort in training. Table 6.22 shows the conceptual 
breakdown of the categories 'training and situational demands' and 'coping with 
physical discomfort, together with subject contributions. Physical coping ability is 
linked to pain, discomfort, 'cxhaustion and fatigue and it is noticeable female coaches 
do not contribute to that concept (or situational / lifestyle demands). Although not a 
heavily substantive concept it is one in which researchers might well explore in the 
future as it was identified by female elite athletes as important to mental toughness. 
If female coaches do not pcrccivc pain tolerance to be part of mental toughness could 
this Ultimately influence their coaching bchaviours in what targets they set their 
athletes? Questions need to be asked why female coaches do not perceive coping with 
discomfort as important to mental toughness. The female sample contained coaches 
from hockey (2), swimming (2), and slalom canocing, boccia, sailing and equestrian 
disciplines. Such data is somewhat surprising given that top level elite sport demands 
extremely intense training programmes and competitive situations which require the 
ability to effectively cope with physical discomfort, fatigue and pain. 
I lowcvcr, two male coaches explained it quite clearly: * 
I think It comes down to how hardyou work in the pool, that 11sel(make., Ou mentallY IORSIL 
Elite Coach 17 -Swimming (training toughness) 
I think you will know theinfrom the training. because they will show the toughness In 
training. Elite Coach 4 -Swimming (training toughness) 
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_ 
FUIERCENT 
CONCEPT KEY CODE POINTS INTERVIEW SOURCE 
Physic Irby &I kItnel Physical Fitness Physical toughness 21 
Extreme fitness 4,11,13,10,24,32 
Natural toughness 
Physical Coping Ability Coping with Pain 12,16,23.27 
Coping with Discomfort 8.10,23.24 
Perform when exhausted 8.10 
Dealing with fatigue 8,10.13, 
Training Situations Being away from home 13.32 
Training methods l, s, 6,14.15.17.19,21,25 
Smart training 1.4,13,14,20 
Tough training 4,10.15.16.19,23,24,30 
Training culture 1.4.19 
Competitive training 
environment 4,8,17.20,27.32 
Training with the best 9,17,23, 
Situational Demands Discipline Requirements 2,4,6.8,12,13,15.17,20,23 
Situation issues 2,11,10.19.20,28 
Westyle Management Lifestyle demands 1.6,10,23,32 
Adaptation to environment 9,10,20,32 
Table 6.22 The conceptual breakdown of the catcgories 'Training and Situational 
Demands' and 'Physical Coping Ability'. Substantiated concepts In bold ( middle 
cOlumn)- female responses In bold ( right column) 
Overall, both categories were considered as important by coaches in attempting to 
explain how mental toughness is perceived. Both categories are largely neglected by 
Popular non-scicntif ic mental toughness literature (Bull et at, 1996; Goldberg, 1997) 
and as a result deserve more consideration and ftirthcr research attention. Only 
recently has Middleton et aL (2004) idcntificd the link with dealing with adversity to 
be signiricant in their emergent concept of 'pcrscvc=cc' which requires athletes to 
remain constant to a purpose, idea, or task in the face of obst4cles, discouragement or 
adversity. Ilowcvcr, the link with physical demands and training environments 
remains tenuous. 
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This section has considered the data from the elite coach sample and attempted to 
demonstrate evidence that interpretative phenomenological analysis contributed to the 
emergent data and provided purpose for the meaningful conceptual isation of concepts 
and categories to the contribution to the emergent grounded theory framework. The 
findings provide evidence that such data is well grounded within each of the stages of 
the theoretical model. 
6.4 Elite Athlete sample 'Emergent Grounded Theory' 
The purpose of this section is to discuss the results and findings of the elite athlete 
sample with emphasis on the phenomenological approach to the rc-intcrprctation and 
conccptualisation of mental toughness, and also to provide evidence to how the 
findings contributed to the provision of a grounded theoretical model. 
The Purposive sample interviewed for the study were very experienced and over 98% 
had attended at one or more Olympic / Commonwealth Games or a World / European 
Championships. Moreover, over 86% (32/37) of the sample had achieved one or more 
medals at major events. As a result, it was considered that the sample was suitably 
knowledgeable of what it takes (in terms of mental toughness) to mcdal at a major 
championship as opposed to contending for them. 
When discussing the emergent-groundcd theory reference will be made to Fig=s 5.7. 
The previous results in Chapter 5 highlighted in detail the emergent key code, concept 
and category formation and provided meaningful findings in support. Discussion will 
now focus on the conccptualisation of themes and additional phenomenological 
meaning inherent in the participant's perceptions of mental toughness. Table 6.23 
details the theoretical structure of the elite athlete grounded theory. with it possessing 
seven major categories and substantive supporting concepts; each category having at 
least one substantive supporting concept. 
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Emergent Category Substantive Concepts Number of supporling 
key codes 
Dealing with Event Pressure Absolute Focus/ Dealing with 
Distractions/ Dealing with 8 
Mistakes & Setbacks 
EffectiyeAfcntal Application Anxiety Control / Absolute 5 
Focus 
-Self 
Confidence and pener Self Confidence & Self Belier 2 
Self Control & Discipline Self Control 3 
Commitment and Determination 3 
Determination 
Training and Situational Situational Issues I 
PhYsIcal Coping Ability Physical Coping Ability . 
2 
Table6.23 Categories, substantive concepts and key codes within the Elite Athlete 
sample. 
A striking feature of the clite athlete data was the magnitude of the perceptions 
offered. Super ordinate themes were rich and meaningful in descriptive content which 
supported a well grounded fr=cwork allovving a solid conceptual model to cmcrgc- 
Central to the theory is that Imcdal winning psycho- physical ability' involves 
effcctive mcntal, application and spccific application within the compctitivC 
environment whcn prcssurc is at its highcst. It also acknowledges the importance of 
the training enviromncnt and widcr situational dcmands that clite sport places upon 
the pcrforrncr. it spccifically rcquircs athlctcs to dcmonstrate high lcvcls of 
dctcrmination, scif-confidcnce and bclicf and havc supcrior scif-rcgulatory skills such 
absolute focus, and the need to deal effectively vAth mistakes and sctbacks in the face 
of adversity. In the case of elite athletes this usua)ly incins pcrforming undcr extreme 
cvcnt pressure and self-control and discipline is a fund=cntal ncccssity for 
successful outcomes to be achieved. Furthermore, clite athictes perceive that physical 
fitness and physically coping with what it takes to be an clitc athlete, Is mentally 
demanding. Discussion will now focus on each of the major emergent categories and 
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consider the phenomenological meaning in support of the conccptualisation of mental 
toughness by elite athletes. 
De2llng with Event Pressure 
In agreement with elite coaches, elite athletes also perceive becoming a champion 
ultimately requires dealing with event pressure. This is not only in the training phase. 
but more importantly the externally driven pressure of intense event competition and 
the ability to effectively deal with more internal responses to pressure such as event 
anxiety. Elite athletes perceive mental toughness to be associated with process and 
outcome dimensions (see Table 6.24). These being the ability to apply absolute focus 
whilst perrorming and the ability to deal effectively with distractions (process), and to 
be able to deal with mistakes and setbacks (outcome related). 
EMERGENT EMERGENT KEY INTERVIEWSOURCE 
. 
CONCEPT CODE 
DtAlInFW-Ith Dealing with rWstakes 1,7,8,9.12, IS. 16,18.21,22,23.26.27,29.32,34, Mistakes and Dealing with setbacks 1,2.4.7.8,9.11,12.14,15,16,18,19,21,22ý23, Setbacks cont, 24,25,26,27,29,31,34,35,37 
Dealing with failure 7,20,36. 
Coping with adversity 7.20,25,36 
Proving people wrong 2.6,12,19,29,32,34 
Absolute Focus Being Focused 2,7,14,30,33,35 
Ability to focus 2,3,4,9,10,13,1 S, I 6,17,19,21,29,30,34,33 
Mental parking 8,12 
Dealing with Dealing with 2,3,4,6,7, $, IS, 20,21,23.25.26,28,29,30,32,34,35,36 Distractions distractions 
Blocking out 1.3.4,6,7.14, IS, 20,26,28.3Oj5,36 
Table 6.24 Emergent major concepts related to the 'Dealing with Event Pressurel 
category for the Elite Athlete sample -FcM21CS In bold 
Major concepts supporting the category are rccogniscd in previous work 'bouncing 
back from performance setbacks', 'remaining fully focused in competition' and 
remaining focused in the face of personal life distractions' (]ones et al., 2002; and 
Middleton et aL, 2004). 
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The rindings show that by having previous experiences of losing, mcntal toughness is 
thought to be developed as consequences of previous failure. Elite athletes who 
eventually medal at major tournaments make sure negative experiences arc important 
learning experiences so futurc events are handled more cffcctivcly. 
This substantive category emerged from thematic connections from no less than eight 
major concepts. A striking feature of the complexity of the conceptual make up of the 
category is that dealing with event pressure has multiple interpretations associated 
with it from how athletes perceive mental toughness. Although these variations can be 
consumed under eight urnbrcl1a concept titles individual intcrprctations differ 
considerably. Whilst some athletes (EA 2,3,7,8, and 28) may strongly cmphasise 
anxiety control, other athletes may well emphasise different concepts such dealing 
with setbacks and mistakes as major features of what they perceive as mental 
toughness ( EA 1 . 12,15,32 and 34). This is the main reason why a phenomenological 
approach was employed; to explore different interpretations of meaning attached to 
what athletes think mental toughness is from their own lived experience. 
Given the eight major concept headings seven have multiple supporting key code 
themes which offer variations of the theme with distinct features attached to them. 
Such a complex conceptual network of thematic interpretation only serves to reinforce 
that mental toughness requires investigation from the naturalistic p=digm and that it 
is acknowledged that it assumes multiple reality in how people perceive the 
Phenomenon. 
In the previous chapter (5) detailed results were discussed in the concept 'dealing %ith 
setbacks'. The following examples in Table 6.25 provide evidence of concept and 
category convergence of 'dealing with event pressure' in support of the emergent 
grounded theory. 
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Irect Interview Quotation /At 
Discipline 
You can'tplay well all the time, sometimes 
youjust need to knuckle down, stay tough 
and win when you are playing badly and believe InyourseIr 
Athlete 26 - Badminton 
Afissing out on an Olympic medal by sir 
tenths ofa second in the year 2000 was a 
tough blow to take, and that difnitely 
contributed to me missing the world 
championship team thefollowingyear. I 
didn't really know where my head was, that 
was definitely responsiblefor the poor 
mentalpreparation thatyear. The Olympics, 
Is black and white, 1/you're almingfor the 
medal andyou don 't get it, then you've 
missed out and that's it. 
I didn't know whether to call it a day In my 
Carter and move on and do other things with 
my 11(s. It took a lot oftime to try andfigure 
out what was going on and what the deal 
was. I don't think I dealt with it very well. I kind ofran awayfrom the sportfor about 5 
or 6 months and then coastedfor a little 
while, It was a good example of me not being 
mentally tough and notjumpIng back upfrom 
a defeat. It's not eary to be mentally tough following a defeat like what I went through. 
Ellie Athide 25. Swimming 
IPA Interpretation / transformation Into concept - 
CATEGORY convergence 
Explicit recognition that form fluctuates and mistakes are 
pan and parcel of the game. Being tough requires a 
resilience to work hard %hen undcr-performing and achieve 
a result when not playing well. Mental toughness Is not all 
about winning when playing well and the athlete Is Implicit 
when Inrerring that mental toughness Is just as Important 
when under-performing as it really shows ones true 
character. 
dealing with mistakes / winning mentaIlly/ self 
belief 
DEALING WITH EVENT PRESSURE/ SELF 
CONFIDENCE AND BELIEF 
Ile athlete exprcsses the meaning attached to S severe 
setback and the extended time of psychological recovery. It 
far overshadows physical recovery time and when the 
negative consequence of a rnýor event (Olympic) It Is 
chronic fallout. Confusion and inferred depression were 
prominent in tcrTns of future career choice and inient. 
Acceptance of lack otmental skills was offered and the 
athlete undcrpcrfomod for a Ion& while aftcrwards%ithout 
any purposeful direction. 
7be quotation provides evidence that athletes are not 
consistent In their mcnW toughness and a severe setback Is 
capable of testing ones resilience to prcssum 7be setback 
created conNsion and lack of focus on current Pcrformanca 
and the athlcta fully accepted he did not cope with it very 
well. 
The final comment alludes to the fact that being mentally 
tough In certain situations Is not an easy UA which %hot 
many people outside of elite athicic circles c%pcct from 
Olympic athletes. From the world'within' It Is extremely 
tough to deal with and sometimes athletes am human and fall 
to cope with pressure. Recovering from a scvem setback 
which imposes a deep sense of failure and disappointment Is 
extremely difficult. From an empathic perspective one really 
needs to have suffered such an experience to fully 
comprehend and undcrimd such crnotio" turmoil and how 
to best respond to It. 
Slental preparation I dealing wIf It ictbacks/coplng 
with adversity 
DEALING WITH EVENT PRESSUREI 
EFFECTIVE MENTAL APPLICATION 
I able 6.25 Conceptual and category convergence of vc2ung " im Lvent i, Msurc mou 
Effective Mental Application within the Elite Athlete Sample 
Recovery from setbacks and mistakes arc considered by sonic to be fundamental to 
What mcntal toughness is about (Goldberg, 1997; Jones et at, 2002). Middleton et at 
(2004) prefer to use the tcrTn 'perseverance, to describe how athletes persist In or 
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remain constant to a purpose, idea, or task in the face of obstacles, discouragement or 
adversity. However, previous work does not consider the subtle diffcrcncc between a 
mistake and a setback and generally treat both issues as fairly global conscqucnccs of 
performance. The researcher considers the more severe setbacks as a true indicator of 
what requires mental toughness, and is in agreement with Middleton et at (2004), In 
that only when significant adversity is confronted is mcnw toughness displayed %ith 
any depth of intensity. Suffering a life threatening illness is considered severe 
adversity and the following example provides evidence and evaluation of such an 
experience (Table 6.26). 
rect Interview Quotation / Athlete 
Discipline 
I hada real set back In that I was very sick and I 
got through that andgot medals at the Commonwealth Games, I'm convinced that what I 
went through back then dej7nitely made me 
tougher. Some ofthe pain I went through when I 
was really III was so much more painful than 
an), thing I experience In swimming. I had these 
(towards the end) really horrible stomach pains 
which made me vomit and that was so much 
worse than anythingyou have to endure in a 
Swimmingpool. Trainingpain is not the same 
thing; It is easier, and so, I think that definitely 
made me tougher. 
IEIIIC Athlete 37-Swimming 
IPA Interpretation / transformation Into 
concept data and CATEGORY convergence 
The athlete admits that as a result of a major life 
threatening Illness his mental toughness was developed. 
Swimming as an elite athlete Is difTicult and hard wcwk 
but It has to be placed In perspective and u hen one 
experience true pain on a difterent "a It places 
training pain In some perspective. 
From a personal perspective knowing and being &, A am 
of what levels of pain can be real for people made this 
ahicte's perception of what Is mentally tough so much 
more sensitive and balanced. 
Setbacks am not just performance related bAA linked to 
many different Issues, which tends W to be widely 
acknowledged. They need to be considered from a 
personal perspective and treated as such. 
dealing with set back%/ previous experience/ 
physical coping ability/ training and situational 
Issues 
DEALING WITH EVENT PRESSURE/ 
PHYSICAL COPING ABILITY 
Tshlo A-7f. . -. i ý.. worod-nro nf Dralinfl with Event Pressure 
PhYsical Coping Ability within the Elite Athlete Simple 
The athlete's personal situation places training toughness in pcrspcctivc and 
Subjective pain scalcs are not really fully extended in sports training compared to 
what is capable of being experienced in other real life situations. M13t 11 Pcrccivcd to 
be somewhat painful within an athletic context is subjectively rc-interprctcd as a 
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result of being subjected to a more excruciating painful experience. In many ways it 
makes training pain to be more tolerable as a result. 
Some setbacks are cumulative and arguably require a higher degree of mcntal 
toughness as they may erode ones sclf confidence and belief if the athlete becomes 
negatively affected by them. In the following example an athlete explains their 
perception of being mentally tough following a sequence of major setbacks (Table 
6.27). 
Interview Quotation /At 
Discipline 
I lost 10 grandprikfinals before I won one! The I Ith one was thefirst Grand PrixfInal I 
wait excluding the Europeans Alen's Doubles 
andNational Titles, I analysed them all and 
reali. -ed that I only really lost 2 out the 10, as 
the rest ofthe time I had been beaten by better 
people or my partners hadn't p4ed up to 
Scratch. There were one or two occasions In 
that I didn't perform to the best of my ability. I had been beaten by Olympic champions and 
world champions and karntfrom it. I believed I 
was good enough to win eventually and did I 
won anumber ofmajor championships a 
that and an Olympic m edal. 
fier 
Elite Athlete I-Badminton 
IPA Interpretation / transformatlon Into concept 
data and CATEGORY convergence 
The athlete perceives that he was mentally tough despite 
losing. I le rationalised and attributed the defeats 
externally based on the fact he lost to superb world 
champions who were superior athilcles at the time. or his 
partners were to blame. Intcmal artributions (personal 
form) were also accepted as reasons for failure. 
I le accepted that mcntal toughness Is a characteristic that 
Is slowly developed over time not as Immediate mental 
skill that Is easily available to athletes. 
Acquiring mentaJ toughness %as perceived as a 
mcanin&ful learning experience that athletes should 
develop through their failures as well as their swcesses. as 
it is highly likely they will con6nue to fall until they 
become world or Olympic champlonsl 
dealing with scibacks/prcvlous cipcricncclstlf 
belief 
DEALING WITH EVENT PRESSURE/ 
EFFECTIVE MENTAL APPLICATION/ SELF 
CONTRO L&DIS Cl P LIN E 
I Able 6.27 Conceptual and category convergence of Dealing wII13 t. vent j, ressurep 
Effective Mental Application and Self Control & Discipline within the Elite Athlete 
Sample 
Tbc Olympic medallist in 2000 admitted losing over ten major international finals 
before securing an Olympic mcdal, but thought that he was extremely mentally tough 
and his peers also rccogniscd him as one of the toughest competitors at world level. It 
has to be expected that athletes will suffer setbacks along the rise to the top, but it is 
how athletes deal with such negative events that determines if they become tougher as 
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a result. Tbosc who deal with negative outcomes constructively and learn from the 
experience eventually end up being more complete athletes and tougher to compete 
against. It seems paradoxical, but it is possible for an athlete to have failed and be 
rccogniscd as mentally tough as all the athletes within the study have many losing 
experiences documented, that they believe contributed to their mcntal toughness 
development. 
Such win loss records to an outsider would seem to be unacceptable and mcntal 
toughness would not be associated with someone who continually fails. I lowcvcr, 
such interpretation is only based on absolute success in terms of outcome (i. e. 
Winning Gold) and not on relative criteria which athletes hold personally. Athletes 
who do fail can be tough mentally and may well be developing their toughness as they 
progress in their sporting careers. A quite different type of setback (squad de- 
selection) is offered by another Olympic athlete in Table 6.28. 
Direct Interview Quotation /At 
Discipline 
I think It's quite important. I was goingfor 
Allanta 1996 and missed out by a point In 
selection, and I war downfor about three months. 
and It hit my corodence, but I wanted to g0jor 
the next one In Sydney 2000. You have to be 
strong and decide whafyou want to do. It was a big decision. at the time you need to take stock 
and I would say that you have tofall in order to 
succeed I think itpeople take a setback the right 
Way /I can help them, some people don't have that 
and they can't really deal with it. 
IEIIIC Athicle 9-11adminton 
111A Interpretation I transformation Into 
concept data and CATECORYconvergwe 
The mewing attached to de-sclectlon Is Intense 
following three years devoted commitment and 
dedication. I lowcvcr. the internal motivation to achieve 
was more Intense and the athlete conveys the drive and 
desire that supports mental toughness. It Involved 
complex cognitive processes (decision making) and a 
period ofrenection %hich rsdorWiscd theJudgement 
that one needs to fill In order to set tougher and 
succeed. Mentally tough athletes take and absorb fAurv 
In a different way to Itsw athletes and are more 
constructive In terms of how they accept and cope with 
setbacks. 
dealing with setbacks/ self realization/ taking 
responsibility/goal setting/ self confidence 
DEALING WITH EVENT PRESSURE 
SELFCONTROL& DISCIPLINE/ 
EFFECTIVE MENTAL APPLICATION 
Table 6.28 Conceptual and category convergence of Dealing with Event Pressuret 
Effective Alental Application and Self Control and Discipline *within the Elite Athlete 
sample 
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Confronting de-scicction from an Olympic squad which an athlete has dedicated 
nearly four years of ones life has to be extremely difficult to deal with. Acceptance of 
failure, dealing with disappointment and emotionally coping with such a massive 
setback requires mental toughness. Particularly, when it concems ones livelihood and 
is perceived to be extremely important to the athlete. It requires courage, 
pcrscvc=cc, intense motivation and determination to future commitments. 
Participants agreed that such circumstances demand mental toughness be displayed in 
abundance as the following athletes explain in Table 6.29. 
Direct Interview Quotation/ Athlete 
Discipline 
I del7nitely think that It does and can push you on 
as it brings out that side ofyox 7he easy thing Is 
always to walk awayfrom it isn't It? The hard 
thing is to stay and cotlfront it, but I think that 
any sort ofthing that sets you back can galvantse 
something In you and make you mentally tougher. 
Elite AthItteI6- FIcId Hockey 
Serbacks can do peoplffavours Ifthey learnfrom 
the set back Because I learnftom them, I went 
away and we analysed what was wrong. IV# had 
10 come awayfrom that particular experience and Anow we are going to become better rowers, 
mentally andphysically. That camefrom learning 
from setbacks, Well to me, from that set back we 
were able to learn. and then that is when the work has to happen and required total commitment and 
dedication. 
Ellte Athicte 2- Rowing. 
IPA Interpretation I transformation Into 
concept data and CATEGORY convergence 
The athlete Infers that people have differctit sides to 
their character but the tough ones am challenged to 
respond ditTerently and prefer to take the more difficult 
option of conftonting the problem head on and dealing 
with It to achieve a successful outcome. Dealing with a 
setback Is viewed as an opportunity to turn a negative 
Into a positive experience that developi; ones character. 
The Implication being that It has dispositional qualities 
and some people have It %hilst others may lak it 
dealing with a sabacksIdtlermintil 
DEALING WITH EVENT 
PRESSURE/COMMIMMENT & 
DETERMINATION 
7bo &Lhlcte cxpWns that meaningful swatlysis Is behind 
developinj toughness In scMtsace of %hat ones 
limitations may be and %hat It requM to deal with 
them. Becoming tougher Is down to Improvement on 
ones deflciencles and such mentil procesws Is A hem 
mental toughness Is grounded. Dealing with serious 
setbacks requires total commitment and dedication/ 
determination. 
dealing with a setback%/ coping with 
adversity/commitment / determination 
DEALING WITII EVENT 
PRESS UREICO. st. Ni ITNI ENT & 
DETERMINATION 
Table 6.29 Conceptual and category convergence of Dealing %vith Event Pressurto 
Commitment and Determination within the Elite Athlete Sample 
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By adopting such interpretative method and data analysis it provided the researcher 
with deep insightful data which allows a rc-conccptualisation of mental toughness. 
Figure 5.11 shows the conceptual structure which demonstrates the diversity of 
phenomenological interpretation of the concept of 'winnin g mentality' and provides 
cvidcncc that it can hold many different meanings to people. The following examples 
in Table 6.30 from athlete quotations support the above conceptual fmmc%%vrk with 
IPA analysis. 
Direct Interview Quotation /Athlete 
Discipline / Concept 
I think You karn that by winning and knowing 
Yourseyand by being In that situation before. 
Athlete I- Badminton /Knowing how to win 
Knowing how to win at the same time as playing 
poorly - Athlete 30 -Badminton/ Knowing how to win 
I mean the betteryou are mentally the earler It Is 
to be tough becauseyou are very rarely rattled 
Athlete 26-Badminton / Higher level mental 
skills 
147, en I am down Is when I am stronger. Athicle 20 -11adminion/ Mental Resilience 
You have to make things happen in your life and (fYoudon'tyoultwillpassyouby. Youhaveto 
be prepared to go through hell to make It happelL 
AlhIcte I-Badminton / Making It 
happen/Abllity to scize the opportunity 
7hf biggest thingfor me in mental toughness is doing /I when ft matters. I have known really 
tough trainers and even though mentally tough 
trainers they have not been able to deliver In 
competition. Athlete 37-Swimming / Doing It 
when It matters 
Wf werfjust kind ofgrinding It out, grinding /I 
Out and then we scoreg we werejust hanging on 
at the end Athlete 28- Field Hockey / grinding 
a result 
People that are Ne me arejust continually 
grinding Itout. Athlete 28- Field Ifockey/ 
grinding a result 
IPA Interpretation / transformation Into 
concept data 
Transformation of knowing how and learning how to 
win as a result or previous experience 
Winning Is more than playing well. It requires other 
aspects and skills which am related to knowing the 
game. 
The athlete Infers Ow mental toughness Is directly 
related to superior mental ability and little provides 
mental disruption. 4 
The athlete explicitly states that mental toughness Is 
more directly related to adversity anJ Is more likely to 
be more Intense A hen faced wM such situations. 
The athlete attaches meaning to Internal sclf controL 
self direction and exploiting one's orportunities %then 
they emerge. Also the acceptance that one has to be 
prepared to suffer to achieve such rcwards. 
Being able to deliver the goods when required In critical 
momcnu IS what Matters mosL Ilia pressure In 
competidon Is vvy different to those experienced In 
training situadonL The meaning of preswre In 
competition Is more serious dun merely training for 
competition. 
Mental toughness Is associated with The need to 
constantly erode away at the oNiosiflon during 
pcrfoffnance and Includes and clanent of patience. 71he 
athlete Infers this may well be a dispositional 
characteristic that Is consistent and enduring In their 
behaviour. 
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In road racingyou don't win anythingfor being 
; lcel In the later stages youjust can't be and J( 
u do then yvujust won't win. Athlete 18- 
Cycling I Being ruthless 
He Lr the one who will hang in at the deciding frame, or like, you know, being 8 nil up orfive nil down, at the end of the day he wants to be the 
Winn ". Athlete 8-SnookerlIfUning menta 
The athlete attaches meaning to % hat conWitive 
behaviour rOqUirCL Mental toughness is not linked to 
moral or sensitive characteristics Ahich have 
sympathetic tendencies for feeling sorry for those who 
fail at your expense. There can only be one %inner and 
in racing It his to be you that achieves the gold modal. 
Meaning Is attached to a never or say die attitiuk 
irrespective of the current situatiom WinninS Is 
considered as an intcmaJ need and desire. 
J&DIC630 IPA Conceptual transformation of key coded theme$ of W11MID911entafflY 
within the Elite Athlete Sample 
The psychological skill of staying focused on the task at hand despite performance 
distractions is undoubtedly perceived by athletes to be a crucial characteristic of a 
Mentally tough athlete. Focusing involves many diffcrcnt aspects of performance and 
is a complex mcntal skill. It is an advanced skill and elite athletes perfect their 
focusing skills in an arena which is much more pressurized 0= most normal sporting 
situations. It involves being very selectively tuned in and being able to widen ones 
focus to see the bigger picture as highlighted by an experienced hockey player. 
I think It's getting the rightfocus at the right time Isn't it? It could be In a game. but that -f 
only a smallpart ofbeing mentally tough. it might be thatpu have to actuallY UidenYour focus to some otherpoint to take in other issues. E lite Athlete 10- Field I lockey (11bil ity to 
focus) 
7be athlete implies that focussing is about direction and timing and it requires a 
person to be aware of both spccific and wider performance issues. Other athletes 
highlight this in linking it with the necessity to deal with distractions whilst taking a 
Penalty in a mcdal shootout in an Olympic playoff (EA34, Table 6.3 1) and the 
problems associated with the enormity of an Olympic event. Because of the cnormity 
Of the event at a World Championship / Olympic Games event, the 'circus 
envlro=cnt' provides additional distractions such as the woild media, additional 
cxpcctations and the whole scale of evclits arc magnified massively. Athletes who win 
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medals rcalisc and adapt well to change within the environment and deal with them 
even though difficult (see Table 6.3 i, EA 34 & 35). 
Direct Interview Quotation / Athlete 
Discipline 
It Isjust means being veryfocused I thought to 
mysel(I amfocused I thought notjustfor myseV, 
but alsofor the country andfor everybody else. I 
was definitelyfocused on It because there are so 
many people saying good luck and Ijust walked 
awdy. Ijust didn't want to know. I was kind of 
cocooned In myspyfor the whole ton minutes and 
wasn 't Involved really. I was coqfident In my 
ability and needed time to basically gain control 
ofthe whole situation 
Elite Athlete 34- Field I lockey. 
As Adrian Aloorhouse said back In 1988, you 
havejust got to go to the Olympic Games and 
right the way through you have got to not let 
anything get to you. But what normally does not 
get to you does, whether it is the Australian team 
walk lit orjust seeing the greatest athletes In the 
world aroundyou and being over awed by them. 
You havejust got to think wellyou are amongst 
them andyou are one ofthem really. Elite 
Athlete 35. Swimming 
IPA lnterprctal, lon / concept / CATEGOR 
convergence 
Being focused has personal mewing but also it means a 
great deal to the athlete to perform well for others (e. g. 
friends, colleagues. coachc4 country etc). no pressure 
created both Internal and external Interference that the 
athlete had to block out Immediately In order to apply 
herself to Usk. Being focused meant being distanced 
from all Interference and totally Immersed In the task 
and the need to get In control Tho magnitude of such 
pressure Is only experienced by the athlete within their 
world. Outsiders remain distanced form such pressure 
and are only obsmcm 
ability to focus I dealing A Ith distroctions/ 
emotional control 
DEALING WITH EVENT PRESSURE 
SELF CONTROL AND DISCIPLINE 
The athlete conveys the Immense difficulty In avoiding 
distractions at an Olympic event. Athletes do not have 
Immunity from outside pressures; they need to deal 
with them. The athlete Implies thal pressure amplifies 
the potential of rather minor distractions to be scrious 
disruptive influences on performance if not controlled. 
Avoiding being overawed by competitors Is Important 
and having a high sense of self respect and self esteem 
Is crucial In dealing with such a situation. 
ability to focus I dealing % Ith 
distractions/reactions to others 
DEALING WITH EVENT PRESSURE/SELF 
CONTROL & DISCIPLINE 
Table 6.31 Concentual nnd ratevorv converrence of Deallne with Event PIVIsurt And 
Self Control& Discipline within-thie Elite Athlete Sample (A34IA35) 
The above cxamplcs highlight the problems elite athletes face when In high profile, 
mass media events such as the Olympic Games. It provides distractions uncqualled in 
the Sporting world, which if absorbcd and not controlled are potentially damaging to 
ones performance. The category 'dealing %vith event press=' Is supported within the 
emergent grounded theory framework by the 'effective mcntal application' catcgory. 
Thejustirication being that applying mental skills determines how well one deals with 
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event pressure. Such findings fully support the work of Jones et al. (2002), Middleton, 
el al. (2004) and Bull et aL (2005). This will now form the fbcus of discussion. 
Effective Mental Application 
The perceived importance of applying psychological self regulatory skills in 
determining mental toughness has been identified in previous literature but there has 
been little acknowledgement that some skills arc more important then others ( Bull et 
al., 1996; Goldberg, 1997). The latest research identifies task specific attcnflon and 
stress minimisation linked to emotional reaction to adversity as the most prominent 
mental skills connected to mental toughness (Middleton el d, 2004). 
The previous results section which discussed 'cffective mental application' showed 
that 'dealing with anxiety' and having 'absolute focus' were perceived by clite 
athletes to be the most critical mental skills required for mental toughness. 
The most graphic example of dealing with cognitive anxiety in the form of self doubt 
was offered by a double Olympic Gold medallist whose rowing crew lost a vital crew 
member to injury shortly before the Olympic Games. The personal account connects 
self belief and the use of cffcctivc mental skills in dealing with high levels of 
cognitive anxiety (Table 6.32). 
Direct Intervitw Quotation /Athlete 
Discipline 
Deep down I believed everything war going to be 
OX "en It wasn't it was that kind ofsoul 
jearchingpositive sepalk- I mean the positive 
Jethalk exercises that I went through II needed 
to reassure myseythat I could do it, to reassure 
each other that we are only missing one crew 
malt, that there are still three ofus who are world 
champions and we are only making one small 
change, and turning everything Into positives. 
Mat was very Important. I distinctly remember 
thinking at the Olympics, everyone is going to 
think they can get us now, what they don't reaft: 8 
As how much work we have done with the spare 
and how good the spare it, and what a good 
WhIrtf she tr, so we were constantlyflirping what 
JPA interpretation I concept/ CATEGORY 
convergence 
Foundation of self belief and the use of +'ve self talk In 
diMcult moments and dcalins with a sctb&cL 
(use of +'Vc self talk) for ro'Usursma and Confidence 
for oneself and others ( colleagues) 
Radonallsation to minimlse the task diMculty 
and to maintain confIdence 
ne athlete pMclvCd the outside 11=9 AS A CWlcnge 
and employed cognitive M51SUCIIIHAS to Assist in her 
pmpamdorL 
7be perception was mdwWlxJ mnJ comsIdcrcJ a true 
renection of the sluallon (rul). 
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was Potentially disastrous thoughts anc4 Into 
Positives. It wasn't being silly about It. it was 
reality. 7he replacement was a bloody good 
rower, we had done timedpleces, the boat wasn't 
, lowing down, so all the objective evidence we had said we can still do it. 
Elite Athlete 2-Rowing 
Being dacmined to reach ones 
Ov"I a major setback which required cffective 
mcnW application In numerous concepts. Altogether a 
situation which provided a serious swe of adversity for 
the rowing crew to deal with over a3 month period 
prior to an Olympic event. 
self belief 
use of +Ive self talk 
mental preparation 
dealing with distractions 
dealing with anilcty 
dealing with a setback 
dderminallon 
SELF CONTROL& DISCIPLINE 
EFFECTIVE MENTAL APPLICATION 
DEALING WITH EVENT PRESSURE 
COMMITMENT & DETERMINATION 
Table 6.32 Conceptual and category convergence of Effective Mental A pplication Dealing with Event Pressure, Self Control & Discipline and Commitment 
Determination within the Elite Athlete Sgmple (A2) 
Elite athletes generally commented that dealing widi the anxiety %-as not that daunting 
and they cnjoycd it, supporting the contention that successful elite athlctcs interprct 
anxiety states more positively than less successful ones: 
I mean everything about my sport was so high pressure. I had my sponsorship contracts 
which were allperformance related, everything I did was on the edge. But I liked It; It brought out the best In me. I thrived on It, I loved It, that Is what I miss most. being under 
Pressure. I don't miss playing badminton. I miss pressure. El ite Athlete 26 -Badm inton. (World Championship Bronze medallist, Multiple Commonwealth Medallist and Ex -All England Champion) 
Thcsc rindings support Jones et at (2002), in that clitc athletes thrive on competition 
prcssurc and acccpt competition anxicty as inevitable, but know they can cope with it. 
I laving such. a positive psychological interpretation of stress and an; xicty may %NVII 
make the difference in being able to compose and control ones cmotions in a highly 
strcssful environment. The cx=plcs that rcflcct anxicty control is an essential aspect 
rclatcd to mcntal toughness arc from athletcs who have gain; d mcdals, and this 
Provides important new research cvidcncc. To date vcry few mcntal toughness studies 
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are available which consider the perceptions of actual mcdal -Ainncrs, only Middleton 
el al. (2004) has previously targeted purposive samples of medal winners 
Self Confidence and Belief 
Self belief was a heavily substantive concept, but findings show that self confidence 
in ones 'ability to perform' at the very top level was perceived to be equally as 
important. Such findings totally support all previous research in that self 
bclicf/confidcnce is quitc possibly the central ingredient of what makes an athlete 
mentally tough (Jones et at, 2002; Middleton et at. 2004; Bull el aL, 2005). 
An interesting perception from the findings is that athletes gain confidence from the 
respect they receive from fc1low competitors. Peer recognition and respect only serves 
to fuel mcntal toughness in athletes, which seems to be counter productive and 
increases the psychological advantage. 
Given the phenomenological examples from the current study 'self confidence in ones 
ability, seems more related to self cfflcacy and 'task specific' conrjdcncc rather thari 
overall self belief. Athletes use the terms interchangeably and conridcncc appears to 
fuel overall 'self belief' and 'being in control' as one Barcelona Cold Medallist 
comments: 
In Barcelona the conj7dence was there to win the gold medal But as a performer, file bottom line of being aperformer I think, I wasJust conj7dent. I think I bellev-ed In mysetf, I was Infar 
more control and understanding ofmy ability In Barcelona Elite Athlete 2- Rowing Olympic Gold mcdallist 
I lOwcvcr, the same athlete implied that such confidericc was only attached to her 
rowing ability and not to wider situational circumstances, which makes it much more 
related to self cfficacy: 
Youput me In a gym, put me on the water In a boat with an oar In my handandlam so 
confident. You can he horrible to meand I don't care. I don't care (f they are staring at me, I 
am so confident. It Isjust not an Issue. But how come wben I sit of my computer at home and I have to ope a business letter and I and 1print It off, I cannot put that letter into an enveloiv 
2S6 
without showing mypartner and asking him j(he thinks It Is OK does it readok ? Elite Athlete 2-Rowing 
Tle perception is more directed to the athletc'sjudgcmcnt in her ability to succeed in 
reaching a spccific goal and such findings support the major self cfficacy concept 
within the Middleton et at (2004) study with elite mcdallists. 
The following account captures the contribution being conridcnt makes to an athlete 
in an Olympic final: 
I *as very confident going In so 1put a lot ofpressure on myself, but I knew that I would 
swim well It wasn't like I had bad Illness that day and I thought I won't. Allyear I was quite 
confident really, so I didn'tfeel too much pressure. I thought I wouldget a medal. and then of 
course I got to thefinal and thought well It is gold or silver. I was convinced I would get a 
medal, but I was thinking gold or silver. That is the most confident I have been In my lj(e. Elite Athlete 35- Swimming (Olympic Medallist 1996) 
Tbe athlete acknowledges pressure, but being confident negated such pressure and 
minimiscd its potcntial impact on performance. The account implies that conridcncc 
was stable over a long period of time (one year) and built up a self belief that a medal 
was more probable than possible. In a similar way having high self conridcncc may 
well act as a buffer to cognitive anxiety and protect athletes from potential 
distractions leaving them to apply competitive focus to all that is required to perform 
well. 
A Commonwealth medallist explains: 
For file last couple ofyears now I havejust been so confident. I hm-t got so muchfaith In my 
swimming and my swimming ability. I know nobody can get at me. lou know 1just Anow that Ineed to get Into apool anddo It. Elite Athlete 25- Swimming (confidence in ability and the 
rcduction of doubt/ worry) 
It seems that being extremely conrident and having self belief that you %%ill achieve 
Your competitive goals provides a level of toughness required in gaining a mcdal or 
that You arciust much better than your opponents. The previous account implies that 
the athlete rccogniscd faith featured in the process. This implies the athlete trusts that 
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they will perform well and this itself provides a degree of immunity to cxternal 
distraction which allows the athictc to just focus on thcir pcrfomancc. 
The findings demonstrate that adoption of a phenomenological approach allows 
divcrsirication of meaning to emerge within data and provide evidence that some 
concepts mean different things to different people. Self confidence and self belief arc 
concepts which do not receive diverse accounts from participants. 71c belief in ones 
ability to achieve/ succeed in achieving a specific goal receives wide acceptance from 
many participants. It is quite possibly the most important mental toughness 
chamctcristic of them all. 
Sclf Control and Discipline 
Self Control and Discipline within the elite athlete sample provided connections to 
four other categories (see Figure 6.2). it emphasizes the need to acccpt control, stay 
composed, stabilize control and avoid losing control in pressure situations. It also 
highlights that self control and discipline is required in a variety of performance areas 
and is largely internally driven. 
Commitment & 
Determination 
0 1% 
Svirconfidence 
Reactions to others & Helld 
z 
Self discipline DcallngAlth 
& realization 
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Etent Pressurt 
Self control -)I 
Emotional control, ----'v Effective Allental 
Application 
Figure 6.2 The connections between four major categories and the concepts supporting Self 
Control and Discipline within the Elite Athlete sample 258 0- direct support 
....... -. 10 - partial support 
Establishing self control is considered as paramount to performance success (Gauron, 
1984; Cohn, 199 1; Bull et al., 1996; Hardy et al., 1996; Goldberg, 1997). Yc4 
previous mental toughness research has not identified it as a major conccpt which is 
surprising, given its perceived importance (Jones et al., 2002; Middleton ct al., 2004; 
Bull el al., 2005). 
The conceptual connections within the category have previously been discussed 
(Chapter 5), but its links to other important categories is particularly interesting. 
Control and discipline is required in both direct competitive perrormance situations 
such as controlling ones anxiety responses to strcss, emotional responses to mistakes 
and setbacks or pain, regaining mental control following unexpected, uncontrollable 
events as well as having control over wider more general aspects of performance, 
such as training programmes, social and lircstyle issues. Potential interpretation of 
how and where self control is required by athletes may well differ depending on the 
situation but as a mental concept it is generally accepted as a major factor in mental 
toughness, particularly in high pressure situations and emotional issues ( see Table 
6.33). 
Direct Interview Quotation /Athlete/ 
Discipline 
Rental toughness to me is being In control ofyour 
emotions, being in control ofeverything so when 
)vu are on match point, when you are on that key 
point that wins you the match you are in total 
control, 
Mile Athlete 20. Badminton 
It UJust when the emotions take over, you sort of lose control, andyou lose sight of what), ou are 
actually doing on court. You know (flet a little bit 
ofemorion out, (fyou have won a good rally or 
Whatever, an Importantpoint, to show some 
Motion like a clenchedfist or a shout. that is - 
good I think that is good because it is positive 
Motion. But, j(>, ou lose an important rally oryou 
ado a bad error and vou swear or throw"ur 
IIIA Interpretation / concept 
convergence 
Ernotional control In critical rnornents (nutch 
point). Perception that such instances provide 
difrercrit intensities of ernotion that requires 
greater control. 
Emotions dirccily interfav with attention control 
in a neptive way if not controlla 
Enwtional reactions aced to be tempered and the 
athlete is well aware of enw6ons contributing to a 
detrimental c(Tect on perfornunce if they arc not 
arrested. A lack of task focus is a consequence of 
losing cnwtional control and a lack of control is 
an indication of a lack of being mentally tough. 
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, u&4v arounA oDviously the emotions are 
working In a negative way. Elite Coach 26- 
Badminton 
- 
I still use the word control really, being able to Just Atep control and stay in control and stay with 14 and recognising that everything aroundyou Is Just happening. You know, you are not going to go to the Olympic Games and be on thatfiring range 
and be as calm as Larry because that Isn't going to happen. There Is going to be that tension, there Is going to be those nerves but it Is how you 
control them, 
Elite Athlete 7 Modern Pentathlon- 
I think as an overallpicture mental toughness is being able to having the mental ability to get on 
with what you Intend to do, regardless of 
whatever else is happening, I would say the hardest thing to do Is retain the mental control 
when something actually goes physically wrong. 
and to be able to putyoursel(back on track 
without losing that concentration. 
Mile Athlete 17- Kayak - 
Behavioural responses are coupled with such 
emotions and these can have +'ve or --ý ve c ffect. 
Iley also provide an indication to opponents as to 
your mental st3bility. 
Ile perception that one needs to keep control as 
opposed to gaining control. It also Implies that 
when In control the environment Is passive and 
non- threatening. 71c athlete accepts that major 
events are pressure cookers and nerves are 
inherent In such situations to the more control one 
has the better one will perfomL A perceived link 
to the effective use of mental skills and ultimately 
event the ability to deal with event pressure. 
Perceived mental control is linked to physical 
performance although It may be the &Wcte Is 
referring to canoeing technical proficiency. The 
account is implying the ability to deal with error 
correction and making a mistake but to not let It 
negatively Influence ones concentration. 
Emotional control/ self control/ self discipline 
SELF CONTROL & DISCIPLIN E/ 
EFFECTIVE MENTAL SKILLS/ DEALING 
WITH EVENT PRESSURE 
Table 6.33 Firnmnl" nr TPA- omoroont 6.4;. Plf rnnirnl & Discinlinel nnd concentual 
cOnvergence with selective categories 
ScIf discipline and being self dcmanding were both strongly related to sclf control and 
each attracted over 25% of sample accounts. Personal accounts rcflccted that self 
discipline was required to maintain ones performance standards over time: 
You have got to be disciplined In any sort of top level sport. PhYsIcallY and montallY- IIat)vu Anow you have got to stay on top of It all Elite Athlete 20 -Badminton (self discipline) 
In many ways being disciplined transfers to a variety of lifestyle issues which one 
AthIcte perceives to contribute to what makes the total pcrforrncr: 
SePiscipline is important as you have to demonstrate mental toughness all the time. lo, go to Led at 10 every night and be ready to train, to eat the correctlood andget the energy In. to 
maintain a performance level without lapsing and to basically look after), ourself. flutr a 11(est)'Ie Issue. Elite Athlete 25- Swimming (self discipline) 
Self discipline is arguably directed by a person being self demanding and Imposing 
personal standards by which they operate and guide their thoughts and bchaviour. 
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It is internally driven and is linked with dedication, drive and desire (commitment and 
dedication category). Being scif demanding was idcritificd by athletes in rowing, 
cycling, badminton, canoe slalom and swimming and every athlete who cited the 
theme had achieved a major event medal. 7be perceived importance of being sclf 
demanding in its contribution to mental toughness was surnmarised in one personal 
account from an Olympic silver medallist: 
You need to demand standardsfrom yourseVon a daily basb. You need to uphold those 
, ýv re nL 
On yo an Standardf and seek to Improve them and work towards achieving urd a ly uc drive them and reallse them not other people. When I achieve a medal I want to know that It I have done everything I can do and no more. El ite Ath lete 23 - Canoe S 13 lom (b-c ing sc If demanding) 
Such behaviour is intrinsic and largely dispositional and sclf demanding athletes work 
independently and assume personal responsibility for their actions (as supported in the 
independent / responsibility concept data). Although not a widely rccogniscd aspect of 
mental toughness in all previous literature adopting a phenomenological approach 
with grounded theory analysis has allowed such an important characteristic to cmcrgc. 
Commitmcrit and Ddermination 
Given that self control and discipline is connected to determination (sclo and an 
athlete's commitment. Table 6.34 shows the conceptual support for the category 
4 commitment and determination' within the elite athlete sample. 
Findings provide evidence that elite athletes perceive the motivational characteristics 
to be centrally related to the phenomenon. Thc evidence suggests that such motivation 
is deeply embedded within athletes as examples demonstrate; 'Wanting it badly 
cnough', 'being totally dedicated', totally committed', 'channelling your desire' and 
having a 'driving ambition' al I suggest deep rootcd motivation to achieving success. 
It dictates how athletes apply thcmsclycs totally to the quest for mcdals at the highest 
level. It is unconditional commitment, dedication and determination to succeed at the 
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Very highest level and athletes demand performance standards of themselves which 
Are extremely difficult to sustain in training aimed at driving them on to medal 
winning status (a link with being self demanding). An international sailor prcparing 
for Olympic competition endorses such thoughts, linking it with 'extending beyond 
the comfort zone', and dealing with setbacks (see Table 6.34). 
Direct Interview Quotation / Athlete 
Discipline 
It 's a person's determination and their 
confidence. and a lot ofit is their will and their 
want to achieve. .4 lot ofit comesfrom that. Basically, it is howfar a person is prepared to 
Push themselves to get through something. Also, it 
if the ability to cope with things when things get bad and when they are in physicalpain, and they have to push through thepain barrier. Elite 
Athlete 22. Sailing 
IPA Interpretation / concept I CATEGORY 
convergence 
7be pcrcep6on that concepts do not operate alone 
and combine to create a mental toughness 
condition. 7be athlete suggesu an assorunent of 
mcntal qualities that he think3 are necessary for 
success. An intense desire to achim driven by 
sheer will and dctemii=6on and a person nwst 
ask themselves % hat they are prepared to go in 
their quest for ultinute schievetnent. Such 
experiences rnay well prove to be uncomfortable 
and pain tolerance is considered an inwrunt 
prerequisite in the sailing discipline. 
self confidence /deterniJne&physlcsl coping 
ability /dealing with painlaunding beyond the 
comfort zone 
Dtttrn, dnstlon / Physical Coping Ability 
PHYSICAL COPING ABILIT17 
CO, N MIM, I ENT & 1) ETEXN I ISATI ON 
Tikhled; 
-I. 
l I IIIA a., l mil-flAn ^f rnmmitment n nit Hotermin2flOn within the 
Elite Athlete sample 
7be personal account is rcflcctivc of many comments which support the link with 
commitment and determination and provides an indication that such intense 
determination may well require additional coping responses. I laving determination 
and being committed alone may not be enough as it would be expected that nearly all 
elite athletes have that to a large extent. In some physically demanding disciplines 
having the ability to withstand pain and discomfort is perceived to a crucial ingredient 
of mcntal toughness. 
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Physical Coping Ability 
As highlighted within the previous results Chapter 5, 'physical coping ability' may 
well be related specifically to endurance, strength and power based sports which 
require effort and technique to be displayed whilst enduring physical discomfort or 
emotional pain. The findings within Table 6.35 relate the category to disciplines such 
as badminton, swimming, field hockey, rowing, cycling and sea kayaking. There are 
gender similarities within the 'coping with discomfort' and ' physical fitness' 
concepts but all interview data connected to 'extending beyond the comfort zone' was 
predominantly from female Olympic rowing mcdallists. 
It is highly likely combating physical pain as opposed to emotional pain is discipline 
$PcCiric, emotional pain being more generic and applied to most disciplines as it is 
generally linked with failure and disappointment. The results do support the work of 
Jones ct al. (2002) whose seventh ranked attribute of twelve was concerned with 
'pushing back the boundaries ofphysical and cmotionalpain. whilst still maintaining 
Icchnique and effort under distress in training' (p. 212). Recently, Nliddlcton et al. 
(2004) linked mcntal toughness strongly to dealing with adversity and their findings 
also reported such adversity experiences ranged greatly and included things such as: 
high level of pressure, physical pain associated with high physical effort, competing 
with injury, failing behind in competition and performing in bad conditions. Within 
this study adversity may well be considered as a common thrcad in rclation to mentil 
toughness and in this way the findings concur with those of Middicton et al. (2004), 
although it falls short of agreeing with such work in that mcntal toughness primarily 
exists in rclation to dealing with adversity. 
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KEY CODE POINTS I INTERVIEW 
og with 
Combatting physical discomfort 
Dealing with pain 
Tough training 3,4,11.20,27 
Sustained toughness 2.3,07.26.202,34 
. 36 Performing when not 100% 10"0.26.2U9.36.37 
I folding it together when fatigued 28.29,34 
rbysical FItness Physical toughness 1.2.3,4,6. 
Physical confidence 2.3,4,9,2( 
Estcading beyond the Extending oneself 3j, 4,19, 
Comfort Zone Pushing oneself 24. 
Going beyond where never been before 
Team application beyond comfort zone 2.3,4,34 
lable635 Conceptual support for 'Physical Coping Ability' category "Ithin Inc Mile 
Athlete s2mple (female responses In bold) 
Interpretative phenomenological analysis idcntiricd coping with physical discomfort 
as being a major aspect of mcntal toughness and this being linked with 'physical 
fitness' and a person not worrying about ' extending oneself beyond the comfort 
zone' (see Table 6.35). Specific application was directed at intense effort whilst 
competing and dealing with pain (rowing, cycling, and swimming- EA 3,4,11.19 & 
34), training toughness and pain tolerance (rowing, swimming, badminton and canoe 
slalom -EA 3,4,18 & 20), sustaining ones toughness whilst in discomfort (rowing. 
kayaking, badminton, field hockey, canoe slalom and tack and field athletics), 
performing when not 100% (rowing, badminton, f icid hockey and swimming- EA 
1,20,26,28,29,37), and performing when fatigued ( all ricld hockcy-EA 28,29 & 34). 
The previous chapter provided numerous accounts rclating physical coping ability to 
mcntal toughness and the following selective examples in Table 6.36 highlight IPA 
support for the conceptualisation of mcntal tou&css. 
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Direct Interview Quotation / Athle 
i 
te / 
Discipline / key code/Concept / CATEGORY 
We went out we knew we had to go out and do 
something that we had never done before, we had 
never done In training before 
Elite Athlete 3-Rowing 
For me it was the hardest race I'd ever had apart from that was the 1996final inklanta where I 
couldn't movefor about ten tofifteen minutes 
40envards, I was so exhausted. I wanted tofeel 
that sort ofpain, which in way would make you 
connected to each other. It was about how we 
were going to over -ride thepain that was, a way 
OfSetting ourselves up to be able to receive It, 
which was mental toughness. 
EUte Athlete 3- Rowing 
TO Push yourselfthrough big pain you have to be 
mentally tough -You can bephysically strong and 911? ed but can be mentally weak. 
Elite Athlete 17 - Canoe Endurance 
IPA interpretation / concept / CATEGORY 
convergence 
A collective perception of die need to absorb pain 
and explore pain thresholds never experienced 
before in order to win gold at the Olympics. A 
lack of fear of the unknown. 
extending beyond the comfort zone I lack of 
fear/ winning mentality 
Retrospective recall of a previous experience in 
which pain was tolerated. A perception of the 
scale of pain that was required to be dealt %ith 
which in someway% connects the rowing team as 
pain is also being dealt with by others in the boat. 
Knowing how difficult it will be Wore the event 
and pushing through to increasepch pain 
demands mental toughness. 
dealing with pain/ physical coping ability/ 
mental preparation 
The perception that physical pro%vts does not 
equate to mcntal toughness. 
dealing with pain / combating physical 
discomfort 
DEALINC WITI I EVENT PRESSURE I 
EFFECTIVEINIENTAL APPLICATION/ 
PHYSICAL COPING ABILITY 
-1 Able 6.36 IPA Interpretation and conceptual convergence of Physical Coping Ablilly 
Overall the category was more substantive than previous literature has acknowledged 
and provided indication that a psycho-physiological link is in need of more research 
attention when considering a broader definition of mental toughness. It may well 
however, be discipline specific. The final category which emerged linked mental 
tOughness to wider performance issues such as training and situational factors. 
Training and Situational Factors 
Training and situational toughness as a category connected many external factors that 
2thletcs arc required to deal with which basically happen outside of the direct 
Competitive performance but if not handled cffcctivcly may well destroy the athlete 
due to the enormity of what has to be considered. The category integrates two major 
concepts but includes a wide variety of coded properties, which are required to be 
dealt with if one aspires to be a mentally tough athlete. Table 637 shows contributing 
situational and training issues to the category together with Identified sources. Ibis 
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category has largely been ignored in past literature which is surprising given the 
interesting make up of the concepts and key codes which support it. Such diversity or 
different perceptions of what constitutes mental toughness is evident and emphasises 
the value of a grounded theory approach. The findings offer thirteen emergent key 
points in support of concept 'dealing with situational issues' and two devoted to the 
concept of 'training factors'. 
Mental toughness is required in preparation for major events and through qualifying 
stages. It is required across a wide variety of different situational issues which the key 
codes demonstrate. Athletes require a general all round generic mcntal toughness 
which compliments competitive event toughness and this needs to be demonstrated. 
The previous results section provides detailed evidence in support of this category and 
concept formation. The following selective accounts provide phenomenological 
Support for such conceptual isation within the major supporting themes. 
Direct Interview Quotation/ Athlete 
Discipline 
We trained really hard; we trained harder than 
any Ofthe other teams. ne coach gets you to do a 101 Of h Igh lactate in terval work. Ile teach es you 
80 be verY in tune with thephysicalpain that)vu 
are going to experience. I remember doing 
sessions above racepace andyou're doing it 
really hard andyou think you can do about 4 and 
), ou have 16 to go and somehowyou get through 
them all. 
EIIIC Athlete 3- RowIng 
I PA Interpretation I concept I CATEGOR 
convergence 
Training toughness is perceived to be imporw to 
develop mcntal toughness. The premise being that 
one can be desensitized to pain and tolerate it 
more when in competition if subjected to it during 
training. If an athlete understands %hat pain is 
they may well be able to tolerate it more? I laving 
athletes exceed race pace in training may well 
make the compedtive pace more tolerable. The 
athlete seemed to not realize her physical and 
mental limits until really extended by her coach. 
The main point being that mental toughness is 
largely developed in training situations and nýrnt 
toughness may be a slightly different concept. 
Training toughntis/dtaling A Ith pslal 
Combating phytIcal discomfort 
Training and situational issues 
Physical coping ability 
If'# were being extremely competitive, when we -Me perception Out conipc6tiveness In the 
Were training and we were very very competitive training environnrnt is linked to mentil 
every day, I mean I was even competitive offthe toughness but this rnay transfcr to wider non- 
14'aterl sporting issues which rnay prove unhealthy. 
FIffe Athlete 4- RowIng (competitive training) TraInIng and altuational Issues 
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I'm out at haýyflve in the mornings, not getting In 
until say hayeight at night, then normally do a 
couple ofhours vvork to haýYten /eleven and then 
have 10 get up again the next day. So doesn't 
make the easiest life really. 
Ellie Athlete 35. Swimming 
It Lf a lot harder being part time. There weri only 
three of us who workedfull time at the World CwP. I am pitching up at a weekend knowing that 
those otherplayers have had at least two training 
sessions that week that I haven't had. Elite 
Athlete 29- Field Hockey 
T'he athlete is conveys the difficulty involved in 
being a full time University student and an elite 
athlete preparing for an Olympic evenL A lifestyle 
that requires Unks to self control and discipline 
Commitment and Determination. A perception 
that life is difficult but one which is chosen by the 
athlete. 
fiftstyle demands/ Commitment 
The difficulty of being a pan time athlete with a 
full time occupation and integrating with full time 
athletes who are fitter and better prepared dun 
you. A different emphasis of mental toughness 
which is only applicable to selective Inifividuals 
who have such situational circumstances. 
Competitive training 
Training and situational Issues 
TRAINING & SITUATIONAL TOUGHNESS/ 
PHYSICAL COMING ABILITY/ 
COMMITMENT & DETE1011-NATION 
I SUIC 6.37 Interpret2tion and conceptual convergence of Training and bijuallona, 
Toughness 
Situational issues cannot be marginaliscd and although they may be few in number 
they arc capable of having tremendous impact on an athlete if not dealt with 
cffcctivcly. Overall, wider situational factors and dealing with them seem to 
contribute to what athletes perceive what mcntal tou&css is all about. The issues 
that emerged such as problems with captaincy, team selection and squad selection. 
mcntal toughness related to different situational demands such as t)pcs of event, 
conditions, training versus competition and dealing with team matcs all provide 
additional demands on athletes which require an element of tou&css peripheral to 
the competitive event. In the large part such factors are o1Icn ignored and not well 
supported by previous literature. it is Nt by the researcher that the adopdon of the 
chosen method, the inclusion of IPA combined with the grounded theory analysis 
allowed the idcntirication of unique mcntal toughness conccpjs not previously 
reported. 
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Summary 
The chapter has discussed the emergent data from the flu-cc discrete sample groups 
and attempted to show how emergent grounded theory and interpretative 
phenomenological analysis can be applied to investigating a vague and misunderstood 
psychological phenomenon, which has in the past been ch=ctcrizcd by a general 
lack of conceptual clarity. 
Unlike previous authors Jones el al. (2002) and Middleton et at (2004) the researcher 
is reluctant to offering a specific operational definition which would only serve to 
restrict the diverse nature of the findings and as a result of violate the reasons and 
Purpose of employing such choices of method and methodology. The provision of an 
operational definition would not cater for the diversity of individual lntcrprctaUon of 
mental toughness derived from participants. It does support aspects of both previous 
definitions in that it has found that mental toughness is related to coping better than 
opponents in many demands ( lifestyle, competition and training), and is specifically 
related to being superior than opponents in aspects of determination, being focused, 
confident and in control when under pressure ( Jones et al., 2002). It also provides 
support that mental toughness is related to Ipcrscvc=cc and conviction to%wds a 
goal despite pressure or adversity (Middleton et al., 2004). 1 lo%%Vvcr, the provision of 
a dcrinition would need to be discipline specific rather than generic as there arc subtle 
difTercnccs dependent on the nature of the discipline. Additionally, providing a 
precise definition could well restrict and limit what may be vicwcd as the complex 
presence and interaction of many of the emergent concepts. Attaining mental 
toughness may well require the presence of one or a number of identified concepts 
depending on the time, place and event being performed. 
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Reducing mental toughness to a distinct set of bchaviours that may be gcncralised Is 
not congruent with how phenomenology attempts to explain human behaviour. Each 
distinct population explains mental toughness from %ithin their 'o%%n world' that 
involves personal meaning in rclation to how they interpret their reality. Each sample 
generated masses of key point codes which were conceptually linked and then further 
categorized into major components of mental toughness. To offer a restrictive 
dcrinition would only serve to reduce mcnud toughness into a concise opcradonaliscd 
format which is not acceptable within a naturalistic paradigm. Mental toughness may 
be more suitably explained as a more complex and holistic phenomenon which is 
conceptually linked, not capable of being easily dcrincd, measured, manipulated and 
eventually tested. In essence mental toughness can mean different things to diffcrent 
People and this research has attempted to demonstrate that perceptions do differ, even 
though through emergent grounded theory such perceptions have conceptual links, 
which if extended result in an abstract core category. For a conceptual Interpretation 
of how the 3 emergent theoretical models compliment and contrast each other please 
refer to Figure 6.3. It demonstrates the overall striking similarity between the elite 
athlete / elite coach perceptions and the slightly contrasting adventure/ explorer 
perceptions of mental toughness. It also noticeably demonstrates how mental 
toughness is contextually driven and this is not a feature of prcvious work (Jones ct 
al., 2002; Middleton et al., 2004). Noticeable category diffcrcnces Include elite 
athlete's recognition that 'sclf control and determination' arc more Importantly related 
to mental toughness than elite coaches. Athletes preferred 'commitment and 
determination' to the emergent 'motivation and commitment' within the coach 
sample. Commitment was considered a crucial component but athletes tended to link 
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Mcntal toughness more with internal sclf clacrinination and having the ability to 
successfully adopt an effective internal locus of control across difrcrcnt conditions. 
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An important common feature of the 3 theoretical models is that they are highly 
interrelated within their own theoretical structures. Each category has a reciprocal 
relationship with other concepts and categories, as highlighted within the previous 
results and discussion sections. On a critical note, the strength of the relationships 
between various concepts and categories may need to be further researched. Tbe level 
of substantiation of conceptual and categorical depth within grounded theory 
investigation remains a debatable issue. Such critical consideration Is not fully 
explored within previous work (Glaser, 1978,1992; Charmaz, 2001,2004) and more 
guidance is required for future grounded theory research. It seems to be an essential 
aspect for the true nature of the psychological theory to be cstablishcd, and the 
researcher remains cautious about how such issues may be resolved. 
Tbe depth and resonance of concept and category intensity must be a result of both 
qualitative depth and meaningful data combined with overall substantive support from 
quantitative reinforcement of data. If a Glascrian approach is adopted and accepted 
then the data must be judged on its meaningful resonance as opposed to the frequency 
Of its appearance within the data coding procedures. But, substantiation of conceptual 
density somehow needs to accept that reinforcement also needs to be a critical factor 
in achieving such resonance (Channaz, 2004). It seems a well grounded theory 
requires both to be fully accepted and trustworthy. 
Both clite athletes and clitc coaches perceive mcntal toughness to be much more 
related to dealing with spccific event pressure and the scirrcgulation skills that am 
required to deal with such conditions. A notable differences would appear to point to 
the nature of the situational context (i. e. life risk situations / danger situations) being 
influential in determining the emergent perceptions of what and how people perceive 
mcntal toughness. But overall, the integrating framework of each grounded theory is 
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well supported through sound conceptual foundation. Even though subtle differences 
emerged within the 3 different models they generally show that Isclf conridencc and 
'sclf belief' arc well grounded in how all three samples explain mental toughness. 
Tlhcsc two unique characteristics seem to be the most important across all S=plcs 
combined with the effective use of self regulation skills in dealing with stress and 
anxiety situations. 
When considering possible wider application in life risk situations it would be 
interesting to research how more diverse populations such as armed forces personnel 
and police officers perceive the phenomenon. Future research directions will be 
offered in the final section together with the need to value a phenomenological 
approach in attempting to conccptualise and fully understand a conceptually vague 
Psychological phenomenon such as mental toughness. 
It is important to avoid absolute comparison whether certain people or populations are 
more or less mentally tough than others as to date mental toughness as a concept is 
not capable of being scientifically measured or assessed (Middicton et al., 2003). It is 
more important to accept that mcntal toughness may well be subtlety different In how 
it is perceived by different populations in terms of the characteristics that am required 
depending on the situational circumstances and what conditions people need to endure 
in order to survive or win through. In the case of adventurers / cxplorcrs this means 
literally looking after ones own life and in the case of clite sportsmen/ women It 
means being able to perform and achieve medals at the very highest level. 
Finally, the investigation did have its strengths but also IMd limitations. Such issues 
will be discussed in the final chapter concerned with critical, review and evaluation. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CRITICAL REVIE W AND 
EVALUATION 
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7.1 Reflections of 'An Investigation into perceptions of Mental Toughness of 
Adventure/ Explorers, Elite Athletes and Elite Coaches' 
71iis chapter attempts to critically review and evaluate the investigation. Criteria for 
evaluation will bcjudgcmcnts associated with the adequacy of the research process in 
terms of the chosen method and methodology, the credibility of the study, the 
emergent findings and potential limitations. Given the provision of research critique 
and evaluation is considered to involve both the strengths and the limitations of 
research crideavour the author will attempt to provide a balanced review. 
7.2 An overview of the evaluation of the research investigation 
Table 7.1 provides a summary of the evaluation of the research method. methodology 
and consideration of aspects of trustworthiness within the investigation. 
Overall, the investigation is deemed to have fully satisfied its major alm and 
Objectives originally set out. It has provided what has been desperately lacking in 
mental toughness research; a basis for three discrete theoretical models which seem to 
be contextually driven and well grounded in their conceptual development for 
different homogeneous populations. By using an alternative method and combined 
with complimentary forms of data analysis (IPA and EGI), the findings offer a rc- 
interpretation and conccptualisation of what mental toughness is to challenge previous 
research. It basically shows the strengths of utilising a phenomenological approach to 
understanding pcrccptions of mental toughness that generates more individual 
interpretation in more diverse manncr than previous work. As a result, mcntal 
toughness needs to be considered as an idiosyncratic concept initially, which Is 
capable of being interpreted differently, although at an abstract level it may offcr 
similar conceptual characteristics that people may well be able to relate to. 
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Research 
Evaluation Issue 
Perceived Strength Perceived 
Limitation 
Critique 
Future 
Rccommcndatlon 
Appropriate method for Too many interviews Conduct fewer 
selected paradigm - for complete IPX interviews and conduct Allowed diverse analysis. Generation of prolonged engagement 
interpretations of MT excessive data. Balance to explore meaningful 
to be explored required in combing content and saturation. 
IPA method and EGT 
Method - Highly appropriate for in sampling procedures Needed to caMVlly 
Phenomenological generation of consider further 
Interview information rich data Extremely time exploration of NIT 
consuming in concepts and emergent 
Gained I" person conducting interviews, dimetuions -not fully 
perspective using 'lived umucriptions and explored (e. g. 
experience' as a data member checking transferability, gender 
source documentation differences) 
r-ollow up interviews to 
Unique method to Massive data base explore selective 
compliment existing generated which coding of concepts and 
research work in produced information categories is required 
Mental toughness overload which 
(Fourie and hampered initial Conduct Wtisl IPA 
Potgicter, 2001; Jones A=lysis interviews with 
et al. 2002; Middleton selective follow up to 
et aL, 2004 ; Bull el Interview technique explore possible 
aL, 2005) needs to consider conceptual and 
combining categorical 
Extremely credible phenomcnological developments with 
samples with high inquiry with the need LOT analysis 
research integrity -> for further conceptual 
90-95% mcdal winners sampling. During the I: GT and IPA 
in EC & EA samples. course of single approaches restricted 
Peer recognised interviews this is sample selection due to 
Adventurers & problcn-atic. decision not to forward 
Explorers. hypotheses. More 
purposive sampling in 
No prior research into Lack of gender baUnce IPA to consider 
MT of Adventuiv/ in samples to consider emergent Sender 
Explorer sample emergent Intra - difTerences or 
individual differences additional sampling in 
in MT perceptions E GT analysis in future. 
Restrict reflection of 
Reliant on retrospective personal experiences to 
recall and potential less thin a couple of 
accuracy of event detail years to increase 
on personal experience vividness and accuracy 
' 
or recall 
ology Mc1hod Unique, given the Conflict between EGT Scnously consider the 
Naturalls(ic Inquiry combined attempt to and IPA when issue-of impact of combining 
( Emergent Crounded merge two major saturation was two approaches And 
Theory /I PA approaches. IPA required. A need for restrict the ssmple sizes 
Integration) 
provided meaningilil, selective analysis of Without making 
analysis which data. IPA not hypotheses sample 10 - 
attempted to increase concerned with 12 in each sample and 
I credibility which was I r2tential saturation but-L conduct rnultiple 
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il 
Cont 
lost in a lack of intent on extraction of interviews to explore 
, triangulation of data meaning. conceptual I sation of 
collection and analysis. MT. Methodology 
Naturalistic Inquiry 
( Emergent Grounded Allowed for unique Multiple method data Such procedures may Theory / IPA diversification of collection not adopted allow jendcred Integration perceptions of MT to In EGT (Triangulation characteristics to 
emerge (key code and of methods) emerge. 
conceptual material for 
analysis Triangulation of dau 
coding and analysis not 
New approach to performed. EGT 
compliment existing requires such Conduct more selective 
research Intent on procedures for samples from speciric 
providing qualitative trustworthiness disciplines as opposed 
explanations of MT credibility to diverse sampling. 
Greater purposive 
IPA applied In detail to Individual meanings sampling may provide 
fully explore may be so diverse that unique sport/ 
conceptual /categorical they are only owned by discipline specific 
developments to the participant (IPA) detail of NIT 
support EGT. and the meanings are conceptualisation. 
only relative to them 
Provides theoretical alone and not 
underpinning for MT transferable to others. 
conceptual isat ion 
rustworthiness of Achievement of Need for greater More prolonged 
Findings multiple credibility triangulation engagement & 
criteria to ensure multiple Interviews 
trustworthiness Peer de-brieflng In 
( referential adequacy, concept and category Triangulation Included 
member checking, formation would have 
provision of thick been useful. Pecirde-brienng 
description / Included 
documentation - 
database) 
Transferability & 
fittingness achieved 
Table 7.1 Summary of Strengths, Limitations and Ilecommendations of the currvot 
study 
To accept that mcntal toughness enjoys total conceptual consensus has to be treated 
with caution. Major categories from previous studies arc supported, but findings only 
OfTcr partial support for other aspects (see Table 7.2). On a deeper level, findings 
Present diverse evidence to suggest that mcntal toughness is pcmcivcd differently by 
individuals and by different populations. Within all previous %votk there is also a 
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dimsity of how each author dcfines such concepts due to their varied conccptual 
composition. 
Jones el aL (2002) Support Middleton etaL Suppo - rt Bull ef OL(2005) 
Support 
Attribute I Full / (2004) Full / Full / Partial/ Category Partial/ Category Partial/ 
No No No 
Unshakcable 
belief in the F Self Efficacy F Surviving setbacks F 
ability to achieve eaming success/ 
competition goals determination 
StIrntllcf, Dedication and 
Desire & Commitment 
Motivation 
Bouncing baci 
from performance F Mental Self F Confidence/ dealing 
F 
setbacks Concept w Ith doubts/ having 
Dealing with (views oneself as Self focus 
competition being able to deal 
related pressure with adversity) Self Belief 
Remaining fully 
focused on task in F Potential risk taking/ decision 
F 
the face of Perceived ability F making 
distraction to perform) coping "Ith P Focus Pressure 
( performance -thriving on 
related) competition 
Regaining 
psychological Self reflection I 
p 
control following F Task Specific F quality preparation/ 
unexpected / Attention setting challenging P 
uncontrollable targets 
events 
Dealing with Personal 
competition Responsibility 
related pressure 
-(external events) Pushing back the 
boundaries of F perseverance P 
physical & 
emotional pain/ 
distress 
Dealing with 
physical and 
jemollonal pain 
Remaining 
focused despite P Task Familiarity N 
personal life 
distractions 
Focus 
(Urestyle) 
_ IMving on the 
pressure of Personal Best$ 
competition Internal Prive to P 
Dealing with achieve) 
competition 
Lftlated pressure 
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Unshakeable Self 
belief that you Task Value 
possess unique F Importance of N 
qualities and task completion) 
abilities that make 
you better than 
opponents 
--Self 
Belief - 
I laving an 
insatiable desire Coal commitment 
and Internalised F P 
motive for success 
Desire and 
Motivation 
Accepting 
competition Positivity 
anxiety Is staying positive 
Inevitable but when faced with 
knowing you can P adversity) P 
cope with it 
Dealing with 
competition 
pressure 
- Internal 
Switching a sport 
focus on and off Stress 
as required P Minimisation F 
Focus (Emotional 
Performance Control) 
Positive N 
Comparisons 
Table 7.2 Support for previous studies from the current fIndIngs 
On a category and conceptual level this study offers support for previous work but 
when the findings arc examined in more detail (at a deeper level), them is greater 
disparity of findings in rclation to prcvious work. For cxample, the 6 or 7 major 
categories within each sample were supported by between 16-24 m: ijor concepts and 
78-1; 6 key code themes. The findings alert the researcher to the fact that there is 
enormous individual variation as to the perceived difTcrcnccs on an individual 
level as 
to what people Nnk mcntal toughness is. Such differences are somewhat clouded and 
gcncmliscd when conceptual and category convergence is performed. Previous 
research has failed to acknowledge such potential differences exist. 
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The evaluation of the investigation in terms of method, methodology and 
trustworthiness is summarised in Table 7.1. A particular strength of the study was to 
adopt a phenomenological method and its value in the provision of rich and detailed 
narrative for data analysis. It allowed personal perceptions of mental toughness from 
the lived experience to be shared and subjective interpretations of the concept to 
provide a meaningful foundation for conceptual analysis to follow. 
The approach allows perceptions of different experiences (within samples) to be 
offered free from objectivity and prescribed reality. The data was 'real' for the people 
who provided it and in many ways the reality was that mental toughness meant 
different things to each individual. Even though conceptual analysis linked related 
themes there was no uniform definition that suited each individual perception of 
mental toughness. This point fully endorses the finding of Gould et al (2002). 
Adventure/ explorers needed to consider life risk whilst elite athletes and coaches 
were dedicated to the pursuit of medals and performance excellence. The strength of 
the phenomenological approach meant that individual perceptions based on personal 
experience and the nature of the social situation that one lives in were predominantly 
responsible for how people explained the concept of mental toughness. In short, ones 
perception of mental toughness may well be environmentally influenced and have 
contextual variation attached to it. 
The phenomenological approach discovered new insights into what constitutes mental 
toughness based on individual variation and examples include the need to consider 
that people view failure as an important experience in being mentally tough, that 
dealing with setbacks is crucial to becoming tougher, having absolute focus on task is 
important but the need to be able to deal effectively with external distractions is 
equally important when not on task. It also 
indicated that mental toughness is linked 
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with a perception of being physically tough enough to copc with demands of the task 
and mental toughness has situational considerations in that people perceive that 
training and lifestyle commitments should be included in what mental toughness is till 
about. The fact that the conceptual framework of the adventurer/ explorer sample 
differs to the Elite Coach/ Athlete frameworks demonstrates that perceptions differ 
due to the contextual requirements. Such material provides a fresh research 
Perspective compared to how it has been previously explained and strongly advocates 
that such a phenomenon is best explained from within an 'insiders' perspective. 
The sheer diversity of individual interpretation which is not reported in previous work 
is evident within these findings and this is largely due to the choice of the 
phenomenological interview which captures such idiosyncratic perception$. 
The approach was well justified as it explored the meanings attached to mental 
toughness by individuals within each discrete cohort without offering any 
preconceived biases or assumptions of the researcher. The contribution of the 
phenomenological analysis within the establishment of the emergent key coded 
themes was crucial to the provision of a solid conceptual framcwo& It Was AISO 
important in providing meaningful connections between concepts and categories In 
later stages of theory development. 
The adoption of such an alternative method had its strengths outl incd in Table 7.1, but 
also involved some limitations which need to be acknowledged. The method Is 
extremely time consuming and generates extreme amounts of data that requires 
transcription, coding, member checking and then analysis. On reflection, the 
integration of EGT within data analysis provided problems within theoretical 
sampling and the pursuit of data saturation. Using phenomenological techniques to 
collect and analyse data and attempting to combine such an approach %Nithin groundcd 
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theory conccptualisation proved problematic. The sc=h for personal meaning and 
individual interpretation justified the IPA approach, but in hindsight, a more astute 
approach may have been to select either a full grounded theory approach with semi 
structured interviews and prolonged engagement or a pure phenomenological study 
which merely focused on salient emergent themes and categories. To combine both 
was rather ambitious and fraught with methodological difficulty. I IoNN-Cvcr, without 
being too negative, the researcher feels that the initial IPA analysis did provide 
meaningful data which resulted in information rich emergent key coded themes, 
concepts and categories. These provided the foundation on which the 
conccptualisation of the EGT was based upon. 
The use of largely single interviews introduced another potential limitation. Single 
interview techniques do provide information rich data, but the study lacked Selective 
follow up interviews to assist in complete theoretical sampling and further detailed 
investigation into concept and category development. Phenomenological interviews 
may involve prolonged engagement and such practice would have assisted in 
theoretical sampling but were not performed enough due to restrictions on access to 
participants. 
The major limitations related to credibility were associated with triangulation Issues. 
Intensive triangulation procedures using additional researchers %%-m not conducted and 
needed to be to confirm emergent conceptual/ category development. Project 
Supervisors were consulted on emergent thematic struct= but this could not be 
considered credible, only confirmatory. Total independent triangulation %%hich 
considered emergent codes, concepts and categories would be required for full 
credibility, similar to the procedures employed by Gould et al. (1991.1993a, 1996). 
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Additionally, dependability within the findings may be questioned given it rejected 
multiple methods of data collection in favour of a single method phenomenological 
interview design. Grounded theory analysis does accommodate for multiple methods 
to allow emergent theory to emerge and develop and to achieve more consistency and 
credibility via triangulation techniques. Ilowcvcr, the researcher decided that single 
case interviews with selective follow ups would satisfy data collection and analysis 
Purposes and a rationale was provided. The researcher does acknowledge that 
Prolonged participation was difficult with highly selective s=plcs and it %vas only 
partially achieved. This resulted in time commitment to additional sanipling being a 
serious limitation. Accessing adventure/ explorer, elite coach and clitc athlete sample 
groups is extremely difficult as all three populations have little free time to devote to 
assisting in research work. The problem being that direct interview time is only pin 
of the process and time commitment is significantly extended due to trariscript 
/Member checking procedures. Such requirements make potential participants very 
difficult to access and then convince the project is worthwhile. 
Many problematic issues surfaced during the investigation and particularly in the 
research process of data collection. Coding and theory development required die 
researcher to question and make important judgements In order for the emergent 
theory to evolve successfully. Some remain problematic and debate continues as to 
how grounded theory should be applied, as different approaches from the originators 
of the theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967) emerged. One major decision %vas to decide 
which approach would be adopted based on methodological arguments of both 
authors in how groundcd theory should be applied. It %vas decided to follow die 
approach outlined and developed by Glaser (1992) who emphatically stresses th: it the 
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research problem itself is discovered through emergence as a natural by product of 
open coding, theoretical sampling, and constant comparison. 
IPA was conducted within the initial open coding phase to cnable key coded themcs 
to be idcntiricd. With a restriction on prolonged engagement theoretical sampling 
procedures remain somewhat limited and ideally more follow up Interviews should 
have been conducted with selective participants to explore concepts further. 
The coding process itself provided problematic issues. Initially micro line by line 
analysis was applied and this generated massive amounts of data and became over. 
whclming for the researcher. There was an overemphasis on extracting too much 
detail from the data by employing IPA coding techniques which Involved multi. 
coding within prose, and such practice led to investigation confusion. IPA on 
multiple interviews in an attempt to generate an emergent theory is far too demanding 
in terms of time allocation and this created a major problem when analysing the data. 
Following the coding process and subsequent IPA to establish key point theme$, the 
researcher questioned exactly how many key points were required before allowing a 
concept to emerge? This basically required the issue of substantiation to be critically 
questioned. Grounded theory guidelines seem not to provide the reader with advice on 
such issues. The researcher questioned the quantity versus quality Issue in what 
significd a substantive code or concept. Is a code or concept a%%-Acd substantive 
status if it is continually reinforced or can a code or concept be its substantive If It has 
more meaningful content but less numerical support in terms of data duplication? This 
was a particularly difficult aspect of theory development that required careful 
consideration. 
When considering constant comparison processes within the axial coding phase It %%us 
extremely difficult to avoid being drawn into conceptual thinkin& based on updated 
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literature available. During the write up phase a research paper %vas published by 
Jones et at. (2002) investigating Mental Toughness with Elite sports performers. 
Basically the findings had to be 'stored away' or 'bracketed' until data analysis %W 
more or less complete. Subsequently, findings did support some of Jones et al's. 
(2002) findings, but there may have been a danger that such work could s%%-Jy the 
theoretical direction of the study, if the researcher allowed the conceptual findings to 
influence theoretical development. 
The final issue which emerged within the grounded theory process concerned one of 
data saturation. Given sample imbalance was a feature concerning the researcher and 
the interviews were yielding only marginal returns in terms of fresh data the 
researcher was uncertain as to when to conclude the analysis. The adventure/ explorer 
sample was concluded ten interviews before both the athlete and coach samples and 
the researcher questioned whether there was enough data collected. The near 
saturation state occurred in the elite coach sample when only eight fcmalc coaches 
had been interviewed. The researcher asked the question 'Was the investigation about 
an emergent grounded theory of mental toughness or was it concerned %kith a prior 
agenda related to malc/ female perception differences? ' Given the research question 
was principally concerned with the former issue data collection was concluded. 
thereby leaving sample imbalances. Subsequently any such differences should form 
the focus of future investigation with additional cumulative Sampling. 
One important limitation that needs to be addressed when conducting 
phenomenological in-depth interview techniques which require retrospective =11 Is 
the problem of possible memory bias / distortion. Researchers should be cognisant of 
the potential for memory distortion if retrospective recall Is conducted and should 
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attempt to relate the experience to more recent events to avoid distortion due to 
extended time lapse, thereby questioning the trustworthiness of the data. 
I 
Evidence does suggest however, that real life events that arc meaningful and highly 
emotional / arousal inducing, (such as major competitions when medal arc won, or 
ones life is threatened in the outdoors) are retained in memory with vividness that 
allows the participant to recall information related to the cvcnt %vith high rcliability 
and accuracy ( Christianson, 1992). The present study allowed the participant free 
choice to recall events which provided data for analysis and maybe should have 
established a consistent retrospective period to reduce the possibility of distortion due 
to memory lapscs. 
A major strength of the study and the adoption of the chosen method is the high 
degree of trustworthiness that was achicvcd throughout the study. Tbc interviews and 
the meticulous coding procedures which supported the transcriptions and mcmbcr 
checking process provide a high degree of research credibility. Previous work has 
outlined how the study satisficd credibility, transferability, conrimability and 
fittingness and the researcher believes the limitations of study are outwcighed by 
strengths of the research process and the unique richness of the data collected and 
analysed. Ibc major limitation with regards trustworthiness would be the lack of 
triangulation within the data coding and analysis proccdurcs. llowcvcr. given the 
adoption of IPA and stringent member checking process, the researcher fecls that 
credibility was achieved to compensate for the lack of such procedures. 
The evaluation of the investigation also needs to address the rcsc=h findings and the 
potential applicability of such work. Table 7.3 shows the strcngths, limitations and 
recommendations for each. 
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Research Findings 
STRENGTHS 
Findings advance current 
understanding of MT 
showing the need to consider 
individual diversity within 
Initial interpretation of MT 
even though conceptual 
convergence is possible at a 
more abstract level of 
analysis. 
Findings provide evidence of 
conceptual Interaction of MT 
characteristics that show that 
single MT factors are 
unlikely to provide NIT 
resilience. 
7bey provide a different set 
of characteristics to previous 
researchers such as the 
consideration of physical 
coping ability, training and 
situational toughness at 
category level ( EC & EA 
samples). Also, the Individual 
diversity in perceptions of 
MT at key code level 
provides evidence that MT Is 
a capable of being perceived 
differently by each 
Individual. 
Adventure / explorer category 
-concept EOT structure 
difTers from EC & EA EGT 
mcturc 
( conceptualisation) 
EGT on discrete samples 
using IPA method 
LIMITATIONS 
Only provides a substantive 
theoretical model of MT -more 
research required to consider a 
grand theory cannot be transferred 
to other contextual situations and 
applied. 
No evidence of possible 
differmccs in gender, age, culture 
factors. 
T'he emergent supcr-ordinate 
categories only provide a general 
indication of the major 
characteristics of MT on a fairly 
broad level. Similar to existing 
work In the area. 
Ile Wings show that mental 
toughness miy be easily explained 
through broad conceptual labcls. 
I lowever, deeper analysis Is 
warranted. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Further data collection to 
address simple Imbalance to 
consider possible gender 
similarities/ differences 
MT should be considered as a 
complex phenomenon. 
It Is multi- dimensional and It's 
make up may consist of a varied 
assortment of psychological 
f3ctors. 
There seems to be little 
consistency in how It Is 
explained when different 
populations are Investigated at a 
micro level. 
More IPA studies In sports 
specific disciplines 
(rocused research) 
such as Bull ef oL (2DO5) hi 
cricket 
Mental toughness to a certain 
extent Is contextually driven and 
such rindings deserve further 
research interest. 
Applicability - rclevance 
to Real World 
Application 
STRENGTHS LIMITATIONS RECOMMENDATIONS 
I las applied relevance In 
providing a conCCPtU31 model 
to understand the major MT 
characteristics within each 
discipline. 
May provide a model for 
coaches and athletes to 
Identify factors which are 
capable of being developed 
(taught) as opposed to 
Inherited (caupht). 
Limited to specific populations - 
cross transfer to other groups needs 
to be treated with caution. 
only provides evidence of what 
Mental Toughness Is Perceived as 
by different populations. 
Individual diversity at a micro 
level needs to be understood and 
idiographic profiles need to be 
considered. 
Offer findings to simple 
populations for consideration 
and peer review for 
conrtrm3tion or acceptance to 
cement real world rclationWp 
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Can provide a guideline to Mental toughness may well have 
agencies who consider mental discipline specific variation. Using 
toughness to be a prerequisite generic samples may not be truly 
for involvement In their reflective of single discipline 
profession. outdoor Mental toughness requirements 
Adventure / Exploration (e. g. Biathlon, Curling, Downhill 
Professional Sporting Bodies. Slalom Skiing etc). 
Advancement of knowledge 
and Understanding of 
'Mental Toughness' from a 
scientific perspective 
Table 7.3 Summary of Strengths, Limitations and Recommendations of the current 
study related to findings and applicability. 
Ilic most striking finding being, how diverse perceptions of mcntal toughness are 
when a phenomenological approach is adopted within the research process. Such 
diversification is dramatically reduced as conccptualisation emerges and becomes 
more abstract. Using a phenomenological approach provides evidence that mcntal 
toughness is capable of being perceived differently by individuals and certain 
characteristics which arc perceived important for one person may not register with 
another. 
Given such findings is has to be considered to be explained in terms of having 
multiple reality existence and idiosyncratic meaning to each person. It may mean one 
thing to an adventurer but something different to an clitc athlete or elite coach. It may 
well also be perceived to be similar but such perceptions arc Influenced by ones 
personal experiences and arc somewhat unique. 
7be findings offer what must be considered a need to rc- evaluate how mcntal 
toughness is perceived and explained by individuals and challenge existing 
conccptualisations of the phenomenon provided by previous researchers (Jones et at. 
2002; Middleton et al., 2004; Bull et aL, 2005), based on the fact that at category 
level they are too gcncralised and fail to account for individual differences on a micro 
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level. Given the nature of mental toughness and the adoption of an 'insider 
perspective' the findings provide evidence that mental toughness is %%vil capable of 
bcing rc-intcrprctcd in many diffcrcnt ways that challcnges cxisting rcscarch. 
Providing broad conceptual models may not be the most effcctivc way to 
understanding very complex phenomena. By doing so it only provides a very general 
understanding of a multi-dimcnsional psychological characteristic. 
The emergent categories within the current study only really provide a general 
indication of the major characteristics and the reader is advised to seek out supporting 
concepts for more sensitive detail. For example, using setbacks and failure as a 
positivc Icaming expcricncc and acccpting that it is an inhcrcnt ch=cteristic of what 
being mentally tough is all about because perceptions indicate that people become 
stronger if they cffcctivcly deal with failure. 
Figure 7.1 shows the degree of diversification of mcntal toughness achicvcd at 
different stages of the research process with extremely high dcgrccs of variation being 
offcrcd within prcliminary phascs of IPA coding and kcy codc thcrnatic cmergencc. 
Adventure / Exploration Elite Athlete Elite Coach 
Safety & Survival Training and Situational 
Toug n ss 
Training and Situational 
Demands 
PhXsical Coping Abilit di: Physical Coping Ability 11hysical Coping Ability 
Coping with Stress an 
Anxiety 
Dealing with Event lWssure Malin& with Event Pressure 
Knowing Oneself Self Confidence and HOW Self Confidence and imicr 
Coping with Success & 
Failure 
Commitment & 
Determination 
Nlotivation and Commitment 
Undivided Attention ElYective Nicntal Application 
- 
ElYcctive Nlcntsl Application 
L-- I Self Control and Discipline 
Table7.4 Important emergent categories related to perception$ or mental touch ness for 
the 3 distinct sample groups. 
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This provides rcasonablcjustification for the employment of IPA within the research 
design. The findings demonstrate diverse differences on an individual level, yet when 
data is conccptualiscd it gravitates into theoretical categories which include numerous 
related themes. Table 7.4 shows the major emergent categories from the study. 
Although providing a useful indication of the general concepts which contribute to 
mental toughness it lacks the meaningful and detailed conceptual data which provides 
the structure to such categories. This is similar to how existing rcscarch evidence is 
portrayed and explained which provides no indication of differences at deeper levels 
of analysis. Findings suggest that there is a dcf inite need to consider a possible rc- 
interpretation of mental toughness at deeper levels of analysis than what is being 
presented at category level by leading researchers (Jones et at, 2002; Middleton et at, 
2004; Bull et at, 2005). The adoption of a phenomenological approach within a 
grounded theory framework has provided more meaningful and insightful indicators 
to the characteristics which contribute to understanding what mental toughness Is. 
Additionally, further research should focus on the primary emergent concepts and 
categories and identify which of them are capable of being taught and trained as 
opposed to caught and inherited. It is not known how long it takes to develop mcntal 
toughness, but on a cautionary note it should be viewed as a long term process that 
requires on-going rcrincmcnt and nurturing. By doing so, people may well equip 
themselves better within their psychological development, and as a result it may 
provide more opportunity for them to achieve their personal ambitions and lifetime 
objectives. 
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7.3 Potential applicability of findings 
An additional strength of the investigation is that findings have potential applicability. 
Practitioners working with performers in an attempt to achieve mcntal toughness need 
to be fully appreciative of the important psychological chýractcristics that underpin its 
existence. Table 7.3 outlines potential applicability of the findings in that they provide 
a appealing 'first person' intcrprctation of what people consider mcntal toughness to 
be from three perspectives. It has obvious relevance to the applied setting from within 
each contextual discipline. It provides adventure/ exploration personnel who arc 
rcsponsible for training and cclucation of survival in the outdoors %%ith a dctailcd 
conceptual model to inform their teaching and explanations of mcntal toughness to 
interested colleagues and students. It also provides active participants with direct 
examples of what constitutes mcntal toughness from rccognised 'mentally tough' 
personnel in the field and idcntirics spcCific psychological characteristics that should 
be considered as targets for'pcrsonal development/ improvement. 
111C EGT models based on solid conceptual roundations provide practitioners the 
mcntal toughness criteria to identify potential mentally tough performers in talent 
identification and development programmes and also for individuals to consider 
personal improvements in becoming mentally tougher for lire experiences. The 
findings have practical implications for elite coaches and athletes who arc seeking to 
improve mcntal toughness, in that they can now base their knowledge of what the 
elusive concept is on credible evidence (provided by proven winners and survivors) as 
opposed to more distant objective explanations which arc somewhat unreliable. 
Ile categories arc supported by important psychological concepts and key coded 
themes which have been outlined In detail within the study. 17hose Interested In 
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I designing programmes to enhance mental toughness may well consider focusing on 
thcsc charactcristics. 
The potential applicability is appealing but is limited to specific populations and 
potential cross transfer to other contexts needs to be treated with caution as contextual 
transfer may not directly be acceptable or warranted. Given the idiosyncratic nature of 
phenomenological interpretative analysis cross transfer is not recommended. 
A useful applied exercise would be to offer the findings back to each spccific cohort 
and have them evaluate the findings to further reinforce and verify the trustworthiness 
of the data. Such external verification procedures would serve to confirm the potential 
applicability of the work. 
Overall, the investigation was considered to be extremely valuable in contributing to 
the existing knowledge on mental toughness and provided a unique approach %vhich 
employed phenomenological method with emergent grounded theory analysis. Ws In 
itself provides the final limitation. The interview method %%-as extremely suitable for 
the purpose of generating information rich data, but the researcher fccls that emergent 
grounded theory analysis is in some ways restrictive in allowing deep mcaningrul data 
to be disguised in later phases of the process (generation of major concepts and 
central core categorics). It is difficult to keep individual perceptions and*pcrsonal 
meanings distinct whilst also seeking conceptual relationships on a more abstract 
level. The author continues to wrestle with such methodological concerns within the 
implementation of emergent grounded theory. A core category is rather abstract 
descriptor which encompasses many related and intcrlinkcd concepts, i. e. die psycho. 
j 
physical ability and self suff icicncy to survive (adventurer /, explorer saniple) and 
medal winning psycho-physical ability (elite coach/ clitc athlete samples). In 
retrospect and in critical evaluation of the phenomenological method and the use of 
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emergent grounded theory analysis, the author fccls that in certain st3gcs of grounded 
theory analysis (key point coding / conceptual emergence) methodological 
compatibility is achieved that allows phenomenological data to be fully cxplorcd. 
However, the investigation required additional interviews (prolonged cngagcment) to 
theoretically sample emergent concepts which presented avenues of potential research 
interest (perceptions of failure, pain management, handling critical moments undcr 
pressure, extending oneself beyond the comfort zone ctc). The generation of wider 
conceptual clusters, although distinctly owned by the population that provides it, in 
many ways disguises the essence of the true data, the individual meanings attached to 
Personal experiences by all the respondents. To fully consider what meanings are 
attached to the specific headings and key codes the rcadcr is required to revisit the 
original data source and absorb its true meaning in the context of Its delivery. 
7.4 Variations in perceptions of Alental Toughness 
Given the emphasis on phenomenological mcthod which allows intcrprctativC 
diffcrcnccs in relation to how individuals explain conccpts such as mcntal toughncss. 
the findings did provide some subtle variations of how people cxplain and dcscribe 
mental toughness which challenge general findings. Such variations am important if 
individual meaning is to be fully explored. Table 7.5 includes cxamples of altcMative 
intcrprctations of the concept which shows that selective participants hold slightly 
different perceptions of the conccpt. 
bel Direct Ouot2tion /Source IPA Inlerinrels 
Moral Courage I don't particularly admire or use mintal 
toughness as much as I admire moral 
courage. That I do admire and Ifind it 
very attractive. Having the conviction to 
make Important decisions based on 
whether It is right not onlyfor me butfor 
others close to you. When on Everest. 
high up on the south col. I had to make a 
NIT h" mow connotations In 1hat 
Adventure Involves making important 
decisions % hich have to Include close 
family members and potential finp&Lt on 
them. NIT needs to consider emotional 
consequences for others tclaled to the 
participant. Such Interprctallon Is not 
frequently quoted but has meaning to this 
participant due tO the Mendal ntjoilve 
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. 4) 
Mental Strength 
moral courage as I thought about my 
mother who Ifelt I may never ever see 
again (fit war the wrong one. 
Mental strength probably... In terms of 
universal toughness. It Is notjust menial 
toughness is it ? Mental strength Is the 
one that encompasses discipline, control 
and toughness. 7he word that describes 
most ofthat. 
impaa on othem It includes having a sense 
of right and wronS based on mond 
Judgments. 
The participant views menul strength as a 
holistic tcrin which Includes more than one 
psychological characteristic. It requires in 
all encompassing teffn to fully cxpWn the 
possible breadth of the deflnition. 
NItntal Resilience 
hItntal Resistance 
EA IS -female, Olympic -Badminton 
Bronze medallist 2000 
Ok It's probably not a term that I would 
have used. but I guess I would use mental 
strength or inner str#ngfIL 
EA 18 -female, Commonwealth 
Bronze Medallist 2002 - Cvclinj 
The Implic4alon that it Is Inner directed 
strenSth which provides the element of 
toughness. This Implies It Is a natural 
reature that people need to up Into and 
apply w hen needed. 
The term Mental Toughness Is on# that 
I'mfamillar with In hockey, but 1prefer 
to use the term mental resilience, I think 
that has a different connotation to It. I 
think the whole word tough, sometimes 
makes you think ofabsolute strength and 
it gives you a picture ofsomeone who 
wanders around and looks strong. 
Whereas. I think the term mental 
resilience to me, is about the ability to 
cop# with lots ofthings and the ability to 
keep going and to bounce back and I 
think that gives me a more preferable 
picture, than the term mental toughness. 
EC14. female, Field Hockey 
What we have to be careful olls asking 
what one's definition q1toughness is? I 
regard toughness rather like you regard 
the toughness ofstest. it's a resilience. I 
think the tough people are those who 
have resilience. who have a sensefor 
people around them and who have a 
sense ofcompassloi, & and that It what 
buildr real toughness. 
'rbe participant related NIT with Image$ of 
toughness and pure physical SM81h 
which am considered too narrow. In 
preference the coach vie" mental 
resilience as a more appropriate latemative 
as it encompasses a combination of 
Important fadors that need to be 
considered (coping ability. dealing with 
setbacks ctc). It requires a term that 
cncompiuses many diffeml qualities 
rather than merely being physically tough 
or appcadnj to be tough In the form Oran 
image. 
The participant pcrccives It to be more 
durable and It assumes mom of a collcWve 
memins as opposed to an lnjcpmdcnl 
nature. It Implies there may well be 
multiple meanings atucbed to the 1CM 
A2 -malt, Experlenced Mountaineer 
I 'm talking about the sort ofmental 
resistance to the Internal wishes to give 
In. 
Ile Perception that one has resistance to 
personal negativity and the ability to not 
accept kilure % hen 6ced %M ibmity. 
A 6. mile -Polar Explorer 
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Perseverance Ithink perseverance. fiend to do things Ile perception that &&crcnce to the Usk 
and J(Istart to do something Inever give once committed and extending oneself to 
up, that's the type ofthing when I was further achieve the difficult goal demands 
doing the JGtrainingprogramms. JVe perseverance. It assurrict mom endurance 
did the work and wepushed andpushed qualities than immediate effects. 
and did the work and we achieved In the 
end and that was perseverance. 
EM -female, Olympic SilverNtedallist 
-Svdney - Rowing 
Uncompromising Basically, I have heard the word and the A perception that MT Is an all 
term mental toughness. However, for me encompassing 4ective for a collection of 
I've heard better wordr, that I wvuld psychological and bchavioural 
describe mysel(as. which would be ChAr3CtCrt$tiCL Another attempt to offer an 
mentally strong, uncompromising and explanation which includes a combination 
driven. So, mental toughness to me is otcharactcristics. 
more of an adjective of all these other 
things that actually characterize It. 
EA 32-femalt, Ex world champion 
slalom canoeist/ Olympic athlete. 
Stickability I wouldn't go along to any ofthe people Ile perception dim a person has to be able 
I am training, or working with. saying to endure the task to completion despite 
they have got to be mentally tough. I difficulty. Ile stickability is fuelled by 
would sometimes say "you have got to ones sclf belief 
stick at it. keep sticking to your guns and 
It will come right ". I always take the 
attitude (fyou are at the bottom ofa wave 
there is only one way to go and that is up. 
so "stick at it, and believe in yourself. 
come on you can do this'ýSo stickability 
is the term I often use. EC2-male - 
International Equestrian Coach 1"61 
2000 Olympic tames 
Mental Focus To me when you use the term menial A perception that MT has gender 
toughness, it has a little bit ofa sort of connotations in that it provides 
masculine or aggressive t)pt of steireotypicsi images arassmsiveriess 
connotation to it. Isuppose we woulJ which may well not be totally ameptable 
tend to use with our swimmers a slightly when considering the swimiriing discipline. 
different phrase, we wouldprobably use 
mentalfocus. Now to me mentalfocw Is The coach view-s MT to be more 
a very key element ofthat. so I would appropriately linked with iincrition and 
probably use mentalfocus ((I was talAing concentration and then are the iiinportant 
to my swimmers about that. rather than factors within MT. 
actually using mental toughness. EC 23- 
Mille. Swlmmlne. 
Stubborn ImeanjustliAseveolhing1do. lamso A perception that having a di"sidon of 
stubborn and so like stuck in my ways. So being inflexible and consistent behaviour 
I think its being stubborn and deilant lot which Is unbending and linked to reaching 
getting whatyou want. EA 31 -remale, ones goal. It Implies that it rivy also 
Swimming require disaiminil with others in order to 
get what qne wants. 
Imean how doyou dellne toughness It 
can be a lot ofthings, if could be IN Implication that MT is capable of 
confidence it could be stubbornness. EC being expWned and Interpreted in many 
I. male, Basketball different ways. % hich all may be plausible 
and rivaninrful. 
Table7.5 Examples of variations In perceptions of Mental Toughness from "Ithin the 3 samples 
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The alternative explanations in Table 7.5 above show how selective participants 
prefer to interpret mcntal toughness. The cxamplcs include characteristics which arc 
more related to trait or dispositional aspects of personality and behaviour (co=gc, 
resilience, perseverance, stubbornness and having an uncompromising nature) as 
opposed to the cffcctive application of mcntal skills (coping ability and mcntal focus). 
It seems that selective alternative interpretations also assume a combination of 
psychological characteristics within their label in a similar way to mcntal toughness. 
Quite di ffcrcnt explanations such as 'moral courage' arc rare and related to specific 
experiences which have personal meanings attached to thcm. They may assumc 
gender variations and deserve further research attention within discipline specific 
experiences such as mountaineering. Overall, apart from the different descriptive 
labels the cxarnples include characteristics outlined within the findings linked with 
dealing with physical coping, self determination, commitment, drive. resilience and 
being mentally focused. This indicates the difference is within the scmantic label 
rather than the characteristics that arc ass=cd within a label. It is noticeable that 
some people label mental toughness differently, but basically similar factors are 
included within its make up and each person has a preference for some over others. 
I'lic provision of an all encompassing definition is therefore very problematic and 
somewhat unwarranted. 
7.5 Future Research Directions 
Bascd on the findings, additional lines of research arc wanuntcd. Firstly, since this 
study did not include a comparison group of less successful elite athletes and coaches 
Of similar experience (having worked to mcdal but failed) studying such a group of 
comparison athletes would help determine how such individuals perceptions of mental 
toughness might have differed from their more successful counterparts. Secondly, the 
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1 17 emergent theories rcquirc testing and research support to establish the theory may 
focus on more selective samples through discipline spccific studies to develop and 
expand the theory. Thirdly, the research has only provided grounded theory based on 
individual perceptions of Wat mental toughness Is'not 6w it is developed. Future 
research should attempt to identify characteristics capable of being developed based 
on the conceptual models which underpin the theory. But, it is not clearly understood 
how long it takes to develop characteristics of mental toughness or whether it Is 
transferable to different life situations e. g. arc mentally tough athletes / coaches 
adventurers consistent across different aspects of their lifcstylcs? For exarnple, would 
a Mentally tough athlete be a mentally tough in dealing with a relationship 
breakdown, a life threatening illness, losing theirjob or suffering a career ending 
injury? Such questions have appealing research interest. This point was poignantly 
emphasiscd in Table 4.3 (p. 102), by a highly acclaimed climber who Nt that looking 
ancr his two seriously ill children was far tougher mentally than scaling Mount 
Everest. 
Finally, the investigation only investigated three distinct s=plc groups and future 
research may well target more diverse s=plcs. What does mental toughness mean 
and how is it perceived by people who arc severely disabled. suffering terminal 
illness, those who suffer terrible social deprivation, people who arc bereaved. who 
suffer from chronic addiction and those who work in difficult occupations such as 
Par=cdics, doctors, nurses and the armed forces? Do certain social situations require 
SPccific aspects of mental toughness more than others? Such rcscarch has appealing 
phenomenological attraction and it may well contribute to more of a 'grand theory' of 
mental toughness in the future in contrast what must be considered as substantive 
theory within the current investigation. 
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Overall, the study has been seen to successfully achieve its major aim and objectives. 
In doing so, the study advances existing attempts to explain the concept and presents a 
more theoretical and conceptual rc-interprctadon of the psychological phenomenon. 
This was achieved through the use of alternative methodology which allowed deep 
meaningful data to be collected, interpreted and analysed. To date, only Middlcton el 
al. (2004) has offered an alternative theoretical model of mental toughness, and 
findings suggest that the present study provides an important development in mental 
toughness research due to its detailed theoretical and alternative methodological 
I approach. It has proved that by employing different research methods, psychological 
perceptions of mental toughness differ and individual interpretation Is extremely 
iMpOrtant to understand. Merely, accepting broad based category explanations of a 
complex psychological characteristic only serves to confound the multi-dimensional 
nature of the phenomenon. Previous authors offer preliminary derinitions of the 
concept based on their investigations and these invariably differ (Jones et aL. 2002; 
Middleton et aL, 2004). To reduce the meaning of a psychological characteristic do-An 
to an all inclusive phrase which fully encapsulates what it Is to each Individual Is not 
appropriate or warranted. Mental Toughness although extremely important is open to 
diverse ways of being explained and interpreted by people. Mental toughness Is an 
extremely complex psychological global term which must cautiously be accepted as a 
rather abstract characteristic for a large collection of contributing psychological 
concepts. In similar ways this study identified the 'psycho-physical self sufficiency to 
survive' within an advent= environment and the 'mcdal winning psycho-physical 
ability, to win medals within a sporting environment as global terms (core categories) 
which emerge from detailed conceptual analysis. In many ways such global terms 
only serve to provide cover to the deeper meaningful and diverse Interpretations of the 
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phenomenon which operate at an individual level. As a result, this study although 
providing conceptual/ categorical support for existing work, demands that any further 
attempts to understand mental toughness employ research methods which allow for 
individual diversity of interpretation and explanation of such a multi -dimensional 
concept. 
7.6 Summary 
Mental toughness has attracted a number of qualitative research studies over the past 
live years and findings have demonstrated both shared consensus and divcrsi f ication 
on potential contributory concepts and categories which support proposed theoretical 
frameworks (Jones et al., 2002; Middleton et al, 2004; Bull et al, 2003). 
Each study utiliscd a different methodological approach in attempt to explore the 
elusive concept and support for major categories consensus is ever increasing. 
I lowcvcr, authors offer conflicting explanations in an attempt to provide all 
encompassing operational definitions of mental toughness and this only continues to 
confuse rather than clarify research understanding. 
T11is research challenged previous work on the prcmisc that the adoption of a unique 
research methodology would provide rc-intcrprctation of mental toughness from 
within the naturalistic paradigm. It questions the need to offer such prescriptive 
dcf initions which narrow down the potential diversity of meaning attached to the 
Psychological phenomenon. By adopting a phenomenological method and utilising a 
combined interpretative and grounded theory analysis the findings demonstrated 
evidence of massive individual diversity of meaning of what mcntal. toughness means 
to Participants within all samples. Such diversity was cloudqd when findings %%vrc 
assumed under collective conceptual headings which combined related thcmes. 
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When conceptual and category data is considered the findings show support for 
previous work. However, the author believes the real meaning attached to what 
mental toughness is to people lies beneath the broader category and conceptual 
frameworks. Such meaning is only understood when deeper levels of analysis are 
explored. Tbcse findings offer evidence that such divcrsif ication of personal meaning 
exists when alternative methodology is applied. As a result there %ill be no attempt to 
offer an all encompassing operational definition of what mental toughness is from 
within each of the three discrete samples. 
Given the nature of the findings it is considered that the major aims and objectives of 
the study have been fully achieved. However, the rcscarch project, although having 
identified strengths also has research limitations and these are acknowledgcd,, %ith 
important recommendations for future work being offered. 
It seems that understanding what mental toughness is as a psychological phenomenon 
will continue to challenge sports psychologists as many questions remain unanswered. 
'nie possibility of gender, age and cultural differences remain unexplored. Discipline 
specific studies as opposed to generic studies arc limited, only being performed to 
date on two professional sports, cricket and football (rhclv%tll et aL, 2003; Bull et al., 
2005). Most recent research studies have targeted elite athlete samples but very few 
have targeted elite coaches and further research is required. Only recently have those 
who achieve medals been sampled (Middleton et al.. 2004), and non medallists and 
lower levels of participation may well form future samples. 
Ile findings only attempt to cxpWn what mental toughness mcans to participants and 
its potential make up. In doing so it may well provide important Indicators of the 
potential to develop such characteristics from a mental training perspective or a 
Programme of social and parental development. Research that attempts to understand 
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11) how socialisation practice develops mentally tough athlctcs has only rccently bccn 
conducted (Gould et aL, 2002; Gould, 2005a, 2005b). 
Overall, this study has advanced existing research understanding in the field in the 
provision of a detailed and well groundcd theoretical frarýcwork for mental 
toughness, but also appeals for further qualitative studies which explore diffcrcnt 
methodologies within the naturalistic paradigm in an attempt to further explain the 
concept. 
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Appendix A 
Emergent concepts, supporting key point 
codes and sources of data for the Adventurc/ 
Explorer sample, n= 21 (17 m, 40 
303 
-CmerCent ýconcept Supporting Codes Source of Data 
(Key point Adv/ explorer Interviews 
Including coded key point 
Effective Planning and Goal Forward planning 3,10 
Setting Being realistic 2 
Correct perception of 
challenge 3.10.20 
Taking the challenge 3,20 
Personal challenge 2.5,10.16 
Seeing the big picture 5,7,20 
Having a sense of perspective 15 
Having a sense of purpose 15 
The need to be adaptable and 
flexible when planning 5 
Having ambition 2 
Hitting your target 2.5,16 
Coping with Anxiety Lack of fear 5.10.15, 
Dealing with negative 
consequences 10,11,15.21 
Combating worry about 
oneself 2.21 
Combating worry about others 2,16 
Control of fear 10,11.15.16.20,21 
Dealing With negative self talk 2,3.10.13.15.21 
Control thoughts about 
negative consequences 10,11.15,16.20,21 
Coping dealing with death 2.3,10.13.15,20,21 
Effective Decision Making Effective decision making 1 ;, 4,7,10,15,16,19 
Making decisions under 
pressure 3.18.19 
Wisdom from experience 1,2,7.10 
Making joint decisions under 
pressure 10,16.19 
Patience in Decision making 7,15,16,20,21 
Sgelf Conridence and self Self confidence 1,2,3,4.5,8,9.10.13,16.18.19.20 
Positive self talk 19 
B ef tlief Having self belief 2,5 
Coping with Stress Composure under pressure 2.3.7.9.10.13.14,15,16.17.20,21 
Situations Dealing with prolonged 
pressure 2,3,4,7,10.13.15.1617.18,19,20,21 
Tolerance of others 10,16 
Mental preparation 
Dealing with pressure from 2,3.10,13,16,17.20.21 
colleagues 
Using humour to reduce 
pressure 16 
Chunking to Icssen the burden 20 
ScirControl Self Control 2,7.10,16,18,21 
Patience 3,21 
Emotional control 5.7.15 
Dealing with death 2.7,10.15.21 
Dealing with ego 2.5,7.10,21 
Being unern9tional 10 
Dealing with anger 10 
Coping with elation 10 
Emotional drive 5 
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PhYsical Fitness Supreme fitness /physical 2.4.6,9.10,13.7.16,20.21 
state 2,3.19 
Physical /mental link 
Coping with Negative Low Handling complacency S. 10.15.20 
Combatting boredom 10.17,21 
Arousal 
Ability to Sufrer Ability to suffer 5,6.8,9.10.13.14.15.16.17.19.20,21 
Mental reserve 2.4,5,8,10 
Ability to recharge 2,3.10.1$. 16,17 
Combatting mental drainage 2.3.10.20,21 
Ability to handle sleep 2.10,20,21 
deprivation 
Risk Assessment Necessary risk talcing 7,10.20.21 
Avoiding mental slips 7.10.20 
Knowing your limits 2.4,5.6,13.16 
Wsk assessment 7,16,20.21 
1 land ling uncertainty 2.3,6.8.14,13,20,21 
Common sense 1,2,3.4 
PhYsical Coping Coping with physical 2,3.4,6,8.10.11.12,13.14.1 J. I 6t'. 0,21 
discomfort 
Coping with Altitude effects 2.3,7.10.16,19.20,21 
Fighting spirit 6 1317 A independence & Personal Being alone 10. I S. 17.20 
Personal responsibility 20,21 
Responsibility Independence 2.3.4.9.12.13.14 
Being assertive 20,21 
Being self sufficient 2.6.8.9.10.12,14.1 S. 16.17.18#20.21 
Being single minded 3.6.8,10,12.13.131; 1 
Awareness Being Balanced 1.2,4,8,12.13.16.20 
Knowing oneself 2.4.3.8.110.13.17.19.2-0 
Inner awareness 2,15,16.20.21 
Coping with Success I landling success 21. 
caling with Fa lure Accepting failure 3.13.16.18,19.20.21 
Experiencing failure 2.3,3,7.9.10.13.16.17,20.21 
Perceived failure 2,3.7.9.16 
Dealing with External Coping with external 2.3,5.10.13.1$. 16.11.20 
distractions 
Distractions Combatting homesickness 2,8.16 
Full Attention on Task I laving full attention 2,3.4,5.10.14.16.1 ?. ' . 10,21 
Mental readiness 4.5.10,21 
Dealing with the present 5.7.9.13.13020,21 
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Appendix B 
IL 
Emergent concepts, supporting key point codes and 
sources of data for the Elite Coach sample, n= 33 
(25 m, 8 f) 
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]Emtrgtnt concept Supporting Codes Source of Data 
ElItt Coach interviews Including coded key 
(Key point) point 
Self Confidence Self confidence 1,2.9.11,12.13.14,16,17.21.23.24,23,27,31.32,33 
Perception of ability 3,5,6.9,14.15.30. 
Confidence in ability 2,3,9.12.13.16.17.20.23.24,30.32 
Confidence in training 
programme 23,30.32 
Confidence in coach 23 
Winning confidence 6,8,32 
Technical confidence 13,20,23 
Speciric confidence 32 
Self Belief Self Belief 1,13.17.20.21,23.32 
Dedication and Dedication 4.6,8. 
Commitment Commitment 6,8.17.27,30,32 
Self Discipline 4, V, 30.32 
Motivation and Desire Self Motivation 4.8 
Drive and Desire 27,31 
Having the incentive 20 
Determined nature 2.4.8,10,12.13.19,20ý24,28,30 
Wanting It badly enough 13 
Will to win 4,10.13A3 
Indcpcndcnt & responsible 3,4,5.8.10,12.14.22.23.28 
Staying motivated 20 
Absolute Focus Absolute focus 1.2,3.4.9. iO. 1-2.13.15.17.13.20,23,24,28,30. 
Maintaining focus 1,3,5,19,23A. 31 
I laving vision 8.13.17,20,23.24.30 
Consistent focus 1.3.5,13.20,23,31 
Staying clear headed 2,8.10.13.23 
Staying in the present 2ý20 
Auto pilot 2,28 
Seeiniz the big picture 17,20,24 
Us e of Mental Skills Use of Positive self talk 17,20 
Use of powerful Imagery 20 
Goal Setting 12,20 
Dealing with external 
distractions 3.8.12,13,1 S. 20,21,24,31,32 
Effective Decision Making 2.15 
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Gaining the Mental Edge Rising to the occasion 28 
Big occasion toughness 23 
Not giving anything away 12 
Being single minded 12.13 
Doing the job Is 
Being ruthless 4,12,27 
Killer instinct 10 
flates losing 21 
1 laving a professional attitude 
Having maturity 8.10.15 
Living close to the edge Is 
Looking after oneself 2 
Winning mentality 12 
Not making excuses 8.12.13,23,24,32,33 
Courage and convietion 22 
Being consistent 2.3 
Showing conceit for the 13,20,28 
opposition 
Loving the competition 11 
20 
Dealing with Set-Backs Dealing with set-backs 1.3,4,6,12,13.15,16,19,20,23,24,27,29.30,31.32 
Dealing with form lapses in 
form 3.9,12.20 
Losing face 21 
Dealing with losing 19,20 
Dealing with Mistakes Dealing with external 
distractions 1.2,3,9.12 13.15,20,21,23,24.32 
Being able to Block out 7,20,23,24,27 
Handling Pressure I landling Pressure 2,4,5,13,14,18, &10,23,28,29,30.32 
Being smart under pressure 
Handling event pressure 2,30 
Not feeling over awed on the 14,23,28.32 
day 
self CO Self control 8.9.12.16.23 
Technical control 5,8.9,20 
Being patient 3 
Control of ego 12.13.20.23 
Emotional control 1,13,11.20,21.23 
Handling Success Dealing with success 12,20,23 
Not fearing success 13 
2-revious Experience 
_ - 
Previous experience - 8,10,13,18,20,23,23,29,12 ýi yslcal FI tness- Physical toughness 17,21 
Extreme fitness 4,11,13.10,24,32 
Natural toughness II 
PhYsical Coping Ability Coping with Pain 12,16,23.27 
Coping with Discomfort 8,10,23,24 
Perform when exhausted 8,10 
Dealing with fatigue 9.10.13, 
Training Situations Being away from home 13,32* 
Training methods 1.5,6.14,15.17.19,21,25 
Smart training 1,4.13,14.20 
Tough training 4,10.13.15,16.19.23; 4,30 
Training culture 1,4,19 
Competitive training 
I environment 4.8,17,10,27,32 
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Training with the best 8,17,23, 
Situational Demands Discipline Requirements 2.4,6.8,12,13,15.17,20,23 
Situation issues 2,8,10.19ý20,28 
Lifestyle Management Lifestyle demands 1.6.10.23,32 
Adaptation to environinent 9.10.20.32 
Eitending Oneself Beyond Extending oneself 
the Comfort Zone Pushing oneself 
Leaving the comfort zone 12 
Making sacrifices 30 
RaisinR the bar 14 
Dealing with Stress & Controlling the nerves 2.4,5,13,16,17.20,21.23. 
Anxiety Dealing with worry about 
performance 2.8,11.16.17,23 
Dealing with worry over 
selection 12.21 
Absence of negatives 13 
Dealing with fear 9.11,23,24,25,32, 
Controlling anxiety & 
I folding It together 25, 
1 Staying relaxed 6,13,21,23 
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1 Emergent concept Supporting Codes Source of Data 
Elite Coach Interviews Including coded 
(Key point key point 
Self Belief 
- 
Self belief l. Z6.7.8,9.14.16.19.20,23.26,29.3 IJZ. ]J. 34.33 
Telf Confidence Self confidence I A4,6,7,8.10.11.12.14,15.17,19.20,22. 
23,24,25,26.28,29,30.35,37 
Self conf idcnce In ability I. Z6.7.8,9.14.18,19.29.31.32.33.34.35 
Self belief 1.2.6.7.8.9.14.16,19.20.23.26.29.31.32.33.34,33 
Respect from others 2.3.4,6.7.15,20,26,27,31,32,35.36 
Knowing your tough 7.20 
State confidence 2 
On the day confidence 2.3.6,10.15.19 
In training programme 9A3.6,15,20,26.30. 
Dealing with Mistakes Dealing with mistakes 1.7,8,9,12,15.16,18.21.22,23.26,27.29,32.34, 
and Setbacks Dealing with setbacks 1,2.4.7.8,9.11.12,14,15.16.18.19,21,22.23. 
cont, 24.25.26,27.29,31,34,33.37 
Dealing with failure 7,20,36, 
Coping with adversity 7,20X, 36 
Proving people wrong 2.6.12.19,29,32.34 
Getting through a 
difficult phase 7,26 
lute Focus Being Focused 1ý2,7.12.14,30.33,35 
Ability to focus 2,3,4,5,8,10.13.14,15,16.17.19,21,29.30.34,3S 
Mental parking 8.12 
Unconscious quality 6,10,19,28,29 
Staying in the present 35 
In the zone 30 
Not thinking too much 1.26 
Mental intensity 12,29.34 
Antlety Control Dealing with anxiety 2.3,6,7.8.25,26,27,28,30,31 
Controlling the nerves 2,3.6,7,8,16.25,26.28,30,33,35 
Dealing with worry 2.6,7.10,35 
Worrying about others 30 
Avoiding negative 
thoughts 3.6.8,10.19,20,26,29,30,31.33 
Avoiding complacency 35 
Re-intcrprcting anxiety 10. 
Feeling overawed 10.28,30 
Staying relaxed 23 
Not thinking too much 23.26.27 
Dialing with Situational Media exposure 7. Issues Non selection 2,16,29. 
Team pressures 12,16,28,34 
1 laving the opportunity 
to medal 20,36 
Dealing with a lire threat 7.17,37 
Dealing with captaincy 12,28,34,36 
Dealing with team mates 6.9,12,15.16.20,26,2V9,30,34 
Dealing with different 
conditions 2,8.12,26,33.36 
Travelling lifestyle 15 
Lifestyle demands 2,6.8.10,15,19,29.35 
Dcaling with a circus 7,25.35 
environment at the*Gamcs 
Competitive scicction 3.4.9.16.29 
Lifestyle Issues 
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Self Control Self control 1.2.7.8,12.17.20,23,2S. 29.32 
Big point control 1,6.8,13,20.26 
Control of ego 19,26 
Self demanding 3,4,15.26 
Refusing to be Intimidated 26 
Making it happen I 
Avoid feeling sorry for 19 
oneself 
Dealing with Expectations Achieving the unexpected 2.12.13 
Dealing with expectations 15,26.32 
Winning when expected to 
win 2,15.26,32 
Dealing with Personal Being self critical 3,4,9,13,20.23,26.32 Pressures Imposing exacting standards 2,3,4 
Internal pressure 1.2.3.4.30 
Dealing with Distraction Dealing with distractions 2,3,4,6,7.8.13.20.21,23.23.26.23.29.30.32.34.33.36' 
Blocking out 1.3.4.6,7,14,15,20,26,28.30.35.36 
Keeping it all In perspective 7.19.26.37 
Not thinking too much 
about it all 1.9.10,26.31 
The Winning r*lentility Higher level mental skills 1.2.3,4.7,23,26.33.36 
Knowing how to win 1.15,26, 
The winning mentality 1,2,3,4.6,11,13.18.19.20,23.26ý29.31,36 
Ability to seize the 
opportunity 1,8.13.20,26 
Showing resilience 1.2,3.4,6.7,18,20,23.23.26.31.36,37 
I laving, the killer touch I 
Making it happen 1,6.7.15.23,25.26,27.32 
Doing it when It matters 7.23.26 
Grinding a result 26 
Not showing a weakness 1.20 
Being single minded 7.11.18.27.31.36 
Being ruthless 1.11.18,26.31.36 
Making effective decisions 19.24.32 
D; termination Determined 3,6,8,9,11,16,18.19.21.22,24.34 
Making sure you get 
what you want 15.30 
Reaching the intensity 
level 29,34 
Inner strength 8 
Inner fight 20 
Channeling your desire 1,20,21.24,32 
I leart v head 19,29 
No Fear Not feeling ovcr-awed 35 
Not having excuses 19 
No rear at all 2.19.27.31.34. 
Critical Nioments Dealing with immediate 
situations- one off chances 1,14,25.27.36.37 
Big point situations 1.9.15.20,26 
Ready room mentality 14,25,37 
Reactions to others I landling feedback 2.3.4.20.26,34 
- - - 
Proving people wrong 2 12 19.29.31.32 
d-lng Wbeyond the Fl te n Extending oneself 2,3.4.19, 
Comfort Zone Pushing oneself 24. 
Going beyond where never 
been before 2,3.4.34 
Team application beyond 
comfort zone 2.3.4. 
Previous Experience Previous experience of 
being there before 1.2.3.4,7.12.21.26.31.32,33.36 
-Athlctic maturiry 
2.7.32 
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Goal Setting Setting personal targets 8.10, IZ19.21.32 
Being flexible 7 
Being patient 8,26.36, 
Using ego orientation positively 
2 
-Positive 
Self Talk Using positive self talk effectively- 1.2,7.19,29 
commitment Total commitment & 1.20,23.26j2 
Being totally dedicated 11.20,21.26,32 
Driving Ambition Driving ambition 2.3.4,18.20.33J6 
Wanting it badly enough 1,2,3.4,20,26,35.36 
iration I Using mental skills to prepare well_ 1 2.3.4.7,18,34.36 
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Adventure/Explorer sample -listed 
disciplines 
Elite Coach sample -listed disciplines 
Elite Athlete sample -listed disciplines 
Igh 
t 
Adventurer / Explorer Sample -Number -21 (17 malco 4 female) 
1. Mountaineer 
2. Mountaineer 
3. Mountaineer - Climber 
4. Adventurer 
5. Climber 
6. Explorer 
7. Climber 
8. Climber 
9. Kayaker 
10. Mountaineer Climber 
11. Adventurer 
12. Adventurer 
13. Explorer 
14. Adventurer 
15. Military Officer 
16. Mountaineer - Climber 
17. Explorer 
I S. Adventurer/ Yachtswoman 
19. Climber * 
20. Mountaineer / Climber 
2 1. Mountaineer / Climber 
* denotes female 
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Elite Coach Sample -number -33 (25 male, 8 female) 
1. Basketball 
2. Equestrian 
3. Rugby 
4. Swimming 
5. Canoe Slalom 
6. Swimming * 
7. Field Hockey 
8. Sailing * 
9. Canoe Slalom 
10. Sailing * 
11. Sailing" 
12. Field Ifockey* 
13. Badminton* 
14. Field Hockey" 
15. Swimming* 
16. Bobslcigh* 
17. Swimming* 
18. Track and Field Athletics* 
19. Boccia** M 
20. Canoe Slalorn* 
21. Swimming* 
22. Basketball 
23. Swimming* 
24. Cycling* 
25. Swimming* 
26. Badminton* 
27. Field Hockey 
28. Swimming* 
29. Field I lockey** 
30. Swimming* 
31. Equestrian" 
32. Cycling* 
33. Cycling * 
*- coachcd athletcs who havc won mcdals at major championships 
29 / 33 - 88% of sample 
*$- fcmale coach 
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Elite Athlete Sample - number - 37 ( 14 male v 23 female 
) 
1. Badminton 
2. Rowing 
3. Rowing 
4. Rowing 
5. Swimming 
6. Badminton 
7. Modem Pentathlon 
S. Snooker ** (*) 
9. Badminton* 
10. Swimming 
11. Cycling * 
12. Field Hockey" 
13. Sailing ** 
14. Swimming * 
15. Badminton * 
16. Field Hockey 
17. Kayak ** 
18. Cycling" 
19. Swimming 
20. Badminton 
2 1. Equestrian 
22. Sailing" 
23. Canoe Slalom 
24. Cycling ** 
25. Swimming * 
26. Badminton * 
27. Canoe Slalom* 
28. Field Hockey" 
29. Field Hockey" 
30. Badminton* 
3 1. Swimming"( 
32. Canoe Slalom 
33. Equestrian * 
34. Field hockey* 
35. Swimming * 
36. Track and Field Athletics 
37. Swimming * 
*- athletcs who havc won mcdals at major championships 
32 / 37 athletes - 86% of sample 
** - female athlete 
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1. 
IhIlin-terviewAguide. mental toughnns autitions Sind Rrvbes 
I Am interested in understanding different subjective experiences of adventurers, elite 
coaches and elite athletes within their chosen disciplines. I am particularly interested 
in Your Perceptions (what you think) and how you explain the concept of mental 
toughness. I am not interested how others explain it or what they think it is. I gun 
seeking to find out and develop an understanding from your own perspective am 
what Your thoughts are on the questions being asked. Take as much time as you like 
in answering the questions. If you do not understand what I ask, please ask me to 
Mat it or re-phrase, it for you. Please explain exactly what you think M what you 
have previously heard, read or what you think others think it is. Some of the questions 
will ask you to recall previous experiences. If you cannot recal] them vividly and be 
able to describe them please do not offer explanations or provide false information- If 
You cannot recall your thoughts or feelings at the time just inform me of that. Please 
do not try and guess any answers, it is important you provide answers that are true ad 
consistent with your own thoughts, feelings and beliefs. It is about your own 
subjective thoughts and experiences. . 
To compliment the questions you are asked to consider a personal experience in 
where you have either demonstrated mental toughness (or its alternative term) or you have observed an experience demonstrated by others, in order to identify specific 
characteristics within its make up. Do you accept the term Mental Toughness and have You used it at all in your past experience ? 
Question I 
Do you accept the term Mental Toughness and have you used it At an I'm Your 
past experience ? 
Elaboration probe I a: If so, how do you attempt to exPIAI8 it ?I need to MY 
understand how you have used it in certain situations and what It consisted off 
Thinking back what factors contAbuted to the mental toughness? Art you able 
to describe and explain the experience in detail ? 
Or 
Elaboration probe lb: If not, do you prefer any other explanation that you may 
OfFers to better explain / Interpret the concept ?, Then using your own term how 
do you attempt to explain it ?I need to fully understand how you have used It In 
3 
certain situations and what it consisted of? Waking back what factors 
contributed to it ? Are you able to describe the esperience ? 
Alternative questions : 
Can you think of a personal experience when you or a colleague demonstrated 
mental toughness and describe what It was about that experience that you 
considered it to be so mentally tough? 
Or 
Have you ever demonstrated what you consider to be mental toughness In your 
experience, if so could you please describe that experience In deftil and what you 
did In that situation ? Can you think of that experience and describe It In detail 
As it happened ? 
Elabomýon probe 1c: if not, do you prefer any otber explanation that You USAY 
offert to better explain / Interpret the concept 
Altemative options: 
Can you think of a personal experience when you or a collespe demonstmed mental 
toughness and, describe what it was about flat experience that you considered 
It to be 
so mentally toush? 
Or 
Elaboralion probe lb: If noý do you prefer anY Other CxPlar'At'On dAt YOU msy offcr 
to better explain / interpret the concept ? 
4 
If them are any questions which you would like to revisit or have had any difficultY 
with, Please let me know and I will attempt to rephrase them for you. Thank you for 
Your time, in sharing your thoughts with me, it is much appreciated. All the 
information will stay confidential and I will be forwarding 
& full verb"im tMn5c"Pt 
to you and a member check document for you to review in the near future. 
Tom Fawcett. 
Interviewer copy only 
Possible follow up questions to compliment dialogue if emergent discussion 
allows: 
What do you consider to be the core components of mental tOuShOe" Or your 
alternative phrase within your own experience? 
Can mental toughness make the difference between %rinning and losing a MOU 
in A 
major Championship? 
Do you have a specific example? If so could you describe it In dcuil? 
Can You still be MT and to have failed in what you do? 
If so, how? 
Do you think different tasks require different asPcds Of being Pugh? 
Do you think tough athletes are tough in other lifestyle ate"? 
5 
If SO, in what ways are people different, could you provide typical examples? 
Or 
DO You think tough athletes are tough in everything they do (consistent) orjust in 
their sports discipline ? Do you think it transfers? 
If so what factors transfer across situations? 
Do you think experiencing. a set back is important when developing MT ? 
If so, what is it about setbacks that make people toughen UP? 
How much do you think previous experience plays a part in making people tough? 
How has experience had an effect on you? 
Do you think people can train to be tough, or is toughness in ones personal make-up? 
Or 
DO You think we all have it within us, but many people just choose not to explore 'it? 
How much do you think MT is linked to physical toughness ? 
If so could you provide an example to explain the link? 
If there are any questions which you would like to revisit or have had any difficulty 
with, Please let me know and I will attempt to rephrase them for you. 71"nk you f0f 
your time, in sharing your thoughts with me, it is much appreciata All the 
information will stay confidential and I will be forwarding the full verbatim tninscript 
to you and a member check document for you to review In the near future. 
Tom Fawcett. 
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2. 
Dear 0 
Crosby Road South 
Watcrloo 
uvcfpwl 
MerM-side 
L22 I RO 
2P Fcbrumuy2000 
Could you find a few minutes to scan the material enclosed and Please send it back to 
me Vlease find enclosed a set of data categorim which I have coded fi=n Yo" intavic* datL As a credibility check could you Please scan the highlighted text and indicate by initialling the text next to the node title if you agree that the label catcrq is acceptable for 
Your explanation. The example below provides you with what you need to do as it was 
accepted as a correct label for the explanation. 
COACHES 
Definition: 
REGISTERING WEANNESSES THEN DOING SOMETHING ABOUT' THEM TO 
IMPROVE 
+ 
+4+ ON-LINE DOCUMENT. Author Elite Coach I 
... Retrieval for this document: I unit out of 285, - 0.35% 
++Text units 189-189: 
$Coach I: I, I think, I don't know about technique or whatever but it is back 
to this, if You can picture yourself in that situation and you work out 
all the little bits, like for example, something like serving, 4K Lf 
. 
fy k and work on it 11A# misl you have got a weakness In your save, you ldmd 
, So when It redly comes, when push comes to shove, Lq the Olynyxies at 13 OU 
In the Sk K 
You stand over 
th at serve and)w go phew, and ft goes In reaffy tight 
, and as a resu&yom win 1haipoint, yov wbj be jourmmenj. Whcre&s0thcrp0ople I know who won't accept that their save is a weakness. so they go to the Olympic garrs", 
Playing wc1l, comes to the crunch, they don't see it as a weakness, they 
90 in there and the thing doesn't go over or it pops up and loses the 
Point. loses the match. Someone says you am unlucky there, bL* blah. blah, its more bemuse they haven't focused on their weakness of what they have 
got to work on. 
Your data produced Interesting and valuabk materid. I would like to thank you 
for bclping 
me ill this research Project. Please return the documents signed, back to rw when you 
ha%v 
finisW reviewing them. I have enclosed a second copy for your kccPiAg and a 
SAE for the 
Mum of the master copy. 
Any problems Please feel five to call me and I will discuss any issues %ith )v%L 
Yours 
Tom Fawcett 
University of Salford 
I MMAL TOUGHNESS INTERVIEW 
Member check 
E14: ATHLETE- - MALE 
Great Britain 
Name : 
TRAOK AND FIELD ATHLETICS 
(HIGH JUMP) 
), ý to datc: 
7bis is to confirm that Tom Fawcett conducted an interview with myself 
( xx) on the subject of "mental toughness. " The interview was recorded in written 
fO'M and I have checked and can confirm that this is a true record of the transcript . 
I agree to the coding of the categories included within this document, given 
the material provided unless stated and questioned. 
Siped 
............ 
Date: 
BELOW ARE THE MENTAL FACrORS WHICH WERE IDENTIFIED AS BEING RELATM TO 
MENTAL TOUGHNESS FROM YOUR DMERVIEW. 
71c extracts are your comments, which were taken from the transcript to explain the 
factor. If You agree they are a correct and a true representation of what was said 
Please initial by the side of each example. If not please indicate a change if require& 
ON-UNE DOCUMENT. 
ATlilZM/MALVMNTALJDEAUNO WrrH PRESSURVIIANDLING FAILURE 
AIIMEM4L4tXAGNTALIDEAUNOwrMpRESsUREtEVENTPRESSUREMOINGrrwuLNrr 
AllUATES/MAJLZSIENTAJLIDETERMU4ED/IUVIN(; THR orrORTUNM TO MIDAL 
ATHLrIT"ALEIREMALIGAMING THE MINTAL EDGE 
ATIILETES/hLAIEMENTAIJwinning or losing fitetar/TAICING THE RISK 
ATHLETES/MALFjWNTALqjANjDUNo PRESSMUMVENT PRESSURE 
9 
0 ATIO-vrESIMALEIMNTALA)RIVING AMBITIONMANTING fr BADLY RMUCH 
0 ATHLErES/MALEIPHYSICALJDEALING WrM PHYSICAL WJURY AND PZRFOahC4G 
0 ATHEZMS&IALE(EMCVnONALJCONTROL 
0 ATHLETESIMALE/ENVIRONMENT/IIWNWG RFMVIOUR 
0 (2143) /ATHIETES/MALE/ENVIRONMENT/SrrUATIONAL DEWL"M 
0 In* Node&M pEp. SONAL EXAWLE. =ft4pmtwWsdjwg mm6 
* Free Nodewbm it exbt ? 
0 Free NodosfiWomW ToRgWwn i. -- h 
Question related to : Dealing with a knockback 
I think .. MT comes from the preparation to be able to be MT. 117bere's 
quite a bit In the preparation but a lot of It Como frum the COmPcdn& AW of kids come through when they am 14,15,16,17 and I did that 
myself - British records, number 1 In the countryt but I waSN't One Of them I went to the British Schools on five occasions and came 2ad , so If You do that a lot of It was to prove and strive to be a winner when 
the guy who was ahead of me had It easier. So a lot Of It was ItArOlOg how to be tough, I could take a knock. 
Tf SO Ids take that oM die ability to bounce back and take a knock. how important is that to deWoping Mr ? Setbacks are interesting Rod You 
had them on 5 separate occasions in your teenage year$ I Did you get fed 
up of being 2nd ? 
* Yeah, If I had come through and won them and won MfY COmPcdtIOa9 
and been extremely talented then I don't think I would have been as 
tough. 
Tf In Your finals, In Atlanta and Barcelona, did you go to botk to win 
a modal ? 
*Yeah. 
Tf You got a nmW in Atlanta but not Barcelona is dW correct 7 
*yak 
Tf Was it because you took the risk in 1992 ? 
* Barcelona was the reason I fWsW the world number 1. Aldmogit I 
did's 9t acbieve a medal Barcelona and dealing with The di"P13418tru"'t Of 
not tefting a me" was the reason I finislied the mason as world number 
MW can train wbat you feel Is 100% for the year leading up to tM 
next major ebamplonswp and you can men up at tbe major champlowltip. Giving 1001/6 of what you can possibly give , and you suddenly get that setback and you don't perform , then the FeBowing time YOU train and give 110 1/9 - You already feel that you have given the 100% but you rWd 
Ad Rtde bit extra to push you toward that reward. 
To talce a medal in Barcelona would have been like winning the OlymPk 
tma to me. So not taldng a medal in M2 was a big big disappointsoem 
to me. 
2. 
Quud()n Itlated to: MT related to just doing it wben it matters 
Big Event mentality 
*I think It is, I had a long conversation with Darren Campbell the 
edw day and he mid if you look at the 111kes of Unford Christie when 
he was coming through , if you look at a typical seawn and the list of times Yon would be looking at 10 - 2's and 10 -3's ,( which were craP timeO yet at the major championships he would be well lower. Because 
You set Yourself goals accordingly. Money is not the be all and end all, 
although we all need money to live, but its not all about that really. 
TO some Its more than that and at the major events it Is about that. I 
wM Set to the worlds or the Olympics stronger or I will do at grand 
PFIx clr=t and make the money I yet when you get to the major 
ch"ionships you are shot to pieces I Ali your best performanm am 
left behind on the grand prix circuit I 
* In CvtrY one of those major championships in which I won Medah there 
wAs another guy there who also medalled. He was a polish guy called 
he mdMiust aft me and you would not see him anywhere all year 
2Pfft from the major championships. He would come to the grand Prix's Dow 
and again andiump 2.15,2.17, these were heights that kids caniump I He would 90 to the major events and pull out a 2.37, or a 2.35 , because at the end of the day that was needed at the majors. 
0 Nothing. there's nothing wrong with that at all. You talk to people 
who 90 to the circuit and those who haven't been around it for a while or 
who have Just come on to the circuit and you ask them who do you think 
will be a major player ? They would mention lots of names but miss oul 
the guy -I would say what About that guy whojust, comes out for the 
majOrs and who has won a medal here and a medal there , and he also won a 
me" there in that big one ? 
3. 
QuOdOn reWW to : Handling a disappointment 
* Yes and no, I went into it to win but I went into the games redly highly Mnked and I had a realization going into the games that some 
People nmr ever get to compete in an Olympic Games. not because they 
am good enough, but they nem have the hick of being in the position 
that they am able to compete and in the position that they are in gTed 
Although It was an Initial disappointment of only getting a brwze 
medd It was Closely followed by the relief that I did sd a nwdsl In A 
m*r Cb&MPiOPAWPL So there was a sense of reW In getting the broom In Adanta. 
TO tRIM a medal In Bartelona would have been like winnifig the CHYmPic 
10 
PRICS to am. So not taking a medal in M was a big, big disappointment 
to a*. 
Question rehftd to : 
GETIING THE MENTAL EDGE OVER AN OPPONENT 
* WA I used to think that I know I'm tough enough mentally and I'm 
DCYCI out of the garne. I knew that and they knew that I knew they were 
100king at me and thinking he's still in and he's not out of this by far. 
The M who is winning the world championships now 2003 ( Stefan Ha=), 
when I was nuniber I in the world and was competing in Sweden, the guy 
was A little ***hole. This guys small and he's coming through and very 
wrogant and had no respect for what I had done. So, I used Mr to psyche 
the Poor guy out I shouldn't have done it but I was using it as a bit of 
fUL I'M Sorry, if your doing that and thinkin about the guy walking 
found in front of you with an Olympic medal I So, what I decided to do 
was to follow the guy round and where ever he went I went and where CM 
be Sat down I sat down and I made him think about me rather fl= think 
AbMt the competition. Ever time he went tojurnp the bar in practice I 
wag after him and cleared it Where ever you want to be I'll be them 
Now I didn't enjoy doing that but at the end of the day, I probably did 
him a 6vour. 
I'm Adaft, the SW who finished 4th there was a guy called Tappich 
he's been banned a couple of times for drugs incidently. Before the 
04Wics I made a point of going around everybody and wishing them good JUCL Buk its not a game, its just the way I am. At the end of the daY 
tb='s nothing I can do to stop themiumpiAg well andjumping 2.40. MdS 
M, I went to shake his hand and hejust looked at me and igxwmd me. 
Wdl I rise to stuff Mw that anyway and when I'm standin thereand 
looking at 2.35 which was the height that won me the me". I'm standing 
there Me looking at the bar and 50 % looking at that guy. I'll show you 
how to do it and no-one bun me like that, you're the one who's been 
done for drugs and I'm the one trying to be courteous, and you won't 
acknowledge it, so stuff it 
coat 
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3. 
NO*IST Material 
All NUD*IST material is available on CD rom for perusal. Confidentiality has to be 
respeded. The raw data archive contains all transcribed interviews and Dode index 
Sygm for each sample group. Each individual received a personal member chwk 
documpnt based on his or her octracted data for analysis. These are available for 
SautinY subject to confidentiality. 
Q-S-IL NUD. IST Power version, revision 4.0. 
Licensee: UNN. 
PROJECT: PHD97 - 2003, User FAWCETT TOM. 
Free Nodes = 441 
Index tree mute = 1249 nodes for 3 major sample groups 
LIST OF MAJOR NODES FOR EACH SAMPLE GROUP: 
ADVEDýýNMLFJMENTAL 
Created. 14: 01,14 Oct, 1998. 
LIM modified: 12: 58,19 Mar, 2003. 
Ile Wings of this node mv 
(312) /ADVENTURE/FFIAALE/PHYSICAL 
(313) /ADVENTUREAFEMALE/EMOTIONAL 
(314) /ADVENTUREAFEMALE4ENVIRONMENTAL 
00* Mie dddrtn of this node are: 
(1111) 1ADVEWLTREOWAL EWENTAUSELF CONFIDENCE 
(3112) /ADVENTEJRE/FEMAL E/MENTAUCombating fear 
(3113) /ADVENTUREffiENIAL E/MENTAUSMiAl SuPPOrt 
(3114) /AD 
(3115) /AD 
(3116) /ADVENTUpyjFEMAL EavnMrAL/Disciplinc 
(3117) /AD 
(3118) /AD 
(3119) IADVENTLTRFJEMALEWENTAUA Some Of PersPOcti" 
(31110) /ADVENTUR6ý ýýALipERSONAL MEANING 
(31111) /ADVENTUREMEMA LE/MENTAIANDEPENDENCE 
(31112) IADVENITiREtFEMA LEft, (ENTAL/Fffecthv Dedsion Maldng 
(31113) /ADVEN7ljREIFEMA LE/NtWAL/Patience 
(31114) /ADVENTtiRE/FEMA LE/NEENTAIJAcccp'Uum of failwo 
(3 1115) /ADVENTURFjFEMA LFJM]WrAIjNornW behmour 
(31116) 
(31117) 
/ADVENTURE/FEMA 
/ADVENrrURE)FEMA 
LE/NHWrAUCOPing with death 
LEftEENTAIjDEAUNG WrrH PRESSURE 
(31118) /ADVENTbREfFENLA LEftvfENTAL/Dealing with Mental Drainage 
(31122) /ADVENTURE/FEMA LE/mENTAUAbility tO SWIrcr 
12 
ADVINTUREAMMALUPHYSICAL 
creaw: 14.01,14 Ocý 1998. 
Likst MWifled: 12: 58,19 Mar, 2003. 
7be ablings of this node am: 
(3 11) /ADVENTURE/FEMALE /UEMAL 
(313) /ADVENTURE/FEMALE /EM(YnONAL 
(314) /ADVENTURE/FEMALE ADCvMNMENTAL 
000 Mic dWd= of this no& am: 
(3121) /ADVEwnJRE/MMAL E/PMICAtratamirA 
(3122) ADVENWREMEMAL EMYSICAULack of Oxygm 
(3123) /ADvENTuREIFEmAL E/MIYSICALVorsicaI - mew lb* 
(3124) /ADVEN7UREIFEMAL E/PIIYSICAUCeping with Ph)-SIW disoomfort 
ADVIENTURL/nMALJUEMOTIONAL 
Crcaw&* 14.01,14 Oct. 199& 
Last modified. 12: 58,19 W4 2003. 
7be rablinp of this node am: 
(311) /ADVENnIREAFEMALE/ MENTAL 
(312) /ADVENTURETEMALE/ PHYSICAL 
(3 14) /ADVENTUREyFEmALE xNviRONMENTAL 
**4 71t dAldren of this node am: 
(3131) IADvENTuRFJFEMALE IMACYTIONAIXA*ng WM Mum 
(3132) /ADVENTuRMMALE IEM07IONALXoaWlinS awdws 
ADVIENTURLIMIALLIENVIRONMENTAL 
Envimsiment & smational flacton 
000 cresta. 11: 0 1,15 09,199& 
00* Last modified: 12: 58,19 Mar, 2003. 
00* Mw ablings of 0" node am: 
(3 11) /AI)VENTUItEIFEmALE /MENTAL 
(3 12) /ADVENTURE/FEMALE /MfYSICAL 
(3 13) /ADVENTURE/FEMALE /EM(nIONAL 
0*0 Ile cWldren of this node am: 
(3141) /ADVENTURENEMALE ADMONNa: tMAIJAcccpdq the Silugioa 
(3142) /ADVENrUREIFEMALE /IDMRONN04TALIF-Vaierm itadf 
(3143) /ADVENTME/FEmALE AENVIRC)NMENTAlJbuman rwilk= 
(3144) /ADVENTURE-a-wALE tENviRoNmmAijmLmCuLOUS PREPARATION 
AND PLANNING 
00 
ADVENTuRE t mAt, ri mF, 
Prichological diaracerisitic 
*** creaw: 13: 41.14 Ock 1998. 
$40 Lag modiflad: 14: 28.26 Mar. 2003. 
0*0 The siblinp of Lhis node am: 
(322) /ADVENTURE/MAI XMIYSICAL 
(323) /ADVENTuRFjmAL E/EManONAL 
(324) /ADVENTURLML E/Finimmcnt 
* *'0 The diiktren of this node am: 
(3211) /ADVOMMMA LE/MENTALMeins Alone 
(3213) /ADvENTuRE/mA LENENTALAACK OF FM 
(3214) /ADVENnJRE/MA LJ&WENTALJW Confidence 
(3216) /ADVEMiREMA LEMENTALRORWARD PLANNING 
(3217) /ADvFxruRE/MA LE/MENTAlJAvoWinS Mental SUps 
13 
(3219) /AD 
(32110) ADVENTUREM AIMMENrALIntultion 
(32112) ADVENIUREIM ALEMENrAIRffective Decisim MakinS 
(32114) /ADVENTURFJ WLE/MENTAUWIsd= from ExperieWC 
(32115) ADVENIURFA AALEMENTAMomposum undkr Plenum 
(32116) /ADVENnJRE/M ALVWNTAUSic* Milmledom 
(32117) /ADVENTURE/M ALE/MENTAL/Ex; x: ticncinS Fagure 
(32118) /ADVENTURE/M ALFJNIENrAIAUwwia9 or4KU 
(32119) /ADVENTURE/M ALE/MENTALSOCW Support 
(32120) /ADVENTURE/m ALE/MENTAUC; octroI of Suva 
(32122) ADVENIUREM ALLWENTAUAbility to suffer 
(32123) /ADVENTLMEM ALEINENTAUDcalirg with Uwwtakq 
(32124) ADVENIUREM ALENEWAIAlandUns CoagWemy 
(32125) /ADVENTUREN ULEMENTALTersond ChgIcage 
(32126) /ADVENTLME/N IALE/UENTALADLIMUvM4AIlON 
(32127) /ADVEN7UREft AALE/NIENTALADWpJjw 
(32128) /ADVENTURE/M ALE/MM; rAIJAutonutic proceninS 
(32129) ADVEMIREN LALEMENTALTull Attention 
(32130) /ADVEMUREM ALE/MWAUSCDOC of purpose 
(32132) /ADVEN7URFJN LALE/NIENTALA]nstaUlity 
(32133) /ADVENTUREIM ALE/MENTALA'Mic= 
(32134) /ADVENjURE/N LALEftiWALAfitjjqS your tarld 
(32135) /ADVENTURE/M ALEIMENTAtX. OIW*ting Hockesickwo 
(32136) /ADVENTUREIM ALE/MENTALISpontanchy 
(32138) ADVENWREIM ALEINWNrALICommou sense 
(32139) /ADVENTUREIN ULEMENTAIJAdaptsbk & Fkxibk 
(32140) /ADVENTURE/M ALXJMENTALSodng ft US pkwm 
(32141) 
(32142) 
/ADVD; rURE/M 
/ADVENTUREM 
AIXJMM4TALJMwW resov 
ALDNOTrALARAIT - DISPOSMON 
(32143) 1ADVENTUREft AALE1NWNrAUAJ31IXrY TO COPE 
(32144) /ADVENTURE/M ALFJMENTALIPERMVED iMPORTANCII 
(32145) ADVENTURE/N LkLEMENTALAassion 
(32146) /ADVENMJRE/M ALE/MENTAUMcnW Preparatiou todudques 
(32147) /ADVENTUREa AAMMENTAUSuccea a Fadum 
(32148) /ADVENTUREIM ALE/MEMALNormal behaviour 
(32149) /ADVENTUREft AALLIAE-WAUAbility to budk jeep dq)rhwlw 
Pb)siW ChamctaiWcs 
*** Creatod. 13: 53,14 Ocý 199& 
$00 IAU modiU&- 14: 16.26 Mar, 2003 
*** Vic iublinp of this Dode are: 
(321) ADVENTUREMA LEMENTAL 
(323) /ADVENTUREIMA LEMM(MONAL 
(324) /ADVENTUREINLA LE/Emilcm[wd 
**01 he chiWren of this node are: 
(3221) /ADVENTLML%U LFJPHYSICAL/ft=pdw o(Pb)%IW Tiuk Dcmd 
(3222) /ADVENTURE/MA LFJPHYSICALCombetinS plo" diwmfo" -Plic cw 
(3223) /ADVENTuREMA LE/PIIYSICALISupmne Fit i 
(3224) ADVOMMMA LEMNSICAUShWin theburdm 
(3225) /ADVENTURFMA LEMNSICAM)lIcAl AM 
(3226) /Ai)vENTURLMA LE/PIIYSICALJEVOLtMON 
(323) /ADVENTURE/mALLWOTIONAL 
**$ Cmaw&- IM 14 Oct 199& 
40* Last umMed. 14: 17,26 Ma4 2003. 
14 
The siblin gs of this Dode am: 
(321) ADVENTUREMAL MUNrAL 
(322) /ADVENTURE/MAL E/PHYSICAL 
(324) /ADVENTURE/MAL E/Emimament 
00* IU dilkinm of this Dode am: 
(3231) /ADVENTURE/NLAL E/EM(MONALTOSnTvMEIA71ON 
(3232) /ADVENTURE/MAL E/EM07IONAIJANGER 
(3233) ADVENIUREMAL E/EMOTIONAUDWing with dmh 
(3234) /ADVENTURE/MAL E/EMOTIONALJ=wtional-4=otionka 
(3235) /ADVENTURE/MAU EIEMOTIONAIJcooW of emadoo 
(3236) /ADVENTURE/MAU E/EMOIIONALAtlaWaS cnwtiaW bunkm 
(3237) /ADVENIURE/MAI XJEMOTIONALTxftrtW objeds 
(3238) /ADVENTURE/MAL E/EMOTIONALA)rhc 
(3239) /ADVENTURLUAL E/EM07IONALADoep Imv for, * hot you do 
ADVENTURUMALranvir«ment 
Situadonal / external hctors 
*$ Created. 9: 51,15 Od, IM. 
*Last modified: 13: 59,19' Mua 2003 
0 Týc siblings of this Dode am: 
(321) ADVENTUREMAL EMENTAL 
(322) /ADVENTURE/mAL E/PliYSICAL 
(323) /ADVENTURE/MAL E/EM07IONAL 
$$$ IU chiWrtn of this wde =: 
(3241) /ADVENrURE/MA LE/EnvifonmenUtOnwd LOW= 
(3242) /ADVEMURE/MA lEXuvironrDMXjdcnW fadm 
(3243) /ADVENTURE/MA LEMnvirorim=OimidlinS dw famufm 
(3244) /ADVEXnJRE/MA LEIFJnimamaUsitugitiOnfiI tOughrdm 
(3245) /ADVENTURE/MA LE/E-wiro=W&wm railic= 
(3246) 1ADvFxnmEwA LvEffko=cw role 
(3247) /ADVINIMý ýýýý kscif 
(3248) /AD Sed wffctins 
Cn*W: 14: 00.14 Oct IM. 
I. Ast rwdiMA: 13: 59. IV' Mamh 2003 
7be siblings of tWs node are: 
(112) /COACHESAFEMAL EMIYSICAL 
(113) ICOACtIESIFEMAL F"OTIONAL 
(114) /COACU-SIFEMAL E/EN"RONMENT 
(115) /COACHESNEMAL EMW- PACKAGE 
* ** 71be chiW= of this node am: 
(1111) /COACIIES&IMAI FJMENTAIAPAnENCE 
(1112) /COACHES/FEMAL E/mENTALJPERSONAL RESPONSIBHJTY 
(1113) /COACtIES/Fr-A4AL EIMENTALJMAWAM(3 FOCUS 
(1114) /COACIW-S/FEMAL E/MENTALtCONCEIT 
(1115) /COACHESIFEMAL EtWIENTALCONMURF- 
(1116) /COACI IESIFEMAL E/MENTAIJACCEPMO FAILURE 
(1117) /COACIW_S/FEMAI XJWNrAIJACCr-grANCE OF PEIMNAL WEAKNESSES 
(1118) /COACIIES/FEMAL VMe4TAIMISCIILINE 
(1119) /COACIIES/FEMAL EImENTAtiSELF CONFIDENCE 
(11110) /COACHESMENIA LEME NTAL'DOCWOa MAURS 
is 
(11111) /COACHES/M2AA LEMNTAUACCEPrANCE OF WE SrIUA71ON 
(11112) /COACHES/FEMA LEIMENTAL'Cognithv anxkty 
(11113) /COACHESXENlA LFJN(EMrAL/WIL. L TO WIN 
(11114) lCOACHESTEMA LE/MENTAIJACCEPTING CRMC%SM 
(11115) /COACHES/FEMA LEIMENTAIA)WinS With almiM 
(11116) /COACIW-S/FEMA LE/MEWAUDEVELOPING MENTAL SKILLS 
(11117) /COAC: HES/FEM EE/WNTAjAIAVlNo IIIE VISION AND AMMON TO 
REACH YOUR GOAL 
CQACHESAFF, MALEIPIIYSICA 
crcaw&. 14.00,14 Mý M 
Iw modiried: 13: 59,19* Mamb 2003 
IU o"blings of Ws Dodo am: 
(111) /COACHESIFENLALEMI ENTAL 
(113) /COAGWSMEMALE/E MOTIONAL 
(114) ICOACHESIFEMALE/E NVIRONMENT 
(115) /COACHES/FEMALEM IE PACKAGE 
*** Mic dffldrm of this Dodc am: 
(1121) /COACHES&T. MALE/P HYSICAUability to fed tk skill 
(1122) /COACHES/FEMAIXAI HYSICALINATURAL7MGllNESS 
(1123) /COACtW-%TEMALFM IYSICALA3EILAVIOURAL CILARACMUSTICS 
(1124) /COACIW-STEMAIZ" 
0N 0 VE 
IYSICA14TItYSICALTOUGIINESS 
71 MACHESAFEMAL M 
Created: ' 14.00.14 Oct 199& 
I. Ast modified: 13: 59,190b Mm6 2003 
Tlic siblings of dils node am. 
(111) /COACHES/FEMALFJM ENTAL 
(112) /COACILESMEMALEM SICAL 
(114) /COACHES/FEMALE/EN VIRONMENT 
(115) /COACITMEMALEM IE PACKAGE 
*** Mw childivn of this node me: 
(1131) /COACt]ES/FEMAUFA 
VIRON O 
ManONALtCONTROUJM EMOTIONS 
ME ACHESIFENALUM C 
CrcahA' 15.03,27 Jm 1999. 
IASt modirw&'13: 59,19'b Match 2003 
Mw siblings of tWs wk am: 
(111) /COACHES/FEMALE/M ENTAL 
(112) /COACIIES/FEMALE(PIIYSICAL 
(113) /COACHESNEMALE/EM 0710NAL 
(115) /COACHES/FEMAL. EnT lE PACKAGE 
*** The dWdma of this nodc sm: 
(1141) /COACHESIFEMALZV MRONMENT/SrIVAMONAL DEMANDS 
COACTIESNEMALEMIE PACKAGE 
PUrrING EVERY111ING TOGETHER WHEN REQUIRED 
CmaW&' 16: 59,4 Jan, 2003. 
Lad modified. 12: 58,19 Mar. 2003. 
Tlic siblings of this node am: 
(111) /COACIW-SMEMALEM WrAL 
(112) /COACtMSIFEMALE/PIIYSICAL 
16 
41 (113) /COACBES/FEMALE/EMOIIONAL 
(114) lCOACIMMIUMENVIRONMENT 
*** Ms Dodc has w cMdrem 
*$* Craded: 13: 58,14 Oct IM 
$* *Last modified: 12: 58,19 Ma. 2003. 
0*4 TIke sibUgs of Ws Dade vc: 
(121) /COACHES/NLALE/PHYSICAL 
(123) /COACHESMALVEM07IONAL 
(124) /COACHES/MALEIENVIRDNMENT 
$$0 71w ddklm of this node am: 
(1221) /COACHES/MALE/MENTAI. JUSING APPROPRIATE INTERVIDMONS 
(1222) /COACHES/MALE/MINrALd`SELF CONFMENCH 
(1223) /COACHES/MAIXVMINrAL/ABM= TO COPE 
(1224) /COACHES/MALEAIENTAIJABILITY TO FOCUS 
(1225) /COACIIES/MAI. ZMNrAlJPUSfflNG ONESELF 
(1226) /COACHES/MAUE/Mr-'NTAUACCEPTANCI! OF PERSONAL WEAKNESSES 
(1227) /COACI W. S/MALZ/ME NrAL/SUSTAINM DEMANDS 
(1228) /COACHES/MALZMNrAIMERFORMING WliEN EXIIAUSTED 
(1229) /coAam&mALmENTALJSELF MOTIVATION 
(12210) /COACHES/mAlZMNrALTROFESSIONAL A77Tn= 
(12211) /coAcHEs/mAT. ZmENTAIJACHIEVING PERSONAL CILALlJNGES 
(12212) /WACHEsimALEIMENTAUWrALCOMMrrMENT 
(12213) /COACI IES/MALrMWrAIJlVf7LL TO WIN 
(12214) lCOACHEsIMALEMENTALMEING INDEPENDENT' 
(12215) /COACtm&mALEftAWALItEMNSE-S*MDIMCULTSTMAIrIONS 
(12216) /COACIW--SINLkLE/NIENTAUCLEARIW-ADM 
(12217) ICOACIES/MAIXIMENTALAULLER INSTINCT' 
(12218) /COACIW-VMALE/MENTALMSINa TO 71113 OCCASSION 
(12219) /COACHES/MALE/ME-N`rAL/LACK OF FEAR 
(12220) ICOACIIE&MALE/MENTAUSINGLE MINDED 
(12221) /COACIIES/MALE/MENTAlJNOT FEARING SUCCESS 
(12222) /COACILES/NfALE/Mr'NrAUA=OuntmbflitY 
(12223) /COACHES/mALE/IvaNrAMIANDUNG PRESSURE 
(12224) /COACIT-WALE/MENTALIKEEPING PERFORMANCE VERY SIMPLE 
(12223) /COACIIES/MALEtMENTAUBEINO CONSISTENT OVER TIME 
(12226) /COACIIE&uALEIMENTAUMRFORMING CONSISTENTLY 
(12227) /COACIIES/MALEMNrAL/DRIVING AMBITION 
(12229) /COAOIES/MALE/WNrAL/CONSISTENCY 
(12229) /COACI-lES/MAIXJMENTAIJAUTO PILOT' 
(12230) JCOACljES/MAIEJMENI7ALAIAVIN0 COURAGE 
(12231) /COACHF-vmALE/MENTALMFECrIVE DE CLSIONS UNDER PRESSURE 
(12232) lCOACIIESIMALEIMENTALAMElt RESPONSIBILITY 
(12233) JCOACI w-s/MALE/MENTAIJMENrAL ATITTUDE 
(12235) ICOACHESIMALEIMENTALJONLY PART OF TI M FINISHEI) ARTICLE 
(12236) lCOACtiE. &IMALIZIMENTALTATIENCE 
(12237) /COACIE-WALE/MENTALJDEALING WrIll WINNING AND LOSING 
(12238) /coA(3m&mALE/mENTALAIAVINaVLSION 
(12239) /COACHES/MALE/MENTALSMMNO APPROPRIATE GOALS 
(12240) /COACI [ES/MALEIMENTALACT-PINO IT' SIMPLE 
(12241) /COACIIES/MAIXJMENTAIAMAGEMANAGMWr 
(12242) lCOACIIES/MALrVMENTALTERCEPllON OF ABIIJTY 
17 
640 Crcaw&- 13: 59,14 Ock 1"& 
*Lao modiflo& 13: 59, IV* March 2003 
0 7be siblinp of this node am 
(122) /COACHES/MALEMNrAL 
(123) /COACHES/MALE/EMOTIONAL 
(124) /COACHES/MALE/ENVIRONNUNT 
0** The children of this Dode we: 
(1211) /COACHESMALE/MlYSICAUAMUZ171C ABIIJff RELATIM TO 
DISCIPLINE 
(1212) MOACHESMAMPHYSICAUABUM TO FEEL TIM SKIM 
(1213) /COACIW-SMLkLEMIYSICAIJEXTREME FTMESS 
(1214) /COACHES/MALPJPIIYSICAIAWSICAL-TMINICALIVK 
(1218) /COACIW-S/MALE/PIIYSICAL413tFORMNO W104 EMIAUSTED 
COACTIESIMALE/EMOTIONAL 
crtsla* 13: 59,14 Oct. 199& 
LAA modified. 13: 59,19' March 2003 
Mw iublinp of this Dode we: 
(121) /COACHES/MALE/PHYSICAL 
(122) /COACHES/MALE/MENTAL 
(124) ICOA(: IMSIMALE/ENVIRONMENT 
0** Tk chfldrcn of this node or. 
(1231) /COAcHE&WLE/EMOTIONALICONTROL OF FEEUNGS 
CQACIIES/MALE/EN)IRO: JMENT 
Created. 15.03,27 Jan. 19". 
LAA modified. 12: 59,19 Mar, 2003. 
Mic siblings of ads w& am: 
(121) /COACHES/MALE/PHYSICAL 
(122) /COACHES/MALE/MENTAL 
(123) /WACIIESIMALMMOTIONAL, 
*** The children of this Dodo sm: 
(1241) /COACIM&N4ALE/ENV1RONMENT/NEED, TO ADAPTTO 711H 
ENVIRONMENT 
(1243) /COACIIES/NLALE/ENVIRONM[Nr/MANAGING ONES LIFE-STYLE 
(1244) /COACIW-VM[ALE/ENVIRONMENT1TWNING SITUATIONS 
(1245) /COACIIES/MALLENVIRONMEW/SrTUATIONAL DEMANDS 
(1246) /COAalES/MALEAENVIRONMENT/PREPARATION 
4*0 Cmatod: 14: 00,14 Oc4 1999. 
Lad modiflo&- 14.00,2116 May 2003 
7U siblings of this Dode me: 
(222) WIUMESMEMALE/P HYSICAL 
(223) /AlIJIMESMEMALE/ EMOTIONAL 
(224) WIMMESMEMALEI MMRONM04T 
0*0 Mic chiM= of this node am: 
(2211) WIMTESIFEMALE MENTALWAmaWMI ADVERS17Y 
is 
(2212) /AIIU. ETES/F EMALEIMENTALlMdmiaininS pcr=W owsW 
(2213) /ATIUMEST EMALEMENTAL(DWinS with anxkiy 
(2214) /AlrtUXMS/F EMALE/UFXrAUoxh=tratim 
(2215) /ATIUX17EST EMALEMENTAUABILITY M NUNTALLY PREPARE 
(2216) /A719XMSIFE MALEIMENTALAEXPLORING ME COKWORT ZONE 
(2218) /A71UX7ES/FE MALE/MENTAUACIIIEVA13LI1 GOALS 
(2219) /ATHLE7*ES(FE MALE/MENTALWNFIDENCE 
(22110) /A71H. ETES/F EMALE/MENTAUUNCONSCIOUS QUALITY 
(22111) /AT`flLETE. Sn MALEftAENrAL/vlodins out a rmk 
(22112) /ATIRZTESN EMALENWAIXOPINO WMI MANY BROADER ISSUES 
(22113) MTHLETESIF E)AALEMENTALWAYING IN CONTROL 
(22114) /AM-a. EIES/F D. 4AIXJME4TALA)EALING WMI PRESSURE 
(22115) /ATHLET`EVM MALE/MENTAU%innins maahty 
(22116) /ATHLETES/F E-MALE/NWAUdeganimKim 
(22117) /ATHLETESM EMALEMENTALAUGH NEED ACIIIEVER 
(22118) /ATHLETESN EIMALEMENTALAMAG13 PRESEWATION 
(22119) /All UXTES/F EMALE/NUNrALM IE FINIS1 IM ARTICLE 
(22120) /ATHLETESAF EMALE/MEWAUswMdnod toushom 
(22121) /ATHLETES/FE N(ALE/NWXrAL/USlN0 MENTAL SKILLS 
ATHLIETESIFEMALLIPHYSICAL 
crala. 14.00,14 Oct. IM 
Last modiflod: 14: 01,27 May 2003. 
7be siblinp of this node am: 
(221) ATHLETES/FEMA LE/MlENTAL 
(223) /AilliErES/FEMAL E/EMOTIONAL 
(224) /ATHLETES/FENU LE/ENVIRONMENT 
4** TW dWdren of this node are: 
(2221) /A7TaZrESTEM[A LE/HlYSICAUcwW of the simWoo 
(2222) /ATHLETESTEMA LE/PIIYSICAIJCOPING WIT11 PHYSICAL DISCOMFORT 
(2223) /ATHLETESIFEMA LE/PIIYSICALIMGHNE-SS 
(2224) ATIRMSIFE-MA LE/MlYSICALtUSING SUMANCES 
(2225) /AIIILMESTEMA LEIMIYSICALIPIIYSICAL CONFIDENCE 
ATI[LETIES/FEMALE/EMOTIO 
*** Created. 14.01.14 Oc% 1"S. 
*Last modified. 14: 01,27 May 2003 
* 71ic siblings of this node am: 
(221) /ATHLZMS/FEMALE/NffNrAL 
(222) ATHLEMS/FEMALE/PHYSICAL 
(224) /ATHLZMS/FEMALFJENVIRONMENT 
*** 7be ddkimn of tWs Dode are: 
(2231) /AIIMZIESTEMALE/EM07IONALAWING WMI EMMONS 
ATIILETES/FEMALE/ENVIRONMENT 
Cmata, 15.02,27 Jok 1999. 
Last modifla- 15.03,27 May 2003. 
7U siblings of this node am: 
(221) /ATHLETES/FEMALE/MENTAL 
(222) ATI-ILMESMEMALFRHYSICAL 
(223) /ATHIEMSIFEMALVEmornONAL 
**4 Mic ddkh= of Ods node am: 
19 
(2241) /ATHLETESTEMA UMNVIRONMENT/SrIUAIrIONAL DEMANDS OF TIIE 
TASK 
(2242) /ATHLETES/FEMA LEIENVMONMENTAmkoo" quahty La PoDpk 
(2243) /ATHLETESIFEMA LEIENVIRONMENT/lItAD; INGTOUGIINESS 
(2244) /ATHLETE&MMA LEIENVIRONmENT/uFEsriE DEMANDS 
(2245) /ATHLLrrESIFEMA LFANVIRONMENTAou&hnm umsfcr 
(2246) /ATHLL-MSTWA LFAZtMRONMEMAnmtllins lifestyk 
(2247) /ATHLMES/FEMA tJM: ýMRONMENT/NE-CKTO NECK 
ATHLETESMALEMENTAL 
Cmftd. 13: 59.14 Oct 199& 
149 modified: 13: 59,14 June 2003 
Tbe siblinp of Ws Dode am: 
(212) /ATHEMESNIAL MMSICAL 
(213) /ATEETESIMAIE tEMOTIONAL 
(214) /ATHLMESIMALE IENVIRONMENT 
*** The children of this node are: 
(2111) /ATHEEM/MALE tNIENTALAztcqxvtation o(stress 
(2112) /ATHLETES/MALE /MENTAL-ADEALINO WMI PRESSURE 
(2113) /A711LETESIMALE/MENTALANNER STRENCM 1 
(2114) /AIIMMES/MALL MENTALA)ESIRE TO SU 
(2115) /A71UMES/MALE IMENTAUMNTROL 
(2116) /ATMITESMALE &ENTAIMEDICA11ON 
(2117) /ATIUMESIMALE MN17ALADISCIPLINE 
(2118) /ATHLETESIMALE /MENTAUDEFININO MOMDff 
(2119) /ATHLETESMALE MENTALWI. LERTOUCII 
(21110) /ATIUETES/NIAL EIMEqTAUCONFID04CE 
(21111) /ATlILETES/M[AL E/NCWrAlJATIltZM MATURrTY 
(21112) 
(21113) /All U=s/mAL E/MENTALIMMIA EXPOSURE 
(21114) MULETESMAL EIMENTAL(KNOWING THAT YOUR TOUGH 
(21115) /ATHIMESMAL EMMALMETEMINED 
(21116) /ATHLETF-WAL E/MENTAL/ClAININO 711E MENTAL EDGE 
(21117) 1AmHZnESaAm zM-NrALA)Ol3Y LANGUAGE 
(21118) /AmL=s/mAL rjMENTAIAERClEVED VaORTANCE OF WHAT YOU 
ARE DOING 
(21119) /ATHLETES/MAL FJMENTAIMIAT LrrME Drr EXTRA 
(21120) /ATIRLETESMAL EMENTALAUGHER SICILL LEVEL TOUG04FM 
(21121) /ATHLOMSMAL EIMENTAIMnninS or WnS boor 
(21123) /ATHLETESMAL EMENTAIALANDLINO PRESSURE 
(21127) /ATHLETES/MAL EaAENTAIADRIVINC) AMBMON 
CmvAod: 13: 59,14 Ock 199& 
Lad modiflod: 13: 59,14 June 2003 
7u IuRblings of dis node am: 
(211) /ATHLE7ES/MALE/MENTAL 
(213) /AnIIzrE&mALE/EManONAL 
(214) /ATHLETESIMALE/ENVIRONMENT 
000 Ilic chiWmn of tWs node am: 
(2121) /A71IIZMS/MALE/PHYSlCALJFrrNESS LEVEL 
(2122) /ATHLETES/MALEIPIiYSICAIA)BALING WM I PHYSICAL INWRY AND 
PERFORMING 
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(2123) /ATHLETES/MALE/PHYSICALRAINMLERANCE 
ATHLETES/MALE/EMOTIONAL 
cmatc&' 13: 59,14 Clc% 1998. 
Last modifiedL 13: 59,14 June 2003 
7be sibliap of this node are: 
(211) ATHLEMSMAIZUENTAL 
(212) /ATHLEMSMALE/PHYSICAL 
(214) /ATHLETES/MALFADWMNMENT 
*** 7be chiW= of this node am: 
(2131) /ATHLMMSIMLE/EMOTIONALWNTROL 
*0* chý- 15: 0 1.27 Jan. 1999. 
(214) ATIMETESMALFANWONNIENT 
$** No DefinWm 
*01 Creata- 15.01.27 Jan, 1999. 
** *Lau modiflod: 14: 58,14 June 2003 
*** MW siblin gs of this node am: 
(211) ATHLETES/NIAL E/NIENTAL 
(212) /A71-IlErES/MAL EAPHYSICAL 
(213) /ATHLEM/MAL FJEMOTIONAL 
00* 71w children of this node am: 
(2141) /ATHIjLriEsuAL EmNVIRONMENT/IrRAIMNO BEHAVIOUR 
(2142) /NrIUZMSTAAL E/ENVIRONMENTA)EALING WMI WE CIRCUS 
ENVIRONMENT 
(2143) /ATtILLrIESftAAL ZJENVIRONMM4T/MANAGINa ONES LIFESTYLE 
(2144) /ATHLETF_&WLAL EXNVIRONMEW/REPEAT DEMANDS OF 71 IS TASK 
(2145) /ATIRMS? AAL Z/ENVIRONMENT/SI7'UA71ONAL DEMANDS 
(2146) /ATHLL7rES/ULAL EIENVIRONMENT/DMFERENr DIMENSIONS TO YOUR 
CAME 
(2147) /ATHLEJES/MAL E/ENVIRONMENT/BEING M13ME BEFORE 
(2148) /A7M. E77-%? AAL E/ENVIRONMENT/? &XING awmimmim 
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Appendix 4. 
Example - Individual Node Report 
Elite Athlete 4 
Q. S. R. NUDIST Power version, revision 4.0. 
Licensee: UNN. 
PROJECT: PfID98, User FAWCETT TOM 
ON-UNE DOCUMEM ELXIE AIIELETE 4 -Femak 
(221163) /ATHLJETES&T. MAIXAU NrALJDEALlN0 WrM ADVERSrlY/COPIN0 
WITH SETBACKS/SHOWINaRESILI]ENCE 
++Units: 4&46 
(2215) /ATHLJE7E&TEMALE/MlEN TAL/ABjjXrY To MENTALLY PREPARE 
++Units: 112-112 128-128 
(22162) /ATHEErE&TEMALE/MEN TALJEXPLORING THE COMFORT 
ZONE/PUSHING BEYOND WHERE YOU ARE NOW 
++ Units'64-64 302-302 307-307 
(2219) /ATHLETESTEMALE/WN TALCONFIDENCE 
++ Units: 64-64 
(22192) /ATHLEMS&EMALYJWN TALJCONFIDENCrJMWING YOUR PARTNER 
++ Units: 98-88 
(2211462) /ATHLETES/FENLkLEft*iE NTAIJDEALINo WrM 
PRESSURE/EXPECTATIONS/EXACrING STANDARDS 
++ Units: 104-104 
(2211411) /ATHLETESNEMALE/ME NTALMEALING %Ml PRESSURE/BEINO 
FULLY PREPARED 
++ Units: 54-56 
(22115) /ATHLEIES/FEMALE/NIENTALlwinOinS 01032"1 
++Units: 108.108 
(221171) MMEIESNENIALEMENTAMIGH NEED ACIBEVERAPUSIIINO 
ONESEIY 
++ Units: 84-M 192-196 
(2222) /ATHLZrESMEMALE/PHYSICAMOPINa WMI PHYSICAL DISCOMFORT 
++Units: 108.108 204-204 
(2231) /ATIHLETE&TEMALESMoTIONAucopiNo WMI EM(MONS, 
++ Units: 154.134 138.158 
(2243) /A711LETES/FEMALE(ENVIRONMENT/ITLkMa TOUGIINESS 
++ Unks: 50-50 60-60 6"S 229-228 
(2247) /ATHLETES054ALE/ENVIRONNTXr/NECK TO NECK 
++ Units: 50-50 200-200 
LIN (2321163) /ATHLZTESfIWAL SAMPLE A'nlIETEMEý4ALE/MEN`rALJDEA (1 
WII'H ADVERSny/CC)PIN() Wrffl SETBACKSMIOWING RESILIENCE 
++ Units: 4646 
/ATHLETESf=AL SAMpLp (23215) ATjjLLrrF-mMALE/MENTAIJABMXrY T10 
MIDiTALLY PREPARE 
++Units: 112.112 128-128 
(232162) /ATHLLrE&, MAL SAMpL13 AjjffMF_jnMALEjMjWAjMPLOfUNG 
THE COMFORT ZONDMKNO BEYOND VIERE YOU ARE NOW 
++ Units: 64-64 302-302 307-307 
(23219) /ATHLMT-StMAL SAMPLE ATIILETESIFEMALENUMA=NTIDENCE 
++ Units: 64-64 
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(232192) /ATHLETES)TOTAL SAMPLE 
ATHLETES/FENLALEMWrAIJCONFMENCMCNOWING YOUR PARTNER 
++Units: 8m 
(23211462) /ATHLETESM)TAL SAMPLE ATHLZrES/FEMAL E/MENTALJDEALIN0 
WITH PRESSURE/EXPECTATIONST. XACTING STANDARDS 
++ Units: 104-104 
(23211411) /ATHLETT. S=AL SAMPLE ATHLETES/FEMAL E/MENTALADEALING 
V4711 PRESSURE/BEING FULLY PREPARED 
++ Units: 54-56 
(232115) /ATHLETESn`OTAL SAMPLE ATHLETES/FEMALE /MENTALSvinnimS 
Mentality 
++Units: 108-108 
(2321171) /ATHLETES1IWAL SAMPLE ATHLETES/FEMALE /MENTAUHIGH NEED 
ACHIEVER/PUSHING ONESELF 
++ Units: 84-94 192-196 
(23222) /ATHLETEWMAL SAMPLE ATHL. ETES/FEMALE/ PHYSICAIAMPING 
WrIH PHYSICAL DISCOMFORT 
++Units: 108-108 204-204 
(23231) /ATHLETESnWAL SAMPLE ATHLMES/FEMALEA NMONAL/COPINa 
WITHEMOTIONS 
++Units: 154-154 159-158 
(23243) /ATHLETES/I'OTAL SAMPLE 
ATHLLrrES/FEMALE/ENVIRONMENTAMAD; INO TOUGHNESS 
++ Units: 50-50 60-60 68-68 229-229 
(23247) /ATHLETEs/TarAL SAMPLE ATtmETEs/FEmAL. Em NvIRONmENTtNECK 
TO NECK 
++ Units: 50-50 200-200 
(F 3) //Free Nodes/Does It exist 7 
++ Units: 42-42 
(F 7) //Free Nodes/Consistag nahn 
++ Units: 269-269 
(F 12 29) //Free Nodes/Other definitionsIPERSERVERANCE 
++ Units: 224-224 
(F 14) /Xim Nodc&SdnnWg toughness 
++ Units: 257-257 
(F 19 14) 11Fmc Nodedsour= of MTtCOACHES 
++ Units: 94-94 162-162 
(F 29) //Free NodevUNKNOWN QUALrI`Y 
++ Units: 194-194 
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Appendix 5. 
LX, kMPLZ NODE RJEPORT-EVIENTPRLSSURE 
Q. S. R. NUDIST Pcywer vcWM m-vision 4.0. 
lJoen : UNN. 
PROJEM PHD99, Usa FAWCEL I TOK 13: 41.6 Aprd 2003 
(2112314) /ATHLETESMALMUNrALAIANDUNG PRESSURE/EVENT PRESSURE 
$00 Definifion: 
AT THE EVENT AND THE CIRCUS 
iiiiii0666iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ffi iiiiiiiii 
+++ ON-LINE DOCUMENT: ELITE ATHLETE 23 
+++ Document Header 
* No Header 
+++ Retrieval for this document: I unit out of 240, - 0.42% 
++ Text units 20-20: 
0* It's the same with any performance and the prpandion, you train to 
be able to achieve something which otherwise you perhops wouldal be 
to achieve. Obviously the sporting event Is the stage on whkh you Dood 
to achieve that for it to be relevant. Because everybody's a world 
champion on the training ground sort of thin& You know It doesn't 
BMW ... ( laughs) its very good and mid, you fed good SoinS fast an the training ground and doing something rally good in training. but 
ultimately that s not where the line is drawn In the sand. 7V judStment 
day is the competition day. So. In order to reproduce what you we 
capable of whether it be physically or mentally tb= is an element of 
control In order to replicoe or reproduoe what your best pcrfbrmw= 
might be. 20 
i! i6ia1fý++ 10 11!! A11A1! 11i 
... ON-LINE DOCUMENT. ELITE A71RM 7 
+++ Docummt Header 
0 No Header 
+++ Rcuicvd for tWs domm=t I wdt out of 336. - 0.309/9 
++ Text units 32-32: 
*: Well it Is dead easy, because when you get training It Is obviously 
dead easy because there is no Interference whatsDeva, them is just you 
on the range and that is it. But then you go to a small competition Wx 
the nationals and there is, it is hirly straight forward. them we 
people you know. the same people on the range, etc.. etc, but it is 
when, you know and thea you go to an intonational and it Is histy 
standard again mid you am use to it but when It Is the Olympic games and 
you have got, you know It is the Olympic paws and you know that thav Is 
cameras arour4 spectators around. You know wv never really had 
spectators unless it was like the Olympic AM then it just appears 
to be a different ball game, even though it isn't. Still the same 
Process that you have had to follow and it is really how snuch you can 
gay within that process without gating distnected. And that is what it 
is, it is Me a distraction but I describe ltý the way I would describe 
It is like it is almost Re what I call Little Red Riding Hood syndrome, 
whereby you am in that house and you have go big bad wolf huMnS and 
puffing trying to blow the house down, you know and it is how st=S)vu 
lmv built your house to er, and what footings you have built it on to 
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how well it is going to withs" the big bad wolf outside. You acwally fed that when You are out thcre. 32 
4iiiiiiiýfAiiiiiiiii#iiiiiiiiii#iiiiAiii 
+++ ON-LINE DOCUNWr. - EUM AUILETE 35 
+++ Document Wader: 
* No Header 
+++ Rctzicval for this document 2 units out of 267, - 0.75% 
++ Text units 59-59: 
*: All the time. Normally, like we have #a to plan whether to train 
in the morning or go to phytio or not, all those sorts of tlb& you hinv 
got a routine to get yourself into, when You Set to 01)13qic games I think 
this time k will be fine, am in Allards it was fine bacause the pool 
and the accommodation were all so close, but the roads. )vu bad to think 
of that when you are travelling an hour to ga to the venue and the 
driver of the bus didn't even know where you wem goin& You have So to 
handle that pressum, you have 0 to, you W&M doep flve of six hours, 
got twenty four hours, nuke P= that nothing really affects you too 
much. You have got to be sortad, you havejust got to scoqx It really. 59 
++ Text units I 11.111: 
*: after the nice I mean Ijust felt ba4 I was lyins in bod one n1sk 
andý not sure if it was that night or couple of nights Isla. but it was 
like half the world is watching me, a billion people or so watching it 
round the world, if you did think like that say two or thrac mimic 
before your race I am sum It would phase you but I noulf Drver really 
thought about 14 or particuluty that them am sixteen thousand poople 
h= watching me III 
ON-LINE DOCIINIENT. ELrM ATTILETE 36 
+++ Retrieval for this document: 3 units out of 169, - 1.8% 
++ Text units 79-79. 
1 You am basically looking for consistency. The poople who am the beat 
the world who are consistently the bed in the world am w6dievably 
talented. 7bere are people who am like that but there an people % ho am 
W that talented but are willing to work really hard to &cWcw and I am 
like that. I feel that I was in the latter, I feel that I was tot so 
Wented 
. or as Wented as some In the game but I had the ability to 
raise my some For instance there are people out there who in high jump 
who do Pemnal bests in training. my personal bed is 2.37 but I have 
never done that in training. I Deeded to competition in order to bring 
out that world dam performance in me 79 
++ Tod units 127-127: 
*- yeah at the end of the day you have to set yourself tools. You know 
the grand prix circuit was & series o(compWaonL You compete in Pow 
And the Dext one is in Brussels, you get the flight and then it rals an 
and OIL You get to the position where there will be 43,000 people in the 
stadium and you'll be standing there and you can't get motivated II use 
to t'"d with a guy called DO and we used to So to then meetings in 
Bru Is, Rome, Zurich, Berlin and Oslo. Our goals wo always the ma)or 
championships, they were always the world championships W the Olym* 
G8MeL 7U red was basically a way of getting yourself in shape and 
making some money. Its ridiculous to think back now and think ofjumping 
in front of 45,000 people and if you asked mic to do something tin I Be 
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it reading OW my name never mind competing, but It didn't modvKC no 
really. We used to do things in those situations to motivate us moot I 
would say to Dalton and during the run up I would be Ming am you 
watching this, am you watching this 7 Stand behind the bad Daiwa .... It 
gnv us a bit of a lift and a bit of irxeWvc. I remember running round 
the bend before theJump and shouting to Dalton. we you watching this 7 
I even shouted his name going ova the bar I Now hrvinS 45.000 poopk, 
watcAing you6 you would think it would be enough to moth-we you to 
compete , but it got us through the grand prix final events. 127 ++ Text units 129-129: 
Ss I think it Is, I had a long conversation with Darren Campbell the 
other day and he said if you look at the Ucs of LfiAcd Christie when 
he was coming through. if you look at a typical season and the UK of 
times you would be looking at 10 - 2's and 10 -3's, (which wen cop 
times ) yet at the major championships he would be well lower. Becau 
you set yourself goals accordingly. Money is Do the be all anil end all , 
although we all need money to live, but its rot all about Clud really. 
To some its more than that and at die ma* events It Is About thaL I 
will get to the worlds or the Olympics stronger or I will do dw $raw 
prix circuit and =kc the money I yet when you Set to The mijor 
championships you am shot to pieces I Ali you beg performances am 
left behind on the grand prix circuit 1 129 
CONT 
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